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Preface

The �


 International Workshop on Description Logics was held in
Link�oping� Sweden from July �� to August �� It was an aliate event with the
Sixteenth International Joint Conference on Arti�cial Intelligence �IJCAI�

�
Stockholm� July �� 	 August �� and with the Sixth International Workshop
on Knowledge Representation meets Databases �KRDB�

� Link�oping� July
�
	����

The workshop was organized in sessions on theoretical advances in de	
scription logics �� sessions�� applications of description logics �� sessions��
description logic systems �� sessions� and extensions of description logics
�� session�� Further� there was a joint session with the Sixth International
Workshop on Knowledge Representation Meets Databases� There were two
invited talks� Natasha Alechina gave a tutorial on logics for semi	structured
data� Robert MacGregor and Deborah McGuinness gave a presentation on
DARPA�s High Performance Knowledge Base project�

The workshop was sponsored by the Swedish Research Council for En	
gineering Sciences �TFR�� Telefonaktiebolaget LM Ericssons Stiftelse f�or
fr�amjande av elektroteknisk forskning� Link�opings kommun� Erda AB and
the Laboratory for Intelligent Information Systems� Link�opings universitet�
Thanks go also to Lotta Nissen� Yelena Turetskaya and a number of students
for their contribution to the organization�
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�Modal� Logics for Semistructured Data

Natasha Alechina
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The area of semistructured data includes collections of
data items which have in some ways similar but not iden�
tical structure� Examples of semistructured data range
from heterogeneous databases to the World Wide Web
�Abi���� The area is obviously quite heterogeneous itself�
However there are some important features common to
all kinds of semistructured data� namely	

� data is represented as an edge labelled graph


� querying data involves traversing paths in a graph�

Both features suggest that modal logic techniques can
be successfully used for analysing logical properties of
semistructured data� The reason for believing this is
that modal logics were successfully applied to express
similar properties over similar graphs� for example tran�
sition systems and feature structures�

Logical issues involved in working with semistructured
data �the list below contains mutually dependent items�
are	

� which operations should a query language have


� expressive power and complexity of query evalua�
tion


� how precisely do we want to describe structures
�what is the right notion of equivalence


� how do we express information available about the
format of data �what is the right description lan�
guage�

The talk will contain an overview of work on
semistructured data and advocate the use of �modal frag�
ments� of transitive closure logic �Imm��� as a formal
basis for query and description languages for semistruc�
tured data� By a modal fragment of some language con�
taining �rst order quanti�ers � and � we mean a frag�
ment where the range of quanti�ers is restricted to ele�
ments which are �accessible� from the parameters of the
quanti�ed formula �Ale���� In the context of �rst order
logic extended with transitive closure operator� accessi�
bility means existence of a path� We believe that this

restriction re�ects the spirit of navigational query lan�
guages such as Lorel �AQM����

References
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The  goal  of DAR P A’ s  HP K B  pro gram  is  to  dem o ns t ra t e
t he  prac t i cal i t y and ut i l i t y  of cons t r uct i n g and  reas oni ng 
wi t h ver y lar ge kn owl ed ge ba s es  [C ohen  et  al  98] .   Th e
con t ract ors  part i c i pat i ng in  thi s  ini t i at i v e wer e tas ked t o
con s t ruc t  con vi nci ng ap pl i ca t i ons  in s peci f i c mi l i t ar y
dom ai ns . 

The  appl i cat i ons  were and are cons t r uct ed  arou nd on-
t ol ogi e s  and  know l edge  bas e s  man aged by ge neral -
pur pos e knowl edge repre s ent a t i on (KR ) sys t e m s .   The
KR  sys t e m s  in  us e are C yc (C yc orp),  Ont o l i ngu a and 
ATP  (S t a nford ),  Oc el ot  and S NAR K (S R I) ,  Loo m  and 
P ow erLoo m  (US C / IS I ) and  SM E (NWU) .   Th es e KR 
s ys t em s  al l  s uppor t  ver y exp res s i ve la nguag es ,  and th ey
hav e si m i l ar cont e xt  me chani s m s  for su bdi vi di ng knowl -
edg e.   A l l  of  the sys t e m s  ex cept  Loom  have been ex-
t en ded duri ng  the progr am  by  spec i al -p urpos e rea s oner s 
des i gned  to accel e rat e and/ o r bro aden the s cope of th ei r
ded uct i v e pro ces s o rs .   A var i et y of tr ans l a t ors  exi s t  for
t ra ns l at i ng bet wee n di ffer ent  pai rs  am ong  thes e sys t em s . 

A hi gh percen t age of th e pro gram  is  de vot ed  to m anual 
con s t ruc t i on of kn owl ed ge ba s es .   Addi t i ona l  fac t ual 
kno wl edg e has  been  acqu i red us i ng  text  ext r act i o n, 
“kn owl ed ge sl urpi n g”,  and ex t ract i on from  s t ruct ured
t ex t ual  sourc es  su ch as  the CIA Worl d Fact  Book. 

Ori gi nal l y,  t he pr ogram  was  int en ded t o sup port  re-
s ea rch i nt o probab i l i s t i c re as oni ng as  wel l  as  deduct i ve
rea s oni n g.   T he di ffi cu l t y of con s t ruc t i ng si zab l e ba s es  of
pro babi l i s t i c  know l edge  caus ed mo s t  of  thes e eff ort s  to
m i g rat e el s ew here.   How ever,  ot he r ki n ds  of  reas oners  are
bei ng em pl oye d in vari o us  ap pl i ca t i ons ,  inc l udi n g
ana l ogi c al  re as oni ng an d geo s pat i al  re as oni ng (N WU), 
t he  EXP E C T sy s t em  (IS I) ,  whi ch re as ons  wi t h  quas i -
dec l arat i ve proced ures ,  cas e -bas e d rea s oni n g (IS I),  and
qua l i t at i ve s i m ul a t i on (S t an ford and NWU). 

The  gui d i ng force behi n d the  appl i cat i ons  are ch al l en ge
pro bl em s  that  spec i fy t he do m ai n of ap pl i ca t i on,  know l -
edg e sou rces ,  exam pl e ques t i ons ,  and at  tes t i ng ti m e,  tes t 
que s t i on s .   An innov at i on  of t hi s  progra m  is  the us e of 
“pa ram et eri ze d que s t i on s ” (P Qs ).   A  PQ i s  a s t ruct ured
Eng l i s h ques t i on t hat  cont ai ns  ph ras es  that  wi l l  be al -
t er ed at  tes t i ng t i m e al ong pre-s peci f i ed di m ens i o ns . 
Thu s ,  ea ch PQ  repr es ent s  a s et  of  ques t i ons .   F o r exa m -
pl e ,  the  gene ral  ques t i on:   How i s  <t e rm 1>  {di ff erent 
fro m / l i k e}  <t erm 2>  was  ins t a nt i at ed as  “How  is  a terror-

i s t  grou p’s  i nt ere s t  in  incr eas e pres t i ge and in fl uen ce di f-
fer ent  from  a cri m i nal  organ i zat i on’s  int er es t  i n incre as e
pre s t i ge  and infl u ence?  (The  ans w er is  they  have  di ff erent 
goa l s  an d tar get s  – ter rori s t s  se ek to  incr eas e pres t i ge
am o ng th ei r s uppor t ers  to bo l s t er  thei r cau s e wh i l e
cri m i nal  orga ni zat i ons  targe t  ot h er cr i m i na l  organ i zat i ons 
i n order  to i ncrea s e th ei r chance s  of monop ol i zi ng th ei r
pow er an d con t rol  in th e il l i ci t  sect o r. )  Each appl i cat i o n
bui l der has  adopt e d a num ber  of P Qs ,  and  is  t ai l or i ng
t he i r kn owl ed ge ba s es  and so m et i m es  ex t endi ng th ei r
und erl yi ng re as oni ng sy s t em s  to reas on  com p et ent l y wi t h
any  ques t i ons  gen erabl e by thos e  P Qs . 

At  the end of  Year  one,  vari ous  devel o pers  had pro-
duc ed ap pl i ca t i ons  that  exhi bi t ed  im pr es s i v e rea s oni n g
cap abi l i t i es .   How ever,  ther e was  li t t l e in  the way of in-
s t r um ent at i on  for meas u ri ng or ev al uat i ng how th e
kno wl edg e in the KB s  co nt ri b ut ed to ea ch sy s t em ’ s  per-
for m ance .   Th i s  wa s  par t i al l y rem edi ed  by pos t -h oc
ana l ys i s  of t he ap pl i ca t i ons .   F o r Yea r 2,  more caref ul 
m ec hani s m s  ha ve be en es t abl i s hed for ev al uat i ng t he ap-
pl i cat i o ns  an d ext ens i v e met ri cs  are bei ng col l e ct ed. 

The  manu al  ef fort  expen ded t o pro duce the ont ol o gi es 
and  know l edge  bas e s  has  been  cons i dera bl e.   To t he ex-
t en t  tha t  thi s  kno wl edg e is  r eu s abl e ,  t hi s  effort  mi gh t  be
con s i der ed ju s t i fi abl e.   S om e of the i ns t ru m ent a t i on in-
t ro duced  int o  the sys t e m s  du ri ng Year 2 is  ai m ed  at  t ry-
i ng  to quant i fy th e am o unt  of Yea r 1 knowl e dge t hat  i s 
reu s ed i n the  Year  2 ap pl i ca t i ons .   S o m e ex peri m ent s 
at t em pt  to me as ure  us e of kn owl ed ge hi gh up  in an on-
t ol ogy rel at i ve to  the us e of mor e spe ci fi c  know l edge 
l ow er do wn in  the hi era rchi e s ;  a dem on s t rab l e us e of
hi g her-l evel  (m ore  abs t ract ,  more  gene ral ) knowl edge is 
s ee n as  anot h er de m ons t rat i o n of reus e . 

In Year 2 som e add i t i on al  “c ri t i c al  co m pone nt  exper i -
m en t s ” were i nt rod uced as  we l l .   Thes e  were  ai m e d at 
ext ract i ng kn owl ed ge an d al s o at  mergi ng kn owl ed ge
bas es .     The  text  ext r act i o n cri t i cal  com p onent  expe ri -
m en t  ai m s  to bui l d  fram es  fr om  te xt  in put .   The mergi ng
exp eri m e nt  ta kes  t wo kn owl ed ge ba s es  and us es  St an-
for d’s  t ool s  to su pport  a kn owl ed ge en gi nee r in a tas k of
com bi ni n g kno wl edg e bas es  – thus  hel pi ng id ent i f y whe n
t wo  term s  sho ul d be mer ged i nt o one or  have  li nk s  rel at -
i ng  the two obj ect s . 

      DA RP A’ s   High  Perf orm an ce Kn owled ge Ba s  e (H P KB )   Progr am 

R o b  ert  Ma cGre g o r D eb o ra h   L.  McG u in  n  e s  s  
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The  fol l ow-on  prog ram  t o HP K B  wi l l  be cal l e d the 
R ap i d Kn owl ed ge Fo rm ul a t i on (R KF )  prog ram .   That 
pro gram  wi l l  targe t  the  cons t ruct i on of too l s  th at  en abl e
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Abstract

Recent efforts in the Conceptual Modelling community
have been devoted to properly capturing time-varying in-
formation, and several proposals of temporally enhanced
Entity-Relationship (ER) exist. This work gives a logical
formalisation of the various properties that characterise
and extend different temporal ER models which are found
in literature. The formalisation we propose is based on De-
scription Logics (DL), which have been proved useful for a
logical reconstruction of the most popular conceptual data
modelling formalisms. The proposed DL has the ability to
express both enhanced temporal ER schemas and integrity
constraints in the form of complex inclusion dependencies.
Reasoning in the devised logic is decidable, thus allowing
for automated deductions over the whole conceptual repre-
sentation, which includes both the ER schema and the in-
tegrity constraints over it.

1 Introduction

In the temporal ER community two different main mod-
elling approaches have been devised to provide support for
the conceptualisation of valid time. The implicit approach
hides the temporal dimension in the interpretation structure
of the ER constructs. Thus, a temporal ER model does not
include any new specific temporal construct with respect to
a standard ER model. Each ER construct is always inter-
preted with a temporal semantics, so that instances of tem-
poral entities or relationships are always potentially time-
varying objects. The explicit approach, on the other hand,
retains the non-temporal semantics for the conventional ER
constructs, while adding new syntactical constructs for rep-
resenting temporal entities and relationships and their tem-
poral interdependencies. The advantage of the explicit ap-
proach is the so called upward compatibility: the mean-
ing of conventional (legacy) ER diagrams when used in-
side a temporal model remains unchanged. This is cru-
cial, for example, in modelling data warehouses or feder-
ated databases, where sources may be a collection of both
temporal and legacy databases.

A logical formalisation is introduced in this paper that
can cover both the implicit and the explicit approaches. The

idea is to provide a formalisation for implicit temporal ER
models, enriched with the ability to express a powerful class
of temporal integrity constraints. While instances of ER en-
tities or relationships are potentially time-varying objects,
integrity constraints can impose restrictions in the tempo-
ral validity of such objects. The formalisation is powerful
enough that it is possible to explicitly state as integrity con-
straints the distinction between time-varying and snapshot
(i.e., time invariant) constructs. In this way, an ER diagram
may contain both temporal and non-temporal information,
providing the ability to capture the explicit approach.

The formalisation presented in this paper is based on
the expressive temporal Description Logic (DL) ALCQIT
DL, which is able to capture conventional ER models and
has the ability to express a powerful class of temporal in-
clusion dependency constraints. Advantages of ALCQIT
is its high expressivity combined with desirable computa-
tional properties – such as decidability, soundness and com-
pleteness of deduction procedures, allowing for a complete
calculus for temporal integrity constraints.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces
the temporally enhanced ER model, in both the implicit
and explicit approaches. Section 3 briefly introduces the
adopted temporal DL. Section 4 will show how temporal
ER schemas can be encoded into the temporal DL, how ad-
ditional temporal integrity constraints can be imposed on
schemas, and how it is possible to reason in this framework.
The final section describes how integrity constraints can en-
code time-varying and snapshot constructs.

2 The Temporal ER Model

In this Section we informally introduce the temporally
enhanced ER model. Let us consider first a standard ER
diagram, i.e., a diagram where no explicit temporal con-
structs appear. According to the implicit approach, a tem-
porally enhanced ER diagram does not have any specific
temporal construct, since it is intended that every construct
has always a temporal interpretation. Thus, the syntax of
the temporal model is the same as the standard one, and
the temporal dimension is considered only at the semanti-
cal level. We have defined a first-order semantics for the
temporally enhanced ER model – in the implicit approach –
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Figure 1. The temporal ER diagram.

by extending the non temporal semantics introduced in [3].
Interpretations of a temporal ER diagram are called legal
database states. Intuitively, a legal database state is a tem-
porally dependent database – i.e., a finite relational struc-
ture whose tuples depend on time – which conforms to the
constraints imposed by the schema.

Let us consider the example ER diagram of Figure 1;
this diagram is the running example considered in the sur-
vey paper [6]. As we have noticed before, the implicit ap-
proach does not consider the temporal constructs related to
the validity time of entities and relationships (see, e.g., the
TEER model in [4]). Thus, the example diagram should
be modified, since there are some of those disallowed con-
structs. The Profit relationship becomes an attribute of the
entity Department, the Salary relationship becomes an at-
tribute of the entity Employee, the Work-period entity dis-
appears, since it just denotes the validity time of the rela-
tionship Works-for. The resulting diagram is such that every
construct has its own implicit validity time.

We consider now an enhancement of the temporal ER
model by means of integrity constraints. The followingcon-
straints may be imposed over the example ER diagram:

� managers are the only employees who do not work for
a project (she/he just manages it);

� a manager becomes qualified after a period when
she/he was just an employee.

The presence of the above constraints limits the number
of legal database states, since not all the unconstrained
databases conform to the newly introduced constraints. The
enriched schema, which includes both the ER diagram and
the integrity constraints, logically implies the following:

� for every project, there is at least an employee who is
not a manager,

� each manager worked in a project before managing
some (possibly different) project.

Please note that these deductions are not trivial, since from
the ER schema the cardinality constraints do not impose that
employees necessarily work in a project.
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Figure 2. ALCQIT and its semantics.

In the case where an explicit approach to provide tem-
poral support is adopted, new constructs are usually added
to represent the temporal dimension of the model. At the
cost of adding new constructs, this approach has the advan-
tage of preserving the atemporal meaning of conventional
(legacy) ER schemas when embedded into temporal ER di-
agrams: this property is called upward compatibility. This
crucial property is not realizable within the standard im-
plicit temporal approach. According to our approach, both
entities and relationships in the explicit temporal ER model
can be either unmarked, in what case they are considered
snapshot constructs (i.e., each of their instances has a global
lifetime, as in the case they derive from a legacy diagram),
or explicitly temporary marked (i.e., each of their instances
has a temporary lifetime).

3 The Temporal Description Logic

We introduce very briefly in this section the ALCQIT
temporal DL, which is obtained by combining a standard
tense logic and the standard non-temporal ALCQI DL [2].

The basic types of the DL are concepts, roles, and fea-
tures. According to the syntax rules at the left of Figure 2,
ALCQI concepts (denoted by the lettersC and D) are built
out of primitive concepts (denoted by the letter A), roles
(denoted by the letter R�S), and primitive features (denoted
by the letter f); roles are built out of primitive roles (de-
noted by the letter P ) and primitive features.

We define the meaning of concepts as sets of individuals
and the meaning of roles as sets of pairs of individuals. A
temporal structure T � �P� �� is assumed, where P is a



set of time points and � is a strict linear order on P. For-
mally, an ALCQIT temporal interpretation over T is a
triple I �

� hT ��I� �I�t�i, consisting of a set �I of individ-
uals (the domain of I) and a function �I�t� (the interpreta-
tion function of I) mapping, for each t � P, every concept
to a subset of �I, every role to a subset of �I � �I, and
every feature to a partial function from �I to �I, such that
the equations at the right of Figure 2 are satisfied.

A knowledge base is a finite set � of terminological ax-
ioms of the form C v D. An interpretation I over a tempo-
ral structure T � �P � �� satisfies a terminological axiom

C v D if CI�t� � DI�t� for every t � P. A knowledge
base � is satisfiable in the temporal structure T if there is
a temporal interpretation I over T which satisfies every ax-
iom in �; in this case I is called a model over T of �.
Checking for KB satisfiability is deciding whether there is
at least one model for the knowledge base. � logically im-
plies an axiom C v D in the temporal structure T (written
� j� C v D) if C v D is satisfied by every model over
T of �. In this latter case, the concept C is said to be sub-
sumed by the concept D in the knowledge base � and the
temporal structure T . Concept subsumption can be reduced
to concept satisfiability since C is subsumed by D in � if
and only if �C u �D� is unsatisfiable in �.

The tense-logical extension of ALCQI has been in-
spired by the works of [9, 12]. It is possible to show that
reasoning in ALCQIT (i.e., deciding knowledge base sat-
isfiability and deciding logical implication) is decidable; the
proof is based on a reduction to the decidable language in-
troduced in [12]. The computational complexity of reason-
ing in ALCQIT is EXPTIME-hard.

As an example let us consider the axiom stating that any
living mortal should live in some place, remains alive until
it will die, and at some point in the past was born:

Mortalu LivingBeing v ��LIVES-IN.Place� u
�LivingBeing U ���LivingBeing� u
�LivingBeing S ���LivingBeing�

4 Encoding the Implicit Model

We show in this Section how an ER schema with im-
plicit representation of time – as informally introduced in
Section 2 – can be expressed as a ALCQIT knowledge
base. Let us first consider the translation from an ER di-
agram (without considering the integrity constraints) to a
ALCQIT knowledge base: an ER diagram D is translated
according to table 3 into a corresponding knowledge base
� where each domain, entity or relationship symbol corre-
sponds to a primitive concept, and each attribute or ER-role
symbol corresponds to a primitive feature.

Temporal integrity constraints are expressed by means
of additional terminological axioms in �. More precisely,
an integrity constraint is any inclusion dependency which
can be expressed by means of a terminological axiom of
the kind C v D. It is important to emphasise the fact

D �
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Figure 3. The translation ER 	 DL.

that in this approach the integrity constraints are part of the
schema, so that reasoning is carried on by taking in com-
plete account all the information contained in the schema.

Based on the results of [3], we have proved a theorem
stating that the translation is correct, in the sense that there
is a precise correspondence between legal database states
of D and models of the derived knowledge base �. The
existence of this correspondence is such that, whenever the
problem of checking an ER schema against a property has
a specific solution, then the corresponding reasoning prob-
lem in the DL has a corresponding solution, and vice-versa.
Thus, it is possible to exploit standard reasoning procedures
in the DL for checking properties of the ER schema – for
example, by using a temporal extension of a state-of-the-
art DL system such as iFaCT [7]. The reasoning problems
we are mostly interested in are consistency of a ER schema
– which is mapped to a satisfiability problem in the cor-
responding DL knowledge base – and logical implication
within a ER schema – which is mapped to a logical impli-
cation problem in the corresponding DL knowledge base.

As a final remark, it should be noted that the high ex-
pressivity of DL constructs can capture an extended version
of the basic ER model, which includes not only taxonomic
relationships, but also arbitrary boolean constructs to repre-
sent so called generalized hierarchies with disjoint unions;
entity definitions by means of either necessary or sufficient
conditions or both [3].

Example. Let us consider the example introduced in
Section 2. We first translate the fragment of the ER dia-
gram (Figure 1) involving the entities Project, Employee,
Manager and the relationship Works-for in the DL knowl-
edge base �ER:

WORKS-FOR v has-prj � Projectu has-emp � Employee
Project v �has-prj��. WORKS-FOR
Manager v Employee



We then encode the integrity constraints, which are ex-
pressed by means of terminological axioms in a knowledge
base �IC :

� Managers are the only employees who do not work for
a project:
Employeeu 
has-emp��.�WORKS-FOR v Manager

� A manager becomes qualified after a period when
she/he was just an employee:
Manager v Qualified S �Employeeu�Manager�

It turns out that the following integrity constraints are logi-
cally implied from �ER ��IC :

� For every project, there is at least an employee who is
not a manager:
�ER ��IC j�
Project v ��has-prj�� � has-emp�.�Manager

� A manager worked in a project before managing some
(possibly different) project:
�ER ��IC j�
Manager v ����has-emp�� � has-prj�. Project

Moreover, if we change in�ER the minimum cardinality
of the participation of employees to the Works-for relation-
ship to one (i.e., we make it a mandatory participation):

Employeev �has-emp��. WORKS-FOR

then, even if �ER is satisfiable, �ER � �IC is an unsat-
isfiable knowledge base, because of the first integrity con-
straint. For the abovementioned theorem, no legal DB state
exists for the ER schema including the constraints.

5 Encoding the Explicit Model

This Section shows how the proposed formalisation can
encode explicit temporal ER models by simply imposing
specific constraints defining snapshot and temporary con-
structs, thus maintaining upward compatibility.

5.1 Snapshot Vs. Temporary Entities

The ALCQIT DL is able to capture explicit temporal
ER models by first applying the translation given in the
previous Section, and then adding precise axioms to dis-
tinguish between snapshot and temporal constructs. In the
following, axioms for entities are illustrated. In the next
Section, the analogous for relationships will be showed.

A snapshot entity is axiomatised as follows:

E v ���E� u ���E� (Snapshot axiom)

expressing that whenever the entity is true it is necessarily
true in every past and future time point. Indeed, instances
of snapshot entities have necessarily a global lifetime. On
the other hand, a temporary entity is axiomatised by the fol-
lowing constraint:

E v ����E� t ����E� (Temporary axiom)

asserting that there must be a past or future time point where
the entity does not hold. Indeed, instances of temporary
entities have necessarily a limited lifetime.

Using the reasoning capabilities of ALCQIT it is pos-
sible to support the database designer to discover relevant
schema properties. As an example of the logical implica-
tions holding in a diagram making use of both snapshot and
temporary entities, let us consider the interaction between
entities via ISA links. Let us suppose that there is an ISA

link between a snapshot entity E� and a temporary entity
E�. This temporal ER diagram is translated into the follow-
ing unsatisfiable knowledge base:

E� v ���E�� u ���E��
E� v ����E�� t ����E��
E� v E�

Thus, a snapshot entity can not be a subclass of a temporary
entity, this is true also whenever such a kind of taxonomic
relation is derived in the temporal ER model.

From these considerations it is easy to understand why
the following implications hold:

f E� v ����E�� t ����E��� E� v E� g j�
E� v ����E�� t ����E��

f E� v ���E�� u ���E��� E� v E� g j�
E� v ���E�� u ����E��

i.e., necessarily, every subclass of a temporary entity must
be temporary; and a superclass of a snapshot entity must
be a snapshot entity. Conversely, nothing can be said with
respect to subclasses of snapshot entities. For example, a
schema where a temporary entity is a subclass of a snapshot
entity is consistent.

An incorrect ER schema can be the result of disjoint sub-
classes – i.e., a partitioning. A schema is inconsistent if ex-
actly one of a whole set of snapshot disjoint subclasses is
temporary [8]. Without loss of generality, let us illustrate
the case where E�� E� are disjoint subclasses of the entity
E, with E� snapshot and E� temporary, then such an ER
schema is inconsistent. Indeed, the corresponding knowl-
edge base is unsatisfiable (note that the first set of axioms
correspond to the disjoint subclass axioms):

E v E� tE�� E� v E u �E�� E� v E

E� v ���E�� u ���E��
E� v ����E�� t ����E��

The following is an immediate consequence of the above
inconsistent schema:

f E v E� tE�� E� v E u �E�� E� v E�

E� v ���E�� u ���E�� g j�

E� v ���E�� u ���E��

i.e., an ER schema with exactly one entity whose tempo-
ral behaviour is unknown among a whole set of snapshot
disjoint subclasses, implies that this entity is snapshot.



5.2 Snapshot Vs. Temporary Relationships

The case for relationships is more complex. Temporary
relationships are captured by enforcing the temporary ax-
iom on relationships – in a way analogous to the case of
temporary entities:

R v ����R� t ����R� (Temporary axiom)

To capture snapshot relationships, in addition to the
snapshot axiom, we need to force each ER-role to be time
invariant. For this purpose, the so called global features are
needed. They are features whose value does not depend on
time: we will indicate such particular kind of feature by pre-
fixing the feature name with a “�”. Atomic global features
are interpreted as partial functions independent from time:

t� v � P. �gI�t� � �gI�v�.

Using global features instead of generic features for ER-
roles defining a relationship results in a homogeneous rela-
tionship – i.e., a relationship with tuples whose values are
valid at the same time period. Homogeneous relationships
are encoded by means of the following axiom:

R v ��PR
E�

� E�� u � � �u ��PR
En

� En� (Homog. ax.)

Snapshot relationships are necessarily global and homoge-
neous relationships. Thus, if R is a snapshot relationship
involving the entities E�� � � � � En, the following axioms
should be added to �:

R v ���R� u ���R�
R v ��PR

E�
� E�� u � � �u ��PR

En
� En�

The two axioms are such that whenever a tuple belongs to a
snapshot relationship, then the very same tuple is assumed
to belong to the relationship at every time.

The interaction between temporal and snapshot con-
structs can result in an inconsistent ER schema that can
be checked and discarded automatically. This is case when
a snapshot relationship R involves a temporary entity. In-
deed, the following knowledge base is unsatisfiable:

R v ���R� u ���R�
R v ��PR

E�
� E�� u � � �u ��PR

En
� En�

Ei v ����Ei� t ����Ei�

i.e., snapshot relationships cannot have temporary entities
as participants.

On the other hand, temporary relationships admit snap-
shot entities since the entity instances participate in the rela-
tionship only for a temporary time – i.e., during the validity
time of the relationship.

6 Conclusions

This preliminary work gives a logical formalisation of a
temporal ER model, which has the ability to express both
enhanced temporal ER schemas and (temporal) integrity
constraints in the form of general axioms imposed on the
schema itself. The formal language we have proposed is a

member of the family of Description Logics, and it has a de-
cidable reasoning problem, thus allowing for automated de-
duction over the whole conceptual representation. We have
also shown how the integrity contraints can encode the dis-
tinction between time-varying and snapshot constructs.

This work is just at the beginning. The most promising
research direction to be explored is to better characterise the
expressivity of temporal integrity constraints in order to ax-
iomatise several extensions as proposed in the literature of
temporal ER models. Currently, we are exploring the pos-
sibility to axiomatise the difference between homogeneous
and heterogeneous relationships [5, 10], and to express his-
torical marks (H-marks) [11].

This work was partially supported by the “Foundations
of Data Warehouse Quality” (DWQ) European ESPRIT IV
Long Term Research (LTR) Project 22469.
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� Introduction

Conceptual Information Systems ����� have been devel�
oped for conceptual data analysis and are based on the
mathematical theory of Formal Concept Analysis ������
A Conceptual Information System provides a front�end
for a �relational� database� It uses conceptual hierarchies
to unfold the conceptual structure of the data and to sup�
port on�line navigation through the data� By so�called
conceptual scales ��	��
 the relevant information can be
extracted from the database and stored in a table with
an object�attribute�relation �called formal context� from
which one can derive a conceptual hierarchy �called con�
cept lattice� for the actual part of the data� As far as
they are needed in this paper
 the basics of Conceptual
Information Systems and conceptual scales are provided
in Section ��

For a conceptual scale
 there is always a trade�o� be�
tween its size and its soundness with respect to future
updates of the database� There are two approaches
of designing conceptual scales data�driven design and
theory�driven design�

In theory�driven design
 knowledge about the applica�
tion domain is used to exclude impossible combinations
of attributes� This keeps the conceptual scales small �
and their concept lattices easier to interpret� Theory�
driven design is only applicable if there is enough knowl�
edge about which types of objects may occur in the
database� If this information is missing
 the diagrams
may become unnecessarily large�

The second approach is called data�driven design� If
there is no �or only few� knowledge available
 the scales
are designed to �t the actual data only
 and not to con�
form to all possible updates of the database� If an update
violates the structure of the scale
 the user is warned
 and
the scale has to be redesigned� Hence
 data�driven design
is not applicable if the database is frequently updated�

In ��� a more general approach than conceptual scaling
is presented �data�driven� logical scaling� Instead of us�
ing conceptual scales
 it uses the terminology of a formal
language like Description Logic for extracting informa�
tion� Logical scaling is shortly recalled in Section ��
While data�driven logical scaling has the advantage of

a more powerful language for de�ning scales
 it has the
same drawbacks as data�driven design of ordinary con�

ceptual scales� In Section 	
 we introduce theory�driven
logical scaling which combines both e�orts� It deter�
mines typical objects and excludes all combinations of
attributes which cannot occur because of the semantics
of the applied Description Logic�
Theory�driven logical scaling combines three ideas

the use of a terminology for scaling �����
 the applica�
tion of Attribute Exploration ����� � a knowledge acqui�
sition tool � for bridging the gap between data�driven
and theory�driven design of conceptual scales �����
 and
the utilization of a subsumption algorithm of Descrip�
tion Logics as an �expert� for Attribute Exploration ������
Theory�driven logical scaling can be used to set up a
Conceptual Information System even when the database
is only partially given in the beginning�

� Conceptual Information Systems
and Data�Driven Logical Scaling

De�nition� A �formal� context is a triple K �
�G�M� I� where G and M are sets and I is a relation
between G and M � The elements of G andM are called
objects and attributes
 respectively
 and �g�m� � I is
read �object g has attribute m��
A �formal� concept is a pair �A�B� with A � G and

B �M such that A and B are maximal with A�B � I�
The set A is called the extent and the set B the intent of
the concept� The concept lattice of K �denoted byB�K��
is the set of all its concepts together with the hierarchical
subconcept�superconcept�relation

�A�B� � �C�D� �� A � C ��� B � D� �

Figure � shows a formal context� It has four persons
as objects
 which are described by six attributes� In the
line diagram of its concept lattice the name of an object
g is always attached to the circle representing the small�
est concept with g in its extent� dually
 the name of an
attribute m is always attached to the circle representing
the largest concept with m in its intent� This allows us
to read the context relation from the diagram because
an object g has an attribute m if and only if there is
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Figure � A formal context about wine drinkers and a line diagram of its concept lattice

an ascending path from the circle labeled by g to the
circle labeled by m� The extent of a concept consists of
all objects whose labels are below in the diagram
 and
the intent consists of all attributes attached to concepts
above in the hierarchy�
For example
 the concept labeled by Mr� Smith and

red wine drinker has fMr� Smith� Miss Cooper� Mr� Davisg
as extent
 and fred wine drinker� wine drinker� persong as
intent� In the diagram
 one can for instance see that
the two attributes Bordeaux drinker and red Bordeaux
drinker generate the same concept� This indicates that
among the four persons there is no�one drinking white
Bordeaux� ���
A Conceptual Information System consists of a many�

valued context and a set of conceptual scales� A many�
valued context may not only have crosses �i� e�
 yes�no�
as entries
 but values of attributes pairs� It can be seen
as a table of a relational database with the column con�
taining the objects being a primary key�

De�nition� A many�valued context is a tuple K �
�G�M� �Wm�m�M � I� where G is a set of objects
 M a set
of attributes
 each Wm a set of possible values for the at�
tribute m �M 
 and I � G�f�m�w� j m �M�w �Wmg
a relation with �g�m�w�� � I� �g�m�w�� � I � w� � w��
�g�m�w� � I is read �object g has value w for attribute
m��

A conceptual scale is a one�valued context which has
as objects possible values of the database attributes� It is
used to extract the relevant information from the many�
valued context such that a concept lattice can be gener�
ated� The choice of the attributes of the scale is purpose�
oriented and re�ects the understanding of an expert of
the domain�

De�nition� A conceptual scale for a subset B � M
of attributes is a �one�valued� formal context SB �

�GB�MB � IB� with GB ��m�BWm� The realized scale
SB�K� is de�ned bySB�K� � �G�MB� J� with �g� n� � J
if and only if there exists w � �wm�m�B � GB with
�g�m�w� � I
 for m � B
 and �w� n� � IB �

The idea is to replace the attribute values in Wm which
are often too speci�c by binary
 more general attributes
which are provided in MB � For an example
 see below�
In implemented Conceptual Information Systems
 the

many�valued context is realized as a table in a relational
database� The set GB of a conceptual scale SB is then
replaced by corresponding SQL statements� In the real�
ized scale
 the objects of the conceptual scale �i� e� the
values of the database attributes� are replaced by the
corresponding objects of the many�valued context�
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Figure � shows a small database of a ��ctive� wine
retailer� For this introductory example
 we consider only
the table wines as many�valued context K� The diagram
in Figure 	 shows the realized scale SfPriceg�K�� The
chosen attributes re�ect the view of the analyst about
prices� It divides the price range in four �non�disjoint��
categories below � DM �by the attribute very cheap�


cheap

Casa Solar

expensive

Staehle

Figeac

very expensivevery cheap

Figure 	 The realized scale for the price
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red wine drinker �� person u 	 drinks�red wine
white wine drinker �� person u 	 drinks�white wine
Bordeaux drinker �� person u 	 drinks�Bordeaux
red Bordeaux drinker �� person u 	 drinks��red wine u Bordeaux�

Figure � Terminology Wine drinkers

below �� DM �cheap�
 above �� DM �expensive�
 above ��
DM �very expensive�� The objects of the corresponding
conceptual scale are all possible prices� In the realized
scale
 each price is replaced by those objects which have
this price�

The design of this scale is theory�driven� It re�ects
the understanding that a wine is either cheap or expen�
sive
 that each very cheap wine is also cheap
 and that
each very expensive wine is also expensive� This under�
standing excludes ten out of �� possible combinations of
the attributes as concept intents� With the current data

the concept labeled by very cheap is not realized� That
means that
 at the moment
 there are no wines in the
database which are very cheap� Data�driven design of
the scale would have omitted this concept
 but might not
be consistent with future updates of the database� Hence
data�driven design corresponds to the Closed World As�
sumption
 while theory�driven design corresponds to the
Open World Assumption�

With �traditional� conceptual scaling
 the context
shown in Figure � cannot be obtained as a realized scale
of the given database� In the sequel
 we show how it can
be obtained by data�driven logical scaling� Its theory�
driven counterpart is introduced in Section 	�

In ���
 we presented �data�driven� logical scaling as
an alternative method that allows a more explicit and
more powerful description of the attributes which are
introduced for the scaling process� The basic idea of
logical scaling consists of using a formal language like
Description Logic to de�ne a terminology with attributes
�called concepts ��� in DL� out of the attributes and
relations of di�erent tables of the database�

In the terminology �TBox�
 a set of attributes is de�
�ned by terms of the Description Logic like it is done
in Fig� �� The formal context in Fig� � is the realized
scale that we can derive from the database �ABox� in
Fig� � with the terminology in Fig� �� Its objects are the
persons
 its attributes are the attributes de�ned in the
terminology
 and the relation I is given by the semantics
of the formal language an object g is in relation with
an attribute m if g satis�es the term de�ning m� �For a
formal de�nition
 refer to �����

If the conceptual scale is supposed to conform to up�
dates of the database
 for example to the introduction of
a white Bordeaux drinker �see ����
 a larger conceptual
scale must be created� This is done by theory�driven
scaling�

� Creating Conceptual Scales
by Theory�Driven Logical Scaling

For creating a conceptual scale that is large enough for
all possible updates of the database
 we use Attribute
Exploration �����
 a knowledge acquisition algorithm�
In order to exclude impossible combinations of the at�
tributes
 the algorithm generates questions of the form
�Is a wine drinker who is also a Bordeaux drinker and a red
wine drinker always a red Bordeaux drinker��� If the ques�
tion is denied
 then the user has to provide a counter�
example� In ���
 Attribute Exploration is used for ex�
tending data�driven to theory�driven conceptual scales
with as few interaction of the domain expert as possible�
In logical scaling
 the necessary expert knowledge is

already explicitly formalized in the terminology� That
is why Attribute Exploration can be combined with a
subsumption algorithm of Description Logic as �expert�
������ This can be done with each logic that has a com�
plete subsumption algorithm which generates a counter�
example for each non�valid subsumption� In this paper

we use the language ALC ������
For answering the question mentioned above
 the sub�

sumption algorithm solves the equivalent question if

P 
 wine drinker u Bordeaux drinker u red wine drinker
u� red Bordeaux drinker

is inconsistent with respect to the terminology in Fig�
ure �� In order to show that P is inconsistent
 the sub�
sumption algorithm tries to generate a counter�example�
If this fails
 P is consistent �and the question is a�rmed��
Here the question is denied because the algorithm re�
turns three new �dummy� objects as counter�example
P�
 W	
 and W
 with W	 having only the attribute red
wine
 W
 having only the attributes Bordeaux and white
wine
 an the relations drinks�P��W	� and drinks�P��W
��
The counter�example is added �temporarily
 just for cre�
ating the conceptual scale� to the database in Figure �
and to the context in Figure �� Then Attribute Explo�
ration generates the next open question and passes it to
the subsumption algorithm� In total
 Attribute Explo�
ration generates eight questions� The subsumption al�
gorithm denies four of them� For the others
 it provides
four counter�examples�
The �nal result is a list of counter�examples which de�

termines the structure of the conceptual scale� �Equiva�
lently
 the structure is determined by the list of a�rmed
questions��
The �theory�driven� conceptual scale is derived from

the concept lattice of the extended context� For each
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Figure � Concept lattice of the theory�driven scale

concept
 one clause consisting of the attributes of the ter�
minology is introduced which describes the intent of the
concept� For instance
 P� is replaced by red wine drinker
u Bordeaux drinker u� red Bordeaux drinker� These ob�
jects are used for deriving the realized scale at runtime�
The line diagram of the concept lattice of the realized
scale is shown in Figure �� Here one can see which at�
tribute combinations can principally exist according to
the terminology
 and which of them are realized by the
actual data� For instance one can see that the observa�
tion made in Section � that there is no white Bordeaux
drinker �see ���� does not hold in general
 but only for
the four listed persons�

If one starts the generation of the conceptual scale
from an empty database
 the same scale will arise
 but
in its realized scale there will be no realized concepts
�beside the bottom concept�� As the database grows

more and more concepts become realized� Hence
 theory�
driven logical scales can also be used for analyzing the
degree of completeness of the database with regard to
�typical� objects of the terminology�

In contrast to the terminology in Figure �
 the concept
lattice in Figure � visualizes the subsumption hierarchy�
It combines the intensional part of a Description Logic
�the TBox� with its extensional part �the ABox��
We conclude with the observation that
 in theory�

driven logical scaling
 Description Logics and Formal
Concept Analysis enrich each other� From the view�
point of Formal Concept Analysis
 the use of a Descrip�
tion Logic allows to extend the scaling process in Con�
ceptual Information Systems to more complicated data
structures than just one many�valued context� From
the viewpoint of Description Logics
 Conceptual Infor�
mation Systems provide a graphical user interface which
supports the navigation through and exploration of the
knowledge captured by a Description Logic�
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Abstract

In this paper� we address the problem of
answering �unions of� conjunctive queries on
Aboxes� We propose a backward�chaining
query evaluation based on query expansion�
Expanding a query consists of determining all
the ways of deriving it from atoms built on
some distinguished predicates�

� Introduction

Description Logics �DL� are logical formalisms for repre�
senting and reasoning on complex classes of individuals
�called concepts� and their relationships �expressed by
binary relations called roles�� A DL knowledge base has
two components� ��� the Tbox contains a set of concept
descriptions and represents the general schema model�
ing the domain of interest 	 �
� the Abox is a partial
instantiation of this schema made of a set of assertions
relating either individuals to classes� or individuals to
each others�

It has been pointed out that DL can be useful in a
database setting for several purposes and in particular�
for data modeling �see �
� for a survey� and for infor�
mation integration ���	 ��� An interesting characteristic
of DL systems for databases is that they allow a nat�
ural representation of various forms of incomplete in�
formation� In a Abox� we do not have to provide all
the information about an individual� For example� it is
possible to assert �� 
 child��Bob� denoting that Bob
has atleast two children� but without specifying who the
children are� The system will still be able to infer that
Bob is a parent from this partial information� Another
advantage of DL systems is that they provide inference
services� based on the formal semantics of the underly�
ing description logic� In particular� given a set of concept
de�nitions� the resulting subsumption hierarchy can be
automatically computed� Another important inference
service is automatic instance recognition� given the in�
formation available about an individual in the Abox� and

given the concept de�nitions contained in the TBox� a
DL system will automatically place the individual in the
extension of the concepts it belongs to� Those infer�
ence services are based on algorithms for checking sub�
sumption between concepts and satis�ability of knowl�
edge bases �see e�g� ��� for a survey�� However� those al�
gorithms are not su�cient for fully reasoning on Aboxes�
In particular� the problem of answering �unions of� con�
junctive queries on Aboxes is a core algorithmic issue in
order to export the DL services to the database world�
In addition� in several domains of applications� it would
be very useful to manage large and persistent Aboxes�
In such a setting� a standard algorithmic approach based
on building completions ����� is not feasible�

In this paper� we propose a backward�chaining query
evaluation based on query expansion� We provide a
sound and complete algorithm for query expansion in
the ALN description logic� As a result� we obtain a
new class of queries and views for which the problem of
rewriting queries using views is decidable�

� Preliminaries and examples

ALN Tboxes and Aboxes� ALN contains the DL
constructors of conjunction �C� u C��� value restriction
��R�C�� number restrictions ��� nR�� �� nR��� and
negation ��A� restricted to atomic concepts� We con�
sider acyclic Tboxes made of concept de�nitions of the
form CN �� ConceptExpression� where CN is a con�
cept name and ConceptExpression is a ALN concept
expression� We consider that every concept has been un�
folded �by iteratively substituting every concept name
with its de�nition� and put in a normal form of a con�
junction of concept expressions of the �simple� form� A
�atomic concept�� �A� �� nR�� �� nR�� or of the �com�
plex� form� �R��R� � � ��Rk�D� where D is simple�

An Abox is a set of concept�facts and role�facts� A
concept�fact is of the form C�o� where o is an individual
and C is a ALN concept expression� A role�fact is of
the form R�o�� o�� where o� and o� are individuals and
R is a role name�



The semantics of ALN knowledge bases is the stan�
dard model�based semantics of �rst�order logic� An in�
terpretation I contains a non�empty domain OI � It as�
signs to every constant a an object �I �a� � OI � a unary
relation CI to every concept� and a binary relation RI

over OI �OI to every role R� The extensions of concept
descriptions are given by the following equations�

�C uD�I � CI �DI �
��A�I � OI nAI �
��R�C�I � fd � OI j �e � �d� e� � RI � e � CIg
�� nR�I � fd � OI j j fe j �d� e� � RIg j� ng
�� nR�I � fd � OI j j fe j �d� e� � RIg j� ng

We consider a database setting� in which the concepts
de�ned in the Tbox and the role names appearing in the
concept de�nitions are EDB predicates� We are inter�
ested in querying a persistent Abox composed of stored
extensions of the EDB predicates� The EDB predicates
may be complex concept expressions built over concept
names and role names� In this respect� they can be seen
as �materialized� views over those basic concept and role
names�

Queries� We consider unions of conjunctive queries of
the form� Q� �X� � 	 �Y� � � � �Yn p�� �X�� �Y�� � � � � pn� �Xn� �Yn�
where the pi� �Xi� �Yi��s are concept�atoms or role�atoms�
We call concept�atom an atom p�X� where p is a ALN
concept expression� and role�atom an atom r�X�Y �
where r is a role name� The variables of �X � �X�
� � �
 �Xn

are called the distinguished variables of the query� they
represent the variables of the query which the user is in�
terested in knowing the instances of� when he asks the
query� The variables that are not distinguished �denoted
by �Y� 
 � � � 
 �Yn� are called existential variables�

Without loss of generality� we can assume that we
have the disequality X �� Y for every pair of distinct
variables appearing in the queries� For clarity� we omit
these atoms in our examples and algorithms�

In contrast with conventional relational databases�
some inference may be needed to answer queries on
Aboxes� In particular� the query has to to be rewrit�
ten in terms of EDB predicates which are the only ones
that are stored� The rewriting of the query is obtained
by computing the set of its expansions� Expanding a
query consists of determining all the ways of logically
deriving it from atoms built on some distinguished pred�
icates� In the setting of this paper� the distinguished
predicates that are the target of the expansion process
are the EDB predicates which are de�ned in the Tbox
whose Abox is an instantiation�

Example ���� Suppose that we have a persistent Abox
made of extensions of EDB predicates corresponding to

the roles Stop and Airline and the concepts F light��
F light
 and EastCity described as follows�

F light� �� F lightu �� �Stop�
F light
 �� F lightu �� �Airline� u �Airline�AmCompany

EastCity �� AmCity u �Located�EastCoast

F light� denotes the set of �ights that have atmost one
stop� F light
 denotes the set of �ights which are asso�
ciated with airlines that are only american companies�
Finally� EastCity denotes the set of american cities that
are located on east coast�

Suppose that we have the following query stating two
di�erent ways for a �ight to be considered as convenient
for American people�

ForAm�X� �
�F light�X� � �Stop�AmCity�X��
�F light�X� � Airline�X�Y � � AmCompany�Y ��

The �rst conjunction says that a �ight which only stops
in American cities is convenient for American people�
The second conjunction says that a �ight which has as
airline an American company is convenient for American
people too�

The query ForAm�X� has two expansions�

�� F light��X�� Stop�X�Y � � EastCity�Y ��


� F light
�X�

The �rst expansion logically entails the query because
any instance of X that is a �ight which has at most one
stop� and which has a stop in a city from the east coast�
is necessarily a �ight whose all stops are American cities�
and thus satis�es the �rst conjunction of the query�

The second expansion logically entails the query be�
cause any object that belongs to F light
 is a �ight
having as airline company an american company� which
makes the second conjunction of the query satis�ed�

These two expansions provide queries that can be di�
rectly posed to the stored Abox� seen as a conventional
relational database� by using a standard SQL�like query
language and evaluation� The fact that they both logi�
cally entail the initial query guarantees that the answers
that they provide are also answers to that initial query�
The subtle point is to be sure that those answers are all
the possible answers that can be obtained for the initial
query� This is guaranteed by the completeness of the
query expansion process for ALN � which is described in
the next section�

� Query Expansion Process

Expanding a query is an iterative process based on suc�
cessive steps of expansions that mirror backward reason�



ing� However� it raises several issues that do not occur
in backward reasoning with ordinary atoms� First� from
a single but complex concept�atom C�X�� we may derive
existential sentences made of several concept�atoms and
role�atoms in which some variables that do not appear in
C�X� are existentially quanti�ed� We then have to con�
sider not only expansions of single atoms but also expan�
sions of existential conjunctive sentences considered as a
whole� We show that the existential variables appear�
ing in those existential conjunctive sentences must have
a particular binding for those sentences to be entailed
by a single concept�atom� We provide an algorithm
to transform those sentences into single concept�atoms
by computing their descriptive support� Second� we de�
�ne inductively the di�erent ways of deriving a concept�
atom �respectively a role�atom� in ALN � For our in�
ductive de�nition to be well�founded� we identify ground
concept�atoms and role�atoms as intermediate atoms be�
tween EDB atoms and query atoms� As a result� we
obtain an expansion algorithm that provides candidate
expansions� The subtle point is that case analysis rea�
soning may be necessary to verify that those candidate
expansions do actually entail the query�

Descriptive Support� De�nition and Algorithm�
Let CJ� �X� �Y � be a conjunction of concept�atoms and of
role�atoms� whose �X are the distinguished variables and
�Y are the existential variables� We say that a variable Z �

is a direct successor of a variable Z in CJ� �X� �Y � if there
exists an atom R�Z�Z �� in CJ� �X� �Y �� The successor re�
lationship is the transitive closure of the direct successor
relationship� For every X � �X� let s�X� be the set of
all the successors of X that are existential variables� and
let CJ�X� the conjunctive sentence made of atoms of
CJ� �X� �Y � and composed of concept�atoms involving X
and all the concept�atoms and role�atoms involving the
variables in s�X�� We de�ne the graph G accounting for
the binding of the variables appearing in CJ� �X� �Y � as
follows� the nodes in the graph are the variables� and
there is an arc from any variable to any of its direct
successor� We say that a conjunctive sentence CJ�X�
contained in CJ� �X� �Y � has a tree structure i��
� for every distinguished variable X � such that X �� X ��
s�X� � s�X �� � � or s�X� � s�X ���
� the subgraph of G restricted to the variables X 
 s�X�
is a tree of root X �
� each node in that tree has no distinguished successor
in G�

For example� C�X���R��X�� Y���R��Y�� Y���D�Y��
has a tree structure �of root X��� while neither C�X���
R��X�� Y�� � R��Y�� X�� nor R�Y� Y � have a tree struc�
ture�

A conjunction of concept�atoms and role�atoms which

has a tree structure can be replaced by a single concept�
atom� using itsDescriptive Support� The descriptive sup�
port is a concept expression which is obtained by the
algorithm described in Figure ��

procedure Descriptive Support �ST�Z��
�� ST �Z� is a conjunction of concept�atoms

and concept�roles having a tree structure of

root Z and of existential variables �Y ��

�� The algorithm returns a concept DS and a

concept atom DS�Z� ��

If ST �Z� is of the form� C��Z� � � � � Cn�Z� �

where the Ci�s are concept expressions

Then� DS � C� u � � � u Cn

Else If ST �Z� is of the form�

C��Z� � � � � � Cn�Z� � R��Z� Y�
�� � � � � �R��Z� Y�

n��
� � � � � Rk�Z� Yk

�� � � � � � Rk�Z� Yk
nk�

�Tree�Y�
�� � � � � T ree�Y�

n��
� � � � � Tree�Yk

�� � � � � T ree�Yk
nk ��

where Tree�Yi
j��s are conjunctions of atoms

having a tree structure of root Yi
j

Then�
for i � ����k� do� for j � ����ni� do�

DS
j
i �� Descriptive Support�Tree�Y j

i ��
DS �� C� u � � � u Cn u �� n�R�� u � � � �� nk Rk�

u�R���DS
�
� u � � � uDSn��� u � � �

u�Rk��DS
�
k u � � � uDSnkk�

return DS as descriptive support of ST �Z�
return DS�Z� as DS�atom of ST �Z�

Figure �� Descriptive Support algorithm

Example 	�� � Consider the following conjunction
of concept�atoms and role�atoms where X� is a distin�
guished variable and Y� and Y� are existential variables�

C�X�� � R��X�� Y�� �R��Y�� Y�� �D�Y��

It has a tree structure of rootX�� Its descriptive support
returned by the procedure of Figure � is the concept�

C u �� �R�� u �R����� �R�� u �R��D��

or� rewritten in normal form� C u �� �R�� u �R����
�R�� u �R���R��D

The following proposition states that the only way for
a conjunction of concept�atoms and role�atoms to be en�
tailed by a concept�atom is to have a tree structure�

Proposition 	��� Let CJ�Z� �Y � be a conjunction of
concept�atoms and role�atoms� There exists a concept�
atom C�Z� such that C�Z� j� 	 �Y CJ�Z� �Y � i� CJ�Z� �Y �
has a tree structure of root Z�



Determining Candidate Expansions� We �rst de�
�ne ground concepts and roles �respectively� concept�
atoms and role�atoms�� The intuition is that ground
concepts and roles result direcly or indirectly of the
unfolding of complex EDB concepts �i�e�� of the form
�R���R�� � � ��Rk�D�� Formally� they are de�ned induc�
tively as follows�

De�nition 	���

� A concept C is ground i��

� either� there exists a EDB concept D which is sub�
sumed by C�

� or� C is of the form �� nR� and R is a EDB rela�
tion�

� or� �R�C and R are ground

� A role R is ground i� either� R is a EDB relation�
or� �� nR� is ground�

� A concept�atom C�Z� �respectively a role�atom
R�Z�Z ��� is ground i� C �respectively R� is ground�

In Example 
��� AmCompany is ground be�
cause �Airline�AmCompany and Airline are ground�
�Airline�AmCompany is ground because it subsumes
the EDB concept F light
� Airline is ground because
�� �Airline� is ground� since �� �Airline� subsumes
the EDB concept F light
�

The process of expanding a conjunction of concept�
atoms and role�atoms consists then of�

�� replacing any set of conjuncts that has a tree struc�
ture by its DS�atom� if it is ground�


� expanding in the resulting conjunction� any
concept�atom and role�atom� as described in the
algorithm of �gure 
� As a result� we ob�
tain a set of terminal expansions of the form
s�� �X�� �Y�� � � � � � sk� �Xk� �Yk� � remainder� �X� �Y ��
where remainder� �X� �Y � is a conjunction of atoms
that have no expansion�

The following proposition states that it provides all
the ways of deriving a conjunction of concept�atoms and
of role�atoms from atoms that are either EDB atoms or
atoms with no expansion�

Proposition 	��� Let 	 �Y Q� �X� �Y � be a conjunction
of concept�atoms and of role�atoms � Let CJS� �X� �Z� be
a conjunction of atoms that are either EDB atoms or
atoms that have no expansion�
	 �Z CJS� �X� �Z� j� 	 �Y Q� �X� �Y � i� CJS� �X� �Z� contains
�up to renaming existential variables� a terminal expan�
sion of Q� �X� �Y ��

The set of candidate expansions are obtained by keep�
ing only EDB atoms from every terminal expansion�

procedure expand�cr�
�� cr is a concept�atom or a role�atom ��

�� the algorithm returns a set of conjunctions

of atoms that are either EDB atoms or atoms

that have no expansion��

result �� �
If cr is a EDB atom Then�
result �� result 
 fcrg

If cr is a ground atom Then�
If cr is a concept�atom C�Z� such that

C subsumes a EDB concept D

Then� result �� result 
 fD�Z�g
If cr is a concept�atom C�Z� such that

there exists ground atoms of the form

�R�C�U� and R�U�Z�
Then�

E	 �� expand
�R�C�U��
E� �� expand
R�U�Z��
for every cj � E� do�
for every cj� � E
 do�
result �� result 
 fcj � cj�g

If cr is a concept�atom �� nR��Z� such that

R is a EDB relation

Then� result �� result
fR�Z� Y���� � ��R�Z� Yn�g�
where Y�� � � � � Yn are fresh variables

If cr is of the form �R�C�X� Then �
If there exists ground atoms

�� nR��X�� R�X�Z��� � � � � R�X�Zn�
Then�
E� �� expand 
�� nR��X��
ER�

�� expand 
R�X�Z���
� � �

ERn �� expand 
R�X�Zn��
EC�

�� expand 
C�Z���
� � �

ECn �� expand 
C�Zn��
for every cj � E� do�
for every cj� � ER�

� � � � � cjn � ERn do�
for every cj�

�
� EC�

� � � � � cj�n � E�
Cn

do�
result �� result

fcj � cj� � � � � � cjn � cj�

�
� � � � cj�ng

If result � � Then�
mark cr as having no expansion

result �� fcrg
return� result

Figure 
� Algorithm computing terminal expansions

An immediate corollary of Proposition �
 is that the
query cannot be entailed by a conjunction of EDB atoms
which is not contained in a candidate expansion� How�
ever� the converse is not necessarily true� we have to



check whether� possibly by case�analysis reasoning� the
candidate expansions do entail the query�

Veri�cation of Candidate Expansions� Let
s�� �X�� �Y��� � � �� si� �Xi� �Yi� be a candidate expansion� It
comes from a set of terminal expansions of the query of
the form� s�� �X�� �Y���� � ��si� �Xi� �Yi��remainder� �X� �Y ��
where remainder� �X� �Y � is a conjunction of atoms that
have no expansion� We use the existential entailment
algorithm� which is described in ���� in order to check
whether the candidate expansion is satis�able and en�
tails one of the remainders of the terminal expansions
it comes from� It consists of �rst� constructing a set
of completions from s�� �X�� �Y�� � � � � � si� �Xi� �Yi�� second
evaluating the remainders on each completion� The con�
struction of completions is based on using propagation
rules that account for description logics constructors but
also on simulating a case�analysis reasoning by inject�
ing in the completions universal sentences of the form
�x�C�x��C�x�� for every simple concept expression C
appearing in the remainders� It is important to note that
case analysis reasoning is guided by the remainders� thus
restricting the number of branchings in the building of
completions� The previous results can be summarized
by the following theorem stating that query expansion
is sound and complete for ALN �

Theorem 	���

Let A be an Abox made of the extensions of a
set of given ALN concept and role expressions� Let
Q� �X� be a conjunctive query made of a conjunc�
tion of ALN concept�atoms and role�atoms� Let
Exp�� �X�� � � � � Expn� �X� be the set of candidate expan�
sions of Q� �X� which have been veri	ed�

� �i � ����n�� Expi� �X� j� Q� �X�

� Any conjunction of EDB atoms that entails Q� �X�
contains �up to renaming existential variables� one of
those expansions�

� Conclusion

The expansion process that we have described in this
paper provides an algorithm for evaluating union of
conjunctive queries against �persistent� ALN Aboxes�
This work has been easily extended to the setting of
Carin ������ by combining the expansion process with a
standard backward�chaining algorithm for non recursive
function�free Horn rules�

As a result� we obtain a new class of queries and views
for which the problem of rewriting queries using views is
decidable� The problem of rewriting queries using views
has been studied for several classes of relational queries
������ From a relational point of view� a persistent Abox

is a set of �materialized� views which are role�atoms and
concept�atoms possibly built on complex ALN concept
expressions� In ���� It has been shown that the problem of
rewriting queries using views when views and queries are
conjonctive queries over the ALN description logic may
be undecidable except if some drastic restrictions are im�
posed on the queries and on the variables appearing in
the views� In this paper� we have shown that the ex�
pansion process computes a representative set of all the
possible rewritings of queries in terms of views� where
queries are union of conjunctive queries made of ALN
concept�atoms and role�atoms� and views are reduced to
single �concept or role� atoms� This limitation guaran�
tees that query rewriting is decidable� It is important to
note that allowing complex concept expressions in those
single atoms makes that this limitation that is imposed
for computational reasons is not a so big limitation from
an expressive power point of view�

Query expansion in ALN �Carin is the core algorith�
mic tool for building query plans in the information in�
tegration Picsel ��� system�
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Abstract

Building upon the description logic of concrete
domains introduced by Baader and Hanschke�
we provide a system which is aimed at en�
hancing image retrieval with the ability to per�
form spatial reasoning� In this early stage of
our research we focus on obtaining a formalism
which is expressive enough to increase the use�
fulness of expensive picture descriptions �com�
mon in content based image retrieval systems�
by means of spatial reasoning�

� Introduction

With the continuing advances in multi�media technology�
the amount of information at our disposal is not only
increasing in quantity but also in variety� Nowadays�
retrieval mechanisms should be able to deal both with
textual information� and with sounds� images� videos�
etc� When trying to retrieve a picture� sentences like �I
want to see a picture of a person inside a booth� come
naturally� From this sentence we can infer that in any
picture correctly described by the portion in italics� both
a person and a booth should appear� but also that cer�
tain spatial relations should hold between them� Sup�
pose we query an image database so that all pictures
conforming to this description are retrieved� Intuitively�
the result from such a query and the result obtained from
the description �booth containing a person� should coin�
cide� For this to be possible in full generality� the system
should be able to perform spatial inferences on the ob�
jects described in the picture�

We will provide a formalism for picture description
and querying which is built upon the description logic
of concrete domains ALC�D� introduced in 	
�� As our
speci�c concrete domain �where spatial reasoning will
take place� we choose the RCC calculus 	��� Picture
descriptions will materialize as knowledge bases over
ALC�Drcc��� and picture selection will be implemented
as inference� By results in 	
��� the retrieval process we

propose will be a reasoning task in PSPACE� Given that
reasoning takes place in a fairly complex framework� this
is the optimal �worst case complexity� we can hope for�
Empirical tests with other widely used description logics
with reasoning tasks also in PSPACE are encouraging�
though� as several implementations show extremely good
performance 	��

The paper is organized as follows� In Section � we
discuss basic background material on Image Retrieval
Systems �IRSs�� In Section � we introduce a descrip�
tion logic to provide picture descriptions� we comment
on the retrieval mechanism and provide an example of
spatial reasoning at the concrete level� In Section � we
brie�y review related work and in Section � we draw our
conclusions�

� Background

Most IRSs in use today are based only on the syntactic
content of the image� i�e�� only physical properties are
considered �like color distribution� illumination and in�
tensity�� The semantic content of the image is considered
in only very few cases�

An example of an implementation of an IRS
is the Altavista AVPhoto photograph search engine
�http���image�altavista�com�� If we present AVP with
our example query �person inside a booth� we are cor�
rectly answered with a picture of a woman inside a
British red telephone booth� But if we query for a �booth
containing a person� we don�t get the same photograph
as before� Furthermore� if we ask for photographs similar
to the one correctly found the �rst time� we simply get
pictures whose main color is red� like our British tele�
phone booth� but that we wouldn�t call similar at all�
such as a picture of Santa Claus or of the cover page of
a CD�Rom war game�

More generally� based on the syntax�semantics di�
chotomy we can distinguish two types of IRSs� In the
�rst� syntactic type� images are stored according to some
physical value of the image� A query is an image itself
and the result is an image in the database whose �dis�



tance� to the query is the smallest� State of the art
examples in the �eld are 	�� ��� The main advantage re�
sides in the feasibility of the database� large collections of
elements from di�erent domains can automatically be in�
dexed at low costs� Nonetheless� retrieval based only on
the syntactic features of images is very poor and unsatis�
factory for most applications� In contrast� content�based
approaches working on semantic descriptions of the im�
ages can perform accurate and satisfactory searches� The
price is that images must be pre�processed �at least par�
tially� by a human operator in order to obtain an image
description� This kind of IRSs usually applies to small
databases� with little variety in domain� that are quite
costly and time consuming to implement�

Where can we improve� The ultimate goal is to have
a system that can automatically process an image� ex�
tracting syntactic information� It will then use this data�
eventually combined with general domain information�
to extract semantic content and� �nally� store both types
of information together with the original image� This is
still way out of reach� our aim in this article is to maxi�

mize the usefulness of semantic image descriptions that
are currently available by introducing spatial reasoning�

� The Formalism

In this section we present the basic notions concern�
ing ALC�D� �see 	
� for further details�� we de�ne
ALC�Drcc�� and present an example of concrete spatial
reasoning�

De�nition � A concrete domain D is a non�empty set
dom�D� �the domain� and a set pred�D�� the predicate
names of D� Each n�ary predicate name P is associated
with an n�ary relation in dom�D�� A concrete domain
D is admissible if the set of its predicate names is closed
under negation and contains a name for dom�D�� and the
satis�ability problem for �nite conjunctions of predicates
is decidable�

Selecting an appropriate concrete domain is non�trivial�
We should achieve a compromise between an expressive
formalism which would be useful for picture descriptions�
while still remaining admissible� The RCC calculus 	��
over the domain of all non�empty regular closed subset
of R� seems to be a good candidate 	���

De�nition � We de�ne the concrete domain Drcc� such
that dom�Drcc�� is the set of all non�empty regular closed
subsets of R� and pred�Drcc�� is obtained by union� in�
tersection� composition and converse over the set fPO �
NTPP � TPP � EQ � TPP�� � NTPP�� � EC � DC � U g
with the intended meaning of Proper Overlap� Non Tan�
gential Proper Part� Tangential Proper Part� EQual�

Converse Tangential Proper Part� Converse Non Tangen�
tial Proper Part� External Connection� DisConnected�
and Universal� respectively�

Deciding satisfaction for RCC is NP�complete 	
��� Fur�
thermore� RCC relations are closed under boolean oper�
ations� Hence Drcc� is admissible� Given the NP results
for RCC� deciding satis�ability in ALC�Drcc�� �with
empty T�boxes� is PSPACE 	
���

De�nition � �ALC�Drcc��� Fix a signature � � hC� R�
F� CN� ANi �of Atomic Concepts� Roles� Features� Con�
crete Names and Abstract Names� respectively� where
each component is a non�empty set and they are all pair�
wise disjoint� Then� the sets CON of concepts� TERM of
terminological axioms and ASSER of assertional axioms
are de�ned as

CON �� C j �CON j CON u CON j �R�CON j P �u�� � � � � un�
TERM �� C v D

ASSER �� a�C j �a� b��R j �a� b�� f j �a� y�� f j �y�� � � � � yn��P

where C � C� D � CON� R � R� P � pred�Drcc�� n�ary�
u�� � � � � un � F

�� f � F� a� b � AN and y� y�� � � � � yn � CN�
A knowledge base K is a tuple hT�Ai where T �

TERM and A � ASSER� furthermore� we require T to
be acyclic�

An interpretation I is a tuple h�� �Ii where � is a
non�empty set disjoint from dom�Drcc�� and �I maps
elements of C to subsets of �� elements of R to sub�
sets of � � �� elements of F to partial functions from
� into � � dom�Drcc��� elements of CN to elements of
dom�Drcc��� and elements of AN to elements of �� The
interpretation of elements in F can be extended to el�
ements of F� by taking compositions� and to elements
of �CN � AN�n as �v�� � � � � vn�I � �vI� � � � � � v

I

n
�� Further�

more� I can be extended to formulas in CON as follows�
�C uD�I � CI �DI � ��I�I � � nCI � �	R�C�I � fd �
� j 	d���d� d�� � RI 
 d� � CIg� and �P �u�� � � � � un��I

� fd � � j �r�� � � � � rn � dom�Drcc��� uI� �d� �
r�� � � � � u

I

n
�d� � rn � �r�� � � � � rn� � Pg�

De�ne a satisfaction relation j� between interpreta�
tions and elements of TERM � ASSER as follows� I j�
C � D i� CI � DI � and I j� �b�A i� �bI � AI � This
notion trivially extends to subsets of TERM � ASSER�

Finally� given knowledge bases K � hT�Ai and K � �
hT �� A�i� we say that K j� K � i� for all interpretations
I� I j� T � A implies I j� T � � A��

The language ALCRP�D� was introduced in 	���
ALCRP�D� is the extension of ALC�D� with the role
forming operator P ��u���v� whose interpretation is de�
�ned as �P �u�� � � � � un��v�� � � � � vm��I � f�a� b� � �I j
��x� �y � dom�Drcc�� such that uI

i
�a� � xi� v

I

i
�b� �

yi and �x�� � � � � xn� y�� � � � � ym� � Pg� ALCRP�Drcc�� is
related to ALCRP�S�� introduced in 	���

�
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Figure 
� The di�erent representation levels�

Notice that description logics of concrete domains let
us treat information at di�erent levels� Figure 
 gives
some examples�

We are now ready to give our de�nition of an image
database and of the retrieval mechanism�

De�nition � Given a �nite set of pictures pi� an im�

age database ID consists of a �nite set of knowledge
bases ID � fK�� � � � �Kng� where each Ki corresponds
to the description of pi� A query � is a knowledge base�
� � TERM � ASSER� Given a query �� the retrieval

process will return the set Retr��� � fpi j hTi� Aii j�
�� for Ki � hTi� Aii � IDg� When domain information
is present� it can be encoded as a background knowl�
edge base KB � hT�Ai� Then Retr��� is de�ned as
fpi j hT � Ti� A � Aii j� �� for Ki � hTi� Aii � IDg�

As retrieval is modeled as inference it can be performed
in PSPACE over the unfolded knowledge box�

It is important to notice that an image database is ac�
tually a collection of knowledge bases� We can think of
the concrete domain Drcc� as a surface where the image
in each knowledge base is projected� If we join all the
descriptions in a unique database� we would be superim�
posing the images� Also� the architecture of the image
database �a set of small descriptions of pictures plus a
shared background knowledge base� re�ects the di�er�
ent kinds of information stored� see Figure �� Speci�c
information about the picture is stored �locally�� while
general facts about the domain are available globally�
thus avoiding redundancies�

��� Using the Formalism

ALC�Drcc�� is an expressive formalism for the description
of images� Below we discuss some of the steps which will
commonly be carried out in a description of a picture
referring to the following examples�

KB1

KB2

Pictures

"all girls are women"

img1

Domain KB

KB3

Figure �� The architecture of the system�

�
� Mary� woman
BBooth� telephone�booth

��� �Mary� rM �� Repr
�BBooth� rB�� Repr
�rM � rB��PP

��� woman v femaleu human

��� Mary� �WEARS�red
��� �Mary� Peter�� TO�RIGHT
��� Mary�Universal�Repr�
��� ���woman u Universal�Repr��

�
� �

�� �Mary� Peter��PO
��� �Mary� Peter��PO�Repr��Repr�
�
�� �Mary� rP �� ReprPeter
�

� Mary�PO�Repr� ReprPeter�

�� Linking abstract names to concrete regions� This is
the �rst fundamental task� Most of the knowledge that
does not correspond to physical aspects of the picture
will refer to abstract elements which do not appear  per
se� in the picture� For example� in describing a picture
of Mary we want to say not only that Mary is a woman
and BBooth is a telephone booth �
�� but also that they
stand in certain spatial relations in the picture� the re�
gion corresponding to Mary is a proper part �PP� of the
region corresponding to BBooth� To this end� we select
a feature Repr wich will be used to link abstract names
�like Mary� with their concrete regions �rM � as in ����

�� Adding abstract information� Information about Mary
can now be added without particular di!culties in the
standard �description logic� way� But it should be a re�
sponsibility of the designer of the knowledge base to de�
cide which information pertains to the picture and which
is domain information� The fact that women are female
humans ��� does not correspond to the description of the
picture� while ��� �Mary wears red clothes� does� Notice
that some kinds of spatial information �which can not be
handled by RCC� can be speci�ed at this level� For ex�
ample� we can explicitly say that Mary is to the right of
Peter ���� but further knowledge is needed to infer that

�



then Peter is to the left of Mary� no reasoning apart from
look up in the knowledge base will be available for such
predicates�

�� Handling queries� This is best explained by exam�
ples� Some queries are easy to specify� ��� asks for all
the pictures where Mary appears� Queries like �all pic�
tures showing a woman� are of a di�erent kind� We could
write this query as ���� but this involves a complex ax�
iom for which the complexity results in 	
�� would not
hold� We can overcome this problem� by rewriting the
query in terms of A�box assertions� pick a new constant
x not present in the knowledge base K� then K j� x��C
i� K j� C

�
� � Hence� we could answer the query

�all pictures showing a woman� as the set of knowledge
bases fK j K �j� x���womanuUniversal �Repr�g� Finally�
suppose we would like to query for those pictures where
the image of Mary covers the image of Peter� This is
more complex than saying ��� as overlapping is a rela�
tion holding between regions� The natural way to ex�
press this query would be ���� but this requires the �re�
lation lifting� operation of ALCRP�Drcc��� Unrestricted
use of relational lifting quickly leads to undecidability�
but in our case it is needed in a very restricted way� if
the description of the picture contains a constant feature
ReprPeter which always returns the region associated to
Peter �see �
���� we can express the query in ALC�Drcc��
as �

�� We will comment further on this in the next
subsection�

An attractive characteristic of the framework we pro�
pose is that queries and picture descriptions are at the
same level� In the same way as a syntax�oriented image
database is queried via a syntactic element �a picture��
our semantics�oriented database is queried through a de�
scription� This analogy naturally leads to transfer of
ideas� In 	�� a method to index images� resulting in a
bi�dimensional graph layout encoding similarities� is pro�
posed� Distances on this graph are then used to improve
retrieval� In our framework relations of similarity would
be subsumption or partial subsumption between image
descriptions which can be computed o��line and used as
guidance during queries 	���

��� Spatial Reasoning in Action

In the previous subsection we provided general remarks
concerning picture descriptions in the image database�
Let us now consider which formalizations and spatial
inferences are possible in our system� Reconsider the
British phone booth example presented in the introduc�
tion� Issues related to how elements are represented are
obviously very relevant� Suppose we consider both Mary

and BBooth to be abstract names� Then describing a pic�
ture representing �Mary inside the red British booth� is
not problematic�

�Mary inside the red British booth�
�Mary� rM �� Repr
�Mary� rB�� ReprBBooth
Mary� woman
�BBooth� rB�� Repr
�BBooth� rM �� ReprMary
BBooth� red �rM � rB��PP

Furthermore� the description above implies �i�e�� will be
retrieved by� both the queries �Booth containing Mary�
�BBooth�PP���Repr� ReprMary�� and �Mary inside the
Booth� �Mary�PP�Repr� ReprBBooth���

Now consider the query �Person inside the British
Booth�� Intuitively� person should be represented as a
concept� not as an abstract name� The query should then
be written as ��person u PP�Repr� ReprBBooth�

�
� ��

which as we described in Section ��
� item �� can be
formulated in terms of assertions� Assuming the back�
ground knowledge woman v humanufemale and human v
person� the picture of Mary will be retrieved� On the
other hand� the question �Mary inside something red�
poses a problem� It cannot be directly written in the for�
malism� Only the equivalent �Something red containing
Mary� can be expressed via the use of constant features�
Given the fact that all relations in pred�Drcc�� have con�
verses� this translation can always be performed�

As a �nal example� suppose that Peter was also in the
picture� standing outside the telephone booth� We can
represent this by �Peter� rP � � Repr and �rP � rB��DC
specifying his relative position with the booth� This pic�
ture would be retrieved by the query �Pictures where
Mary and Peter do not overlap��

To sum up� ALC�Drcc�� can express spatial rela�
tions between abstract names� and between abstract
names and concepts but not between two concepts�
The additional expressive power introduced by the role
forming operator is needed in the last case� �Some�
thing red containing a person� would be written red u
�PP���Repr��Repr��person� Notice that this kind
of queries still falls inside a decidable fragment of
ALCRP�Drcc�� but no complexity result is available yet
for this language �see 	����

� Related Work

Our proposal is related to the two�level formalisms pre�
sented in 	

� but there are two important di�erences�
We change the basic fuzzy set�up for a standard two�
valued logic at the abstract level� and we enhance this
abstract level with the ability to perform spatial infer�
ences by using the description logic ALC�Drcc��� In 	

�
an underlying layout associated to each image is de�ned�
In that setting the layout is a triple� a matrix of points
�pixels of the image�� a partition of these pixels into
atomic regions and a function associating a color to each
region� A constraint states that two touching regions

�



cannot have the same colors� Furthermore� there is no
distinction between open and closed regions� This kind
of setting is enough to describe many situations� but in
general overlapping regions may have the same color�

� Conclusions and Future Work

We have introduced a description logic built on top of
concrete domains as a basis for content based Image Re�
trieval Systems� The novelty resides in the explicit pos�
sibility to perform spatial reasoning on the entities in
the pictures� Drawing on results in 	
�� we have also es�
tablished the complexity of our formalism and analyzed
the expressive power involved in various kinds of spatial
queries� Description logics based on concrete domains
seem well�suited for this purpose and constitute an el�
egant and �exible example of combined decision meth�
ods �a tableau system is used at the �logic� side of the
reasoning task� while speci�c methods solve spatial con�
straints��

There exist many directions for further research� In
this paper we are mainly concerned with A�Box reason�
ing� understanding T�Box spatial reasoning is indeed in�
teresting� Given that description logics are a powerful
aid to build hierarchies� our approach can be applied as a
tool for organizing pictures into categories 	��� Restrict�
ing the domain of application is another possibility� For
example� all images might correspond to city outdoors�
In this case� an important amount of relevant spatial in�
formation on cities would be available� Images would be
treated according to some image processing technique�
Then� the information gathered is matched against the
database to try to attach semantic content to syntac�
tic elements� This can be done at two levels� from the
lines and regions identi�ed in the image� or after group�
ing these lines and regions in semantically coherent clus�
ters �e�g�� three parallelograms in external contact could
be grouped into a box�� The subsumption in the logic
could then be performed on information extracted from
images� previously present information �city knowledge��
and� eventually� low level information about the images�

The ideas introduced in this paper may provide the
foundations for an interactive approach to IRSs� In a
�rst stage� the system will detect lines automatically �by
image processing algorithms�� The user provides assis�
tance for grouping lines into region�s boundaries� The
system then uses domain related knowledge on shapes
and objects to re�ne the boundaries de�ning regions� it�
eratively� When a �nal layout of regions is found� the
user attaches semantic content to them� �Yes� this is
Mary� when presented the region mary� The system then
stores this information as part of the description of the
picture�
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Abstract

We present a formal model for the speci�cation
of telephone features by means of description
logics� Our framework permits the formal def�
inition of the basic telephone system as well as
the speci�cation of additional features� By us�
ing standard techniques from description logic
reasoning� properties of features can be proved
and interactions detected� An EXPTIME up�
per bound for the complexity of detecting fea�
ture interaction as a satis�ability problem is
obtained by well known result for expressive
description languages�

� Introduction

The term �feature interaction� was originally intro�
duced in the telecommunications domain when new fea�
tures started being added to the basic telephony ser�
vice� In �Bowen et al�� July 	
�
�� one of the �rst at�
tempts was made to de�ne the general problem� and to
develop a software engineering framework for managing
feature interactions� A feature in the context of tele�
phone systems is an addition of functionality to provide
new behavior to the users or the administration of the
telephone system� Classical examples of features are Call
Waiting� Call Forwarding� Three�Way Calling� Reverse�
and Split Charging� etc�� but there are many other fea�
ture domains in the telecommunications area like data�
and multi�media communication�
Feature interaction arises when the behavior of one

feature inuences the behavior of another� mostly in an
unexpected and unwanted way� A �rst example is the
combination of Call Waiting and Call Forwarding on
Busy� if the network gives priority to one the other is ef�
fectively disabled� In recent years� the problem has gen�
erated a lot of attention in the telecommunications do�
main� Reasons for this are the ever increasing complexity
of the set of features deployed in current telephone net�
works� the need to rapidly develop new features on top

of already installed ones� and the distributed nature of
software for telecommunications systems�
There are many ways to approach the problem of de�

tecting feature interaction� One can take the software�
engineering point of view� and qualify it as a software
maintenance� legacy or re�use problem� Another inter�
esting route is to treat it as a design problem� and de�
vise ways to deal with it during design time� A spe�
ci�c idea here is to do a formal design of features�
and use these formal descriptions to detect interac�
tion� This is the approach taken in this paper� There
have been many contributions to the literature on this
topic �Bouma� 	


� Keck and Kuehn� 	

��� but most
of them model a network�oriented approach� By con�
trast the logic approach� where features are described in
an appropriate formal logic and the de�nition of interac�
tion is formulated as a reasoning task� are comparatively
rare�

Formal Languages for the Description of Fea�
tures� In �Gammelgaard and Kristensen� 	

�� a for�
mal language is introduced to describe features� In their
terminology� a speci�cation is a set of axioms� where an
axiom is either a material implication �a network prop�

erty�� or a transition rule of the form p� t� q� with the
informal interpretation that if in a state� say s� p holds�
then there can be a state transition from s� triggered by
t to another state� say s�� such that q holds in s�� Tran�
sitions are labeled by symbols from a designated set L
of trigger symbols� Some examples of axioms are�

calling�A�B�� ringing�B� � ringback �A��
TCS �A�B�� �calling�A�B��

idle�A� � o�hook�A�� ready�A��

where the �rst and third formula have a clear informal
meaning �for example� calling�A�B� is just a proposi�
tional symbol and � is material implication�� and the
second one is an activation predicate� specifying that user
A has an active Terminating Call Screening feature� and
has put user B on her blacklist� user A should never



�nd herself in a state where she is calling user B� These
examples are actually axiom schemes� where A�B range
over the set SUBS of the subscribers to the telephony
system�
Semantics is provided by means of labeled transition

systems �LTSs� �St� L���� where St is a non�empty set�
L is a set of labels and� is a set of �deterministic� binary
relations on St� one for each label in L� together with a
valuation V � P� Pow �St�� An LTS satis�es a network

property � if V ��� � St� and it satis�es a transition rule

p � t� q if for all s � St� if s � V �p� then there exists
s� � St such that �s� s�� � �t� and s� � V �q��
After specifying the Basic Call system �BCS �� fea�

tures are introduced at two levels� �rst by an informal
description and then� formally� by activation predicates
expressing the operation of a feature on top of BCS� An
activation predicate is an instance of a network prop�
erty scheme� it represents a feature that is active in the
network� which means that it is active in every state�
Features that are not explicitly active are supposed to be
switched o�� Using these activation predicates� Gammel�
gaard and Kristensen give several de�nitions� features
can interact with the Basic Call Service� with themselves�
or with other features� For example� two features inter�
act with each other if BCS together with their respec�
tive activation predicates are unsatis�able� while each
of them is satis�able in isolation� Finally� the set�up is
illustrated with several examples�
The detection done in the approach sketched above is

mostly informal� �Gammelgaard and Kristensen� 	

��
does not provide a calculus for the language� and the
arguments analyzing feature interaction are a kind of se�
mantic evaluation of models� Given the intricacies of the
subject area� this is bound to lead to errors� Moreover�
unless we have a proper formalization� we have no way
of understanding the complexity of the feature interac�
tion problem� and we have no way of using formal tools
to help us detect interaction� To address these short�
comings� we proceed as follows in this paper� �	� we will
formalize the approach above so that standard reasoning
methods can be applied� and ��� we propose a �good�
logic to reason about features and the interaction prob�
lem� with su�cient expressive power and with sound and
complete decision methods�

� Description Logics for Feature

Interaction

We will propose a description logic as a suitable formal�
ism to describe feature interaction�

De�nition � �The Description Logic FI� FI is a
syntactic restriction of ALC with TBoxes� ABoxes and
cyclic terminologies� Fix a signature � � hC�R�Ai of
concept names� role names and constants� The sets CON

of concepts� TERM of terminological axioms and ASSER

of assertional axioms is de�ned as follows�

BASIC�CON �� C j �BASIC�CON j
BASIC�CON u BASIC�CON

CON �� BASIC�CON j �R�BASIC�CON j
�R�BASIC�CON

TERM �� BASIC�CON v CON j
BASIC�CON

�
� CON

ASSER �� a �CON j �a� b� �R�

where C � C� R � R and a� b � A� A knowl�

edge base K is a tuple hT�Ai where T 	 TERM and
A 	 ASSER� We adopt a descriptive semantics � de�
�ned by means of an interpretation function � where
TBox statements are considered as conditions over mod�
els� see �Buchheit et al�� 	

���

Once the formal semantics has been de�ned� it is easy
to see that we can capture network properties and tran�

sition rules� The former are TBox axioms of the form
BASIC�CON v BASIC�CON� while the later are of the form
BASIC�CON v CON�

��� Description of BCS in FI

In this section we model the Basic Call Service �BCS � in
FI� We �rst �x the signature describing atomic concepts
and roles and their intended meaning� Assume a �nite
set SUBS of indexes which represent subscribers to the
telephone system� Most cases of feature interaction can
be detected already in the presence of a small number of
subscribers�

Atomic Concepts� First� concepts expressing that a
user u � SUBS is in a speci�c state are needed� This is
expressed by the following concepts which we call the set
of possible STATESu of a user u� idle u �the receiver is
on hook and silent�� dialtone u �the receiver is o� hook
and emits a dial tone�� busytone u �the receiver is o�
hook and emits a busy tone�� ringing u �the telephone
is ringing with the receiver on hook�� ringback u �the re�
ceiver is o� hook and emits a ring back tone� called par�
ty�s phone is ringing� and engaged u �there is a speech
path with the other party�� Additionally� we need con�
cepts expressing a �minimal� presence of the network�
because a call proceeds through phases that are not di�
rectly perceivable to a user� These phases correspond
to internal states of the network� Moreover� we need to
be able to express connections between users being ac�
tive� These� for u� v � SUBS� form the set ISTATESuv

of internal states� ready u �the phone at u is ready
to accept digits�� calling u v �the phone at v is ringing
with u waiting for v to accept the call�� rejecting u �u�s
called party is busy or has put the receiver on hook� and
path u v �u and v can communicate�� Let C be de�ned
as C �

S
u�v�SUBS�STATESu 
 ISTATESuv��



Atomic Roles� Roles are the translation of trigger
symbols� Here we introduce the set of atomic roles�
again with short informal explanations� We put R �S
u�SUBS ROLESu� where ROLESu is de�ned by o�hook u

�u�s action of lifting the receiver�� dial u v �u�s action of
dialing v�s number� and onhook u �u�s action of putting
down the receiver�� Roles are interpreted as partial func�
tions� thus accounting for the determinism in the system
being modeled�

TBox and ABox� Now that concept and role names
have been introduced� we can de�ne a knowledge base
describing BCS� Again� we use the convention that the
statements presented below are schemes where u and v

range over a �nite set SUBS of subscribers� First� there
are several �TBox� expressions connecting the observable
states of a telephone with the ones representing network
states�

dialtone u v ready u

calling u v v ringing v u ringback u� u �� v

ringing u v tv�SUBS�v ��ucalling v u

ringback u v tv�SUBS�v ��ucalling u v

rejecting u
�
� busytone u

path u v v engaged u u engaged v � u �� v

engaged u v tv�SUBS�v ��upath u v

path u v
�
� path v u�

Second� there are statements specifying how a user and
the network can change state�

idle u v �o�hook u�ready u

ready u u idle v v �dial u v �calling u v

ready u v �onhook u�idle u

ready u u �idle v v �dial u v �rejecting u

rejecting u v �onhook u�idle u

calling u v v �o�hook v �path u v � u �� v

calling u v v �onhook u��idle u u idle v�
path u v v �onhook u��idle u u rejecting v��

u �� v�

Given the functionality of roles� these axioms also pro�
duce universal restrictions�
There is only one A�box statement corresponding to

the �initial state� of the system� we require that at state
s� all users are idle�

s� �
l

u�SUBS

idle u�

We should now enforce certain properties which are true
in any model of the BCS� like the fact that each sub�
scriber is in exactly one state at each moment� and that
they can change state only by means of certain actions�
The �rst is expressed as follows� For all u � SUBS�

� v ��
G

s��s��STATESu�s� ��s�

�s� u s��� u
G

s�STATESu

s�

As to the second property� because the set of subscribers
and the allowed transition functions are �nite� we can
explicitly enforce this condition� De�ne the following
notation linking states to the actions they allow� If D
is the set of conditions �boolean concepts over STATES

ISTATES�� we can de�ne Actions � D � Pow �R� as a
function specifying the allowed actions� Then we require�
For all s � D and all R �� Actions�s�� we set s v �R�s�

As to the second property� because the set of sub�
scribers and the allowed transition functions are �nite�
we can explicitly enforce this condition� De�ne the fol�
lowing notation linking states to the actions they allow�
Let Duv be fidle u� dialtone u� busytone u� ringing u�
ringing u u calling v u� ringback u� ringback u u
calling u v � engaged u� engaged u u path u v � ready u�
calling u v � rejecting u� path u vg for u� v � SUBS� De�
�ne the mapping Actionsuv � Duv � Pow�R� � the
function specifying the allowed actions � as in Figure 	�

Then we require�

For all u� v � SUBS�

for all s � Duv �

for all R �� Actionsuv�s��
s v �R�s�

We have now completed our formalization of the basic
call system in FI� Next we turn to the analysis of feature
interaction�

��� Adding Features

Now that we have completed our formalization of BCS�
let us take stock� First� many of the properties spelled
out above were enforced only informally �or not at all�
in the models of �Gammelgaard and Kristensen� 	

���
our modeling e�ort revealed a number of hidden as�
sumptions� Second� we can use formal results about
ALC to get results about FI and about feature inter�
action� How� For a start� the tableau system intro�
duced in �Buchheit et al�� 	

�� for ALC provides a de�
cision method to prove consistency of knowledge bases in
FI� properties from the basic system �e�g�� no user can
establish a path with herself� can be formally written in
FI and automatically checked�

Even though FI is a proper fragment of full ALC with
cyclic TBoxes and assertions� it actually has full ALC ex�
pressivity� The full fragment can be encoded in FI� since
the syntactic restrictions imposed can be overcome by
means of de�nitions� The following complexity result for
ALCNR �the extension ofALC with number restrictions
and role conjunctions� with cyclic terminologies and as�
sertions is provided in �De Giacomo et al�� 	

���

Theorem � Given an ALCNR knowledge base K�

checking whether K is satis�able can be done in EX�

PTIME�



Actionsuv�idle u� � fo�hook ug 
 fdial v u j v � SUBS� v �� ug
Actionsuv�dialtone u� � fonhook ug 
 fdial u v j v � SUBS� v �� ug
Actionsuv�busytone u� � fonhook ug
Actionsuv�ringing u� � fo�hook ug

Actionsuv�ringing u u calling v u� � fonhook vg
Actionsuv�ringback u� � fonhook ug

Actionsuv�ringback u u calling u v� � fo�hook vg
Actionsuv�engaged u� � fonhook ug

Actionsuv�engaged u u path v u� � fonhook vg
Actionsuv�ready u� � fonhook ug 
 fdial u v j v � SUBS� v �� ug

Actionsuv�calling u v� � fonhook u� o�hook vg
Actionsuv�rejecting u� � fonhook ug
Actionsuv�path u v� � fonhook u� onhook vg

Figure 	� Allowed actions in a given state�

What does this imply for the complexity of determining
feature interaction� Below� we will de�ne this task as a
special satis�ability problem� and� hence� from the the�
orem it follows that determining feature interaction �as
it is modeled here� is decidable in EXPTIME�

Features� De�ning what exactly a feature is� is not a
simple task� A very abstract approach is to consider a
feature as a pair h�� �i where � is a function mapping
speci�cations to speci�cations �and representing the ac�
tion of adding the feature to a basic system�� and � is
a formal description of the expected behavior of the fea�
ture� Then� for example� if TCS� h�� �i is the speci�ca�
tion of the Terminating Call Screening feature� it would
be expected that ��BCS� j� �� or in other words� that
adding TCS on the Basic Call System achieves the ex�
pected behavior� � can be viewed as the implementation
function� while � represents the feature speci�cation�
Here we will take a more concrete approach� Notice

that separating the implementation function from the
expected behavior leaves open the possibility of wrong
implementations� i�e�� given an original speci�cation S�
��S� �j� �� Because we don�t want to consider this possi�
bility� we will drop � from the de�nition of a feature and
simply view it as a re�ning operator� Furthermore� and
for the sake of simplicity� we will restrict ourself to order
independent re�nements� e�g�� given two re�nements ��
and ��� for any speci�cation S� ������S�� is equivalent to
������S��� This will let us achieve a clear de�nition of
interaction�

De�nition 	 �Re�nement and Interaction� For a
given feature F we will de�ne a re�nement operation �F �
and a set of new concepts ACTF 	 fF�u j �u � SUBS

�g
�the activation concepts�� Given a knowledge base K�
�F �K� is the knowledge base obtained by applying the
re�nement to K� We say that K and F interact on ac�

tivation N for N 	 ACTF if �F �K� 
 N c 
 Nd j� �
where Nc is the set of connected features Nc � f� v
F�u j F�u � Ng and Nd is the set of disconnected features

Nd � f� v �F�u j F�u � ACTF nNg�

Notice that the formalism gives us the exibility to
model di�erent activation possibilities by modifying the
activation sets� Trivially� re�nements can be iterated�
If F� and F� are features then �F���F��K�� denotes the
successive re�nements through F� and F�� which we de�
note as F� � F�� Remember that we will only consider
features such that� F��F� is always equivalent to F��F��
When K is the basic call service BCS� we say that

features F� and F� interact if there exist activation sets
NF� 	 ACTF� and NF� 	 ACTF� such that BCS and
F� � F� interact on activation NF� 
NF� �
We will now indicate how to extend the BCS with

features via re�nements� As an example we will add
two standard features �TCS and CFU � and indicate how
their interaction can be detected�

Terminating Call Screening �TCS�� TCS is a fea�
ture where a user u can put another user v on a black
list� v�s phone is not allowed to establish a connection
to u�s phone� A �rst attempt to formalize this behavior
is by introducing a new concept TCS u v� and simply
re�ning BCS by adding TCS u v v �calling v u� How�
ever� this extension immediately interacts �with itself on
activation fTCS u vg�� This is an expected interaction�
though� In fact� adding a feature always modi�es� and
hence contradicts� the basic system �if the basic system
has been completely modeled�� To obtain a correct re�
�nement� �rst de�ne the set of activation concepts for
TCS to be fTCS u v j u� v � SUBS� u �� vg� The re�
�nement �TCS is de�ned by replacing� in any knowledge
base� terminologies of the form C��ready u u idle v � v
�dial u v �C��calling u v � by



C���TCS v u u ready u u idle v � v
�dial u v �C��calling u v ��

C��TCS v u u ready u u idle v � v
�dial u v �C��rejecting u��

TCS v u v �calling u v �

Here C� and C� are contexts� In general C��� singles
out an occurrence of � as a subformula of any formula ��
We will take care that �TCS is well de�ned by applying it
only to knowledge bases where contexts single out unique
occurrences�

Call Forwarding Unconditional �CFU �� The in�
formal meaning of CFU u v is that whenever w calls
u� she will be connected to v instead� Take the set
fCFU u v j u� v � SUBS� u �� vg as activation con�
cepts� De�ne �CFU as replacing axioms of the form
C��ready u u idle v � v �dial u v �C��calling u v � and
C��ready u u �idle v � v �dial u v �C��rejecting u� by

C��� tw�SUBS CFU v w u ready u u idle v � v
�dial u v �C��calling u v ��

C��CFU v w u ready u u idle w � v
�dial u v �C��calling u w ��

C��� tw�SUBS CFU v w u ready u u �idle v � v
�dial u v �C��rejecting u��

C��CFU v w u ready u u �idle w � v
�dial u v �C��rejecting u��

Some interesting issues surfaced when formally de�ning
this feature� Notice that the forwarding event is imple�
mented by changing the state calling u v to calling u w

whenever CFU v w is active �together with some book
keeping�� But this bypasses the dial u v action� If� in
addition� CFU w x is active this second forwarding will
not be executed� In other words� the speci�cation actu�
ally encodes a policy of restricting the number of possible
forwarding to only one�

Interaction between TCS and CFU� Intuitively�
interaction between TCS and CFU might occur as fol�
lows� Suppose B forwards his phone to C and C

puts A on his screening list� Now A calls B� and be�
cause B has forwarded his calls to C and he is not
on C�s screening list� a connection is established from
A to C� This is a bad interaction which can be for�
mally detected� �CFU ��TCS �BCS �� interacts on activa�
tion fTCS C Ag 
 fCFU B C g�

In similar ways� other reasoning tasks performed
in �Gammelgaard and Kristensen� 	

�� can be accom�
modated�

� Conclusion

In this paper we have provided a formal analy�
sis of the method for feature interaction detection
�rst introduced in �Gammelgaard and Kristensen� 	

���
We have proposed a description logic which tightly
�ts the informal speci�cation and arguments used in
that paper to study the feature interaction prob�
lem� The modeling enterprise undertaken in this pa�
per has displayed various inaccuracies and ambiguities
in �Gammelgaard and Kristensen� 	

��� In addition�
we have established an EXPTIME upper bound for the
problem of detecting feature interaction� indicating that
logical approaches to feature interaction are probably
expensive�
Where to go from here� There is a clear line of logic�

related questions� and a line of questions related to fea�
ture interaction� For example� it seems interesting to
further investigate the nature of the re�nement opera�
tor� and to explore links with the general literature on
re�nements� As to interaction issues� we have yet to de�
vise ways of modeling features that a�ect the network
�such as Call Waiting�� and the issue of good vs� bad
interaction deserves more attention�
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� Motivations

Recent years have seen an extreme increase of the size
of digital image collections� In order to use these im�
ages� tools and techniques are needed to e�ciently in�
dex and retrieve them� Traditional approaches to im�
age databases have been based on the association to im�
ages of a textual description and then use text�based
Database management systems to perform image re�
trieval ���� 	
�� There are two major drawbacks in this
approach� First� the amount of human e�ort needed
to annotate images when collections are large� Second�
the di�culties in representing by textual descriptions the
rich content of images� and the di�erence in human per�
ception of the same image�

Lately there has been a growing interest towards
content�based image retrieval� Techniques and systems
have been proposed to index and retrieve images by their
own visual properties� e�g� color� shape� texture� etc�
��� �
�� All these techniques require image analysis and
processing prior to indexing� While color and texture
based retrieval have been widely experimented with good
results� retrieval by shape is still a challenging problem�
As a matter of fact� retrieval by shape requires image
segmentation� Good results have been obtained also in
this �eld� but a blind automatic segmentation provides
a partition of images in regions� which is quite di�erent
from actual objects� Most systems overcome this di��
culty either indexing regions ���
 or reducing the domain
of interest to limited classes of objects ���� �	
� or also
reverting to human assistance ��
� Reasons for these dif�
�culty are clear� there is a gap to bridge between the
low�level features obtainable by a vision algorithm and
the complex structures of objects� Here we propose to
bridge the gap with a structured approach based on de�
scription logic�

The use of structural descriptions of objects for the
recognition of their images can be dated back to Min�
sky�s frames�The idea is to associate parts of an object
�and generally of a scene� to the regions an image can
be segmented into� Structured descriptions of three�

dimensional images are already present in languages for
virtual reality like VRML ��
� However� the semantics
of such languages is operational� and no e�ort is made
to automatically classify objects with respect to their
structural properties �e�g� a Jeep is a particular car� or
semantical properties �cars and trucks are two classes of
vehicles��

We believe that the use of a language for describing
parts of images can provide several bene�ts� First of all�
it semantically clari�es the process of image retrieval as
an instance checking �classi�cation� or� using a LOOM
termwhich is here appropriate� recognition�� Secondly� it
allows to express complex queries to an image database�
such as �retrieve all images with vehicles with a green
background�� Third� it allows a compilation of recog�
nition �i�e�� images are classi�ed along known categories
as soon as they are entered in the database� which can
considerably speed up query answering� Finally� if the
parts of an object are given a name � as in our proposal
� this name can be used as part of the explanation of
the recognition� i�e�� the system can reasonably argue
that an image contains a car� pointing to the chassis�
the wheels� and the front screen� Obviously� the system
can be wrong� as humans do� but at least� it can give ex�
planations for the wrong recognition� allowing the image
database administrator to correct or re�ne the descrip�
tion of the objects�

We present here a description logic which deals only
with exact recognition of two�dimensional objects in im�
ages� i�e�� recognition of objects by matching exactly
their contour� up to linear transformations �rotations�
scaling and translations�� Obviously� image recognition
should allow for a certain degree of vagueness in match�
ing shapes and identifying colors� However� we believe
that before giving a logic of approximate recognition� the
logic of exact recognition must be clearly stated as such�
and �at least some of� its complexity studied� We claim
that the logic we present can be subsequently modi�ed
along the same lines of ���� ��
 to accomodate for rough
recognition� preserving the original framework�



� Syntax

We assume that each image is divided into regions� where
a region �denoted by letter r� is a connected part of an
image with homogeneous color inside� Uniform color will
be replaced by �almost uniform� �fuzzy� color in later
versions of the logic� An image I is identi�ed by the set
of all its regions� Each region in an image comes with a
color c�r� and a contour �or� edge set� e�r�� Also a set
of regions fr�� � � � �rng has a global contour� which is the
composition of the contours e�r��� � � � � e�rn�� dropping
all parts of contours which are internal to r�� � � ��rn�

Our framework does not require a particular method
to represent edges and contours� e�g�� B�splines� discrete
Fourier transforms� etc� could be used� Also the repre�
sentation of the color c is independent of our framework�
e�g�� it can be given as a three�component vector RGB�
or HSV� etc�

Given a linear transformation � �a rotation� a scaling�
and a translation� we denote as � �e�r�� the �pointwise�
linear transformation of e�r�� We recall that linear trans�
formations are a mathematical group�

Any shape which is likely to come with a uniform color
in an image � such as rectangles� circles� squares� but
also the chassis of a car � is a basic shape� Basic shapes
are given a concept name B� and are de�ned by a proto�
type contour e�B�� Intuitively� a region r is recognized
as a shape B i� there exists a linear transformation �

mapping e�r� in e�B�� i�e�� such that � �e�r�� � e�B��
In this way� we can abstract from the method used to
recognize basic shapes� as long as the method is robust
wrt rotations� scaling� and translations� The equality
� �e�r�� � e�B� will be relaxed to approximate equality
�distance within a given range� in a later �fuzzy� version
of the logic�

De�nition � A basic shape is a pair �B� e�B�� where B
is a concept name� and e�B� �the prototypical contour
of B� is the contour of an image region corresponding to
the shape�

Following hierarchical representations� the contour
e�B� can be assumed to be given with respect to the
centroid of the region � i�e�� coordinates for e�B� are
given considering the centroid of the region as the ori�
gin�

As an example� one can de�ne the two basic shapes
rectangle and halfCircle by giving theircontour con�
tours e�rectangle� � Er and e�halfCircle� � Eh�

De�nition � A basic role is a triple �R� �� c�� where R

is a role name� � is a linear trasformation �i�e�� a rota�
tion angle� a scaling factor� and a translation�� and c is
a color�

De�nition � A basic component is denoted as
��R� �� c��B� where B is a basic shape�

Intuitively� a component describes a region whose con�
tour is � �e�B��� which is �lled with color c� The
role name R gives the name of the component as
part of a complex shape� For example� the right
pier �of a white complex shape� could be denoted as
��rightPier� ��� white��rectangle� Anticipating se�
mantics� we point out that the role name only labels
the part in the complex shape� de�ned as follows�

De�nition � A complex shape is a conjunction of com�
ponents� denoted as C� u � � � u Cn� where Ci is either
a basic component� or a complex component �see Def�
inition ��� A complex shape de�nition is denoted as
C

�
� D� where C is a concept name and D is a complex

component�

For example� the shape of a white arch can be de�ned as
a vault �depicted as a white halfCircle� over two piers
�depicted as white rectangles�� with suitable position�
ing of the three parts with the three linear tranforma�
tions ��� ��� ���

arch
�
� ��vault� ��� white��halfCircle

u ��rightPier� ��� white��rectangle

u ��leftPier� ��� white��rectangle

The contour of the whole arch e�arch� is the familiar
arch contour� composed of the edges of the three basic
shapes joined together� deleting edges which are inside
the union of the regions�

De�nition � A general role is a pair �R� � �� where R is
a role name� and � is a linear transformation�

A general role has the same properties of basic roles�
but for the color� The color of a complex shape results
from the colors of the basic components� which cannot
be overridden� General roles apply to complex shapes�
to build nested structures�

De�nition 	 A complex component is denoted as
��R� � ��C� where C is a complex shape�

For complex components� the transformation � is rigidly
applied to all subcomponents� E�g�� the complex compo�
nent

��R�� �������R�� ��� c���B� u ��R�� ��� c���B	�

describes all shapes obtained by applying the trans�
formation ��� � ��� to e�B��� and �lling the region
������e�B���� with color c�� and applying ����� to e�B	��
and �lling ������e�B	��� with c�� Observe that ��� � ���
and ��� � ��� are still linear transformations�
Continuing the example� a �kind of� ancient roman

city gate threePortalsGatemaybe de�ned as two small
arches on the two sides of a bigger one� using transfor�
mations ��� ��� ���

threePortalsGate
�
� ��leftPortal� ����arch



u ��rightPortal� ����arch

u ��mainPortal� ����arch

Intuitively� such description is satis�ed by all images con�
taining a shape which can be matched with the above
one� modulo a linear transformation � i�e�� any image
containing a rotated� translated and�or scaled gate sat�
is�es the above description�

Observe that other kinds of gates can be de�ned� They
would all be classi�ed as shapes containing special kinds
of arches�

A usual description logic can be added on top of
the constructs above� allowing to state� e�g�� that both
arches and doors �with di�erent shapes and parts� are
subclasses of entrances�

� Semantics

The domain � of an interpretation I is a set of images
I�� � � � �In� where each image is considered as the set of its
regions� To simplify notation� we let � be the ��at� set of
all regions in all images � � I�� � � ��In� and we assume
that sets of regions are formed only among regions of the
same image�

An interpretation maps a shape to a set of regions�
An interpretation comes in two ways� either a linear
transformation is speci�ed �written I�� ��� or not �we
write simply I�� In the second case� we assume that there
exists a linear transformation with particular properties�
An interpretation I�� � maps every basic shape B with

prototypical contour e�B� to the set of all regions in the
images of � whose contour is transformed by � into e�B��
In formulae�

BI��� � fr � �je�r� � � �e�B��g

The region is said to be �interpreted as a B�� Then�
dropping the transformation� the interpretation of a ba�
sic shape is�

BI � fr � �j�� � r � BI���g

� fr � �j�� � e�r� � � �e�B��g

E�g�� rectangleI is the set of all rectangular regions
�with a �xed ratio between sides� in �� Then a partic�
ular region can be at �rst interpreted �recognized� as a
rectangle by a suitable segmentation algorithm�
A similar interpretation is assumed for basic compo�

nents� taking color into account�

���R� ��� c��B�I��� � fr � �je�r� � � ����e�B����c�r� � cg

Again� dropping the transformation one obtains the in�
terpretation of the basic component as regions that can
be matched by some linear transformation�

���R� ��� c��B�I � fr � �j�� � r � ���R� ��� c��B�I���g

� fr � �j�� � e�r� � � ����e�B��� � c�r� � cg

A region in the interpretation of a component is then
said as the R part of a complex shape� E�g�� the region
previously recognized as a rectangle can be recognized
as the rightPier of an arch� if also the other parts are
recognized� in the proper positions�

Complex components are interpreted in the same way�
excluding the color�

Complex shapes are interpreted as sets of regions in
one image� such that there exists one linear transfor�
mation� mapping rigidly all parts of the complex shape
de�nition to �sets of� regions in the image� When the
complex shape is composed by basic shapes only� it is
su�cient to �nd as many di�erent regions as the com�
ponents of the complex shape � each region mapped
into a component� However� when the complex shape is
composed by nested complex shapes� the interpretation
requires to have di�erent sets of regions s� � � � � sn� where
each set can be mapped into a complex component�

�C� u � � � uCn�
I��� � ffr�� � � � � rmg � �j

�s� � � ��sn � fr�� � � � � rmg �

�i 	� j 
 si 	� sj�

��i � ���n � si � �Ci�
I���g

We recall that the regions in a set fr�� � � � �rmg are as�
sumed to belong to the same image� Dropping � � one
obtains the interpretation of a complex shape�

�C� u � � � uCn�
I � ffr�� � � � � rmg � �j

���s� � � ��sn � fr�� � � � � rmg �

�i 	� j 
 si 	� sj�

��i � ���n � si � �Ci�
I���g

Note that the same interpretation I�� � maps all com�
plex components C�� � � � �Cn �otherwise the overall shape
would not be preserved�� This deals with rigid transfor�
mations of all components of a complex shape�
This semantics deals with the �simple� case in which

regions of basic components are always properly seg�
mented� This is not true whenever two touching regions
of basic components in a complex shape have the same
color� in that case� a single region formed by the union
of regions with the same color would be segmented� To
deal with this case� the contour of the complex shape
should be taken into account � e�g�� archI should con�
tain also a single region with the shape of a �completely
white� arch� However� we observe that dealing with this
problem would entail also a correct treatment of mime�
sis� which is outside the scope of this proposal� Hence�
we keep here the simpler semantics of di�erently colored
touching regions�



De�nition 
 An image I � fr�� � � � � rng in the domain
� of an interpretation I satis�es a shape description D

if there exists a subset of fr�� � � � � rng which belongs to
DI � An interpretation I satis�es a description D if �
contains an image satisfying D� A shape description is
satis�able if there exists an interpretation satisfying it�

Observe that descriptions could be unsatis�able� if two
components have overlapping regions� no image can be
segmented in a way that satis�es both components� This
constraint would be dropped if we moved to describing
images of three�dimensional scenes�

De�nition � A description D� subsumes a description
D� if every interpretation satisfying D� satis�es also D��

For example� the description arch subsumes
threePortalsGate� Intuitively� this happens be�
cause to satisfy threePortalsGate the domain of an
interpretation I should contain an image with three
arches� hence I must satisfy also arch�
We note that even if we did not introduce backgrounds�

they could be added to our framework as special ba�
sic components ��background� c��� with the property
that a region b satis�es the background simply if colors
match� Also� more than one background could be added�
in that case background regions should not overlap� and
the matching of background regions should be consid�
ered after the regions of all the basic shapes recognized
are subtracted to the background regions�

� Reasoning services

An image database is an interpretation� Technically� one
might think about an image database as an ABox� how�
ever� observe that usually a Domain Closure Assump�
tion �DCA� is made for images � that is� there are no
regions but the ones which can be seen in the images
themselves� This transforms the problem of instance
checking to simpler model checking� Obviously� DCA
should be dropped for a description logic dealing with
three�dimensional shapes �and scenes��

The possible reasoning services in a description logic
for image recognition are�

�� image recognition� given a new image and a col�
lection of descriptions� the new image is classi�ed
by �nding the most speci�c descriptions it satis�es�

�� description satis�ability� verify if a given de�
scription may contain at least one image � e�g��
there are no overlapping regions in the description�

	� image retrieval� given a database of images and
the description of a scene� retrieve all images that
belong to the description�

�� description subsumption �and classi�cation��
given a �new� descriptionD and a set of descriptions

D�� � � � � Dn� decide if D subsumes�is subsumed by
each Di� i � ���n�

Observe that the expensive process of image retrieval
can be simpli�ed by image recognition� in the usual way
a classi�cation wrt a TBox can help instance checking�
Given a query description D� if there exists a collec�
tion of descriptions D�� � � � � Dn and all images in the
database were already classi�ed wrt D�� � � � � Dn� then it
may su�ce to classify D wrt D�� � � � � Dn to �nd �most
of� the images satisfying D� E�g�� to answer the query
asking for images containing an arch� a system may clas�
sify arch and �nd that it subsumes threePortalsGate�
then the system can include in the answer all images
recognized as containing ancient roman gates� without
recomputing whether these images contain an arch or
not� The whole process will be convenient if classifying
the query description on�line is computationally less de�
manding than computing the answer from scratch� The
problem of computing subsumption between descriptions
is dealt with in the next section�

� Computing subsumption and
satis�ability

Deductive services in this simple description logic rely
on the prototypical contours of basic shapes�

De�nition � The prototypical image I�D� of a shape
description D is an image containing a set of regions
de�ned recursively as follows	


� if D is a basic shape B� then I�B� � frg where r is
the region with contour e�B��

�� if D is a basic component ��R� �� c��B� then I�D� �
frg� where r is the region with contour � �e�B���
�lled with color c�

� if D is a complex shape C�u � � �uCn then I�D� �
I�C�� � � � � � I�Cn�� where I�Ci� is the prototypical
image of the i�th component Ci�

�� if D is a complex component ��R� � ��C� then
I�D� � � �I�C��� where � �fr�� � � � �rng� denotes the
set of regions obtained from fr�� � � � �rng by trans�
forming each contour e�ri� to � �e�ri���

In practice� from a shape description one builds its pro�
totypical image just applying the stated transformations
and color �llings to its components�
Satis�ability of a shape description D can now be eas�

ily decided by trying to build I�D�� and see if there are
not overlapping regions�

Proposition � A shape description D is satis�able i�
its prototypical image I�D� contains no overlapping re�
gions�

It is also easy to decide subsumption� thanks to the
following general property relating subsumption to pro�
totypical images�



Proposition � A shape description D� subsumes a
shape description D� if and only if the prototypical image
I�D�� satis�es D��

Observe that since there is always the inverse of a linear
transformation � � if D� and D� are basic shapes� either
they are equivalent �each one subsumes the other� or
neither of the two subsumes the other�

	 Comparison with related work

Some formalisms were proposed� integrating Description
Logics and image retrieval ���
� and spatial reasoning
��
� Both proposals build on the clean integration of De�
scription Logics and concrete domains of ��
� However�
in our opinion neither of the formalisms can be used to
build complex shapes by nesting �more simple� shapes�
with the relative positions of the shape components wrt
the overall shape� and � most of all � to reason about
shape descriptions with the usual concepts of subsump�
tion� recognition� and satis�ability�

Moreover� we believe that the extensional Tarski�style
semantics given to our formalism� if suitably extended
with a �fuzzy� measure of the predicate �� contributes to
a smooth integration of Description Logics and existing
image retrieval systems� which interpret a user query as
a set of images matching the image query � up to a
given threshold�


 Future work

This proposal is still in progress� We need to extend
the formalism to approximate matching of shapes and
colors� In particular� observe that the similarity degree
that is presently computed by all image retrieval systems
should be extended to a similarity degree of complex
shapes� taking into account both the �usual� similarity
degree between simple shapes� and a �new� similarity de�
gree between the relative positions of shape components
in an image and in a shape description� To this aim�
we envisage the application of frameworks for �fuzzy�
description logics such as ���� ��
� We are designing an
implementation of our formalism adapting the descrip�
tion logic system CLASSIC ���
�
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Abstract

In this paper we present ICARUS� a tool for the
creation� classi�cation and retrieval of VRML
scenes ICARUS classi�es each scene using a
concept description language and uses its rea�
soning mechanism to retrieve information

� Introduction

In recent years multimedia databases are becoming more
and more widespread Image and video databases are
now widely available and used One of the main di��
culties in setting an appropriate framework for storing
complex objects in databases is the necessity of having
an appropriate description and query language �see� eg�
���� Many other papers� �for example ��� �� ��� focus on
the importance of having appropriate description and
querying mechanisms to describe and retrieve multime�
dia information
In this paper we present a prototype system �called

ICARUS� that uses a logical language to describe the
properties of three�dimensional scenes and� through this
language� is able to classify the scenes and retrieve them
using a rich query language In particular� our system
aims at creating� classifying and retrieving �D scenes
modeled using the Virtual Reality Modeling Language
�VRML� We do not require the user to completely spec�
ify all properties of the scenes that are created Our
system is able to extract some info from the scene and
to accurately classify it using knowledge of the domain
For this reason we call our scenes �unlabelled�
The goal of the project is to show that rich object de�

scription languages can be very useful in �intelligently�
classifying and retrieving �D scenes At the current sta�
tus of development� ICARUS only focuses on a simple
domain� where we have a �non��xed� set of characters�
a number of relations among these characters� a set of
scenarios� and a set of objects Initial knowledge on the
domain is stored into a knowledge base �KB� modeled
using the concept description language CLASSIC  The

Figure �� Architecture of ICARUS

KB describes the characters and objects that appear in
the scenes� their properties and their relations with the
other objects
In a nutshell� the system capabilities are the following

ones�

� Create a new VRML scene using a friendly Web
interface�

� Create new characters and modify the existing ones�

� Classify each new object introduced �scene� charac�
ter or other object��

� Query the KB for a desired scene and present it to
the user

The system is developed using Java for the client and
the interface of the server and LISP for the interface to
the CLASSIC KB
We note that when systems based on much more ex�

pressive DL�s �eg� ���� will be available� we will adopt
them in place of CLASSIC � adding more knowledge�
management capabilities to ICARUS

� ICARUS � Architecture

The ICARUS system uses a client�server architecture
based on the idea that a computer specialized in the
visualization of �D scenes can display data stored and
elaborated on a remote host connected via Internet In
our situation information to be shown are VRML scenes
and stored data are CLASSIC descriptions of the scenes
The architecture of the system is presented in Figure �

We can subdivide the system in � software components�



� an HTML BROWSER �Netscape Navigator or In�
ternet Explorer� with a plug�in �Cosmoplayer �	��
which can display VRML scenes�

� a JAVA CLIENT that opens a socket connection
with the JAVA SERVER and implements the user
interface�

� a CLASSIC KNOWLEDGE BASE �KB� de�ning the
structured concepts� their instances and allowing
their creation and manipulation�

� a LISP SERVER controlling the interactions of KB
with the other components�

� a JAVA SERVER placed between the JAVA
CLIENT and the LISP SERVER that translates
user queries and builds VRML scenes according to
the information received from KB

Initially the JAVA SERVER is running� connected to
the LISP SERVER and waiting for a socket connection
request When the CLIENT program is launched� a new
connection is established and data exchange can start
The user interface is composed of two parts� the �rst is

a window used to display VRML scenes� the second is a
control panel used to choose the kind of interaction with
KB It is also present a text area where service messages
are shown to help user controlling the transaction state
The control panel allows the user to set queries in

order to retrieve information stored in the KB
A �SET NEW QUERY� button displays on the screen

a group of panels used to select items� basic query ele�
ments We can request KB to look for all scenes

� whose environment is a particular room �kitchen�
sitting room � or a place in the garden �park
bench� gazebo��

� with speci�c characters �Alice� Bob� Charlie� � or
a certain number of them�

� with characters having certain characteristics
�dressing in a particular way� sitting� wearing
glasses� �

� in which there are some objects �tables� books�
plants� lamps� paintings� �

� where characters satisfy some relations �all friends�
all relatives� all colleagues� �

� that can be classi�ed as �family meeting�� �job
meeting�� �romantic scene�� etc

When research criteria are set� a �SEND QUERY TO

SERVER� button sends them to JAVA SERVER that
composes them in order to obtain a query in the CLASSIC
syntax to be submitted to KB The KB answer goes back
to CLIENT as a list of scenes and the user chooses the
one to display with a �CONFIRM SELECTED SCENE�

button

Figure �� Relations among Characters

Before displaying the selected scene the JAVA
SERVER requests the KB all the �fundamental elements
of the scene�� that are� the environment in which the
scene happens� the characters involved and information
about their position �standing or sitting� If the choice
criteria cause the creation of an unsatis�able query the
LISP SERVER intercepts the warning message from
CLASSIC KB and sends it to CLIENT
At this point a �DISPLAY SCENE� button tells the

JAVA SERVER to transform all collected information
about the scene in a VRML description� to achieve this�
the server asks the KB the new view point and all de�
tails about the fundamental elements of the scene �ob�
jects colors� characters coordinates� characters attitudes�
� Finally� the VRML description is sent to the VRML
BROWSER that displays it
Using the interface� it is also possible to create new

characters and new scenes that are added to the KB

� ICARUS� examples

Currently� ICARUS contains a KB describing scenes that
take place in a mansion and involves a number of objects
and characters Diagrammatically� our KB can be pre�
sented as in Figure �

Notice that the VRML �les are built using this hierar�
chy In fact� we have prestored a set of VRML that de�ne
all the characters and objects present in the scenes The
simple objects are completely de�ned� while the complex
ones are de�ned via a PROTO with parameters In this
case� the parameters are extracted at run�time from the
CLASSIC KB
The concept scene is further re�ned as in Figure �

Notice that the relations expressed by CLASSIC are more
complex than just the class�subclass relation This hier�
archy only represents a simpli�ed view of the knowledge
present in our KB Furthermore� our KB uses an ex�
tended set of constructs� built using TEST concepts� that
is not among the standard set of CLASSIC constructs

All the characters present at the beginning of a session
are� Alice� Bob� Charlie� Frank� Diana and Elizabeth

and the relations among them are presented in Figure �
We now present some examples of use of

our system In our �rst example� let C�



Figure �� Hierarchy of concepts �within rectangles� and individuals

be the scene�family�meeting concept� de�
�ned as �ANDscene�at�least���characters
scene�all�relatives scene�sitting�room�� and
C� be the scene�Diana concept If we ask the KB
to look for all scenes satisfying �among others� both
concepts C� and C�� KB will answer that no scene
�at present� satis�es the query If user creates a new
scene with characters� Diana� Alice� Bob �all relatives��
environment� Sitting room� and asks the same query
again� the new scene will now be returned

Let C� now be scene�romantic concept� de�ned
as �AND scene���characters scene�all�friends

scene�at�least���man scene�at�least���woman

scene�park�bench scene�at�least���sitting�
When we send the KB a query having both concepts
C� and C�� a warning message is returned because the
query is unsatis�able� C� and C� are disjoint concepts
� an individual can�t belong to both of them � because
of the number of characters they require �C� is classi�ed
under the scene�at�least���characters concept and
C� under the scene���characters concept� Thus the
query is recognized to be incoherent and no attempt to
retrieve any scene is done

If instead of scene�romantic we de�ne a new con�
cept C� to be scene�all�friends� the query �ANDC�
C�� becomes satis�able and the scene in Figure � is
returned Note that if a scene is classi�ed under the
scene�all�relatives concept then it is also classi�ed
under the scene�all�friends concept In fact� the
KB contains a role hierarchy where the role friend�of
is more general than relative�of and colleague�of

roles

Another situation causing a warning message from KB
is when the user tries to create an inconsistent individual�
for example a character with the following de�nition�

�ANDwoman �FILLShair�color Brown�

�FILLStshirt�color Red�  �FILLSbeard�color
Black��

Inconsistency is due to the attempt of introducing an
individual i belonging to the concept woman� and hav�
ing a �ller for the role beard�color This causes an
inconsistency because the concept woman contains in its
de�nition AT�MOST� beard�color� while the system de�
duces that i also belongs to the concept AT�LEAST�

beard�color

� Perspectives

In this paper we have presented a prototype system that
helps in the creation� classi�cation and retrieval of �sim�
ple� VRML scenes In our system the emphasis is on
the representation of the logical properties of scenes and
their use for classi�cation and retrieval

Many other systems aim at classifying complex data
�eg images� by the use of logical relations For example�
in ��� Corridoni et al extract from an image a set of
relations based on the color and these relations are then
used for retrieval At the present stage of development
of our system� the base relations that a scene satis�es
are entered by our scene editor In the future we aim at
being able to automatically extract some of the relations
directly from the description of a scene in VRML format

While we are not aware of any other system that uses a
concept description language� such as CLASSIC � for the
classi�cation of �D scenes� it is worth mentioning the
system ALFRESCO ��� that uses YAK �another concept
description language� for accessing information on ��th
century Italian frescoes and monuments Recently� in
��� a description logic to model and query video con�
tents has been proposed� however� it is not clear which
are the computational properties of the description logic
proposed� nor a system implementation is presented



Figure �� Hierarchy of scene concepts Note the multiple inheritance

There are several research issues that need to be ad�
dressed in the near future�

� Classi�cation of arbitrary VRML scenes At the
moment� our system can only classify the scenes
that are built via our interface

� Description and classi�cation of dynamic VRML
scenes �containing events� An important aspect of
VRML scenes is their dynamic behavior Since this
behavior is expressed via an event model� we are
currently working on a logical language that can
express the dynamic relations between objects
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� Introduction

Case�Based Reasoning �CBR� is a problem�solving
paradigm that uses knowledge of relevant past experi�
ences �cases� to interpret or solve a new problem case
���� During the last few years	 Description Logics �DLs�
have become systems of great interest for the Case�Based
Reasoning community� There has been a body of work
�
	 �	 �	 	 ��	 �
� on taking advantage of the DL reason�
ing mechanisms for the processes involved in the CBR
cycle�
Although a number of di�erent approaches are con�

sidered	 they all focus on the intuition that the formal
semantics and the capability of DLs to maintain a termi�
nological taxonomy are interesting properties to manage
a case base� Moreover	 DL declarative semantics helps
in the domain comprehension� their ability to automati�
cally classify concepts and recognise instances is a useful
property for the case base management� the incoherence
detection mechanism helps in the domain model devel�
opment and the consistency checking� and their ability
to build structured case descriptions provide a �exible
and expressive way to represent the cases�
The aim of this position paper is the description of

a general and domain�independent approach taking ad�
vantage of the DL capabilities for the case similarity as�
sessment and retrieval in a CBR context�

� Using DLs for retrieval in CBR

The main knowledge source in a case�based reasoner are
the speci�c pieces of experience which have been repre�
sented and stored to be reused in the future� We propose
the use of DLs to represent all the knowledge needed in
a case�based reasoner� The DL knowledge base �KB�
contains the speci�c knowledge represented by the cases
and the general domain knowledge that is included to
support the CBR processes�
As in ��	 �	 we represent a case as an individual� Each

case is linked by DL relations to two individuals that

�This work is supported by the Spanish Committee of
Science � Technology �CICYT TIC�������

represent the description of the problem and the solution
that was carried out to solve it�
In the line of ���	 we distinguish di�erent approaches

to implement retrieval using the reasoning mechanisms
available in DLs�

� The deductive approach bases the case retrieval on
concept classi�cation ��	 �� A concept description
is built using the restrictions speci�ed in the query�
This concept is then classi�ed	 and �nally all its
instances are retrieved�

� The inductive approach relies mainly on instance

recognition ���	 �
�� An individual is built and a
number of assertions are made about it based on the
features speci�ed in the query� Instance recognition
is applied to retrieve the most speci�c concepts of
which this individual is an instance	 and then all the
instances of these concepts are retrieved�

There are two main di�erences between them�

� The type of restrictions that can be included	 since
concept description language and assertion language
are di�erent� Concept description language is richer
because restrictions about role type and cardinality
can be included�

� Instance completion� There are a number of in�
ferences that are only applied to individuals� DL
systems do not enrich concept descriptions with in�
ferred constraints	 but just take the concept de�ni�
tion as it is	 and classify it accordingly� On the other
side	 when an individual is recognized as instance of
a given concept	 based on the su�cient conditions
for belonging to that concept	 then necessary con�
ditions on the concept de�nition are automatically
asserted on the individual�

So	 both approaches have its pros and cons	 namely ex�
pressiveness vs� completion� We have decided to imple�
ment retrieval as an instance recognition process mainly
for one reason� instance completion accomplishes a kind
of query completion where additional constraints can be



automatically inferred from those explicitly asserted by
the user� In this way	 we have a straightforward method
to let the domain knowledge assist in the crucial process
of query formulation�
Using the domain terminology of the KB	 the user

describes the query� From this information the system
builds an instance and recognises it� Once the system
has retrieved the individuals representing the case de�
scriptions that are instances of the most speci�c concepts
the query is instance of	 they are ranked by its similar�
ity with respect to the individual representing the query�
For this purpose we apply a domain�independent simi�
larity function along with a number of domain�speci�c
heuristics�

	 Similarity measure

We are interested in computing the similarity between a
given pair of individuals� one representing the query	 and
another representing the candidate case description� An
individual is de�ned in terms of the concepts of which
is an instance and the roles explicitly asserted for it or
entailed by the contents of the KB� In DLs	 the roles
of an individual are represented as relations connecting
the individual to other individuals or primitive values
��llers��
A key decision in our approach to similarity measure

stems from the fact that	 in general	 the information
about an individual is not completely de�ned by the con�
cepts of which that individual is an instance	 since� addi�
tional roles may appear in the individual� concept de�ni�
tion may constraint role cardinality to be within a given
range	 but in the individual a �xed number of �llers is
given� concept de�nition may constraint the type of role
�llers	 but in the individual actual �llers appear which
may further specialize the type restriction� These dif�
ferences recursively extend since role �llers may in their
turn be individuals	 which carry more information than
the concept used to constraint the type of �llers of a
given role	 if any� Therefore	 our similarity measure sep�
arately computes the contribution of the concepts and
the contribution of the actual roles appearing in the in�
dividual� This decision distinguishes our work from pre�
vious approaches�
It may be argued that the separate computation of

concept and role based similarity is redundant	 since the
superconcepts of an individual are in�uenced by the role
assertions of the ABox� Redundancy could be avoided
if role�based similarity would be restricted to those ad�
ditional roles which are not constrained in concept de��
nitions� This decision	 however	 would result in a lost of
information	 since actual �llers may be more informative
than role type�cardinality restrictions� Yet another so�
lution could be to consider only primitive concepts when
computing the concept�based similarity� The reason for

not adopting this solution is that every de�ned concept
explicitly included in the KB represents a meaningful
abstraction	 and	 therefore	 the very existence of that
concept should a�ect the similarity function�

The second key feature of our approach is that we
intend to minimize the human e�ort required in building
the similarity framework� By taking advantage of the
structure of the KB	 we try to reduce the number of
explicitly hand�coded similarities�

Concept�based similarity

The concept�based similarity between two individuals
will be given by the similarity between the two sets of
concepts of which those individuals are instances� We
can simplify the problem by selecting only the most spe�
ci�c concepts from both sets	 since a concept carries all
the information contained in its superconcepts� A fur�
ther simpli�cation is to consider	 as the most on point
concept for describing an individual	 the one obtained
as the conjunction of the most speci�c concepts of which
that individual is an instance	 which may or may not
exist in the TBox� This way we reduce the problem of
comparing two sets of concepts to that of comparing two
single concepts�

Evaluating relatedness using network representations
is a problem with a long history in Arti�cial Intelligence�
A natural way to evaluate semantic similarity in a taxon�
omy is to evaluate the distance between the nodes cor�
responding to the items being compared�the shorter
the path from one node to another is	 the more similar
they are� A problem with this�intensional� approach	
however	 is that it relies on the notion that links in the
taxonomy represent uniform distances�

An alternative�extensional�approach can be ap�
plied when nodes in the taxonomy represent classes of
individuals	 which are also available in the system	 as
is the case in DLs with concepts and its instances� In
this case	 the similarity between two concepts can be ob�
tained	 basically	 by the number of its common instances�
This is the approach described in ����	 extended with
ideas from information theory� Probabilities are associ�
ated with concepts in the taxonomy	 such that given a
concept c	 p�c� is the probability of encountering an in�
stance of concept c	 computed as the relative frequency of
the instances of c in the KB� The similarity between con�
cepts is measured as the information they share	 given by
the maximum of information content of the most speci�c
concepts that subsume them in the taxonomy� Finally	
the information content of a concept is quanti�ed as�log

p�c��

The problem with the extensional approach is that it
relies on a basic assumption	 which may or may not apply
for a given KB	 namely	 that concepts are evenly pop�
ulated with instances� A non�homogeneous distribution



of individuals among concepts will bias the similarity
measure	 since the number of instances determines the
information content�
Notice that both�intensional and extensional�

approaches present a nonmonotonic behaviour� di�er�
ent results will be obtained for the similarity between
two given concepts as concepts and�or individuals are
added or removed from the KB� This situation may be
considered as a feature or a problem	 depending on the
particular application� Anyway	 this is more relevant to
the extensional approach since	 once delivered	 the TBox
tends to be much more stable than the ABox�
For concept�based similarity we adopt an intensional

approach where only the information available in the
TBox is considered� We have applied the vector space

model used in Information Retrieval ����� In this model	
every indexable item is represented by an attribute vec�
tor	 and the similarity between two items is obtained
by some kind of algebraic manipulation of the vectors
associated with them�
We consider as attributes the concepts de�ned in the

KB� Formally	 given the set C � fc�� � � � � cNg of con�
cepts de�ned in a KB	 for each concept ci � C we de�ne
a vector vi such that its component k equals � if ck sub�
sumes ci	 and � otherwise�
Once the vectors have been built	 the conceptual sim�

ilarity between two concepts is computed as the cosine
of the angle formed by the vectors representing them	
a similarity function usually applied in the vector space
model�

sim�ci� cj� �
vi � vj

kvik � kvjk

In ��� it is proved that this expression is equivalent to
the following one	 the one that we really use to compute
the similarity among concepts�

sim�ci� cj� �
j
T
super�ci� C�super�cj � C�jp

jsuper�ci� C�j �
p
jsuper�cj � C�j

where super�c� C� computes the set of concepts in C

which are superconcepts of c� So	 the similarity between
two concepts is given by the number of their common
superconcepts and their total number of superconcepts	
which can be dynamically computed	 making unneces�
sary the explicit representation of attribute vectors�

Role�based similarity

The basic idea of role�based similarity is that two in�
dividuals are more similar when the graph induced on
them by role assertions is more similar� In general	 role
assertions may have been explicitly asserted or may be
entailed by the TBox and ABox� We consider compara�
ble only those roles with the same relation	 and compute
the similarity between roles as the similarity between its

�llers� Since relations are in general multiple valued	 role
comparison turns out to be a comparison between sets
of individuals�

When comparing sets of individuals we recursively ap�
ply the function of similarity between individuals	 accu�
mulating for every individual of one set the maximum of
the results obtained by comparing that individual with
every individual of the other set� A more pessimistic ap�
proach could be taken by computing for every individual
of one set the average similarity between that individual
and every individual of the other set	 or even the mini�
mum of those values� This recursion ends when compar�
ing individuals without slots	 whose similarity is given
by the concept�based similarity term� Formally	 given
the set O of individuals de�ned in a KB	 the similarity
between O� and O�	 O�� O� � O	 is given by the expres�
sion shown in Figure ���a�	 where the min of a couple
of sets is the set with the minimum cardinality	 and the
max	 the set with the maximum cardinality�

Putting the pieces together

Finally	 the similarity between two individuals is com�
puted as the sum of the similarity between the�
conjunction of�most speci�c concepts of which those
individuals are instances and the similarity among their
roles	 as is formally de�ned in Figure ���b�	 where the set
R denotes the set of relations de�ned in the KB and the
functions t�o� and v�o� r� obtain the most speci�c con�
cept of which the individual o is an instance	 and the set
of individuals connected with the individual o through
the relation r	 respectively�

As the alerted reader may have noticed	 problems may
arise with the role�based similarity function when cycles
appear in the ABox� Two solutions can be considered
in that case� to collect the visited individuals as the
algorithm proceeds	 so that none is visited twice� or	
the mechanism we use	 to identify the relations which
may produce circularity�such as those de�ned as the
inverse of another relation�so that those roles are never
compared� Potentially circular relations may be easily
identi�ed by making them specializations of the circular�
relation de�ned for that purpose�

The similarity measure described so far is domain�
independent and can accurately take into account the
structure of the KB	 without further human intervention�
Nevertheless	 in order to make it more applicable	 our
framework allows for the integration of domain�speci�c
similarity knowledge in one of the following ways�

Concept�speci�c similarity knowledge This kind
of restriction let specify that instances of a given
concept should be compared by a subset of their
roles� This way	 descriptive roles can be distin�
guished from those others that provide additional



sim�O�� O�� �

���
��

� if O� � � � O� � �X
oi�min�O��O��

max
oj�max�O��O��

�sim�oi� oj��

jmin�O��O��j
otherwise

�a� Similarity function between two sets of individuals

sim�o�� o�� �

��
�

sim�t�o��� t�o��� if 	r � R � v�o�� r� � � 
 v�o�� r� � �

�
�

�
sim�t�o��� t�o��� �

P
ri�R

sim�v�o��ri��v�o��ri��
jfr�Rjv�o��r�����v�o��r����gj

�
otherwise

�b� Similarity function between two individuals

Figure �� Similarity functions

information	 but should not be considered when
determining the similarity between two individuals�

Relation�speci�c similarity knowledge This kind
of restriction let specify that an alternative func�
tion should be applied when computing the similar�
ity between the �llers of a given role �i�e�	 the values
of a given attribute�� For example	 this mechanism
could be used to specify the similarity between val�
ues of primitive types by specifying the function to
be applied on those relations that are to be �lled
by primitive values� This situation is specially rel�
evant when comparing slotless individuals	 since if
they are instances of the same concepts	 the domain�
independent measure will always compute a maxi�
mum similarity of � for them�

A high level mechanism combines the di�erent sim�
ilarity measures	 trying �rst to obtain domain�speci�c
measures and if none applies	 computing the domain�
independent function�


 Related work on similarity measures

We have identi�ed two approaches to measure the sim�
ilarity between the cases� The �rst one computes a nu�

merical value either using the number of shared proper�
ties ��	 �
� or the hierarchical distances between concepts
��	 ��� In ��� the intersect function�similar to the Least
Common Subsumer �LCS��is used to build a concept
whose description is the abstraction of the properties
shared by two cases� Case selection computes a numeri�
cal value according to the place in the hierarchy of this
concept�
The second�declarative�approach uses symbolic cri�

teria to represent the similarity between cases� In ��	 ���
an approach similar to ��� is presented but	 instead of
computing a numerical value	 the subsumption relation�
ship between the concepts representing the similarity�
and dissimilarity in �����is used to order	 compare and

select the cases that are instances of the most speci�c
similarity concepts� Additionally	 the explicit similarity
representation	 makes easier to convince the users of the
plausibility of the system�s conclusions	 because the sys�
tem can justify	 using the domain terminology	 in which
sense the precedent matches the query�
In ��
� a semantic�based measure for similarity that

reasons and analyses the meaning of concepts is de�
�ned� The weakness is that	 although the di�erences
between concepts are based on the DL concept form�
ing expressions �what means that uses more of the DL
paradigm�only value restrictions and number restric�
tions are considered� Moreover the only studied case
is when a unique di�erence exists between the concepts
being compared� Besides	 the algorithm to calculate the
similarity is not completely detailed�
As ours does	 the work presented in ��� also takes ad�

vantage of the knowledge about the similarity contained
on the class hierarchy of an object oriented case repre�
sentation�
The similarity is divided into the intra�class similar�

ity SIMintra and the inter�class similarity SIMinter 	 that
are multiplied to compute the �nal similarity between
the query object and the case object� SIMintra is based
on the common attributes	 i�e� on the attributes of the
least common class of the two objects being compared	
and SIMinter represents the similarity of two objects de�
pending only on the positions of their classes in the hi�
erarchy� That way	 the class hierarchy encodes some
knowledge about inter�class similarity between the real�
world objects� the deeper the more speci�c common class
between the objects being compared is	 the greater their
inter�class similarity is� To give a numerical value to this
property they propose to add additional knowledge to
the hierarchy by manually annotating every inner node
with a similarity value that is greater for deeper nodes�
The main advantage of this approach is an inexpensive
run�time retrieval computing at the expense of previ�



ously annotating the nodes� Moreover	 our proposal is
automatic and can be computed in a dynamical way tak�
ing into account the structure of the KB avoiding the
human intervention�

� Conclusions and future work

In a CBR system	 the case representation and organi�
zation should provide the means to index	 retrieve and
compare cases in an e�cient and reliable way�
In this position paper we have highlighted the utility

of DLs as a suitable formalism to represent and organize
the knowledge used during the case retrieval�
We have de�ned a retrieval process and a domain inde�

pendent numerical similarity measure	 where case struc�
ture and KB organization is accurately taken into ac�
count� We have also shown how the domain�independent
similarity measure can be integrated with domain�
speci�c similarity knowledge�
A requirement is that the concept hierarchy should

be balanced in depth� The general purpose similarity
function takes into account not only shared features but
also the total number of features an individual has� So	
those individuals which are deep in the hierarchy�i�e�	
have more features�will never be chosen if individuals	
with a similar�or even smaller�number of shared fea�
tures with the query	 exist higher in the hierarchy� This
situation should be avoided when it is the result of an
unbalanced knowledge representation	 where a portion
of the domain has been described in more detail�with
more levels of abstraction�than others	 and individuals
from di�erent parts of the KB are to be compared�
As a future work	 a mixed intensional and extensional

approach could be used by using the information content
measure to assign weights to the concepts in the vector
space model�
Nowadays	 we focus on the case adaptation process�

We are developing a substitution based adaptation mech�
anism guided by the explicit representation of depen�
dency relations in case solutions�
Although we have not accomplished a formal and

detailed evaluation of the similarity function	 we have
shown the applicability of the proposed model by de�
veloping OoFRA	 an e�ective CBR assistant for object�
oriented framework reuse �
�� Nevertheless a more ex�
haustive evaluation should be made� A possible strategy
for this evaluation ���� could be to make human experts
in a given domain rank the similarity among a number
on individuals and then apply the similarity function and
do some kind of regression test�
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Abstract

By presenting a description logic model of the
high water protection plan of Heidelberg we
demonstrate that description logics are an ap�
propriate tool for supporting the management
of natural disasters� The model enables testing
its consistency� assessing disaster situations by
means of realization� and retrieving situation�
dependent activities� Finally� we discuss the
remaining problems on which we will work in
the future�

� Introduction

The �eld of disaster management comprises disaster mit�
igation� disaster relief and rehabilitation ���	
� Disaster
mitigation aims at reducing the disaster risk or a disas�
ter�s severeness by preparing for appropriate response�
Disaster relief denotes the immediate humanitarian as�
sistance as well as subsequent long�term relief assistance�
Rehabilitation �nally comprises long�term measures for
reestablishing economical and social structures�

In our paper we contribute to disaster mitigation and
disaster relief by proposing methods for supporting the
immediate emergency aid in the case of disaster� Disas�
ter response aims at prohibiting or at least limiting the
damages caused by disasters� It requires a detailed plan�
ning of actions to be performed in the case of disaster�
Furthermore� to enable an e�cient execution of disaster
plans the management of reactions has to be supported
by a computer system�

So far� computer systems for supporting disaster re�
sponse are mainly based on databases ��	
� Disaster
relevant knowledge is stored in a database and can be
queried in a database�typical way� These systems pro�
vide a library of prede�ned disaster situations among
which a concrete situation has to be chosen� With re�

�promoted by the fellowship program of the German Fed�
eral Environmental Foundation� Osnabr�uck� Germany

spect to the chosen situation an appropriate disaster plan
is provided�
However� it is obvious that it is not su�cient being

able to handle only prede�ned situations� Disasters are
that di�cult to respond because they entail situations
which can not be foreseen� Therefore� our aim is to de�
velop a system which is able to propose reactions to sit�
uations speci�ed just during the course of disaster� We
propose to use description logics for the representation of
the relevant knowledge� Thus� the powerful description
logic inferences can be used to query the data�
In our work we choose as an example the high water

protection plan of the city of Heidelberg on the Neckar in
Germany ���	
� We give a simple description logic model
of the disaster plan and propose an extension using more
expressive description logics� The �nal model enables
exploiting the description logic inferences for testing the
model consistency� for assessing a given concrete disaster
situation� and for selecting measures to be executed with
respect to this situation� For validating our model we use
the description logic�based system CICLOP ���	
�

� The High Water Protection Plan of
Heidelberg

The schema which is currently used in the city of Hei�
delberg for the planning of reactions in the case of high
water is quite simple� An emergency situation is char�
acterized only by its corresponding water level� Each
situation is associated with events which are expected
to occur� An event requires measures which consist of
several activities� A measure is furthermore associated
with a duration of execution� a responsible person and
a competent o�ce� The activities forming the measures
can basically be described by means of an object and a
location of execution� Sometimes some more character�
istics have to be added� The structure of the high water
protection plan of the city of Heidelberg is illustrated in
Figure �� which shows extracts of the planning for the
situation with a water level of ���� m�
In Heidelberg� the o�ce which is competent for orga�



Water level ���� m

Event ��� high water danger
Measure ������ information
Activities� inform Mr� Schmidt

inform Mr� Meier
inform building sites
���

Competent� office of civil engineering
Responsible� Mr� Schulze
Duration� ���� hours

���
Event ��� underpass Neckarweg flooded
Measure ������ blocking
Activities� block underpass Neckarweg

���
Competent� office of civil engineering
Responsible� Mr� Schulze
Duration� ���� hours

���
���

Figure �� Extract from the High Water Protection Plan
of Heidelberg�

nizing measures in a high water situation presently uses
a database system to manage the disaster plan described
above� In the case of disaster the water level forecast is
considered to calculate the highest water level expected
to occur and when it is expected to occur� With re�
spect to this information the planned actions are chosen�
Based on their duration of execution they are provided
with time limits when they have to be started the latest�
The execution of the disaster plan updated this way is
coordinated by a high water board�
Note� that since an emergency situation is character�

ized only by its water level� the corresponding reactions
only depend on the water level as well� Furthermore�
the term disaster plan is not really appropriate here� be�
cause the so�called plan is just a set of actions which
are associated with a duration of execution� There are
no temporal relationships between the actions� For sim�
plicity however� we will still use the term plan in our
case�

� Description Logic Model

The simple structure of the described disaster plan sug�
gests the use of description logics for its modelling� The
aim is to exploit description logic inferences to provide
an e�cient disaster management�

We will �rst present a simple description logic model
for which we can test the model consistency and which
provides the assessment of disaster situations by the use
of realization� Afterwards� we extend the model using
inverse roles and concrete domains to be able to provide
the retrieval of situation�dependant activities�

�de�ne�primitive�role happens	
�de�ne�primitive�role requires	
�de�ne�primitive�attribute water level	
�de�ne�primitive�attribute object	
�de�ne�primitive�attribute flooded	

�de�ne�primitive�concept activity	
�de�ne�concept blocking

�and activity �some object barrier			
�de�ne�concept information

�and activity �some object person			

�de�ne�concept situation
�and �some happens event	 �all happens event			

�de�ne�concept high water situation �and situation
�some happens high water level	
�some happens high water danger	
�some happens street flooded			

�de�ne�concept event �all requires activity		
�de�ne�concept high water level

�and event �some water level height			
�de�ne�concept high water danger
�and event �some requires information			

�de�ne�concept street flooded �and event
�some flooded street	
�some requires blocking			

Figure �� Terminology of the Simple Model�

��� Simple Model

One advantage of description logic based knowledge rep�
resentation is the taxonomical organisation of the rep�
resented data� In our case� it is natural to construct a
situation taxonomy for being able to realize� i�e� to assess
a given disaster situation� This is especially important
if we do not want to rely only on prede�ned situations�
We propose a terminology where situations are not

only characterized by their corresponding water level
which implies certain events� In our model� events can
arbitrarily be grouped to form a situation� For sim�
plicity� we neglect the measure characteristics duration
of execution� responsible person and competent

office� We relate activities directly to events and do
not regroup them to measures�
Using the description logic with expressiveness ALCF

as given in ��	 we construct an example terminology
of the simple model described above� which is shown
in Figure �� We de�ne activity� situation and event
concepts� The concept high water situation is de�
�ned as a situation which is characterized by the
three events high water level� high water danger�
and street flooded occurring in it�
By means of the classi�cation inference� a situa�

tion taxonomy can now be constructed� The concept
high water situation is classi�ed to be a subconcept
of the concept situation�
Having de�ned the terminology� we are able to model

the disaster plan given in Figure �� We do this by de�n�



ing activity� situation� and event individuals� However�
we have the advantage� being able to use these prede�
�ned event and situation individuals to compose a new
situation individual� which represents the current situ�
ation� We give an example in Figure �� The individ�
ual situation current situation is composed by relat�
ing it to the three event individuals Neckarweg flooded�
water level ����� and danger �����

�instance current situation situation	

�instance Neckarweg flooded street flooded	
�instance block Neckarweg blocking	
�related Neckarweg flooded

block Neckarweg requires	

�instance water level ��
� high water level	
�instance danger ��
� high water danger	

�related current situation
water level ��
� happens	

�related current situation danger ��
� happens	
�related current situation

Neckarweg flooded happens	

Figure �� Simple World Model�

The description logic based model of the considered
disaster plan allows the use of corresponding inferences�
One of them is the consistency test� This test allows
detecting logical errors in the data model� Besides� the
situation taxonomy allows the use of the realization in�
ference� Having described a current emergency situa�
tion by means of the prede�ned events and situations�
the realization inference can be used to �nd the cor�
responding situation concept� This way� the current
situation can be assessed� In our example the con�
cept high water situation corresponds to the individ�
ual current situation�

In comparison with the disaster plan� our model pro�
vides a bigger liberty in describing situations� Further�
more� we are able to assess a given situation� The prac�
tice shows that a very small terminology of about ��
concepts is fully su�cient to model our data� However�
we have to deal with about ���� individuals�

Next� it would be interesting to use inferences to ob�
tain all the activities to be executed in a given situa�
tion� To achieve this� we extend the simple model using
a higher description logic expressiveness� We will be able
to retrieve all the activities corresponding to the events
forming a given situation� But there might be activities
to be executed only with respect to a situations type�
For being able to retrieve these activities also� which are
not directly required by the events occurring in the situ�
ation� the situation assessment described in this section
is particularly of interest�

��� Model with Inverse Roles and
Concrete Domain

A description logic�based data representation allows
querying the data via relations between concepts or indi�
viduals� respectively� We are making use of this property
to �nd the activities to be executed in a given disaster
situation�
Considering our simple model� a situation concept is

related to event concepts which themselves are related to
a corresponding activity concept� Therefore� the activi�
ties corresponding to a given situation can be accessed by
following the roles from the situation concept via the re�
lated event concepts to the associated activity concepts�
However� for being able to elegantly de�ne a concept
containing all the activities in relation with a given situ�
ation we need a higher description logic expressiveness�
i�e� we need inverse roles� Not using inverse roles would
have meant a much less elegant way of representing and
reasoning about the data�
The extension of our simple terminology using in�

verse roles can be described as follows� The concepts
situation and event are now related inversely to one
another� as well as the concepts event and activity�
In our example given in Figure � we associate only
one event to the high water situation concept� for sim�
plicity� Using the introduced inverse roles happens in

and required by we are able to de�ne the concept
to do in situation� It is equivalent to the activity con�
cept� but activity is not referred to in its de�nition�
The de�nition is based on the situation concept only�
However� in a given disaster situation it is necessary

to refer to a situation individual and then to access all
the activity individuals related to it� To solve this prob�
lem we associate a label to the situation concept� This
allows to use a speci�c label for the de�nition of a more
speci�c situation concept which is intended to contain
only one individual being the current situation in our
case� So� referring to the current situation by referring
to the labeled concept is possible�
We could label concepts by using the description logic

language construct set ���	
� i�e� by using individuals for
labelling concepts� Another possibility is to use a con�
crete domain� i�e� strings� Since we do not want to mix
up terminology and assertions we continue in the sec�
ond direction� Strings allow to refer to individuals on
the conceptual level� So� we allow concepts to have a de�
scription which consists of a set of strings� more precisely
of a set of possible or impossible ones �see ��	
�
We start the extension of our model by de�ning a con�

cept name which is described by a set of strings� The
situation concept is rede�ned to have a label of type
name� i�e� a string label� Now we can de�ne the special
situation concept �and situation �some label �aset

now��� which is labeled by the string now� This concept



�de�ne�string�concept name TOP	
�de�ne�primitive�attribute label	

�de�ne�primitive�role happens in	
�role�implies happens in �inverse happens		
�role�implies happens �inverse happens in		
�de�ne�primitive�role required by	
�role�implies required by �inverse requires		
�role�implies requires �inverse required by		

�de�ne�primitive�concept activity
�some required by event		

�de�ne�concept blocking �and activity
�some object barrier	
�some required by street flooded			

�de�ne�concept situation �and �some label name	
�some happens event	 �all happens event			

�de�ne�concept high water situation �and situation
�some happens street flooded			

�de�ne�concept event �and
�some requires activity	
�all requires activity	
�some happens in situation	
�all happens in situation			

�de�ne�concept street flooded �and event
�some flooded street	
�some requires blocking	
�some happens in high water situation			

�de�ne�concept to do in situation
�some required by �some happens in situation			

�de�ne�concept to do now
�some required by �some happens in
�and situation �some label �aset now						

Figure �� Terminology of the Model with Inverse Roles
and Concrete Domain�

is intended to contain only the current situation� By
labeling the current situation individual with the same
name we can refer to it using the special situation con�
cept� If the current situation individual is the only one
with this label then it is the only one which is refered
to via the special situation concept� To retrieve all the
activities to be executed in the current situation we can
now use a concept like to do in situation which refers
to the special situation concept� In our example termi�
nology in Figure � we call it to do now�

The corresponding world model with the modi�ed def�
inition of the current situation individual is shown in
Figure �� We de�ne the event Neckarweg flooded to
occurr in the current situation requiring the activity
block Neckarweg� Besides� we de�ne another activity
inform MrSchmidt not being related to the current situ�
ation� Retrieving the concept to do now only yields the
activity block Neckarweg in this case�

Note� that it is not necessary to explicitly de�ne the
concept to do now� It would even be better to separate
the conceptual from the individual level as much as pos�
sible� In this case� the retrieval inference could be called

�instance current situation
�and situation �some label �aset now				

�instance Neckarweg flooded street flooded	
�instance block Neckarweg blocking	
�related Neckarweg flooded

block Neckarweg requires	

�instance inform MrSchmidt information	

�related current situation
Neckarweg flooded happens	

Figure �� World Model with Inverse Roles and Concrete
Domain�

to retrieve the description of the concept to do now�

The extended model discussed in this section o�ers
the realization of a non�prede�ned disaster situation as
well as the retrieval of all the activities which have to be
executed in it� The model is based on the description
logic expressiveness ALCFI with strings which is a sub�
set of the logic ALCFIHR� with strings given in ��	�
The decidability of the logic ALCFI has been shown in
��	�

� Conclusion

By presenting a description logic model of the high wa�
ter protection plan of Heidelberg we demonstrated that
description logics are an appropriate tool for represent�
ing and reasoning about disaster data for supporting the
management of natural disasters� We started with a sim�
ple model which exploits the description logic inference
to test the model consistency� which uses classi�cation
for constructing a situation taxonomy� and which pro�
vides the realization of situations� Then� we proposed
an extended model providing the retrieval of situation�
dependent activities� i�e� making use of the retrieval in�
ference�

In a disaster situation� the proposed disaster data
model allows the following� First� the current situation
can be described by means of an event library and prede�
�ned disaster situations� So� we do not only have to rely
on prede�ned situations� Then� the realization inference
allows to map the speci�ed current situation to its cor�
responding situation concept in the situation taxonomy�
This way� a given situation can be assessed� Further�
more� using inverse roles and strings to build the model
allows the retrieval of all the activities to be executed in
the given disaster situation� By proposing these activi�
ties� the description logic system can support the process
of deciding what to do in a disaster situation�

We still have to investigate whether description logic
inferences are appropriate to treat realistic knowledge
bases� Hopefully� the high complexity of the correspond�
ing algorithms will not be a problem� because the consis�



tency test� the classi�cation and the realization of pre�
de�ned individuals can already be executed before us�
ing the system for disaster management� The inferences
used in the disaster situation� which have to be fast� are
the realization of the current situation and the retrieval
of the activities to be executed�
The presented methods can be applied to other types

of disasters than high water� as well� However� the data
model has to be redeveloped for each special disaster
environment� for it depends on the local circumstances
and the disaster type� To conclude� we will enumerate
some points which should also be taken into account by
a description logic model for disaster management�

� Future Work

Even if we were able to demonstrate that description
logics are an appropriate tool for disaster management�
the presented representation of the Heidelberg disaster
plan shows some problems which require further consid�
eration� In the following we will state some aspects of
disaster management which have not been taken into ac�
count by the presented model and on which we will be
working in the future�
Our demonstration of the usefulness of description log�

ics in disaster management was based on a very simple
disaster plan� As we already pointed out� our example
plan does not contain any temporal knowledge besides
the duration of measures composed by certain activi�
ties� Starting from existing approaches for representing
and reasoning about temporal knowledge with descrip�
tion logics� our major task will be to investigate how the
notion of time and real plans could be incorporated in
our model� The need of extending our model in this di�
rection is obvious� if we want to provide methods for a
more detailed disaster management� Besides� it would be
desirerable being able to graphically visualize a disaster
plan�
Another aspect which is neglected in the high water

protection plan of Heidelberg is the management of re�
sources� Each activity to be executed needs some re�
sources� at least its actor� Managing disasters� we have
to answer questions about the number of resources avail�
able� about the kind of resources needed� and where and
how resources can be distributed to satisfy all demands�
To answer these questions we have to deal with priorities
of activities and strategies to solve con�icts� as well�
Furthermore� it should be possible to take into account

new circumstances occurring in the current case of dis�
aster� It can happen that activities can not be executed�
or that the successful execution of an activity changes
the situation in di�erent directions� As the disaster situ�
ation changes permanently� it seems to be neccessary to
permanently input the current situation in the manage�
ment system� So� the system would be able to react to

the situation�s changes by proposing appropriate activi�
ties�
Besides� it is desirable to take into account background

knowledge which could be useful in the case of disas�
ter� This is� for example� geographical knowledge� and
knowledge gained by experience� With respect to a wa�
ter level forecast the constraints on the execution time
for activities should be calculated and incorporated in
the disaster plan proposed by the system� Considering
disasters in regions which require international coordina�
tion it should be possible to integrate multiple disaster
plans�
In the future� we will investigate how description logics

might contribute or might be extended to contribute to
the solution of these open problems� The approach for
managing disasters with description logics proposed in
this paper will serve as a basis�
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Abstract

Inductive learning algorithms that have been
applied to learning in description logics �DL�
have not been as well studied and optimized as
the more general class of feature�based learn�
ing algorithms� This paper proposes a way
to apply feature�based learners to DL learn�
ing tasks by presenting a method to compute a
feature�vector representation for DL instances�
The representation is based on concepts com�
puted by a DL learning algorithm and by a
feature generation method that has previously
been applied to sequence categorization tasks�
We show encouraging empirical test results us�
ing the feature�based learning systems Ripper�
C���� and Naive Bayes�

� Introduction

Description logics �DL� are a well�studied formalism for
the representation of knowledge� for which inductive
learning problems have been de	ned in the past 
�� ���
When presented with a set of labeled examples �i�e�� DL
individuals�� the learning algorithms compute a hypoth�
esis to predict the label of new� previously unseen exam�
ples�
Even though description logics oer the advantage of

expressiveness of the representation language� the learn�
ing algorithms that have been applied to DLs are not
as well�studied and well�optimized as the more general
feature�based approaches� Up until now it was not clear
how to apply feature�based learners to inductive learning
in the DL domain�
Feature�based learning algorithms such as Ripper 
��

and C��� 
�� require the input data to be represented in
a feature�vector format� i�e� as a collection of feature�
value pairs� A feature is a mapping function from the

We would like to thank Alex Borgida and William Cohen for
many helpful discussions� Furthermore� we thank William
Cohen for providing LCSLearnDisj and some of the datasets
used in this research�

set of examples to a set of feature values �the feature
value domain�� For example� the weather at a certain
time point could be represented as a feature�vector using
the three features temperature �T�� humidity �H�� and
pressure �P�� The feature value domain for T and H can
be de	ned as integers� while the feature value domain for
P can be de	ned as the set flow� middle� highg� Thus�
an example could be represented as the feature�vector
��T ��� �H ��� �P low���

In this paper we propose a method how DL individuals
can be represented as a feature�vector� and how such
a representation can be automatically computed from
the training data� We also show encouraging results of
experiments using this feature generation method�

	 Application of feature
based learners

to DL learning problems

The main problem in the application of feature�based
learners to any domain is the question how to represent
examples as feature�vectors� This is especially true for
DL individuals� where there is no straight�forward way
to represent them in terms of feature�value pairs suitable
for machine learning�

We propose to represent DL individuals as a Boolean
feature vector� where feature values are either True or
False and each feature denotes the membership of the
individual in a speci	c concept� More formally� for a
given set of concepts C�� C�� � � �� Cn we de	ne a set of
features F�� F�� � � �� Fn� where for an individual I the
feature Fi is true if I is a member of Ci� and Fi is false
otherwise�

We propose two methods to compute the set of con�
cepts on which the feature representation of individuals
is based� The 	rst method is based on the learning algo�
rithm for description logics proposed by Cohen and Hirsh

��� The second method is based on the FGENERAL
feature generation algorithm� originally developed for se�
quence categorization tasks 
��� In the next section both
methods are described in more detail�



� Computation of Feature

Representation for DL Individuals

As stated above� the computation of a representation of
DL individuals as feature vectors is based on the compu�
tation of a collection of concepts� each of which denotes
a Boolean feature� We propose two methods to compute
such a set of concepts from the set of training examples�

��� Approach �� LCSLearnDisj

LCSLearnDisj is a machine learning algorithm developed
by Cohen and Hirsh 
�� for two�class learning tasks in de�
scription logics� It computes a set of concepts for one of
the classes �the so�called foreground class� from the set
of training examples� The resulting set of concepts is in�
terpreted as a disjunctive description for the foreground
class� i�e�� if an individual is a member of one of the con�
cepts then that individual is labeled as belonging to the
foreground class�
The computation of a concept is started by comput�

ing the least general concept �or an approximation� that
subsumes a pair of individuals that have been greedily
chosen from the set of training examples of the fore�
ground class �the so�called seed instances�� The greedy
choice is based on the number of training examples from
the foreground class that are subsumed by the seed con�
cept� This concept is generalized step by step until it
subsumes one or more individuals from the background
class �i�e�� the set of individuals that do not belong to
the foreground class�� at which point the concept is ap�
pended to the resulting list� The generalization steps
are based on the computation of the least common sub�
sumer� All individuals that have been subsumed by this
concept are removed from the set of training examples�
and the above process of greedily choosing a seed and
generalizing it is repeated until there are no training ex�
amples from the foreground class left� Since this algo�
rithm has been published before we will not discuss any
further details but refer the reader to 
���

��� Approach �� FGENERAL

FGENERAL is the generalized version of the FGEN
feature generation algorithm for sequence categorization
tasks 
��� FGENERAL for description logics computes
a set of concepts in a similar fashion to LCSLearnDisj�
with the following three main dierences� �� A seed
instance is selected greedily based on the number of in�
stances from the foreground class subsumed by the re�
sulting feature concept� �� the generalization process is
guided by a similarity heuristic and is stopped once the
classi	cation accuracy of the concept on a holdout set
decreases� �� each of the resulting concepts undergoes a
pruning process� i�e�� a generalization in small steps�
The input to FGENERAL are pre�classi	ed training

examples �i�e� individuals�� The output is a set of con�

cepts� which can be used to map each training and test
example into a Boolean feature vector� FGENERAL
generates a set of concepts �i�e�� features� for each class
separately� and returns the union of the sets�
The FGENERAL algorithm consists out of two main

parts� concept construction �shown in Figure �� and gen�
eralization �pruning��
Concepts are constructed incrementally� starting with

the least general concept that subsumes a single indi�
vidual of the foreground class �the seed around which a
feature is generated��
A concept is constructed step by step by making it

more general to subsume at least one additional individ�
ual from the target class in each iteration� The addi�
tional individual is one that requires the fewest general�
izations of the current concept to subsume the additional
individual� In other words� this additional individual is
�most similar� to the concept�
After each iteration the new concept is heuristically

evaluated� As a heuristic we use classi	cation accuracy
of the concept on a holdout set� which is one third of
the training set �since concepts correspond to Boolean
features they can be interpreted as two�class classi	ers��
The generalization steps are continued� until the result�
ing concept has a lower heuristic value than the concept
in the previous step�
This feature generation algorithm creates features that

tend to over�	t the training data� In order to solve this
problem each computed concept is subsequently gener�
alized �pruned� after it is created� The pruning opera�
tions of the concepts are� �� removing a primitive super�
concept restriction� �� incrementing a maximum number
restriction �up to a certain maximum�� �� decrementing
a minimum number restriction� �� removing a value re�
striction� �� removing the one�of restriction� �� removing
a same�as restriction� The generalization is performed in
a greedy hill�climbing fashion by trying to increase the
heuristic value of the pruned concept as much as possible
and stopping the generalization as soon as a local max�
imum is reached �i�e� the heuristic value of the current
concept is lower than the value of the concept of the last
iteration��
More details on the FGENERAL algorithm can be

found in 
���

� Empirical Evaluation

We evaluated the performance of feature�based learn�
ers on a number of DL learning tasks in the CLAS�
SIC description logic 
��� These tasks have been used
before in an empirical evaluation of LCSLearnDisj 
���
which produced the best results compared to other DL
learning algorithms� For the empirical evaluation we
selected 	ve datasets from three domains� The KRK�
KBK� and KQK datasets are used to learn to detect



�� main function that computes the set of FGENERAL concepts�
Bi union Hi are training examples �individuals� of class i�
Hi is used as a holdout set for evaluation purposes
���� of the training set�� ��

ConstructConcepts�B��B	�H��H	� 

Seeds � B�� �� set of potential seeds ��
Concepts � 
�
I�Sets � 
�
while �Seeds not empty� 


For each s in Seeds do 

Cs � ComputeConcept�s�B��B	�H��H	�� �� compute concept from

seed example s ��
Is � 
�
For each s� in B� do 


if �Subsumes�Is�s��� 

add s� to Is�


I�Sets � I�Sets union 
Is�


Let I be the biggest set in I�Sets� i�e�� the biggest of the Is

sets computed in the iterations above�
Let C be the concept corresponding to I�
Concepts � Concepts union 
C�
Seeds � Seeds � I� �� remove all elements of I from Seeds ��


return Concepts�



�� compute a concept corresponding to a cluster built around seed s ��
ComputeConcept�s�B��B	�H��H	� 


C � LeastGeneralSubsumer�s��
OldValue � GetValue�C�H��H	�� �� compute heuristic that

evaluates C ��
C�Set � 
�
repeat

For each s� in B� do 

CG� � LCS�C�LeastGeneralSubsumer�s���� �� generalize C to subsume s���
C�Set � C�Set union 
CG��


Let CG be the element in C�Set with maximum concept description size computed

in the iterations above �if there is a tie the choice is
arbitrary��

Let s� be the example that gave rise to the computation of CG�
Remove s� from B��
NewValue � GetValue�CG�H��H	��
if �NewValue �� OldValue� then C � CG�

until NewValue � OldValue� �� Hill�climbing on heuristic
evaluation of C ��

return C�


�� heuristic evaluation function for concepts�
proportional classification accuracy on the holdout set��

GetValue�C�H��H	� 

p � number of examples e in H� with Subsumes�C�e� �� True�
n � number of examples e in H	 with Subsumes�C�e� �� True�
P � number of examples in H��
N � number of examples in H	�
return ��p�P���N�n��N��	� �� classification accuracy of C on

H� and H	 ��


Figure �� FGENERAL Algorithm for DL



the legality of chess endgame positions involving king�
rook�king� king�bishop�king� and king�queen�king pieces�
respectively� The loan dataset determines whether pay�
ment on a student loan can be deferred� Finally� the wine
dataset contains food�wine pairings that are labeled ac�
ceptable or unacceptable�
The error rates using LCSLearnDisj as a stand�alone

learner form the baseline for our evaluation� In order
to test whether our feature�based approach can improve
over these results� we formed a feature�vector from the
concepts computed by LCSLearnDisj and FGENERAL�
using the method described before� The feature vec�
tor is used to represent the training examples in order
to apply three feature�based learners� Ripper� a rule�
learning algorithm based on inductive logic program�
ming approaches 
��� C��� 
��� a decision�tree learner�
and Naive Bayes 
��� a simple and e�cient probabilistic
learner that is based on Bayesian inference�
The resulting ���fold cross�validation error rates for

the three learners are shown in Table �� The 	rst column
�labeled LCSLD� shows the error rates of LCSLearnDisj
alone� and the second column �labeled Comb�features�
shows the error rates of the respective learner using
the feature representation based on the results of LC�
SLearnDisj and FGENERAL� In order to show that the
combination of both approaches is necessary to improve
results� we included the error rates of the feature�based
learners using LCSLearnDisj and FGENERAL features
alone in the third and fourth column� respectively� The
winning error rates are printed in bold face�

� Discussion

The results of the empirical evaluation show the success
of our feature�based learning approach on � datasets for
Ripper and C���� and on only � datasets for Naive Bayes�
The reasons for the weak results when using Naive Bayes
might be found in the principal dierence between Naive
Bayes and the other learning algorithms used in the em�
pirical tests� Ripper and C��� are so�called greedy learn�
ing algorithms that start from an empty hypothesis �i�e��
all examples belong to the foreground class� and greed�
ily add conditions of the form Fi � Vi to it� based on
an information�gain heuristic �where Fi is a feature and
Vi is a value from the respective feature value domain��
Therefore� Ripper and C��� could be interpreted as top�
down learning algorithms starting with the most gen�
eral hypothesis and specializing it� while LCSLearnDisj
and FGENERAL can be interpreted as bottom�up algo�
rithms that start with a very speci	c concept and gen�
eralize it step by step� One reason for the improved ac�
curacy might be found in this combination of top�down
and two dierent kinds of bottom�up learning�
Naive Bayes� on the other hand� computes a proba�

bilistic weighting of features based on statistical mea�

surements and application of Bayes� rule� and can not
be classi	ed as either top�down or bottom�up�
The Loan dataset is a special case� in which the

feature�based learning approaches increased the error
rates in all cases� This might be based on the fact that
there is only a small number of examples of the fore�
ground class in the dataset� which can lead to problems
when applying FGENERAL� Experiments on variations
of the KxK datasets with a small number of foreground
examples have strengthened the suspicion that FGEN�
ERAL performs poorly in such cases� One of the reasons
is that the FGENERAL heuristic is based on classi	ca�
tion accuracy on a hold�out set of training data� If this
set is very small then the heuristic can become mislead�
ing�
Overall� the empirical results show a modest improve�

ment in accuracy� A disadvantage of the LCSLearnDisj
algorithm is its inability to deal eectively with noise in
the training data �i�e� where there are errors in the def�
inition of training examples�� Feature�based approaches
on the other hand are known to handle noisy data quite
well� Therefore we suspect that larger improvements
of accuracy could be shown with datasets that contain
noise�

 Outlook

There are many interesting areas of future work involving
the feature�based approach to learning in DL� In this sec�
tion we present two research directions we believe might
be promising�

��� DL Feature Generation Algorithms

Even though the combination of LCSLearnDisj and
FGENERAL has shown to be useful� FGENERAL has
been speci	cally developed and optimized for sequence
categorization tasks� We believe that there is room for
further improvement of results using feature generation
techniques better suited for DL� Also note� that since
LCSLearnDisj and FGENERAL are based on the com�
putation of the least common subsumer of two concepts�
their application is restricted to the set of DLs for which
the LCS operation is available �such as ALN and ALE��
and where disjunction is not allowed�

��� A Basic Feature Representation

The hypotheses computed by Ripper and C��� are con�
junctions of feature�value restrictions� Furthermore� one
could interpret a normalized DL concept as a conjunc�
tion of atomic concept�forming operators �e�g� num�
ber restrictions� value restrictions� and primitive super�
concepts�� Therefore� an interesting feature representa�
tion could be based on all possible simple �atomic� con�
cepts such as primitive concepts� concepts that denote
only a single number restriction an a single role �e�g��



Table �� Error Rates on Test Domains

Dataset �Learner� LCSLD Comb�features LCSLD�features FGENERAL

KRK �Ripper� ��� ��� ��� 	
��
KBK �Ripper� ��� ��� ��� ����
KQK �Ripper� 
�� ��� �� ����
Loan �Ripper� ��� � �	 ���
Wines �Ripper� 	��� ���� 	��� ����

KRK �C���� ��� ��� ��� 	���
KBK �C���� ��� ��� ��� ����
KQK �C���� 
�� ��� �� 	���
Loan �C���� ��� � �	 ����
Wines �C���� 	��� ���� 	��� ����

KRK �Naive Bayes� ��� ��� ��� 	���
KBK �Naive Bayes� ��� �� ��� ����
KQK �Naive Bayes� 
�� ��� 
�� 	���
Loan �Naive Bayes� ��� 	��� ��� ����
Wines �Naive Bayes� ���� 	��� ���� ����

�at�least � R��� and concepts that denote only a sin�
gle value restriction �e�g�� �all R C���
Such a representation could potentially lead to a very

large feature set� mainly because of the recursion intro�
duced by the value restrictions� Therefore� simplifying
assumptions need to be made�
For example� a very simple feature representation

could be based on the following set of atomic concepts�

fCi j for all primitive concepts Cig
� f�at�least n R� j for all roles R� � � n � nmaxg
� f�at�most n R� j for all roles R� � � n � nmaxg
� f�all R Ci� j for all roles R� primitive concepts Cig

Such sets of atomic concepts would allow feature�based
learners to �build� �admittedly simple� concept descrip�
tions from scratch and might form the basis of a useful
feature�vector representation�

� Summary

This paper proposed a method to apply feature�based
learners to DL learning problems that uses a set of con�
cepts to represent DL individuals as a Boolean feature
vector� We presented two approaches to compute such
sets of concepts from the training data� and showed em�
pirically that the combination of the two can lead to im�
provements in the learning accuracy� Furthermore� we
proposed areas of interesting future research�
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� Introduction

The main goal of this paper is to propose a basic set
of compositional operators that can be used to com�
bine separate concept�based knowledge bases� In par�
ticular� we focus our attention on the concept language
AL extended with a restricted form of terminological
axioms� We have chosen AL because� to the extent
of our knowledge� the problem of integrating concept�
based knowledge bases has not been addressed yet� and
we wanted to start studying it with a rather simple and
well�understood language� In this context� AL seems to
be a natural choice� since it can be considered as a core
language of a family of well�studied concept languages
����� We plan to extend our work to more expressive con�
cept languages� which are also more suitable for practical
applications� but this is left for future work�
In �	� 
�� concept languages are used to integrate infor�

mation in the context of databases� where both schema
and data integration are important issues� In this pa�
per� we are concerned with information integration in
the area of knowledge representation� Concept�based
knowledge bases are seen as logical theories that can be
merged �or composed�� To this end� we propose three
basic operations for composing knowledge bases union
���� intersection ��� and renaming �RN��
We characterize the above operators in two distinct

ways� Firstly� we de�ne a semantics that abstracts away
from implementation details� Secondly� we present an
implementation for AL�knowledge bases� which trans�
forms compositions of knowledge bases into knowledge
bases� This transformation is sound and complete with
respect to the semantics referred above�
It is worth referring that compositional operators have

also been investigated in the context of logic program�
ming ��� �� �� ��� ���� for combining not only de�nite
programs ���� but also general logic programs ��� ���

� The language AL

The language used in this work is AL ���� extended with
terminological axioms of the form R� v R�� where R�

and R� are primitive relations� Even though it is an
extension of AL� for the sake of simplicity� we still call
it AL�
Let �Conc�Rel� Ind� be a tuple of pairwise disjoint sets

of primitive concepts � Conc� primitive binary relations �
Rel� and individuals � Ind� In the sequel� we assume that
A � Conc� R � Rel� and i � Ind� A concept C and an
assertion � are de�ned by the following grammar

C �� � j � j A j 	A j C� u C� j 
R�C j �R
� �� i  C j R�i�� i�� j R� v R� �

A knowledge base � is a �nite set of assertions�
Given an alphabet �Conc�Rel� Ind�� an interpretation

of AL is a pair I � ��I � �I�� where �I is a nonempty set�
called the interpretation domain� and �I is the interpre�
tation function which satis�es the following conditions
iI � �I � for every i � Ind� AI  �I � for every A � Conc�
and RI  �I � �I � for every R � Rel� The interpre�
tation function is extended to arbitrary concepts in the
usual way� An interpretation I satis�es an assertion i  C
i� iI � CI � R�i�� i�� i� �iI�� i

I
�� � RI � and R� v R� i�

RI
�  RI

��
A knowledge base � is satis�able if there is an inter�

pretation I that satis�es all of its assertions� In this case�
I is said to be a model of �� When � is not satis�able�
we say that � is unsatis�able� Two knowledge bases are
equivalent i� they have the same models� Furthermore�
an assertion � is a logical consequence of a knowledge
base �� written � j� �� if every model of � satis�es ��
It is easy to verify that every AL�knowledge base can

be rewritten into an equivalent AL�knowledge base in
which there are no concept conjunctions� This follows
from the equality

�
R��C� u C���
I � ��
R�C�� u �
R�C���

I �

for every interpretation I � and from the fact that knowl�
edge bases fi  C� u C�g and fi  C�� i  C�g are equiv�
alent� Thus� to simplify the rest of the work� we will
assume that assertions and knowledge bases do not com�
prise any sub�concept of the form C� u C��



The algorithm for checking whether a knowledge
base is satis�able and our implementation of the com�
positional operators rely on the notion of comple�
tion of a knowledge base� Thus� let us consider an�
other language of assertions� AL�� over the alphabet
�Conc�Rel� Ind�Var�� where Var is a set of variables
�v � Var�� disjoint from Conc� Rel� and Ind� The def�
inition of AL��assertion is similar to the de�nition of
AL�assertion� except that variables can occur in any
place individuals may appear� Because of this� a term
t designates either an individual or a variable� and let
Term � Ind � Var� For the sake of conciseness� AL�
assertions and AL��assertions will sometimes be called
assertions� The de�nition of interpretation I � ��I � �I�
is extended in order to associate an element vI � �I

with every variable v�

The procedure that builds a completion of an AL�
knowledge base � works by adding new AL��assertions
to �� according to the following �ve rules� which may
be applied in any order� until no rule is applicable� The
�nal set of assertions is called a completion� of � and is
denoted by ��

��� If t�  �R � �
and there is no term t� s�t� R�t�� t�� � ��
then �� � � fR�t�� v�g�
where v is a new variable�

�R� If R�t�� t�� � �
and t�  �R �� ��
then �� � � ft�  �Rg�

�v�� If R� v R� � �� R� v R� � �
and R� v R� �� ��
then �� � � fR� v R�g�

�vR� If R� v R� � �� R��t�� t�� � �
and R��t�� t�� �� ��

then �� � � fR��t�� t��g�

�
R� If t�  
R�C � �� R�t�� t�� � �
and t�  C �� ��
then �� � � ft�  Cg�

A similar completion algorithm was introduced in ����
for the language ALC�

Proposition � Let � be an AL�knowledge base� The
procedure that computes a completion of � always ter�
minates�

A knowledge base � has a clash if it contains either
an assertion of the form t  �� or two assertions of the
form t  A and t  	A� Otherwise� � is clash�free�

�Completions are not unique �even if we consider the
equivalence generated by variable renaming�� For instance�
two possible completions of � � fi � �R�� i � �R�� R� v R�g
are fR��i� v��� R��i� v��� R��i� v��g and fR��i� v�� R��i� v�g�

Proposition � Let � be an AL�knowledge base and �
be a completion of �� Then� � is satis�able if and only
if � is clash�free�

� Combining Knowledge Bases

To begin with� let us present the declarative semantics
of the compositional operators union ���� intersection
���� and renaming �RN��
In the sequel� we use � to designate both an AL�

knowledge base and its name� Besides� a renaming func�
tion � is a total function from Conc � Rel to a set of
primitive concepts and primitive relations� Conc� �Rel��
such that Conc��Rel� � Conc�Rel� � Conc��Rel � ��
Starting from a collection of AL�knowledge bases �

and a collection of renamings �� we de�ne the language
of AL�knowledge base expressions E as follows

E �� � j RN�E� �� j E� � E� j E� � E� �

The e�ect of renaming a knowledge base � via �
�RN��� ��� is that every occurrence in � of a primitive
concept A � Conc �resp�� primitive relation R � Rel� is
replaced by ��A� �resp�� ��R��� Obviously� the renaming
has no e�ect if � is the identity function� For this reason�
we write � � �d��d

�
�� � � � � dn�d

�
n
� �where n � �� to make

explicit that

� ��di� � d�
i
� for all i � �� � � � � n� and

� ��d� � d� for every d �� fd�� � � � � dng�

An AL�knowledge base expression E is characterized
in terms of a set of AL�assertions� by induction on the
structure of E� in the following way

RN�E� �� � ��f� j E j� �g�
E� � E� � f� j E� j� � or E� j� �g
E� � E� � f� j E� j� � and E� j� �g �

Remark that� according to the semantics given before�
an AL�knowledge base � is equivalent to the set

f� j � j� �g�

IfM��� denotes the set of models of anAL�knowledge
base �� one could be lead to believe that

M��� � ��� �M���� �M����

and
M��� � ��� �M���� �M�����

To understand why this is not the case� let

�� � fR�i�� i��g and �� � fR�i�� i��g�

Then� �� � �� � fi�  �Rg� and the interpretation M
such that

�M � fiM� � iM� � iM� � ag and RM � f�iM� � a�g

is a model of �� � ��� Nevertheless� M �� M���� �
M�����



Example � Let �fam and �disease be the two following
knowledge bases�

�fam �disease

father�Joe� Fred� Joe  
parent�diseaseA

mother�Mary� Fred� Fred  
parent�diseaseA

father�Fred� Rose� Mary  	diseaseA

Fred  
father�female

In order to obtain information about other people in�
fected with diseases� we could combine �fam and �disease

in any of the two following ways�

�� RN��fam � �� � �disease �
where � � �mother�parent� father�parent��

�� �fam � �disease � �par � where �par relates mother
and father to parent

mother v parent father v parent�

In both cases� it is possible to conclude that Fred

and Rose are infected with diseaseA� However� in the
�rst case� family relations� like mother and father�
are destroyed �e�g�� RN��fam � �� � �disease �j�
father�Joe� Fred��� whereas this kind of information is
preserved in �fam ��disease ��par � It is worth observing
that renamings change the set of logical consequences of
the knowledge bases� while unions augment the set of
logical consequences of the knowledge bases involved� �

The previous example shows that the renaming op�
erator can be used for two distinct purposes to elim�
inate vocabulary di�erences from independently devel�
oped knowledge bases� and to implement some form of
information protection policies�

The next step is to discuss a possible implementa�
tion of the proposed operations� We de�ne a syntac�
tic transformation � that� given an AL�knowledge base
expression� produces an AL�knowledge base� This tech�
nique is comparable with the compilation�oriented im�
plementation of the language of de�nite logic programs
expressions presented in ���� Another alternative �not
explored in this paper� is to implement the language
of AL�knowledge base expressions without building any
concrete knowledge base� The latter approach would cor�
respond to an interpretation�oriented implementation�

The de�nition of ��E� �E�� relies on several notions�
First of all� we need to compute completions of ��E��
and ��E���

We also need the set Univ��� of universally quanti�ed
AL�assertions derived from �� Precisely� Univ��� is the
least set such that �where n � ��

��� If i  
R�C � ��
then i  
R�C � Univ����

�v�� If i  
R�� � � � �
Rn�C � Univ���
and R v Rn � ��
then i  
R�� � � � �
R�C � Univ����

�v�� If i  
R�� � � � �
Rn��R � Univ���
and R v R� � ��
then i  
R�� � � � �
Rn��R� � Univ����

�
�� If i  
R�� � � � �
Rn�A � Univ���
and i  
R�� � � � �
Rn�	A � Univ����
then i  
R�� � � � �
Rn�� � Univ���� and

�
�� If i  
R�� � � � �
Rn�
R�� � Univ���
and i  
R�� � � � �
Rn��R � Univ����
then i  
R�� � � � �
Rn�� � Univ����

Notice that� although rules �
�� and �
�� are not
usually found in most of the concept�based knowledge
base systems presented in the literature� very similar
rules have already been used to solve completely di�erent
problems �c�f� ��� �� ��� �����
The idea is to consider the AL�assertions that belong

to the completions or to the sets of universally quanti�ed
AL�assertions derived from the completions� Thus� if
�AL stands for the set of AL�assertions that belong to
an AL��knowledge base �� let

����� � �AL � Univ����

Finally� let �� and �� be two AL�knowledge bases�
We de�ne

�� � �� � fi  
R�� � � � �
Rn�C � �� j
i  
R�� � � � �
Rn�� � ��g�

��r�� � ��� � ��� � ��� � ��� � ��� � ����

It is easy to verify that �� j� � and �� j� �� for every
AL�assertion � � ��r���
The transformation � can now be de�ned� by induction

on the structure of the knowledge base expressions

���� � �

��RN�E� ��� � ����E��

��E� � E�� � ��E�� � ��E��

��E� � E�� �

�

������������
�����������

����E����r����E���� if ��E�� and ��E��
are both clash�free

��E�� if ��E�� is clash�free

and ��E�� is not

��E�� if ��E�� is clash�free

and ��E�� is not

fi  �g otherwise�

Proposition � An AL�assertion � is a logical conse�
quence of a knowledge base expression E if and only if �
is a logical consequence of the knowledge base ��E��



The proofs of the propositions stated in this paper are
presented in �����

� Conclusions and Future Work

The main goal of this paper was to introduce three oper�
ators �union� intersection and renaming� for composing
knowledge bases expressed in a concept language� To
this end� knowledge base expressions have been de�ned
with a compositional semantics� A computational inter�
pretation of knowledge base expressions has also been
formalized through a transformation that maps knowl�
edge base expressions into knowledge bases�
Concerning future work� we aim at investigating some

of the following open problems�
On the one hand� it is possible to extend both the un�

derlying description logic and the set of compositional
operators� For instance� we could allow numeric restric�
tions or transitive roles and consider unions with over�
riding�
On the other hand� it is interesting to study alterna�

tive implementations� In this work� we have proposed a
compilation oriented approach� Another possible imple�
mentation could be interpretation oriented so as not to
need a new knowledge base to be built� The main advan�
tage of this setting is that we could cater for distributed
concept�based knowledge bases� In addition� it would be
desirable to devise an algebra of knowledge base expres�
sions� For example� having detected that ����� and ��

are equivalent knowledge base expressions� we could re�
place the latter by the former in order to gain e�ciency
in the computations�
Another open problem is how to obtain useful infor�

mation from inconsistent theories� In the framework of
combining separate knowledge bases� we should try to
reconcile contradictions so that new reasonable conclu�
sions may be derived� For instance� it seems natural
to put together the knowledge of di�erent experts in
order to derive new knowledge that none of them had
before� However� the experts might hold contradictory
views about the problem�
Finally� another interesting issue is to �nd a declara�

tive semantics of the compositional operators based on
sets of models� We conjecture that� to achieve that goal�
the concept language has to be more expressive�
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Abstract

Matching of concepts with variables �concept
patterns� is a relatively new operation that
has been introduced in the context of descrip�
tion logics� originally to help �lter out unim�
portant aspects of large concepts appearing in
industrial�strength knowledge bases� Previous
work on this problem has produced polynomial�
time matching algorithms for sublanguages of
the DL used in CLASSIC� Consequently� these
algorithms cannot handle existential restric�
tions� In this paper� we consider matching in
DLs allowing for existential restrictions� We
describe decision procedures that test solv�
ability of matching problems as well as algo�
rithms for computing complete sets of match�
ers� Unfortunately� these algorithms are no
longer polynomial�time� even for the small lan�
guage EL� which allows for the top concept� con�
junction and existential restrictions�

� Motivation

Matching concepts against patterns is a relatively new
inference problem for DLs� which has been introduced
in �	� 
� to support the pruning of large concept de�
scriptions� Given a concept pattern D �i�e�� a concept
description containing variables� and a concept descrip�
tion C without variables� the matching problem C v� D

asks for a substitution � �of the variables by concept de�
scriptions� such that C v ��D�� More precisely� one is
interested in a matcher � such that the instance ��D�
of D is as small as possible� i�e�� � should satisfy the
property that there does not exist a substitution � such
that C v ��D� � ��D�� We will call such a matcher
i�minimal �instance minimal��

For example� the i�minimal matcher of the pattern

D � �research�interests�X

against the description

C � �pets�Cat u �research�interests�AI

assigns AI to the variable X � and thus �nds the scienti�c
interests �in this case Arti�cial Intelligence� described in
the concept� �The concept pattern can be thought of
as a �format statement�� describing what information
is to be displayed� if the pattern matches successfully
against a speci�c concept� If there is no match� nothing
is displayed��
A polynomial�time algorithm for computing an i�

minimal matcher for a rather expressive DL �extending
ALN by existential restrictions and some other opera�
tors� was introduced in �	�� The main drawback of this
algorithm is that it requires the concept pattern to be
in structural normal form� and thus it cannot handle
arbitrary matching problems� In addition� due to an in�
complete treatment of the top� ��� and the bottom� ���
concepts� it does not always �nd a matcher� even if one
exists�
For the DL ALN � a polynomial�time matching algo�

rithm that applies to arbitrary matching problems and
always computes an i�minimal matcher �if the problem
is solvable at all� was presented in ���� Actually� this
algorithm solves matching problems modulo equivalence
�C �� D� instead of the matching problems modulo sub�
sumption �C v� D� introduced above� � is a matcher of
C �� D i� C � ��D�� Since � is a matcher of C v� D

i� it is one of C �� C uD� matching modulo subsump�
tion is a special case of matching modulo equivalence�
Moreover� the matcher � computed by the algorithm is
the least matcher w�r�t� subsumption vs of substitutions�
where � vs � i� ��X� v ��X� for all variables X � Note
that the least matcher is also i�minimal since � vs �

implies ��D� v ��D��
The purpose of this paper is to transfer these results

to DLs allowing for existential restrictions ��R�C�� A
more detailed presentation and all proofs can be found
in ���� In order to get a feel for the new problems caused
by existential restrictions� we start with the small DL



EL� which allows for the constructors top�concept� con�
junction �u�� and existential restriction� The results ob�
tained for EL are then extended to the DL ALE � which
additionally allows for the constructors bottom�concept�
atomic negation ��A for concept names A�� and value re�
striction ��r�C�� We start with formally introducing the
notions already mentioned above and mentioning some
simple properties�

� Preliminaries

In the following� let NC and NR be two disjoint sets of
concept names and roles names� respectively� In order
to de�ne concept patterns� we additionally need the set
X of concept variables� which is disjoint from NC �NR�
Roughly speaking� an ALE�concept pattern is an ALE�
concept description over the concept names NC �X and
the role names NR� However� although ALE allows for
negation of atomic concepts� negated concept variables
are disallowed�

De�nition � The set of all ALE�concept patterns over
NC � NR� X is inductively de�ned as follows�

	 Every concept variable X 
 X is a pattern�

	 Every ALE�concept description over NC and NR is
a pattern�

	 If C and D are concept patterns� then C u D is a
concept pattern�

	 If C is a concept pattern and R is a role name� then
�R�C and �R�C are concept patterns�

Concept patterns for sublanguages of ALE are de�ned
analogously� For example� to de�ne EL�concept patterns�
we replace ALE in the second item by EL� and remove
the value restriction �R�C from the fourth item� The
following notion can also be restricted to sublanguages
of ALE in the obvious way� A substitution � is a mapping
from X into the set of all ALE�concept descriptions� This
mapping is extended to concept patterns in the obvious
way� i�e��

	 ��E� � E for all E 
 NC �

	 ���� � � and ���� � ��

	 ��C uD� � ��C� u ��D��

	 ���R�C� � �R���C� and ���R�C� � �R���C��

For example� applying the substitution � � fX �� E u
�R�E� Y �� Fg to the pattern X u Y u �R�X yields the
description E u ��R�E� u F u �R��E u �R�E��
It is easy to see that the result of applying a sub�

stitution to an ALE�concept pattern is an ALE �concept
description� �Note that this would no longer be the case
if negation were allowed in front of concept variables��
Now� matching problems modulo subsumption �C v�

D� and modulo equivalence �C �� D� and their solutions

�called matchers� are de�ned as already stated in the �rst
section�
For a given matching problem� we are not interested in

all matcher� but rather in matchers that are �minimal�
w�r�t� subsumption� There are two possibilities for com�
paring the matchers� either by comparing the instances
of the right�hand side that they induce� or by comparing
the substitutions themselves� The following de�nition
can analogously be stated for matching modulo equiva�
lence�

De�nition � Let C v� D be a matching problem� and
let � and � be solutions of this problem� Then we de�ne

�� � is s�subsumed ��s� for �substitution�� by � �� vs
�� i� ��X� v ��X� for all variables X occurring in
D�

�� � is i�subsumed ��i� for �instance�� by � �� vi ��
i� ��D� v ��D��

A matcher � of C v� D is called s�minimal i� there is
no matcher � of the problem such that � �s �� �i�e��
� vs � and � vs ��� i�minimal matchers are de�ned
analogously�

The following two examples show that s�minimal
matchers are not necessarily i�minimal� and that con�
versely i�minimality does not imply s�minimality� ��� For
the matching problem �R�A u �R�B v� �R�X u �R�Y �
the matcher � � fX �� A� Y �� Ag is s�minimal� but
not i�minimal since with � � fX �� A� Y �� Bg we
have � �i �� ��� For the matching problem �R�A v�

�R�A u �R�X the matcher � � fX �� �g is i�minimal�
but not s�minimal since the matcher � � fX �� Ag
satis�es � �s ��
In contrast to the case for ALN � solvable ALE�

matching problems need not have a unique s�minimal �i�
minimal� matcher� as illustrated by the following exam�
ple� the ALE �matching problem �R�A u �R�B v� �R�X
has two s�minimal solutions � � fX �� Ag and � �
fX �� Bg� which are also i�minimal since they lead to
two minimal instances ���R�X�  �R�A and ���R�X� 
�R�B of the pattern� �Note that fX �� A u Bg is not a
solution of the matching problem��
For this reason� our matching algorithm computes so�

called complete sets of matchers� A set C of matchers is
s�complete i� for all matchers � of the matching problem
there exists �� 
 C such that �� vs �� i�complete sets are
de�ned analogously��

The matching algorithm presented below will compute
s�complete sets as opposed to i�complete sets� The fol�
lowing �simple� observations justify this decision� From
vs � vi we can deduce that every s�complete set is also

�The notion of a complete set of solutions is also used in
uni�cation theory ���� but there the solutions �i�e�� uni�ers	
are compared w�r�t� the instantiation quasi
ordering�
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i�complete �the converse is not true�� Furthermore� ev�
ery s�complete set contains all s�minimal and i�minimal
matchers modulo s�equivalence �i�e�� s�subsumption in
both directions�� Consequently� given an s�complete set�
it is easy to extract the s� and i�minimal matchers using
the subsumption algorithm for the DL in question�

� The matching algorithm for EL

This algorithm is based on the characterization of sub�
sumption between EL�concepts via homomorphisms be�
tween the corresponding description trees� This char�
acterization has been introduced in ��� for the purpose
of computing the least common subsumer �lcs� of EL�
concepts� Intuitively� the EL�description tree GC corre�
sponding to an EL�concept description C is just a graph�
ical representation of the syntactic structure of the de�
scription� For example� the description tree correspond�
ing to the EL�concept description

C � P uQ u �r��P u �r�P u �r�Q� u �s��P uQ u �r�P �

is depicted on the left�hand side of Fig� �� For an EL�
concept C and a node v in the corresponding description
tree GC � we denote the subconcept of C corresponding to
v by Cv � In our example� we have Cv�  P u�r�P u�r�Q�
A homomorphism from the EL�description tree H into

the EL�description tree G is a mapping � from the nodes
of H into the nodes of G such that �i� the root of H is
mapped to the root of G� �ii� if H contains an edge from
v to w with label r� then G contains an edge from ��v� to
��w� with label r� �iii� if the concept name A belongs to
the label of the node v in H� then it also belongs to the
label of ��v� in G� Given two EL�concept descriptions
C�D� we have C v D i� there exists a homomorphism
from GD into GC ����
The notion of an EL�description tree can be extended

to concept patterns by simply treating variables like con�
cept names� For example� the concept pattern D �
P u�r��Xu�r�Y �u�s��XuY � yields the description tree
depicted on the right�hand side of Fig� �� When extend�
ing the notion of a homomorphism to description trees
representing concept patterns� we simply ignore the con�
cept variables� i�e�� �iii� is required only for non�variable
concept names� In our example� there are exactly two
homomorphisms ��� �� from GD into GC � Both map wi

Input� EL�matching problem C �� D�
Output� s�complete set C of matchers for C �� D�

Compute GC and GD �
C � ��
For all homomorphisms � from GD into GC do
De�ne � by
��X� � lcsfC��v� j X 
 label of v in GDg
for all variables X in D�

If C w ��D� then C � C � f�g�

Figure �� The EL�matching algorithm�

onto vi for i  �� �� �� and we have ���w��  v� and
���w��  v��

The matching algorithm described in Fig� � �rst tries
to construct substitutions � such that C v ��D�� i�e��
there is a homomorphism from G��D� into GC � In a
second step� it checks which of the computed substitu�
tions really solve the matching problem� i�e�� also satis�es
C w ��D�� �Obviously� for a matching problem modulo
subsumption� this second step can be dispensed with��
The �rst step is achieved by �rst computing all homo�
morphisms from GD into GC � The remaining problem is
that a variableX may occur more than once in D� Thus�
we cannot simply de�ne ��X� as C��v� where v is such
that X occurs in the label of v� Since there may exist
several nodes v with this property� we take the lcs of the
corresponding subconcepts of C� The reason for taking
the least common subsumer is that we want to compute
substitutions that are as small as possible w�r�t� vs� Re�
call that E is the least common subsumer of E�� � � � � En
i� i� E subsumes E�� � � � � En and ii� E is the least con�
cept description w�r�t� subsumption that satis�es i�� An
algorithm for computing the lcs of EL�concepts has been
described in ���� The size of the lcs is at most exponential
in the size of the concepts E�� � � � � En�

In our example� the homomorphism �� yields the sub�
stitution ���

���X� � lcsfP u �r�P u �r�Q� P uQ u �r�Pg
� P u �r�P�

���Y � � lcsfP uQ u �r�P� Pg
� P�

whereas �� yields the substitution ���

���X� � lcsfP u �r�P u �r�Q� P uQ u �r�Pg
� P u �r�P�

���Y � � lcsfP uQ u �r�P� Qg
� Q�

Since C w ���D� and C w ���D�� the output of the
algorithm is f��g�



� The complexity of matching in EL

We can show that our matching algorithm always com�
putes an s�complete �and thus also i�complete� set of
matchers and that it runs in time exponential in the size
of the matching problem ����

Theorem � For every EL�matching problem there ex�
ists a s�complete �i�complete� set of matchers with size
at most exponential in the size of the matching problem�
and this set can be computed in exponential time�

The following example demonstrates that this upper
bound is optimal�

Example � Consider the EL matching problem �r�A u
�r�B �� �r�X� u � � � u �r�Xn� where A� B are concept
names and Xi� � � i � n� are concept variables�
For a word w  a� � � � an 
 fA�Bgn we de�ne

�w�Xi� � ai for every � � i � n� Obviously� if w
contains both A and B� �w is a matcher of the match�
ing problem� It is not hard to verify that each of these
matchers �w must be contained �modulo equivalence� in
every s�complete set� Since there are exponentially many
words of length n containing both A and B� we can con�
clude that every s�complete set is exponential in the size
of the matching problem�

Proposition � The cardinality of s�complete sets of
matchers may grow exponentially in the sizes of the EL�
matching problems�

Since the lcs of a sequence of EL�concept description
may grow exponentially in the size of the sequence� not
only the cardinality of a complete set of matchers� but
also the size of a single matcher may grow exponentially�

Deciding solvability of matching problems in EL
The algorithm described in Fig� � always computes an
s�complete set of matchers� Consequently� the matching
problem has a solution i� this set is non�empty� This
provides us with an exponential time decision procedure
for matching modulo equivalence in EL� However� it can
be shown ��� that every solvable EL�matching problem
has a matcher of size polynomially bounded in the size
of the matching problem� As a result� there even ex�
ists a non�deterministic polynomial decision procedure�
Furthermore� we can show that the problem of match�
ing modulo equivalence in EL is NP�hard by a reduction
of SAT ��� to the matching problem� In contrast� solv�
ability of matching problems modulo subsumption can
be decided in polynomial time since it can be reduced
to subsumption by replacing all variables in the concept
pattern by ��

Proposition 	 Deciding solvability of an EL�matching
problem modulo equivalence is NP�complete�

In ���� NP�hardness is proved by a reduction of SAT
that uses only a �xed number of concept names and role

names� Here we give a simpler reduction for which� how�
ever� the number of concept names and role names grows
with the given formula�
Let �  p� � � � � � pm be a propositional for�

mula in conjunctive normal form and let fx�� � � � � xng
be the propositional variables of this problem� For
these variables� we introduce the concept variables
fX�� � � � � Xn� X�� � � � � Xng� Furthermore� we need con�
cept names A and B as well as role names r�� � � � � rn and
s�� � � � � sm�
First� we show that we can specify a matching prob�

lem such that Xi must be replaced by A and X i by B

�corresponding to xi  true� or vice versa �correspond�
ing to xi  false�� This matching problem is given by
C �� D� where

C � �r��A u �r��B u � � � u �rn�A u �rn�B�

D � �r��X� u �r��X� u � � � u �rn�Xn u �rn�Xn�

The matchers of this problem are exactly the substitu�
tions that replace Xi by A and Xi by B� or vice versa�
In order to encode �� we �rst introduce a concept pat�

tern Dpi for each conjunct pi� For example� if pi 
x� � x� � x� � x�� then Dpi � X� uX� uX� uX� u B�
The whole formula is then represented by the matching
problem C � �� D�� where

C � � �s���A u B� u � � � u �sm��A u B��

D� � �s��Dp� u � � � u �sm�Dpm �

This matching problem ensures that� among the vari�
ables in Dpi � at least one must be replaced by A� This
corresponds to the fact that� within one conjunct pi�
there must be at least one literal that evaluates to true�
Note that we need the concept B in Dpi to cover the
case where all variables in Dpi are substituted by A�
We combine the two matching problems introduced

above into a single problem C uC � �� DuD�� It is easy
to verify that � is satis�able i� this matching problem is
solvable�

� Extension to ALE

In order to handle ALE�matching problems� the match�
ing algorithm for EL must be modi�ed in two respects�
First� the concept description C must be normalized us�
ing the rules in ��� before translating it into a description
tree GC � In principle� these rules propagate value restric�
tions onto existential restrictions� and replace �r�� by��
As shown in ���� the size of this normalized description
may be exponential in the size of the original descrip�
tion� Second� instead of computing all homomorphisms
between GD and GC � one must consider all possible con�
ceptsD� obtained by replacing some of the variables inD
by �� and compute all homomorphisms between GD� and
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GC � �Of course� the notion of a description tree and of a
homomorphism must be adapted to the larger language�
see ��� for details�� The need for the latter modi�cation
is demonstrated by the following example�

Example 
 Consider the ALE�matching problem C v�

D� where

C � ��r��r�Q� u ��r��s�P � and D � �r���r�X u �s�Y ��

The description trees for C and D are depicted in Fig�
ure �� In addition to the edges representing existential
restrictions ���edge�� these tress contain ��edges� which
represent value�restrictions� �The trees in our example
need not be normalized since they are already in nor�
mal form�� Obviously� � � fX �� Q� Y �� �g and
� � fX �� �� Y �� Pg are solutions of the given match�
ing problem� However� there is no homomorphism from
the tree for D into the one for C� The node w� can be
mapped either to v� or to v�� In the former case� w� can
be mapped to v�� but there is no appropriate image for
w�� In the latter case� w� can be mapped to v�� but then
there is no appropriate node w� can be mapped to�
Now� consider the concept patternD� obtained fromD

by replacing Y by�� The normalization process removes
the node w� �which corresponds to the fact that �s�� �
��� and thus the normalized description tree GD� consists
of the nodes w	� w�� w�� Obviously� fw	 �� v	� w� ��
v�� w� �� v�g is a homomorphism between GD� and GC �
This homomorphism corresponds to the matcher �� The
matcher � can be obtained analogously �by replacing X
by ���

From a conceptual point of view� it is thus not hard to
turn our matching algorithm for EL into one that can also
handle ALE � However� the run�time complexity of the
algorithm increases considerably� The following results
for matching in ALE are proved in ����

Theorem � �� There is an algorithm for computing s�
complete sets of ALE�matchers� which uses at most
exponential space�

�� Solvability of ALE�matching problems modulo
equivalence is NP�hard� and it can be decided in
nondeterministic exponential time�

�� Solvability of ALE�matching problems modulo sub�
sumption is an NP�complete problem�

� Conclusion and future work

We have seen that existential restrictions have two un�
pleasant e�ects w�r�t� matching� ��� There need no
longer exist a unique least matcher� and ��� the com�
plexity of computing complete sets of matchers and of
deciding solvability of matching problems is no longer
polynomial� In contrast� for the language ALN � which
does not allow for existential restrictions� solvability of
matching problems can be decided in polynomial time�
and a solvable matching problem always has a least so�
lution ����
For ALE � the complexity of our matching algorithm is

not optimal w�r�t� the known lower bounds� Thus� our
short�term goal is to obtain tighter complexity bounds
for matching in that DL� We will also try to extend the
results to DLs allowing for number restrictions� and�
in the long run�to DLs allowing for full negation� We
conjecture� however� that DLs with full negation will re�
quire techniques quite di�erent from the ones used in
this work�
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Abstract

We consider the inference problem of comput�
ing �minimal� rewritings of concept descrip�
tions using de�ned concepts from a terminol�
ogy� We introduce a general framework for this
problem and instantiate it with the small de�
scription logicFL�� which provides us with con�
junction and value restrictions� We show that
the decision problem induced by the minimal
rewriting problem is NP�complete for FL��

� Motivation

Informally� the problem of rewriting a concept given a
terminology can be stated as follows� given a TBox T
and a concept description C that does not contain con�
cept names de�ned in T � can this description be rewrit�
ten into an equivalent 	better
 description D by using
�some of� the names de�ned in T � Better may mean
shorter� but one can also imagine other optimality crite�
ria� In the formal framework of rewriting introduced in
Section � of this paper� we will not �x such an optimality
criterion� and we will allow T � C� and D to be built over
dierent DLs� However� when instantiating this frame�
work in Section �� we will assume that T � C� and D are
built over the same DL FL�� and we will use the size of
D as optimality criterion�
In the database area� the problem of rewriting queries

using views is a well�known research topic ���� It is
closely related to the problem introduced in this pa�
per since views can be regarded as TBox de�nitions and
queries as concepts� However� our motivation for consid�
ering this new type of inference problem in DLs is quite
dierent from the one in the DB area� There� one wants
to optimize the runtime of queries by using cached views�
and thus one wants to minimize the access to source rela�
tions� Our goal is to optimize the readability of concepts�
and thus minimal length of the concept D appears to be
a better optimality criterion�
More precisely� our interest in the rewriting problem

stems from an application in chemical process engineer�

ing ��� ���� Within this application� we try to support
the bottom�up construction of KBs by computing most
speci�c concepts �msc� of individuals and least common
subsumers �lcs� of concepts� instead of directly de�n�
ing a new concept� the knowledge engineer introduces
several typical examples as individuals� which are then
generalized into a concept description by using the msc
and the lcs operation ��� ��� This description is oered
to the knowledge engineer as a possible candidate for a
de�nition of the concept�

Unfortunately� due to the nature of the algorithms for
computing the lcs and the msc proposed in ��� ��� these
algorithms yield concept descriptions that do not con�
tain de�ned concept names� even if the descriptions of
the individuals use concepts de�ned in a TBox T � In
addition� due to the inherent complexity of the lcs and
the msc operation� these descriptions may be quite large�
To overcome this problem� we want to employ rewriting
of the computed concept description using T in order to
obtain a shorter and better readable description�

� A general framework of rewriting

De�nition � Let Nr be a set of role names and Np a
set of primitive concept names� and let L�� L�� and L�
be three DLs� A rewriting problem is given by

� an L��TBox T containing only role names from Nr

and primitive concept names from Np� and de�ning
the concept names in Nd�

� an L��concept description C using only the names
from Nr and Np�

A rewriting of C using T is an L��concept description D
built using names from Nr and Np�Nd such that C and
D are equivalent modulo the TBox T � i�e�� DI � CI for
all models I of T �

Given an appropriate ordering � on L��concepts built
using names from Nr and Np � Nd� a rewriting D is
called ��minimal i� there does not exist a rewriting D�

such that D� � D�



It should be noted that there are cases in which there
always exists a trivial rewriting� e�g�� whenever L� is a
sublanguage of L�� However� in these cases �nding a
minimal rewriting is still a non�trivial task� In the next
section� we will consider the case where all three DLs are
equal to FL�� and where the ordering is induced by the
size of �a normal form of� D�
In the remainder of this section� we will analyze the re�

sults of Section � in ��� within the framework introduced
above� There are two dierences between the rewriting
problem considered there and the one introduced above�
First� ��� is concerned with maximally contained rewrit�
ings� i�e�� the case where one wants to determine a max�
imal concept D subsumed by the input concept C� It
should be noted� however� that there exists a rewrit�
ing in our sense i the maximally contained rewriting
is equivalent to C� Second� ��� is concerned with total
rewritings �i�e�� D may only use de�ned concept names��
whereas we allow for partial rewritings �i�e�� D may still
contain primitive concepts�� Section � of ��� contains the
following two results�

� For L� � L� � ALCNR and L� � fu�tg� a maxi�
mally contained total rewriting is computable� Us�
ing the subsumption algorithm for ALCNR� this can
be used to decide whether there exists a total rewrit�
ing equivalent to the input concept C�

� If ALCNR is replaced byALN � then one can compute
a maximally contained total rewriting in polynomial
time� and existence of a total rewriting equivalent
to C can also be decided in polynomial time�

� Rewriting in FL�

Under rewriting in FL� we understand the instance of
the framework introduced above where �i� all three DLs
are the language FL�� which allows for value restrictions
and conjunction� and �ii� the TBox is of the usual form
�i�e�� acyclic and without multiple de�nitions��
For the DL FL�� a concept�based normal form has

turned out to be quite convenient for various purposes
���� any FL��concept description can be written in the
form �L��P� u � � � u �Lk�Pk� where P�� � � � � Pk are con�
cept names and the Li are �nite sets of words over the
alphabet of role names� This normal form can be ob�
tained by �i� distributing value restrictions over conjunc�
tions� �ii� writing �r� � � � rn�Pi instead of �r�� � � � �rn�Pi�
and �nally �iii� collecting the words w occurring in a
value restriction ending with Pi in the set Li� For ex�
ample� the normal form of the FL��concept description
P u �r���r�P u �r�Q� is given by �f�� rrg�P u �frrg�Q�
Using this normal form� equivalence of FL��concept

descriptions can be characterized as follows ���� Let C�D
be FL��concept descriptions with normal forms C �
�L��P� u � � � u �Lk�Pk and D � �M��P� u � � � u �Mk�Pk�

Then C � D i Li �Mi for i � �� � � � � k� �Note that Li
�Mi� is empty if C �D� does not contain a value restric�
tion ending with Pi��
With the help of this characterization� the rewriting

problem in FL� can be translated into a formal language
problem� Let �C� T � be an instance of the FL� rewrit�
ing problem� let P�� � � � � Pk be the available primitive
concepts� and let A�� � � � � A� be the concept names de�
�ned in T � We assume that C has the normal form
C � �L��P� u � � � u �Lk�Pk� and that the unfolded con�
cept description Cj assigned by T to the name Aj has
the normal form Cj � �Nj���P� u � � � u �Nj�k�Pk � Then�
the FL��concept description D is a rewriting of C using
the TBox T i its normal form is of the form

D � �M��A� u � � � u �M��A� u �K��P� u � � � u �Kk�Pk �

where the assignment X� �� M�� � � � � X� �� M�� Y� ��
K�� � � � � Yk �� Kk solves the system of formal language
equations

�	� Li � X��N��i � � � � �X��N��i � Yi �� 
 i 
 k��

As an example� we consider the FL��concept descrip�
tion C � �f�� rrg�P� u �frrg�P� and the FL��TBox

T �� fA�

�
� P� u �r��r�P�� A�

�
� �r�P��

A�

�
� �r��r�P� u �r�A�g�

The rewriting problem �C� T � translates into the system
of formal language equations

f�� rrg � X��f�g �X��frg �X��frrg � Y��

frrg � X��frrg �X��� �X��frrg � Y��

It is easy to see that the assignment X� �� f�g� X� ��
frg and X� �� Y� �� Y� �� � solves this system� This
solution yields the rewriting D �� A� u �r�A�� It should
be noted that there are also other solutions of the system�
e�g�� X� �� X� �� X� �� � and Y� �� f�� rrg� Y� �� frrg
is also a solution� which yields the trivial rewriting D� ��
C�
Intuitively� D is a better rewriting than D� since it

is shorter� and thus better to read and comprehend�
This leads us to the de�nition of minimal rewritings�
As ordering on the rewriting concepts D we choose the
size of the concept description obtained after step �i� of
the normalization process �since the other steps just in�
troduce a dierent representation of this description��
We can also de�ne this size directly on the concept�
based normal form� For a �nite set L of words� we
de�ne kLk ��

P
w�L�jwj � ��� where jwj denotes the

length of w� The size of an FL��concept description
C � �L��P� u � � � u �Lk�Pk is now de�ned as kCk ��P

��i�k kLik� In the sequel� we are interested in ��
minimal rewritings where the partial ordering � is de�
�ned as D � D� i kDk 
 kD�k� We call such a rewrit�
ing a cb�minimal rewriting since the partial ordering �



is based on the size of the concept�based normal form of
FL��concept descriptions�
In our example� it can be shown that D�� �� P� u A�

is the unique cb�minimal rewriting of C using T � This
rewriting is induced by the solution Y� �� X� �� f�g and
X� �� X� �� Y� �� � of the system of formal language
equations�

Although the DL FL� is rather small� cb�minimal
rewritings cannot be computed by a polynomial�time al�
gorithm �unless P � NP� since the decision problem in�
duced by the minimal rewriting problem is NP�complete�

Theorem � Let C be an FL��concept description� T an
FL��TBox� and � � IN�

Deciding whether there exists a rewriting D of C using
T that is in concept�based normal form and of size 
 �

is NP�complete�

Outline of the proof� First� we reduce the problem
of solving the system of k formal language equations �	�
to solving a single formal language equation� Then�
we determine a maximal solution of the single equation
�cf� Lemma ��� Unfortunately� computing this maxi�
mal solution may take time exponential in the size of
the TBox� Thus� in order to obtain a non�deterministic
polynomial algorithm� we introduce a set of possible so�
lutions that �a� contains all solutions �in particular� the
maximal solution�� and �b� allows us to 	guess
 one of
its members in non�deterministic polynomial time� For
the possible solution obtained this way� deciding whether
it is in fact a solution and whether its size is 
 � takes
time polynomial in the size of C and T � This yields the
required NP�decision procedure�

In order to show that the problem is NP�hard� we will
give a polynomial reduction of the NP�complete problem
SETCOVER ��� to the decision problem induced by the
minimal rewriting problem�

Proof that the problem is in NP� For a language
L and a word w we de�ne L�w �� fvw j v � Lg and
L�w�� �� fv j vw � Lg�
The system of formal language equations �	� can be

transformed into an equivalent single equation as fol�
lows� Let R�� � � � � Rk be k distinct role names �i�e�� one
for each equation in �	��� We introduce the following
abbreviations�

S� ��
�

��i�k

Li�Ri and

Sj ��
�

��i�k

Nj�i�Ri for � 
 j 
 ��

Using these abbreviations� we can rewrite the system of

equations �	� into the single equation

�		� S� � X��S� � � � � �X��S� �
�

��i�k

Yi�Ri

It is easy to show �see Lemma �� in ���� that the assign�
ment X� �� M�� � � � � X� �� M�� Y� �� K�� � � � � Yk �� Kk

solves the system �	� i it solves the single equation �		�
�see Lemma �� in �����
Because of the presence of the variables Yi� the sys�

tem �	� �and thus also the equation �		�� always has a
solution� The following lemma describes the maximal
solution of �		��

Lemma � �	
 Let S�� S�� � � � � S� be de�ned as above� and

cMj ��
�
w�Sj

S��w
�� for � 
 j 
 �� and

bKi �� Li for � 
 i 
 k�

The assignment X� �� cM�� � � � � X� �� cM�� Y� ��bK�� � � � � Yk �� bKk

�� solves the equation �		�� and

�� each solution M�� � � � �M��K�� � � � �Kk of �		� satis�

�es Mj  cMj for all � 
 j 
 � and Ki  bKi for all
� 
 i 
 k�

Thus� the problem of guessing an appropriate solu�
tion of �		� has been reduced to the problem of guessing

appropriate subsets of the sets cM�� � � � �cM�� bK�� � � � � bKk�
Unfortunately� the cardinalities of the languages
S�� � � � � S� �which we need for computing the sets cMj�
may be exponential in the size of the TBox T � This is
due to the fact that the TBox provides for a compact rep�
resentation of the descriptions Cj � unfolding of T may
lead to an exponential blow�up ����
This problem can be avoided as follows� Instead of

guessing subsets of the sets cM�� � � � �cM�� bK�� � � � � bKk� we
guess subsets of a common superset of these sets� Let X
be the set of all pre�xes of words in S�� Since S� depends
only on the concept description C to be rewritten� and
since a word w has jwj � � pre�xes� the cardinality jX j
and the size kXk of X is polynomial in the size of C�
and this set can be computed in polynomial time� As
an easy consequence of the de�nition of cMj and bKi we
obtain

�	 	 	� cMj  X and bKi  X �

Now� the non�deterministic decision procedure works as
follows�

�� Guess sets Mj  X � Ki  X � i�e�� determine a pos�
sible solution of �		��

�� Test whether the FL��concept description D in�
duced by these sets is equivalent to C w�r�t� T �



�� Test whether kDk 
 ��

Return 	yes
 �meaning that there is a rewriting of
size 
 �� if there exists a successful computation for
Steps ���� i�e�� there exist subsetsMj �Ki of X such that
the induced FL��concept description is equivalent to C
w�r�t� T and has size 
 �� Otherwise� return 	no
�
The correctness of this non�deterministic algorithm is

an immediate consequence of the fact that all solutions of
�		� are among the possible solutions guessed in Step ��
This follows from �	 	 	� and Lemma �� It remains to be
shown that the algorithm is indeed a non�deterministic
polynomial algorithm� Since the cardinality of X is poly�
nomial in the size of C� guessing �polynomially many�
subsets of X can be realized by polynomially many bi�
nary decisions� Polynomiality of the equivalence test in
Step � is less trivial since it must be done w�r�t� a TBox
�and unfolding the TBox could lead to an exponential
blow�up�� Nevertheless� we were able to show �see ����
Theorem �� that this step can be realized in time poly�
nomial in the size of C and T � Finally� the size of the
induced FL��concept description D is polynomial in the
size of C and T � and thus kDk 
 � can also be decided
in polynomial time�

Proof of NP�hardness� We will use a reduction of
the NP�complete problem SETCOVER� An instance of
this problem is of the following form ����

Instance� A �nite set U � fu�� � � � � ung� a family F �
fFi  U j � 
 i 
 mg of subsets of U � and a number
� � IN�

Question� Does there exist a subset fFi� � � � � � Fi�g of F
of size k 
 � such that Fi� � � � � � Fi� � U�

Obviously� we can restrict our attention to instances of
the problem where �a� at least F itself covers U � i�e��
F� � � � � � Fn � U � and �b� � 
 n�
For a given instance �U �F � �� of the SETCOVER

problem� we view U as set of role names� and de�ne the
corresponding instance of the FL��rewriting problem as
follows�

CU �� �U �P

TF �� fAj
�
� �Fj �P j � 
 j 
 mg�

where P is the only primitive concept� Obviously� CU
and TF are polynomial in the size of �U �F � ���

Lemma 	 There exists a cb�minimal rewriting D of CU
using TF with kDk 
 � i� there exists a cover of U with
k 
 � sets Fi� � � � � � Fik from F �

Proof� The maximal rewriting of CU using TF is of the
form bD � �f�g�A� u � � �u �f�g�Am u �U �P � Hence� each
rewriting of CU using TF is of the form �M��A� u � � � u
�Mm�Am u �K�P � where Mj � � or Mj � f�g� K  U �
and M��F� � � � � �Mm�Fm �K � U �

Assume that Fi� � � � � � Fik is a cover of U of size k 
 ��
Then D� �� Ai� u � � �uAik is a rewriting of CU of size k�
and thus the cb�minimal rewriting has size 
 k 
 ��

Conversely� assume that D � �M��A� u � � � u
�Mm�Am u �K�P is a cb�minimal rewriting of CU us�
ing TF � and kDk 
 �� We show that K � �� This
implies that D is of the form Ai� u � � � u Aik for some
k 
 �� and hence fFi� � � � � � Fikg is a cover of U of size

 ��

Assume that K �� �� and let u � K� Then� u ��S
Mi�f�g

Fi since� otherwise� removing u from K would
yield a smaller rewriting�

Since the whole family F covers U � the fact that
u ��

S
Mi�f�g

Fi implies that there exists an index j

such that Mj � � and u � Fj � This implies� however�
that removing u from K and inserting � into Mj yields
a smaller rewriting� which is a contradiction� Thus� we
have shown that K � �� �

It should be noted that� in the formulation of Theo�
rem �� we do not assume that the TBox T is unfolded�
Since it is well�known ��� that the equivalence problem
w�r�t� �not unfolded� FL��TBoxes is a co�NP�complete
problem� one might conjecture that this is the source of
complexity for the rewriting problem� This is not true�
however� on the one hand� the TBox TF de�ned in the
reduction of SETCOVER to the rewriting problem is al�
ready unfolded� on the other hand� our NP�algorithm
is based on the fact that testing whether a candidate
rewriting D is equivalent to C can be realized in poly�
nomial time� even if T is not assumed to be unfolded�

� Minimal rewritings in role�based

normal form

Above we have used the concept�based normal form
of FL��concept descriptions for tackling the minimal
rewriting problem since it allowed us to reduce the
rewriting problem to solving a system of formal language
equations� However� the concept�based normal form of a
given FL��concept description C need not be of minimal
size among all FL��concept descriptions equivalent to C�
For example� the concept C �� P� u �r��r�P� u �r��r�P��
which is in concept�based normal form� is of size ��
whereas the size of the equivalent concept C � �� P� u
�r��r��P� u P�� is only ��� In order to obtain rewritings
of minimal size among all equivalent FL��concept de�
scriptions� the so�called role�based normal form is more
appropriate�

Recall that� for a given FL��concept description C�

�As �size� of an FL��concept description we take the sum
of the number of ��constructors and the number of occur�
rences of concept names� For concepts in concept�based nor�
mal form� this coincides with the size we have de�ned before�



the corresponding concept�based normal form �more pre�
cisely� the description obtained after the �rst normaliza�
tion step� can be obtained by exhaustively applying the
rule �r��D u E� �� �r�D u �r�E� If we apply this rule
in the other direction� we obtain the role�based normal
form of C �as employed in structural subsumption algo�
rithms such as the one used in classic ����� In the above
example� the concept C � � P�u�r��r��P�uP�� is in role�
based normal form� The reason for this dierence in the
sizes of the two normal forms is that the role�based nor�
mal form 	shares
 common pre�xes of words occurring
in value restrictions� whereas the concept�based normal
form does not� In our example� the word rr is shared�
which explains the dierence in the sizes�
It is easy to show that the role�based normal form

of a given FL��concept description C is of minimal size
among all FL��concept descriptions equivalent to C� and
that it can be computed in polynomial time� Thus� if we
are able to compute rewritings whose role�based normal
form is minimal �rb�minimal rewritings�� then we can
compute rewritings that are minimal w�r�t� all equivalent
FL��concept descriptions�
At �rst sight� the algorithm for computing cb�minimal

rewritings introduced above cannot be used to solve this
problem� In fact� the role�based normal form of a cb�
minimal rewriting need not be rb�minimal� and vice
versa�
For example� consider the concept description

C �� �r��r��r��P� u P� u P� u P� u �r��P� u P����

and the TBox

T �� fA�

�
� �r��r�P�� A�

�
� �r��r�P�� A�

�
� P� u P��

A�

�
� P� u P� u �r�P�� A�

�
� �r�P��

A�

�
� �r��r��r��P� u P��g�

The unique cb�minimal rewriting is

Dc �� �r�A� u �r�A� u �r�A� u �r��r��r�A��

and the unique rb�minimal rewriting is

Dr �� �r��r��r��A� uA� u A���

However� the role�based normal form of Dc is

Dcr �� �r��A� u A� uA� u �r��r�A���

and the concept�based normal form of Dr is

Drc �� �r��r��r�A� u �r��r��r�A� u �r��r��r�A��

Obviously� we have kDck � �� � �� � kDrck and
kDrk � � � � � kDcrk�
This example shows that it is not possible to com�

pute an rb�minimal rewriting by �rst computing a cb�
minimal rewriting� and then transforming the obtained

concept into role�based normal form� Nevertheless� a
simple modi�cation of the non�deterministic algorithm
introduced above can be used to treat concepts in role�
based normal form�

Theorem 
 Let C be an FL��concept description� T an
FL��TBox� and � � IN�
Deciding whether there exists a rewriting D of C using

T that is in role�based normal form and of size 
 � is
NP�complete�

The proof of this theorem is obtained through simple
modi�cations of the proof of Theorem �� The proof of
NP�hardness can be used as it is since the cb�minimal
rewriting considered there is just a conjunction of con�
cept names� For concept descriptions of this form� the
role�based normal form coincides with the concept�based
normal form� The non�deterministic algorithm that
shows that the decision problem is in NP must be mod�
i�ed only at Step �� Instead of checking whether the
concept�based normal form induced by the languages
guessed in Step � is 
 �� the modi�ed algorithm com�
putes the corresponding role�based normal form� and
then checks whether it is 
 �� Correctness of this algo�
rithm is an immediate consequence of the fact that the
languages guessed in Step � cover all possible rewritings�
and thus also the rb�minimal ones�
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� Motivation

A restriction most Description Logics �DLs� have in com�
mon with most Modal Logics is their restriction to unary
and binary predicates� To our knowledge� the only DLs
that overcome these restrictions and allow for arbitrary
n�ary relations are NaryKandor ��	 and the very ex�
pressive DL DLR �
	�
In the �eld of Modal Logics� there are two generali�

sations that allow for n�ary predicates� Polyadic Modal
Logics �	 and the more expressive Guarded Fragment
��	� which was shown to be ExpTime�complete in ��	 and
for which a resolution based decision procedure exists
��	� Unfortunately� when extended by operators that are
standard in DLs such as number restrictions� features�
or transitive roles� this logic becomes undecidable�
In this paper� we present a new DL� GF��� that was

designed to meet three goals�

� It should allow for n�ary relations�

� �concept� subsumption and satis�ability should be
in PSpace� and

� it should allow the extension with number restric�
tions and�or transitive roles �without losing decid�
ability��

GF�� is a fragment of the �rst Guarded Fragment�
which in turn is a fragment of �rst order logic� Quan�
ti�ed variables in the �rst Guarded Fragment must be
guarded� i�e�� formulae are restricted to those of the form

�x��R�x� y� � ��x�� and �x��R�x� y�� ��x���

where x� y are variable vectors� R is an atom �the so�
called guard�� and � is a formulae of the �rst guarded
fragment with free variables x�
GF�� is obtained from the �rst guarded fragment

by restricting the way in which variables may occur in
guards� The variables of each atom are divided into two
parts� and all quanti�ed variables must �ll exactly one
of these parts� It can easily be seen that GF�� extends
both ALCI and polyadic Modal Logics� For example� we

can describe unmarried women whose parents are mar�
ried and who have only married brothers by the following
GF���formula�

F�x� � ���h�M�x� h�	��� �
��m� f�P�x�m� f�	�M�m� f� �

��x��P�x��m� f�	�F�x�� 	
��w�M�w� x��	�F�w����

In this preliminary report� we present a PSpace

tableaux algorithm for GF��� which we believe can be
extended to handle� for example� number restrictions�

� Preliminaries

In this Section� we introduce GF��� explain the syntac�
tic restrictions� de�ne inference problems� and explain
why we believe GF�� to be a DL�

De�nition � Let X be a set of variables� The set
free��� 
 X denotes the set of variables that occur free
in a formula �� For a variable vector x � Xn� var�x�
denotes the set of variables occurring in x�
Let NP be a set of predicate names� We assume each

predicate name to come with an arity n � � and a
�grouping� �i� j� of its parameters with n � i � j� A
predicate P with grouping �i� j� is written as P �i�j�� The
set of GF���formulae is inductively de�ned as follows�

�� P �i�j��x� is a GF���formula �a so�called atom� for
a vector x � X i�j �


� GF�� is closed under the boolean connectives �� 	�
and ��

�� If P �i�j�� Q�j�i� are predicates� � is a GF���formula�
x � X i� y � Xj are non�empty variable vectors with
var�x� � free��� and var�x� � var�y� � � then

��x�P �i�j��x� y�	���� ��x�Q�j�i��y� x�	����

��x�P �i�j��x� y�	���� ��x�Q�j�i��y� x�	���

are GF���formulae with free variables var�y��



The atoms P �i�j��x� y�� Q�j�i��y� x� are called guard�

atoms because they restrict quanti�cation to those x
satisfying the guard atom�

Let us comment on the syntactic restrictions imposed
by this de�nition�

� For a formula ��x�G�x� y�	���� the free variables of
� must be exactly x� Formulae of the �rst Guarded
Fragment are also subject to this restriction�

� Each �sub��formula has at least one free variable�

� The variables in a guard atom may only appear in
two di�erent patterns� Together with the previous
constraint this implies that� for each predicate P �i�j�

appearing in a guard� we have i� j � �� and hence
no unary predicate may appear as a guard�

� The way in which variables are grouped in a
variable vector is not restricted� For example�
��x�P ������x� x� x� z� y�	���x�� is a GF���formulae�

The reasons for these restrictions will become appar�
ent in Section � and will be further discussed in Section ��
Roughly spoken� without these restrictions� rather com�
plex blocking conditions were necessary to ensure termi�
nation of the tableaux algorithm to be devised�
Semantics� interpretations I � ��I � �I�� and models

are de�ned just as for standard �rst order logic� where
��x�P �x� y�	��� stands for �x�P �x� y� � �� and� dually�
��x�P �x� y�	��� is to be read as �x�P �x� y�� ��
A GF���formula � with free��� � fx�� � � � � xng is sat�

is�able i� the �closed� �rst order formula �x�� � � � � xn��
is satis�able� A GF���formula �� is subsumed by a
GF���formula �� �written �� v ��� i� free���� �
free���� � fx�� � � � � xng and � �� ��x�� � � � � xn���	����
is valid� If �� is complex� then � is clearly not a GF���
formula� However� � is valid i�

�� �� ��x�� � � � � xn�R
���n�
new

�y� x�� � � � � xn�	��� � ����

is not satis�able� where R
���n�
new is a predicate that does

not occur in �� or ��� Obviously� �� is in GF��� Hence
an algorithm deciding satis�ability of GF���formulae
can be used to decide subsumption of GF���formulae�

Is GF�
� a Description Logic�

In our understanding� the main characteristics of a DL�
besides decidability of the relevant inference problems�
is locality� namely concepts capture properties of an in�
dividual that can be determined by looking at the pred�
icates holding for that individual and for those other in�
dividuals the �rst is related to via some predicate� Due
to the guarded quanti�cation this is the case for GF���
However� our syntax involves �explicitly quanti�ed�

variables�which is not in the spirit of DLs� For exam�
ple� this makes it easy to distinguish between children of

married parents whose mother is a doctor

C�x� � ��m� f�P�x�m� f�	�M�m� f� � D�m��

and those whose father is a doctor

C�x� � ��m� f�P�x�m� f�	�M�m� f� � D�f���

Nevertheless� one can think of a variable free syntax for
GF�� that makes these �identi�cation� of variables ex�
plicit� The work on a concise variable�free syntax is part
of future work�

� A Tableaux Algorithm for GF��

We present a tableaux algorithm which is similar to the
standard tableaux algorithm for ALC ��	� Given a GF���
formula �� it tries to construct a model for �� It works
on closed formulae�so�called constraints�that are ob�
tained from �subformulae of� � by appropriately substi�
tuting free variables by constant symbols and applying
completion rules�

De�nition � Let A be a set of constants�� If �
is a GF���formula with free��� � fx�� � � � � xng and
fa�� � � � � ang 
 A � then ��x��a�� � � � � xn�an	 is obtained
by replacing all occurrences of xi by ai� For a bet�
ter readability� we will use ��x�a	 as a shorthand for
��x��a�� � � � � xn�an	�
GF���formulae where all free occurrences of variables
are substituted by constants are called constraints� and
a constraint system is a �nite set of constraints� Con�
stants b are said to be fresh for a constraint system S if
none of the bi occurs in S�
All formulae are supposed to be in negation normal form�
that is� negation is pushed inwards to occur only in front
of predicate symbols by making use of de Morgan�s laws
and the equivalences ���x���	���� � ��x���	����� and
���x���	����� ��x���	������
A constraint system S is said to contain a clash i�
fP �a���P �a�g 
 S for some predicate name P and con�
stants a� and clash�free otherwise� A constraint system
S is said to be complete i� none of the rules given in
Figure � can be applied to S�

Given a GF���formula �� with free���� �
fx�� � � � � xng to be tested for satis�ability� the al�
gorithm starts with S� � f���x��a�� � � � � xn�an	g and
applies� successively� the completion rules given in Fig�
ure �� It answers ��� is satis�able� i� the completion
rules can be applied in such a way that they yield a
complete and clash�free constraint system� and ��� is
unsatis�able� otherwise� The following lemma proves
that this tableaux algorithm is sound� complete� and
terminating�

�which are interpreted as some objects in the interpreta�
tion domain�we do not impose the unique name assumption�



�� Conjunction� If ��� � ��� � S and f��� ��g �
 S� then

S � S � f��� ��g

�� Disjunction� If ��� 	 ��� � S and f��� ��g � S � � then

S � S � f�ig for some i � f�� 
g

�� Existential Restriction� If ��x�� � � � � xn���	���� � S and there are no constants b such that

f���x�b	� ���x�b	g 
 S� then choose n fresh constants b � An and

S � S � f���x�b	� ���x�b	g

�� Universal Restriction� If ��x�� � � � � xn���	���� � S and there are constants b such that ���x�b	 � S

and ���x�b	 �� S� then

S � S � f���x�b	g

Figure �� The completion rules for GF���

Lemma � Let �� be a GF���formula with free���� �
fx�� � � � � xng and S� � f���x��a�� � � � � xn�an	g� If S is
obtained by applying the completion rules in Figure � to
S�� then

�� If I is a model of S and a Rule i can be applied to
S� then the Rule i can be applied to S such that it
yields S� that is also satis�ed by I�


� If S contains a clash� then S cannot have a model�

�� If S is clash�free and complete� then �� has a model�

�� The tableaux algorithm terminates�

�� For a signature NP of bounded arity and formu�
lae with a bounded number of free variables� the
number na of constraints containing a constant a is
polynomially bounded by j��j�

Proof� �� This is obvious for Rules �� �� and �� The non�
determinism in Rule 
 was the reason for the somewhat
complicated formulation in this point� but is obvious as
well�
�� Obvious�
�� Given a complete and clash�free constraint system

S� a model I of S can be de�ned as follows�

�I �� fa � A j a occurs in Sg

I j� P �a� i� P �a� � S

By induction on the structure of formulae� it can be eas�
ily proved that I satis�es all formulae in S�

� By de�nition and since S is clash�free� I satis�es
atoms P �n��a� � S and negated atoms �P �n��a� �
S�

� Since S is complete� neither Rule � nor Rule 
 can be
applied� Thus by induction� I satis�es constraints
of the form �� � �� and �� 	 ���

� If ��x���	���� � S� then f���x�b	� ���x�b	g 
 S since
S is complete� By induction� I satis�es ���x�b	 and
���x�b	� and hence it satis�es ��x���	�����

� Suppose ��x�� � � � � xn���	���� is in S but not satis�
�ed by I� Hence there is some b � ��I�n such that
I j� ���x�b	 and I �j� �I� �x�b	� By the de�nition of
GF���formulae� �� is an atom� thus I j� ���x�b	
implies ���x�b	 � S� Since S is complete� Rule �
cannot be applied to S� hence ���x�b	 � S� By
induction� we have I j� ���x�b	� contradicting the
assumption�

Since no rule removes constraints� we have �� � S and
hence I is a model of ���
�� Termination is proved as for standardALC tableaux

algorithms� First� we need some technical abbreviations�
By depth���� we refer to the maximum quanti�er depth
in �� We start by showing that the algorithm constructs
a tree�like structure� De�ne� for a constant a� the set
node�a� to be the set of all those constants a� such that
a� was generated together with a by Rule � or by instanti�
ating the initial formula� node�b� is said to be a successor
of node�a� i� the constants in node�b� were introduced
for some existential constraint containing constants in
node�a�� We say that a constraint � is uni�node �resp�
bi�node� i� all constants occurring in � are of the same
node �resp� are of two successive nodes��
Claim� Let S be obtained by the application of the

completion algorithm to S�� Then each constraint is
either uni�node or occurs as a guard atom and is bi�node�
This can be proved by induction on the number of

rule applications� For S�� this is obvious� The constants
in constraints added by the application of Rule � or 

also occur in the constraint which triggered the rule ap�
plication� Hence the uni�node property is preserved by
these rules� Since constraints of the form ��x���	����
are not guard atoms� Rule � is applied to uni�node con�
straints only� When applied to ��x���	����� Rule � intro�
duces new constants b that are� by de�nition� of the same
node� and hence ���x�b	 is uni�node� Since ��x���	���� is
uni�node and b are variables of a single node� the guard
atom ���x�b	 is bi�node� Now let us consider Rule �



on � � ��x���	���� with ���x�b	 � S� By induction�
the claim holds for ���x�b	� If ���x�b	 is uni�node� then
clearly ���x�b	 is uni�node� If ���x�b	 is a bi�node guard
atom P �b� a� or P �a� b� then� due to the syntax restric�
tion of GF��� either b was introduced by Rule � for an
existential constraint containing a or vice versa� In both
cases� all constants in b are of the same node and hence
���x�b	 is uni�node�

As a consequence of this claim and the fact that con�
stants introduced by Rule � are new� the nodes of a con�
straint system form a tree �where each node is connected
via exactly one guard constraint with its predecessor��
Termination is then a consequence of the fact that this
tree is labelled with a bounded number of constraints
�see �a��� built in a monotone way �see �b��� and that it
is of bounded depth �see �c�� and width �see �d���

�a� Uni�node constraints are instantiated sub�formulae
of ��� Since node�a� never changes after a was gen�
erated� there are only �nitely many uni�node con�
straints in which a constant in node�a� might occur�

�b� No rule removes constraints�each rule adds con�
straints�

�c� If Rule � or � adds a constraint ���x�b	 for some � �
��x���	���� or � � ��x���	����� then depth���� �
depth���� Hence if a node node�b� is a successor
of some node�a�� then the maximum depth of con�
straints on node�b� is strictly smaller than the one
on node�a�� As a consequence� the depth of the tree
�i�e�� the maximum number of successive nodes� is
bounded by the depth of ���

�d� The precondition of Rule � ensures that� for each
existential constraint on node�a�� at most one suc�
cessor of node�a� is generated� Since there are only
�nitely many constraints on a node� each node has
only �nitely many successors�

	� �For a signature NP of bounded arity and formulae
with a bounded number of free variables� the number
na of constraints containing a constant a is polynomially
bounded by j��j�� Let NP be a signature with maximum
arity k� let � be an upper bound for the number of free
variables� and let K be the maximum of � and k� Then
the root node contains at most � constants and each
non�root node contains at most k � � constants �since
there must be at least one free variable in a guard atom��
Taken together� each node contains at mostK constants�
Hence� for a subformula � of �� with �

� � k free variables
and a node node�a�� there are at mostK�� constraints on
node�a� that are instantiations of �� Since the number
of subformulae of �� is bounded by the length of ��� we
have that there are at most KK � j��j constraints on a
node� which is linear in j��j for a �xed K�

As an immediate consequence of Lemma �� we have
that the algorithm always stops� that a complete and
clash�free constraint system de�nes a model of ��� and
that the rules can be applied in such a way to a satis�
�able constraint system that they yield a clash�free and
complete constraint system�
Just like for ALC� a naive implementation of this algo�

rithm needs exponential space� It constructs a tree�like
structure �of linear depth� that can be exponential in the
size of the input� It is easy to see that a trace technique
��	 with a reset�restart mechanism similar to the one de�
scribed in ��	 makes it possible to investigate the whole
tree while only keeping a single path �of length linear in
j��j� in memory at a time� If the number of constraints
on each constant is polynomially bounded� this yields a
PSpace algorithm for GF�� Hence we have�

Theorem � The tableaux algorithm is a decision proce�
dure for the satis�ability of GF���formulae� For a signa�
ture NP of bounded arity and formulae with a bounded
number of free variables� it can be implemented to run
in polynomial space�

Let us comment on the two bounds we used to obtain
a PSpace result� To have predicates of bounded arity
is natural in the �eld of DL�where the arity is usually
restricted to 
� Moreover� this bound is necessary be�
cause otherwise exponentially many constraints may be
generated for a single node� Consider the following for�
mula �n where Gn is a predicate name of arity n�� and
grouping ��� n�� The tableaux algorithm�when applied
to �n�does not generate a node other than the root
node� but generates a constraint for each permutation
of the constants a�� � � � � an �recall that each permuta�
tion can be written as a product of transpositions�� The
number of permutations is exponential in n and hence
in the size of �n�

�n �� Gn�x�� x�� x�� � � � � xn	 �


�y�Gn�x�� y	��Gn�y�� y�� y�� y�� y�� � � � � yn		 �

�y�Gn�x�� y	��Gn�y�� y�� y�� y�� y�� � � � � yn		 �

��	
���


�y�Gn�x�� y	��Gn�y�� y�� � � � � yi��� yi� � � � � yn		 �
���


�y�Gn�x�� y	��Gn�y�� y�� y�� y�� � � � � yn� yn��		 �

�
�	

�

��i�j��n


�y�Gn�xi� y	��Gn�yj � y		

When started for �n� the tableaux algorithm instanti�
ates x�� � � � � xn with fresh constants a�� � � � � an� Rule
� unfolds the conjunction and makes Rule � via con�
straints ��� applicable to G�a�� a�� � � � � an�� Succes�
sive applications of Rule � to this constraint gen�
erate n � � constraints G�a�� a�� a�� a�� � � � � an�� � � � �
G�a�� a�� a�� � � � � an� an����one for each transposition of



adjacent constants� To each of these constraints� Rule �
can be applied via constraints ���� which leads to a set of
constraints containing an element for each permutation
of a�� � � � � an that is generated by two successive trans�
positions� In this second step� the application of Rule
� to the constraints G�a�� a�� a�� � � � � creates constraints
that do not start with a� but with a� instead� In order
to make these constraints also trigger the application
of Rule � via constraints ���� the constraint �
� of �n

adds constraints with arbitrary �rst constants� Succes�
sive application of Rule � will then lead to the generation
of constraints G�a�� ai� � � � � � ain� where ai� � � � � � ain is a
permutation of a�� � � � � an that is generated by a sequence
of transpositions of adjacent elements� Since each per�
mutation can be generated in this manner� the tableaux
algorithm consumes exponential space if no bound on
the arity of predicates is assumed�
Given a signature of bounded arity� it is natural to also

bound the number of free variables� Without bound�
ing this number� it would only be possible to have an
unbounded number of free variables on top level �i�e��
an unbounded number of constants in the root node��
whereas all other nodes would be bounded by the max�
imum arity of the predicates� Moreover� in most DLs�
this number is restricted to ��

� Discussion and future work

Motivation for the syntactic restriction of GF���
If the grouping of parameters in guard atoms is dropped�
it is no longer guaranteed that a simple tableaux algo�
rithm would only generate �nite tree structures as de�
scribed in Lemma �� and blocking techniques were neces�
sary to prevent the algorithm from generating an in�nite
branching tree� For example� when applied to the follow�
ing formula� the tableaux algorithm yields an in�nitely
branching tree of depth one� whose nodes are connected
by an in�nite B path� This is due to the use of the pa�
rameters in F which does not correspond to the group�
ing principle� The �rst parameter in F is duplicated so
that it can be �universally� quanti�ed on depth � and
�existentially� on depth �� When v is instantiated with
a� the tableaux algorithm generates constraints of the
form F �a� a� b�� b��� F �a� a� b�� b��� F �a� a� b�� b��� � � � and
B�b�� b��� B�b�� b��� B�b�� b���

F �v� v�m� k� � B�v�m� �
��v��m�� k��F �v� v��m�� k��	�B�m�� k�� �

��k���F �v�� v�� k�� k���	�A�k����

Please note that this in�nite branching is not caused
by using an atom as both guard and non�guard� but
solely due to using di�erent patterns of quanti�ed�free
variables in the same guard atom F �
Relation with other DLs� The expressive power of
GF�� is orthogonal to DLR �
	� On the one hand� DLR

allows for number restrictions and boolean operations on
its analogue to guard atoms� On the other hand� GF��

allows for formulae with more than one free variable�
When compared with NaryKandor ��	 again GF��

falls short in the sense that it does not allow for num�
ber restrictions� but NaryKandor does not allow for
negation and no complete algorithm for subsumption is
known�
Extensions� We believe that the tableaux algorithm
presented here can be easily extended to number restric�
tions by adding appropriate extensions of the standard
rules for number restrictions and by extending the no�
tion of a clash� Please note that this is not true for the
full Guarded Fragment because it becomes undecidable
when extended with number restrictions ��	� Another
interesting extension is the one with transitive roles �bi�
nary relations� and�or axioms� It was shown in ��	 that
the Guarded Fragment extended with transitive rela�
tions� even when restricted to two variables� becomes
undecidable� The investigation of these extensions is on�
going work�
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Abstract

Computing least common subsumers in de�
scription logics is an important reasoning ser�
vice useful for a number of applications� As
shown in the literature� this reasoning service
can be used for the approximation of concept
disjunctions in description logics� the �bottom�
up� construction of knowledge bases� learning
tasks� and for speci�c kinds of information re�
trieval� So far� computing the least common
subsumer has been restricted to description log�
ics with rather limited expressivity� In this ar�
ticle� we continue recent research on extending
this operation to more complex languages and
present a least common subsumer operator for
the expressive description logics ALENR and
ALQ�

� Introduction

The least common subsumer �LCS	 is an important rea�
soning service useful for a number of applications� Co�
hen et al� 
�� consider an LCS operator for the DL ALN
in order to approximate a disjunction operator which
is not explicitly present in ALN � Baader et al� use
the operator for the �bottom�up� construction of KBs
based on the DLs ALN with cyclic concept de�nitions

� and ALE 
��� In 
��� M�oller et al� apply the operator
to similarity�based information retrieval where the LCS
serves as a formalization of the notion of �similarities�
of concepts� As recent literature shows� there is a ten�
dency to extend this reasoning service to more and more
expressive DL languages�

The main contribution of this paper is the proposal of
an LCS operator for the expressive DLs ALENR and
ALQ consisting of the top and bottom concept� atoms�
negations of atoms� concept conjunctions augmented by
either ��� ��quanti�cations� role conjunctions� and num�
ber restrictions �ALENR	 or quali�ed number restric�
tions �ALQ	� Cohen� Borgida� and Hirsh 
�� showed that
if subsumption between two concepts C and D can be

computed structurally� their LCS can be determined by
a simple recursive algorithm� We will show that sub�
sumption between ALQ or ALENR concepts can be
computed structurally if they are �rst transformed into
a normal form� Therefore� the main object of this article
is to give a de�nition of such a normal form and pro�
vide algorithms to compute it for both considered DLs�
Technical details of the presented work and proofs of the
Propositions and Theorems are available in 
���

� LCS De�nition

The LCS of two ALENR and ALQ concepts C and
D is de�ned as the set of most speci�c concepts which
subsume both C and D�

De�nition � Let C and D be both either ALENR or
ALQ concepts� Then we recursively de�ne the set of
least common subsumers as�

lcs�C�D	 �� fE j C v E �D v E � �E� �

C v E� �D v E� �� E v E�g�

From this de�nition it follows immediately that� for con�
cepts C and D� all pairs of elements of lcs�C�D	 are
equivalent� Due to this uniqueness property� we will
consider lcs�C�D	 as a concept rather than a set of
concepts in the following� De�nition  can straightfor�
wardly be extended to n arguments� In this case� lcs
is associative and commutative and lcs�C�� � � � � Cn	 �
lcs�C�� lcs�C�� � � � lcs�Cn��� Cn	 � � � 		� In our analysis�
it will be convenient to de�ne the most speci�c role of
two role conjunctions possibly occurring inALENR con�
cepts�

De�nition � Let R � u��i�nRi and S � u��j�mSj be
roles� R � fR�� � � � � Rng� and S � fS�� � � � � Smg� Then
we de�ne the most speci�c role of R and S as a partial
function�

msr�R�S	 ��

�
uT�R�ST if R �S �� ��
unde�ned otherwise�

De�nition � can easily be extended to more than two role
arguments� In the next section� we will de�ne a normal
form for concepts with which the subsumption problem



for ALQ and ALENR can be decided by a structural
subsumption algorithm�

� De�ning a Normal Form for
Structural Subsumption

We are interested in a normal form for ALQ and
ALENR concepts with which the subsumption relation
between concepts can be decided by structural compar�
isons� First� we will sketch a structural subsumption
algorithm� Note that Algorithm  does not necessarily
return the correct result for arbitrary ALQ or ALENR
concepts�

Algorithm � structural�subsumption�C�D	

Let C � C� u 	 	 	 u Cn and D � D� u 	 	 	 uDm� Then
D v C i� C � 
 or D � � or� for all Ci�
� if Ci is an atomic concept� then there exists a Dj

such that Ci � Dj �

�� if Ci is of the form � R�C� �� R�C�	� then there
exists a Dj of the form � S�D� �� S�D�	 such that
S �R	 is a subrole of R �S	 and D� v C��

�� if Ci is of the form �� n R C �	 
� n R C�	��
then there exists a Dj of the form �� m R D�	

� m R D�	� such that n  m �m  n	 and
D� v C� �C� v D�	�

�� if Ci is of the form �� nR	 
� nR	�� then there
exists a Dj of the form �� m S	 
� m S	� such
that n  m �m  n	 and S �R	 is a subrole of R
�S	�

Based on Algorithm  we can de�ne the structural
subsumption normal form for concepts�

De�nition � Let C� �C�D and �D be either ALQ or
ALENR concepts� Then �C and �D are in structural sub�
sumption normal form �SSNF� of C and D� respectively�
i� �C � C� �D � D� and structural�subsumption� �C� �D	
returns true i� D v C� SSNF �C	 	SSNF �D	
 denotes
the set of all concepts in SSNF of C �D��

In the next section� we will develop algorithms for
computing structural subsumption normal forms for
ALQ and ALENR concepts�

� Structural Subsumption Normal
Forms

In order to transform an ALQ concept into SSNF� qual�
i�ed number restrictions occurring in concept conjunc�
tions require a special treatment� For example� let
X� �� �� � R A	 and Y� �� ��  R �A u B		 u ��
 R �A u �B		� Then structural�subsumption�X�� Y�	
returns false� even though Y� v X� holds� The rea�
son for Y� v X� is that from Y� it follows that the
two R�successors required to satisfy the two quali�ed

��restrictions must be unique and must be instances of
A� Thus� �� �Rlcs�AuB�Au�B		 � �� �RA	 follows
from Y��
When determining the subsumption relation between

ALENR concepts� two kinds of possible �interac�
tions� between concept forming operators must be
considered� ��quanti�cations in combination with ��
quanti�cations as well as ��restrictions in combination
with ��quanti�cations� We proceed with an example
showing the former kind of interaction� Let X� �� ��
�R	 and Y� �� �R�A�u� �RuS	��A�� Then structural�
subsumption�X�� Y�	 returns false� even though Y� v X��
The reason is that �conjunctions of	 ��quanti�cations
always imply ��restrictions� For instance� � R�A� im�
plies ��  R	 and � R�A� u � �R u S	��A� implies
�� �R	 u ��  �R u S		�
The following example demonstrates interactions be�

tween ��restrictions and ��quanti�cations� Let X� ��
�� �R	 and Y� �� �� �RuS		u�� ��RuT 		u�� ��Ru
U 		u�S�A�u�T�A�u�U���A�u�A�	� Then structural�
subsumption�X�� Y�	 returns false� even though Y� v X��
The reason is that Y� implies �� �R	 since� due to �T�A�

and �U���A�u�A�	� the two RuT �successors required
for satisfying �� � �R u T 		 are di�erent from the three
R uU �successors required for satisfying �� � �R u U 		�
The reason for structural�subsumption to fail on the

above three examples is that �quali�ed	 ��restrictions
following from interactions of certain concept forming
operators are not explicitly present in the example con�
cepts Y�� Y�� and Y�� Therefore� in order to transform an
ALENR �ALQ	 concept into SSNF� the idea is to �rst
make this implicitly contained information explicit and
conjunctively add it to C in the form of additional �quali�
�ed	 ��restrictions� For instance� in the second example�
if we add �� � R	 u ��  �R u S		 as a conjunct to Y�
yielding �Y�� structural�subsumption�X�� �Y�	 returns true
as desired� The examples also show that two concepts
can be transformed into SSNF independently from each
other� Therefore� we will restrict the following presen�
tation of the transformation algorithm to one concept
instead of a pair of concepts�

��� Computing SSNFs in ALQ

In order to transform an ALQ concept into SSNF� we
assume the concept to be in sorted normal form� An
ALQ concept C is in sorted normal form �SNF	 i�

C � 
�C � ��C � A u L uM with �	

L � u��i�n�� pi Ri Ci	 and

M � u��j�m� p
�

j R
�

j C
�

j	

where A is an arbitrary conjunction of atoms and
negated atoms and Ci and C

�

j are also in SNF� Further�
more� we assume all nested conjunctions to be �attened�
i�e�� A u �B uC	 �� A uB uC�



Proposition � Let C be an ALQ concept in SNF given
by ���� If C � 
� C � �� or C � A� we de�ne �C �� C�
Otherwise

�C �� A u �L u �M u �LQ with ��	

�LQ �� u��i�n�� �li Ri lcs�C�� � � � � Cn		

where �i � f� � � � � ng � �li � min�fl � INjL uM u �
l Ri lcs�C�� � � � � Cn		 is consistentg	� Then
�L � SSNF �L	 � �M � SSNF �M 	 �� �C � SSNF �C	�

Proposition  states that we get a concept �C in SSNF of
an ALQ concept C if we add the quali�ed ��restrictions
in �LQ to C and repeat this process recursively for L and
M �

According to Proposition � in order to determine a
concept �C in SSNF of an ALQ concept C given by �	�
the numbers �li must be computed for every role Ri oc�
curing on every depth of C� For simplicity of presenta�
tion� we will consider a �xed concept depth� The value
of each �li does only depend on L and M � For comput�
ing the parameters �li for each i � f� � � � � ng� we de�ne
Ni �� fpkjRk � Ri �   k  ng and observe that lower
and upper bounds for �li are given by

�lmin
i �� min�Ni	  �li 

X
p�Ni

p �� �lmax
i �

Thus� �li can be determined by a binary search algorithm

which takes log
�
� �lmax
i � �lmin

i 	 �  satis�ability tests in
the worst case�

For instance� computing �Y� of our example concept

Y�� we have �lmin
i � � �lmax

i � � for i � f� �g� and

the binary search algorithm for computing �li returns ��
Hence� �LQ � �� �Rlcs�AuB�Au�B		u �� �Rlcs�Au

B�A u �B		 � �� � R A	 and �Y� � Y� u �� � R A	�
Since �X� � X�� we can apply structural�subsumption to
X� and �Y� yielding true as desired� We will now deal
with the problem of computing �C � SSNF �C	 for an
ALENR concept C�

��� Computing SSNFs in ALENR

An ALENR concept C is in SNF i�
C � 
�C � ��C � A uE u F u L with ��	

E � u��i�n�Ri�Ci and

F � u��j�m�R
�

j�C
�

j

L � u��k�q�� nk Sk	

where A is an arbitrary conjunction of atoms� negated
atoms� and �restrictions and Ci and C

�

j are also in SNF�
Furthermore� we assume all nested conjunctions to be
�attened and conjunctions of ��quanti�cations are fac�
torized� i�e�� �R�Cu�R�D � �R��CuD	� The example
concepts Y� and Y� showed that we have to consider in�
teractions between �� and ��quanti�cations as well as in�
teractions between ��restrictions and ��quanti�cations�
Let

L �� f�� nk Sk	j  k  qg�

P �� fP � �Lj�P � �g�

R �� fP � PjP � f�� nk� Sk� 	� � � � � �� nkr Skr 	g �

msr�Sk� � � � � � Skr 	 is de�nedg�

The set P contains all subsets of L with at least two
�unique	 ��restrictions� In R we collect all sets of P
from whose elements further ��restrictions relevant for
the transformation of C into a concept in SSNF can be
derived�

Proposition � Let C be an ALENR concept given by
��� If C � 
� C � �� or C � A� we de�ne �C �� C�
Otherwise

�C �� A u �E u �F u �E u �L with ��	
�E �� u��i�n�� �ei Ri	 and

�L �� uP�R�� �lP msr�Sk� � � � � � Skr		

with P � f�� nk� Sk� 	� � � � � �� nkr Skr 	g

where �i � f� � � � � ng � �ei � min�fe � INjE uF uLu �
eRi	 is consistentg	� �P � R � �lP � min�fl � INjEuF u
L u � l msr�Sk� � � � � � Skr		 is consistentg	� Then

�E � SSNF �E	 � �F � SSNF �F 	 �� �C � SSNF �C	�

Proposition � states that we get a concept �C in SSNF
of an ALENR concept C if we add the ��restrictions in
�E and �L to C and repeat this process recursively for E
and F �
We �rst deal with the determination of �E for which

the numbers �ei must be computed for every role Ri oc�
curing on every depth of C� Again� for simplicity of pre�
sentation� we will consider a �xed concept depth� The
value of each �ei does only depend on E and F � For
computing �ei� the idea is to build a set of new con�
cepts MC � f �C�� � � � � �Cpg from C such that �ei can eas�
ily be derived from MC �s elements� For example� let
S� �� R u S�� S� �� R u S��� T �� S� u T �� U �� T u U �

be roles and Y� �� u��i��Y�i � � R�A� u � S����A� u
A�	u�S��A�u�T�A�u�U�A�u�U���A�u�A�u�A�	�
For computing �Y�� we observe that the role successors
satisfying the constraints � R�A� and � S��A� can be
�merged� such that we only need one S��successor �as
an instance of A� u A�	 in order to satisfy both con�
straints� Obviously� this merge would not be possible
if the concept � S���A� u A�	 was not consistent or if a
��quanti�cation of the form � S���A� was present� We
will model the merging process as the result of an ap�
plication of a merging rule to Y� yielding a new concept
which only di�ers from Y� in that two ��quanti�cations
are merged� Our intention is to recursively apply this
merging rule as long as no further rule applications are
possible� A concept resulting from this series of merg�
ing rule applications will be calledmerging rule complete�
Intuitively� this means that no further role successors can



be merged� Merging rule applications are not determin�
istic in general� For instance� when applied to Y�� we can
either merge the conjuncts � R�A� and � S��A� yielding
W� �� �S����A�uA�	u�S���A�uA�	u�T�A��U�A�u
�U���A�u�A�u�A�	 or we can merge �R�A� and �T�A�

yieldingW� �� �S����A�uA�	u�S��A�u�T��A�uA�	u
�U�A�u�U���A�u�A�u�A�	� Since no further merg�
ing rule applications are applicable toW��W� is merging
rule complete� whereas� for W�� the rule can be applied
to the conjuncts �S����A�uA�	 and �T�A� yielding the
merging rule complete concept W� �� � S���A� u A�	 u
�T��A�u�A�uA�	u�U�A�u�U���A�u�A�u�A�	 and�
thus� MY� � fW��W�g� Obviously� we have W� v Y�
and W� v Y� and� therefore� all models of W� and all
models of W� are also models of Y�� From W� �W�	 we
can now easily derive that� for instance� at least three
�four	 distinct R�successors are present in every model
of Y�� We will choose the minimumof the two values for
�e� because� as W� shows� there is a model of Y� which
has only three R�successors�

De�nition � For an ALENR concept C in SNF given
by Equation �� we say that C� emerges from C by ap�

plication of the merging rule �C
m
�� C�� i� �k� k� �

f� � � � � ng� k � k�� with

�i� C � A uE uF�

�ii� C� � A u u ��i�k
k���i�k�

k����i�n

�Ri�Ci u � Rk���Ck� uCk	 u F�

�iii� Rk� is a subrole of Rk� and

�iv� C� is consistent�

C� emerges from C by successive applications of the
merging rule i� �C�� � � � � Cr� r � IN � f�g� such that

C � C�

m
�� 	 	 	

m
�� Cr � C�� C� is merging rule com�

plete w�r�t� C i� C� emerges from C by successive appli�
cations of the merging rule and ��C

��
� C� m

�� C
��
� In

this case� C� is called a merging rule completion of C�
Furthermore� we de�ne the set of merging rule comple�
tions of C as

MC �� fC�jC� is a merging rule completion of C�g

According to De�nition �� we can apply the merging rule
to an ALENR concept C �yielding C�	 if C contains two
conjunctive ��quanti�cations involving roles Rk and Rk�

where Rk� is a subrole of Rk and the resulting concept
C� is consistent� In 
�� we give a recursive algorithm
to compute the set of merging rule completions of an
ALENR concept�

Given an ALENR concept C� for each of C�s merging
rule completions� we can now determine the numbers �ei�

De�nition � Let C be an ALENR concept and MC �
fD�� � � � � Dpg be the set of C�s merging rule completions
with Dt �� At u u��i�nt� Rit�Eit and At an arbitrary
conjunction of atoms� negated atoms� ��� �restrictions�

and ��quanti�cations� Then� for i � f� � � � � ng� we de�
�ne

�eit �� �f�R�C � f�R�t�E�t� � � � � �Rntt�Enttgj

R is a subrole of Rig

�ei �� minf �eitjt � f� � � � � qgg �

First� the value of �eit is determined by counting those
��quanti�cations of Dt involving a role R which is sub�
sumed by Ri� The reason is that every R�successor nec�
essarily is also an Ri�successor ifR is a subrole ofRi� and
both role successors are unique �because Dt is a merging
rule completion	� In our example� for MY� � fW��W�g�
we obtain �e�� � �� �e�� � �� �e�� � � �e�� � �� and
�e�� �  for W� and �e�� � �� �e�� � �� �e�� � � �e�� � ��
and �e�� �  for W�� According to De�nition �� for
i � f� � � � � �g we choose �ei � minfei�� ei�g yielding
�e� � �� �e� � �� �e� � � �e� � �� �e� � � De�nition �
can straightforwardly be implemented into an algorithm
taking the set MC as argument and returning the num�
bers �ei�

Proposition � Let C be an ALENR concept in SNF
given by �� and �ei be de�ned as in Proposition �� Then�
for all i � f� � � � � ng � �ei � �ei�

Having computed �ei� the additional ��restrictions �E fol�
lowing from the ��quanti�cations E can be easily con�
structed by a recursive algorithm� For our example con�
cept Y�� we get �E � �� �R	u �� � S�	u ��  S�	u ��
� T 	 u ��  U 	� Subsequently� an ALENR concept in
SNF given by ��	 for which �E has been added as a con�
junct will be called ��complete�
Now we will deal with the problem of determining �L

in Proposition �� For an ��complete ALENR concept
C in SNF given by ��	� let A �� f� R

�

j�C
�

jj  j  mg�
Then� for each P � R with P �� f�� nk� Sk�	� � � � � ��
nkr Skr 	g� we de�ne

�LP ��

��������
�������

��
P

��i�r nki msr�Sk� � � � � � Skr		

if �i� j � f� � � � � rg� i �� j �
��� R�C	� ��R��C�	 � A �
msr�R�Ski 	 and msr�R

�� Skj 	 are
de�ned and C uC� is inconsistent�


 otherwise�

Intuitively� for each P � R� �LP indicates the most
speci�c ��restriction following from the ��restrictions
in P � As suggested by example concept Y�� for
adding an ��restriction of the form �LP � ��P

��i�r nki msr�Sk� � � � � � Skr		 as a conjunct to �L� we
check if for every pair of ��restrictions �� n S	 and
�� mS�	 in R there is a pair of ��quanti�cations �R�C
and �R��C� involving common role conjuncts with S and
S�� respectively� and C uC� being inconsistent�
Let us compute �LP for P � f�� �RuR�		� �� ��Ru

R�		g� � �S uR�	�A� and � �S uR�	���A�u�A�	 are the



only elements of A which involve roles intersecting with
RuR� and RuR�� respectively� Since A�u ��A�u�A�	
is inconsistent� we have �LP � �� ���	msr�RuR�� Ru
R�		 � �� �R	�
Finally� �L consists of the conjunction of all LP �

�L �� uP�PL
P �

Proposition � Let C be an ��complete ALENR con�
cept and �L be de�ned as in Proposition �� Then� �L � �L�

In our example� we get �L � 
u �� �R	u �� �R	 � ��
�R	�

Given two ALQ �ALENR	 concepts C and D� the
algorithms sketched in this section enable us to compute
concepts �C and �D of the form ��	 
��	�� Propositions
 and � guarantee that subsumption between C and D

can be computed structurally using �C and �D� We are
now ready to compute the LCS of ALQ and ALENR
concepts�

� LCS computation

Given ALQ or ALENR concepts C and D and �C �
SSNF �C	 and �D � SSNF �D	� lcs�C�D	 can straight�
forwardly be implemented into an algorithm taking �C
and �D as arguments�

Algorithm � c�lcs �C�D	

if D v C then C else if C v D then D

else if �C � A � C � �A	 and �D � B �D � �B	
for atoms A and B then if C � D then C else 

else if C � �R�C� and D � � S�D� then

if msr�R�S	 is unde�ned then 

else �msr�R�S	�c�lcs�C�� D�	

else if C � �R�C� and D � � S�D� then

if msr�R�S	 is unde�ned then 

else �msr�R�S	�c�lcs�C�� D�	

else if C � �� n R	 and D � �� m S	 then
if msr�R�S	 is unde�ned then 

else �� minfn�mgmsr�R�S		

else if C � � n R	 and D � � m S	 then
� maxfn�mgR u S		

else if C � �� n R C�	 and D � �� mRD�	 then
�� minfn�mgR c�lcs�C�� D�		

else if C � � n R C�	 and D � � mRD�	 then
� maxfn�mgR �C� uD�		

else if C � C� u 	 	 	 uCn then u��i�nc�lcs�Ci� D	
else if D � D� u 	 	 	 uDn then c�lcs�D�C	
else 


Algorithm � recursively computes lcs�C�D	 given �C
and �D as arguments� Applying Algorithm � to �X� and
�Y� yields �� �RA	 and to �X� and �Y� yields �� �R	 as
desired�

Theorem � If C and D are either ALENR or ALQ
concepts� �C � SSNF �C	� and �D � SSNF �D	� then
c�lcs� �C� �D	 � lcs�C�D	�

Theorem  is a consequence of Theorem � in 
�� which
states that the LCS of concepts C and D can be com�
puted according to Algorithm � if� for each language
constructor� a least upper bound operation on the argu�
ments of the constructor can be provided and subsump�
tion between C and D can be decided by a structural
subsumption algorithm� In the preceeding sections� we
dealt with computing a structural subsumption normal
form and the least upper bound operations are implicitly
given by Algorithm ��

� Conclusion

We have presented an LCS operator for the expressive
DLs ALQ and ALENR� As shown earlier� the LCS can
be computed by a simple algorithm if the concepts are
�rst transformed into a normal form with which sub�
sumption between the concepts can be decided by a
structural subsumption algorithm� The special challenge
one faces when computing the normal form is that con�
junctions of quali�ed number restrictions �in ALQ	 and
of ��quanti�cations �in ALENR	 imply ��restrictions
which have an e�ect on the structural subsumption al�
gorithm� We extended the LCS computation algorithm
for the DLs ALN and ALE to the new language con�
structs included in ALQ and ALENR� It would be an
interesting future research topic to extend the notion of
concept commonalities to DLs including a disjunction
operator� The LCS operator does not seem to be useful
for this because the LCS of two concepts would just be
their disjunction which we found to not express mean�
ingful commonalities in our similarity�based information
retrieval application�
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$%� &�&�� &������� �� � ������� �# '�����&�
���� ����� �� ��&� (��% ���)�������� &����*�"
�� �%� &������* �# ��� ���������� �������%*�
�%� ��)������� ��� ��+����� #��* ������� ���"
$%� ����, ���������� , -���� ./0 �� 122� (��%
���

�� ��� , ��%��� .�0 3456
� �� �$7$8
*��� � ��9��(�� �� ����� �� ��:� ������� �# �%�
� ������ � &�����9����� �# �%� �������� ��� �#
��� ��*�����"
$%� &�&�� �������� (%�� �� �������� , ����
*���������� �������� � (�, �� *���#, ��� ����
������ �%� ���*������, �� ����� �� ����( �%� �&��
���� :��� �# ���������� ������ �� �%� #��*�(��:
�# ���)��������"
$%� �*&��*�������� �� &��������; �� �� ����
�� �%� ������������ �# �&����� ���������� �%��
��� *���&������ �����,� �� � ���#��* (�, �� �%�
������ ����� ��#������ ������"
���������� ��� ���9������ ������ �%�, ����( ��
� ����������� (%�� �����&�� ��)������� ���
�����&����� ��� �%� &������ ��� � �&&���� ��
������� #��*� �# �����&�� ��)�������"

$%� ��� �# *���� $<� �� ��9�� � %��& #�� *���
������ ��� ��������� �%� ��*&����� ��*&�� ��,
, &����������� �%� �������% �&���" $%� �&&���
������ *��� (��% �%� �,���* �# �%� ���� ��*��
����64 �� �&&���� �� �%� ���)�������� �# �%�
���������� �������, �,���*� �� � ���"

� �����������

$��*���������� ����� ��� � ����� �� &��9��� � ���� (�,
�� #����������� �%� ���)�������� ���:" $%�� &�&�� �%�(�
%�( �� �� �����=�� �� ����64� �%� '� �,���* ��9���&��
, �%� ����" $%� ��* �# �%� ��������, �� �� ��� ��� ����
�� ���9� ���� ���������� &����*�� �� �%� ���� �� (����
�� � ������� �� ��&� (��% ���)�������� &����*� �� �
:����� '� �,���* �&&����� �� � � ���� ���" ����64
'� �� ���� �� �%� ������ �������� ��� %�� � ����

� &�����9����� 3�����>5? (��% � ��*�8 @����� �� ��
����������� �Æ�����," 3
�� '�22 
,���* ��*&������ .A08"
$%� ���� �� ��� '� �� %��& ���)�������� ��*�� #��* �%�
����, ���������� ,-���� ./0 �� 122� (��% ���

�� ���
, ��%��� .�0 3456
� �� �$7$8"

$%� &������ &�&�� �� ���� �� -����B� ����� ��������
��� ���)�������� *�������� ��� ���������� '� ���" ��
���� ���������� ��9���� �*&��9�*���� ��� �� �%� ������
���, �� � *��� &������ (%�� ��&������ ���������� �����
���%*� (��% ������ �������� �� ����� �� ��&� (��% *���
� &�����9� '�����&���� ������"
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� ���*������, ���� #�� ���)�������� �� �&���)�� �� ��*�
�� ��&��������� ������� �# �@���� �� ���)���� �"�" ��
#���� ��&���� (%��% ���&��� ��*� �����������" 
� �%�
:��(����� ��� *��� � ����#���, �������� #����(��� ����
���� *�������� &�����&���" ��� � �*&��� �%� :��(�����
��� *��� ������� �%� ������� �# *��� �@���� �� ����
)����� �%� ������� �# ����@���� (%��% ��� � &���� �#
*��� �@���� ��� �%� ����������� ��(��� �%� ��+�����
&����" $%� �*&������ �������� �� &�����# ��� �%� �*&���
���� ����������� ��� ��������, �&�����" 4�������,� �� �%�
����64 �,���* �&����� ��������� .�0 �� ��� &������� ��
�� �� *������� , ����� � ��*������ �������� ��*��� �"�"
, ����� ��*������ 9����� �# ��������� 3����� (%��% ���
%�9� ���, ��� 9����8 ��� � ������ ���������� ���9�� 3���
A8"

$%� �����&�� �# �%� ���*������, ��� � ��9���� ��
�(� �������; ������� �����&�� ��� �������� �����&��"
�������� �����&�� ��� �����&�� ������&������ �� ����
(���� ��������� ������� �����&�� ��� �������� �� �
%��%�� ��9�� ��� ��&������ ����������� #�� ��������;
#�����������, �%����� �� ������� �%�����" 
���� �%�, ����
���&��� �� ���� �@����� ��������� �# �������� �����&��
*��� � ��*&�����, ��)���" C�#���������,� �# '� ���
(��� ���&��� �� *���&����� ����*&���� :��(������ �� ��
��� �� ���, �� � ���� �%�� �� �������� �� ��*&�����,
��)���" 
� �� �� ��������, �� *���#, �%� ���*������, ��
�%� (�, &�������� �� ������� /"
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�� �������� �����&�� ��� (��� ��)���� ��*� %,&��%��
��� �� �%��� ��)������� ��� � ����" D�������� �%�
:��(����� �# ���)�������� &����*� %�� �� � ���� 9��,
����#���," �� �&������� *��� � �%� ���� #��E���� ��
&������" �������� �����&�� ��%���� #��* ������� ����
��&��" �� �%� %������%,� �� ������, ����� �� �&�������
������� &������ �&����� ��� �%����� �� %��%�� ��9���"
F�������, �� ��(��� &��*���9� �����&�� ��� ����" ����
�������, �� ���� &����*�� �%��� ��� ��� *��, �%�����"
�� ��(��� ���� � &�������� ��� #�������� �� �� ����
� &������� ��� ����(�� ��(��� ���� ��*��� �����������"
�����E������ �# �%�� ����������� �� �� � ���� �� ������� /"
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�������9��,� ���)�������� �������� �# �%� ��)��*��� �#
�� ����*&���� �������� ����� �9��, �# ��� ��*&������ ��
��*&����" $%� &������ ������ (��% ��� 9��, ������� ���
������ ��&��������� ����� ������� �%����� #�� �%� �@���
�� #�� �%� �,���* �� ���)����" $%�� ������� �������� ��
�%�� ��*&����� (��% ��%�� ���������� �� ����� �� ��)��
�%� &��9���� �%�����" $%� ��)��*��� &������ ���� �� ���
��� �%��� (��� � �� *��� �%����� �9������" $� ����� �%�
�,���*� � ����%��, � ������ '� ��� 9���#, �� �9��, ���&
�# �%� �%����� ��� ��*&����� (��% �%� ����������� �# �%�
���*������," D����9��� �� ��� &��&��� �� �%� ����� �%�
&������ �%����� �#��� %� ��:�� %�� �������� ��� �%�� ��
&��&������ �%� �����E������ �# �%��� �%�����"
���)�������� &������ �� �:���%�� �� ������� �� �� ��

���� �� �%� ��*&����� �# ��9���� �����&� ���� �������
�� � ������� �������� � (%��% ��&������� �%� �@��� �� �
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$��*���������� ������� �� � �����#��*����� �� �%�
���*������, �����=�� �� ����( ���)��������" �� ���� ��
:��(����� �# �%� ��*��� ��� ���������� �� � �����"
-%�� �� (����� ��� (�,� �# �������� �%�� �� �������� ��
��*&���� ��� �%�� �� �� ��� �9����&���)��"
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�� �� �%� )��� �%��� �� ��" 
� �� �%�� ����� �%� ���
�# �����&� ��*��� �%� ��� �# ��������� ��*�� ��� ������"
	�( ������������� ��( �����&� ��*�� ������������� ���
&��%�����"
������ ��	���

�� �� �%� �� � ���&" $%�� *���)������B� �����*� �� �%��
�%� ����� �# �%� � �������� �# ��� �%� �������� �����&��
��9��� �%� (%��� �����&�������� ��*���" �� *���� �%��
�%� � ������� �# �9��, ������� �����&� ������&���� ��
��� ���, �� �%� ����� �# �%� � �������� �# � ������� ���
�# �������� �����&��"
� ������� ��	��� �! ��� ��������� 

�� �� �%� ���� ���&" ��� ��* �� �� &��&��� �������� ����
��&�� �� #���� �%��� ��������� �� ��%���� � ����, ��� � ����
��9��, #��* �%��� ��&�� �����&��" �� *��� � ������� �%��
�� �������� ���� ��� ��� ���, ��� ��� ��%������ &��*���9�
�����&�� ��� ��� ��� ���, ��� ��� �����" ��*&��������
&��&���� �� ��������� �����#��*����� (��% � ��+�����
����� �%� *�������� �# G�( �� � &���� .�0"
������� ����	

$%� )��� ���& �� �� ������9� � (�, �� #���� �%� �����
�# �%� �������� �� %�9� 9�����"
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F�9�� �%� ��� ��� ��� � � � � �� �# �������� �����&���
(� %�9� H I ��������
H �� �������� ��(��� � ��� ��� �� �����&��� �� #��

�9��, � �# �%� ���*������,� H ����*�� � �"�" � � H"
������ �%� ����������, �# �%� *���)�� ���*������, %��
�� � &��9��"
� ������� ��	���

F�9�� ��� �%� ��� �# �%� &��*���9� �����&�� �# �%� ����
*������, � ��� ��9�� �� �%� ��� �# ����� ���� �� � "

�&&��� #�� �%� *�*��� �%�� �%� � &������ �# �%� ��)�
������ �# � ��9�� �������� �����&� �� ���B� ������� ���"

� � ��� � ��� �� �%� #��* � I ��� � ��

(%��� ��� �� �%� &��*���9� �����&� &��� ��� �� �%� ����
&���"
$%� &��*���9� �����&� &��� �� � ���@������� �# &��*��

��9� �����&�� �� ������� &��*���9� �����&��"
$%� ���� &��� �� � ���@������� �# � &�������� ����"
�9��, ���� �� � ���@������� �# � &�������� �# �%� #��*
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���	��
� ���	� �
� ������

��	 ��	�
���	��
� ���	� ��	 �	����	� �� ���� � ��
����$ ����	�	� �����	� 
� ���������
� �� ��
�	�$ ��	 ��
�
�	�� 
� �
���	���� � '�
��	��	 ���	 ����� �	������	�$
���� ��	 ���	 �	� 
� ��	�
���	��
��! :� ���� ��	 
�� ���	
���� �
	� �
� ����
���	 � �����	� ���	���
� �� ��	 '�
���
	��	 ���	 �� ��	 ��� $ ��� ��� ������������ �� �
���	�
� ��	 ����	� 
� �
�	 ���	���
�� ����� �� ���������! ��	
����	� 
� ��	�
���	��
�� 
� � 0) ��� �	 	&�
�	�����
�	����	 
� ��	 ��	�	��	 
� � �
��	�	��������� ���	$ �
��
	�	� ��	 ��C	 
� 	��� ��	�
���	��
� �� �
��
���� ����
�	��	�� �
 ��	 ��C	 
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������� 0)!
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���	��
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� � '�
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���� 	� �
� �
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��	 ���� ���	���
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 � �
�	� �
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�
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� ��	
���	$ ��	� �� �� � �
�	� �
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��	�	�
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�
� �
	� �
�
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���
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Abstract

Many Description Logics (DLs) allow for counting
expressions of various forms that are important in
many applications, e.g., for reasoning with seman-
tic data models and for applications concerned with
the configuration of technical systems. We present
two novel complexity results for DLs that contain
counting constructs:
(1) We prove that concept satisfiability forALCQI
is decidable in PSPACE even if binary coding of
numbers in the input is assumed. (2) We prove that
TBox consistency for ALCQI with cardinality re-
strictions is NEXPTIME-complete.

1 The Complexity of ALCQI
Qualifying number restrictions [10] are a common general-
isation of both role-quantification and standard number re-
strictions that are present in almost all DL systems. They
provide an expressive means to describe objects by the num-
ber of other objects they are related to and are necessary for
reasoning with semantic data models [5]. In [16] we have
shown that—at least for ALC—number restrictions can be
replaced by qualifying number restrictions without increas-
ing the (worst-case) complexity of the satisfiability problem.
In this paper we extend this result to inverse roles.

Definition 1 (The DLALCQI) Let NC be a set of atomic
concepts and NR a set of atomic roles. The set of ALCQI-
roles NR is NR�fR

� j R � NRg. Concepts inALCQI are
built inductively using the following rules:

1. every A � NC is an ALCQI-concept, and

2. if C�D�� D� are ALCQI-concepts, n � N, and R �
NR, then �C, D� u D�, D� t D�, �� n R C�, and
�� n R C� are ALCQI-concepts.

We use �� as a placeholder for � and �. For an interpreta-
tion I � ��I � �I�, we extend the usual semantics of ALC-
concepts to qualifying number restrictions by setting

��� n R C�I ��fx � �I j �fy j �x� y� � RI � y � CIg��ng�

where � denotes the cardinality of a set. For roles names R,
we define �R��I �� f�y� x� j �x� y� � RIg. With ALCQ we
denote the fragment of ALCQI that does not contain inverse
roles. With SAT(ALCQ) and SAT(ALCQI) we denote the
set of all satisfiableALCQ-, resp., ALCQI-concepts.

Obviously, existential and universal restrictions can be ex-
pressed in ALCQI with qualifying number restrictions us-
ing the equivalences �R�C � �� � R C� and �R�C � ��
� R �C�. In order to avoid considering roles such as R��,
we define a function Inv that returns the inverse of a role by
setting Inv�R� �� R� if R � NR, and Inv�R� �� S if R �
S� for some S � NR.

Reasoning with Qualifying Number Restrictions In [10]
a tableaux algorithm is presented that decides SAT(ALCQ) in
polynomial space, provided that only unary coding of num-
bers in the input is allowed. In [6] it is conjectured that binary
coding of numbers makes SAT(ALCQ) EXPTIME-hard. Why
does the coding of numbers seem to be of such an importance
for the problem? The answer lies in the nature of the tableaux
algorithms for ALCQ: Like other tableaux algorithms, they
decide the satisfiability of a concept C by trying to construct
a model for it. For an instance x of a concept �� n R C�,
the algorithm in [10] generates n successors of x, and the
correctness of the algorithms relies on the fact that they are
kept in memory simultaneously. Assuming unary coding of
numbers in the input, this is can be done in polynomial space
because the number n will consume n bits in the input and
hence the amount of memory needed for the n successors is
polynomial in the size of the input. This changes if we assume
binary coding of numbers: then n consumes only log� n bits
in the input, making the amount of memory required to store
n successors potentially exponential in the size of the input.

In [16] we give an algorithm derived from the one pre-
sented in [10] that is capable of deciding SAT(ALCQ) in
PSPACE, even if binary coding of numbers in the input is
allowed. While still generating n successors for a concept
�� n R C�, non-deterministic guessing of an assignment of
relevant constraints to newly generated individuals is used to
be able to generate them successively while re-using space.



This determines the complexity of SAT(ALCQ) as PSPACE-
complete. As a result we may augmentALC with qualifying
number restrictions without increasing the (worst-case) com-
plexity of the satisfiability problem.

In this paper we present an extension of the algorithm in
[16] that can, additionally, deal with inverse roles and runs
in polynomial space. The so-called “reset-restart” technique
used to deal with concepts moving “backwards” in the com-
pletion tree due to the choose-rule has already been used in
[11] to handle inverse roles.

Definition 2 An ALCQI-concept C is in negation normal
form (NNF) if negation occurs only in front of atomic con-
cepts; we denote the NNF of �C by 	C. For a concept C
in NNF we define clos�C� to be the smallest set of ALCQI-
concepts that contains C and is closed under sub-concepts
and	.

A completion tree for an ALCQI-concept D is a tree
where each node x is labelled with a set L�x� 
 clos�D�
and each edge hx� yi is labelled with a (possibly inverse) role
name L�hx� yi� � R for a role occurring in clos�D�.

Given a completion tree, a node y is called an R-successor
of a node x iff y is a successor of x and L�hx� yi� � R. A
node y is called an R-neighbour of x iff y is an R-successor
of x, or if x is an Inv�R�-successor of y. Predecessors, an-
cestors, paths, etc., are defined as usual.

A node x in T is said to contain a clash if,

� for some atomic concept A, fA��Ag 
 L�x�, or

� for some concept C, role R, and n � N, it holds that
�� n R C� � L�x� and �RT�x�C� � n, where
RT�x�C� �� fy j y is R-neighbour of x in T and
C � L�y�g.

A completion tree is called clash-free iff none of its nodes con-
tains a clash; it is called complete iff none of the expansion
rules in Figure 1 is applicable to any of its nodes.

To test the satisfiability of an ALCQI-concept D, the al-
gorithm starts with a completion tree consisting of a single
node x� with L�x�� � fDg. It applies the expansion rules,
stopping when a clash occurs, and answers “D is satisfiable”
iff the completion rules can be applied in such a way that they
yield a complete and clash-free completion tree.

Correctness of the Algorithm In this paper we can only
give the main ideas of the proofs, for details please refer to
[17]. In order to prove the correctness of the algorithm it is
necessary to show termination, soundness, and completeness.
The following lemma states the termination of the algorithm
an collects some facts that will be needed for the complexity
analysis.

Lemma 3 Let D be an ALCQI-concept in NNF and T a
completion tree that is generated for D by the tableaux algo-
rithm.

u-rule: if 1. C� u C� � L�x� and 2. fC�� C�g �� L�x�
then L�x� �� L�x� � fC�� C�g

t-rule: if 1. C� t C� � L�x� and 2. fC�� C�g � L�x� � 	
then L�x� �� L�x� � fCg for some C � fC�� C�g

choose- if 1. ��� n R C� � L�x� and
rule: 2. there is an R-predecessor y of x

with fC�
Cg � L�x� � 	
then L�y� �� L�y� � fEg for some E � fC�
Cg

and delete all descendants of y.

�-rule: if 1. �� n R C� � L�x�, none from the above rules is
applicable to x or any of its ancestors, and

2. �RT�x�C� � n
then create a new node y with L�hx� yi� � R and

L�y� � fC�E�� � � � � Eng where
fD�� � � � Dng � fD j ��� n R D� � L�x�g
and Ei � fDi�
Dig.

Figure 1: Tableaux expansion rules for ALCQI

1. �clos�D� � O�jDj�.

2. The length of a path in T is bounded by jDj.

3. The out-degree of T is limited by �clos�D�� �jDj.

4. For any concept D, the algorithm terminates.

Proof. (1) is easily proved by observing that clos�D� �
sub�D� � f	C j C � sub�D�g, where sub�D� is the set
of all subconcepts of D which contains at most jDj elements.
(2) and (3) are simple consequence of the expansion rules.
(4) is a consequence of the bounded size of the tree because
each rule application either adds nodes to the tree or the adds
concepts to the label of a node x which is always a subset of
clos�D�. The only problem is the deletion of nodes that is
triggered by the choose-rule. However, if this rule deletes a
node from the tree, also the label of an ancestor of this node
grows, which prevents an infinite sequence of rule applica-
tions. ut

Lemma 4 (Soundness) If the rules can be applied to an
ALCQI-concept D such that they yield a complete and
clash-free completion tree, then D is satisfiable.

Proof. LetT be a complete and clash-free completion tree for
D. A model I � ��I � �I� for D can be defined by choosing
�I to be the nodes ofT and by defining:

AI � fx j A � L�x�g for all atomic concepts A

RI � fhx� yi j L�hx� yi� � R or L�hy� xi� � Inv�R�g�

Inductively it can be shown that, for all x � �I and all C �
clos�D�, C � L�x� implies x � CI . Since D � L�x�� it
follows that DI � � and, hence I is a model of D. ut

Lemma 5 (Completeness) LetD be anALCQI-concept: If
D is satisfiable, then the expansion rules can be applied in
such a way that they yield a complete and clash-free comple-
tion tree for D.



Proof. Let I � ��I � �I� be a model for D. We will use I
to guide the application of the non-deterministic completion
rules. For this we incremently define a function � mapping
the nodes inT to elements of �I such that at any given stage
the following holds:

if C � L�x�, then ��x� � CI

if L�hx� yi� � R� then h��x�� ��y�i � RI

if y� z are R-neighbours of x with y � z�

then ��y� � ��z�

����
���

���

CLAIM: Whenever ��� holds for a tree T and a function �,
and a rule is applicable to T then it can be applied in a way
that maintains ���.

The proof of this claim can be found in [17]. Lemma 5
is a consequence of this claim: obviously, ��� holds for the
initial tree with root node x� if we set ��x�� �� s� for an
element s� � DI (such an element must exist because I is
a model for D). Lemma 3 yields that each sequence of rule
applications must terminate, and also each tree for which ���
holds is necessarily clash-free because: (a) it cannot contain
a clash of the form fA��Ag 
 L�x� since this would imply
��x� � AI and ��x� � AI ; (b) it can neither contain a clash
of the form �� n R C� � L�x� and �RT�x�C� � n because
� is injective on the set of all R-neighbours of a node x and
hence �RT�x�C� � n implies �RI�x�C� � n. This contra-
dicts ��x� � �� n R C�I . ut

Theorem 6 The tableaux algorithm is a non-deterministic
decision procedure for ALCQI-satisfiability.

Complexity of the Algorithm What remains to show is
that the algorithm can be implemented to run in polyno-
mial space. Due to Savitch's theorem [13] (that states that
PSPACE coincides with NPSPACE) it is sufficient to give a
non-deterministic algorithm that runs in PSPACE. Still, as for
ALC, models for aALCQI-concept may be required to have
exponential size so we have to develop a method that facili-
tates re-use of space while generating the completion tree.

Lemma 7 The tableaux algorithm can be implemented to
run in polynomial space.

Proof. Let D be the ALCQI-concept to be tested for satisfi-
ability. We may assume D to be in NNF because the transfor-
mation of a formula to NNF can be performed in linear time
and space.

The key idea for a PSPACE implementation is the trace
technique, i.e., it is sufficient to keep only a single path (a
trace) of T in memory at a given stage if the completion tree
is generated in a depth-first manner. This technique has al-
ready been the key to a PSPACE upper bound for the propo-
sitional modal logic Km and ALC in [14, 9] and it may be
generalised to deal with inverse roles by a “reset-restart” tech-
nique as described in [11]. Moreover, to deal with the cardi-
nality restrictions, we need to store the values for �RT�x�C�

for each node x, each R which appears in clos�D�, and each
C � clos�D�. By storing these values in binary form, we are
able to keep information about exponentially many succes-
sors in memory while storing only a single path at any stage.

Once the existence of a complete and clash-free “subtree”
for the constraints on a successor y of x has been established,
this subtree will be discarded from memory. This is admis-
sible since the tableaux rules can delete but will never mod-
ify this subtree once it is completed. This deletion is nec-
essary because the choose-rule pushes concepts backwards
which has an influence on other subtrees of the effected node.
Since these may already have been discarded from memory
they have to be regenerated.

Constraints in a subtree have no influence on the complete-
ness or the existence of a clash in the rest of the tree, with the
exception that a conceptC � L�y� for an R-neighbour y of x
contributes to the value of �RT�x�C�. These numbers play a
rôle both in the definition of a clash and for the applicability
of the �-rule. Hence, in order to re-use the space occupied
by the subtree for y, it is necessary and sufficient to store only
these numbers.

This algorithm consumes only polynomial space: (a) the
depth of the tree is linearly bounded; (b) each node label is a
subset of a set of linear size; (c) there are polynomially many
relevant counters; and (d) the values of the counters do not
exceed the out-degree of the tree and thus can be stored in
polynomial size using binary coding of numbers. ut

Obviously, satisfiability for ALCQI is at least as hard as
for ALC. Together with the previous lemma this yields:

Theorem 8 SAT(ALCQI) is PSPACE-complete, even if
numbers in the input are represented in binary coding.

2 The Complexity of Cardinality Restrictions
Cardinality restrictions on concepts allows to restrict the
model of a knowledge base with respect to the number of
instances of complex concepts. They have first been intro-
duced in [1] for ALCQ as a terminological formalism that
is interesting for configuration applications. While the ex-
act complexity of ALCQ with cardinality restrictions is un-
known, we show that, forALCQI, reasoning is NEXPTIME-
complete provided that unary coding of numbers in the input
is assumed.

Definition 9 (Cardinality Restrictions) A cardinality re-
striction is an expression of the form �� n C� or �� n C�
where C is an ALCQI-concept and n � N; a TBox T is a
finite set of cardinality restrictions. An interpretation I satis-
fies ��� n C� iff �CI �� n; it is model of a TBox T (I j� T )
iff it satisfies all cardinality restrictions in T . A TBox T is
called consistent iff there is a model I of T .

Cardinality restrictions can express terminological axioms
of the form C � D, which are the most expressive TBox



formalisms usually studied in the DL context [7] as follows:
two concepts C�D have the same extension in an interpreta-
tion I iff I j� �� � �C u �D� t ��C u D��. A standard
inference service of a DL system is satisfiability of a con-
cept C with respect to a TBox T (i.e., is there a model I
of T with CI � �?). For TBoxes consisting of cardinality
restrictions, this can be reduced to consistency of the TBox
T � �� T � f�� � C�g.

Consistency of ALCQI-TBoxes can naturally be reduced
to satisfiability of C�—the fragment of first order predicate
logic restricted to two variables augmented with counting
quantifiers—by an extension of the translation given in [4].
If we assume unary coding of numbers, this reduction yields
a NEXPTIME upper bound [12] for the complexity TBox-
consistency for ALCQI. By reduction from a bounded
domino problem [3], we show that NEXPTIME is also a lower
bound for the problem. Again, we can only present the ideas
of most proofs. Please refer to [15] for details.

Definition 10 (Domino System) For n � N, let Zn denote
the set f�� � � � � n � �g and �n denote the addition modulo
n. A domino system is a triple D � �D�H� V �, where D

is a finite set (of tiles) and H�V 
 D � D are relations
expressing horizontal and vertical compatibility constraints
between tiles. For s� t � N, let U�s� t� be the torus Zs� Zt

and w � w�� � � � � wn�� be an n-tuple of tiles (with n � s).
We say that D tiles U�s� t� with initial condition w iff there
exists a mapping 	 � U�s� t� � D such that, for all �x� y� �
U�s� t�,

� if 	�x� y� � d and 	�x �s �� y� � d� then �d� d�� � H

(horizontal constraint);

� if 	�x� y� � d and 	�x� y �t �� � d� then �d� d�� � V

(vertical constraint);

� 	�i� �� � wi for � � i 
 n (initial condition).

Bounded domino systems are capable of simulating the
computational behaviour of restricted, so called simple, Tur-
ing Machines (TM). This restriction is non-essential in the
following sense: Every language accepted in time T �n� and
space S�n� by some one-tape TM is accepted within the
same time and space bounds by a simple TM, as long as
S�n�� T �n� � �n [3]. Exploiting the correspondence be-
tween computations of resource bounded TMs and tilings of
bounded domino systems the following lemma can easily be
shown.

Lemma 11 There is a domino system D such that the fol-
lowing is a NEXPTIME-hard problem. “Given an initial
condition w � w�� � � � � wn�� of length n. Does D tile
U��n

d��� �n
d��� with initial condition w?”

Defining a Torus of Exponential Size Just as defining in-
finite grids is the key problem in proving undecidability by

reduction of unbounded domino problems, defining a torus
of exponential size is the key to obtaining a NEXPTIME-
hardness proof by reduction of bounded domino problems.

To apply Lemma 11 to TBox consistency for ALCQI, we
must characterise the torus Z�n � Z�n with a TBox of poly-
nomial size. We will use �n atomic concepts X�� � � � � Xn��

and Y�� � � � � Yn��, where Xi codes the ith bit of the binary
representation of the X-coordinate of an element a:

For an interpretation I and a � �I , we define pos�a� by

pos�a� �� �xpos�a�� ypos�a�� ��

�n��X
i��

xi � �
i�

n��X
i��

yi � �
i

�
�

where xi �� � if a � XI
i and � otherwise, and yi is defined

analogously.
Let C����� be a concept that is satisfied by all elements a of

the domain with pos�a� � ��� �� and, similarly,C��n����n���

is a similar concept, which is satisfied if pos�a� � ��n �
�� �n � ��. Let Deast (resp. Dnorth) be concepts enforcing
that along the role east (north) the value of xpos (resp. ypos)
increases by one while the value of ypos (resp. xpos) stays the
same. This can expressed using a characterisation of binary
addition from [9]:

C������

n��

G
k��

�Xk u

n��

G
k��

�Yk�

Deast
�

n��

G
k��

�

k��

G
j��

Xj� ���Xk � �east��Xk� u

��Xk � �east�Xk��u
n��

G
k��

�

k��G
j��

�Xj� ���Xk � �east�Xk� u

��Xk � �east��Xk��u
n��

G
k��

��Yk � �east�Yk� u ��Yk � �east��Yk���

We define the TBox Tn to consist of the following cardi-
nality restrictions:

�� �� � east ���� �� �� � north ����

�� �� � east������ �� �� � north������
�� � C������� �� � C��n����n�����
��Deast uDnorth��

where we use the following abbreviations: �� C� is an ab-
breviation for the cardinality restriction �� � �C); � stands
for a concept that is satisfied everywhere in all interpretations
(e.g., A t �A). The TBox Tn defines a torus of exponential
size in the following sense:

Lemma 12 Let Tn be the TBox as introduced above. Let I �
��I � �I� be a model of Tn.

� The size jTnj (i.e., the number of symbols necessary to
write down Tn) is quadratic in n.



� ��I � eastI � northI� 	� �U��n� �n�� S�� S��, where
U��n� �n� is the torusZ�n�Z�n and S�� S� are the hor-
izontal and vertical successor relations on Z�n �Z�n.

We will only sketch the proof of this lemma. The first
part is immediate from the construction of Tn. The second
part is established by showing that the function pos is an iso-
morphism from �I to U��n� �n�. That pos is a homomor-
phism follows immediately from the definition of Deast and
Dnorth. Injectivity of pos is established by showing that each
element �x� y� � U��n� �n� is the image of at most one el-
ement of �I by induction over the Manhattan distance of
�x� y� to the upper right corner ��n � �� �n � �� of the torus.
The base case is trivial because Tn contains the cardinality
restrictions �� � C��n����n����. The induction step fol-
lows from the fact that each element a � �I has exactly one
east- and north-predecessor (since �� �� � east������ �� ��
� north����� � Tn). Surjectivity is established similarly
starting from ��� ��.

Reducing Domino Problems to TBox Consistency Once
Lemma 12 has been proved, it is easy to reduce the bounded
domino problem to TBox consistency. We use a reduction
similar to the on in [2], which uses the fact that we can express
terminological axioms.

Lemma 13 For a domino system D � �D�V�H� and w �
w�� � � � � wn�� � D�, there is a TBox T �n�D� w� with

� T �n�D� w� is consistent iffD tiles U��n� �n� with initial
condition w, and

� T �n�D� w� can be computed in time polynomial in n.

Together with Theorem 11 this yields:

Theorem 14 Consistency of ALCQI-TBoxes is
NEXPTIME-hard, even if unary coding of numbers is
used in the input.

Satisfiability of ALCQI-concepts with respect to TBoxes
consisting of terminological axioms is known to be EXP-
TIME-complete [8]. This indicates that cardinality restric-
tions, although interesting for knowledge representation, in-
crease the complexity of the inference problem. While
ALCQI with cardinality restriction has the same worst-case
complexity as C�, we have shown that it does not reach the
expressiveness of the latter [15].
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Abstract

This paper presents an evaluation of a new de-
scription logic reasoner called RACE which im-
plements TBox and ABox reasoning for the de-
scription logic ALCNHR+ supporting number
restrictions, role hierarchies, and transitively
closed roles. Tests on benchmark ABoxes indi-
cate a speedup of several orders of magnitude
compared to previous systems.

1 Introduction

This paper investigates techniques for optimizing in-
stance checking and realization in the new DL architec-
ture called RACE (Reasoner for ABoxes and Concept
Expressions). RACE supports TBox and ABox reason-
ing for the description logic ALCNHR+ , i.e. ALC with
number restrictions, role hierarchies and transitive roles
(syntactic restrictions: (i) no number restrictions are pos-
sible for transitive roles, (ii) for any role which has a
transitive subrole no number restrictions are supported).
This DL also provides general concept inclusions. Fur-
thermore, in RACE the unique name assumption holds
for ABox individuals. The implementation of this logic is
based on a sound and complete ABox tableaux calculus
given in [3]. RACE is a successor of HAM-ALC [2]. The
instance checking and realization algorithms of RACE

are based on an optimized ABox consistency tester whose
architecture is inspired by the results of the work on
FaCT and DLP [4]. Note that the description logic lan-
guages supported by these systems are different.

This paper discusses the application of algorithms for
transforming ABoxes such that the optimization tech-
niques of the RACE ABox consistency reasoner can be
exploited to speed up instance checking and realization.
The performance gain of different techniques is indi-
cated. With RACE we demonstrate an advance in the
state of the art of hybrid reasoning with TBoxes and
ABoxes in order to make description logics usable for
solving practical problems that could not be tackled be-
fore.

2 ABox Consistency Checking

ABox assertions are either concept assertions i : C or
role assertions (i, j) : r. These assertions are also called
ABox constraints. The ABox consistency checker has to
deal with (possibly cyclic) graph structures at least in a
finite part of the ABox. Thus, RACE has to explicitly
represent concept and role assertions as well as individ-
uals. For a concept assertion RACE represents its name
and non-negated preprocessed concept expression with
a separated negation sign and a set of ABox constraints
documenting the “origin” of this assertion. The “origin”
constraints are called dependencies. For details on the
computation of the set of dependencies from the pre-
conditions of the tableaux rules see [4]. The dependency
constraints are required for implementing algorithms for
informed search.

2.1 Techniques for Informed Search

Or-constraints and number restrictions (especially in
combination with hierarchical roles) are a major source
of complexity in tableaux expansion. Two major state-of-
the-art optimization strategies are embedded into the ar-
chitecture of RACE that deal with this complexity. The
first technique is called semantic branching , the second
one is dependency-directed backtracking. A third strategy
tries to avoid the recomputation of identical or similar
∃-constraints using a so-called “model caching and merg-
ing technique” that possibly replaces the tableaux satis-
fiablity test by operating on cached tableaux data struc-
tures for concept constraints. We briefly review these
techniques and explain their integration into RACE.

Semantic Branching

In contrast to syntactic branching, where redundant
search spaces may be repeatedly explored, semantic
branching uses a splitting rule which divides the orig-
inal problem into two smaller disjoint subproblems. Se-
mantic branching is supported by various techniques in-
tended to speed up the search. RACE employs similar
techniques as described in [4] but these techniques have
been adapted to ABox reasoning. Index structures are
set up for dealing with different individuals.



Dependency-directed Backtracking

Naive backtracking algorithms often explore regions of
the search space rediscovering the same contradictions
repeatedly. An integral part of the RACE architecture
is a dependency management system. It records the de-
pendencies of every constraint, i.e. whenever a constraint
is created, its precondition constraints are saved as a de-
pendency set. This set is employed by the dependency-
directed backtracking technique of RACE in order to
reduce the search space. This technique was first real-
ized in the FaCT system and is extended in the RACE

architecture for dealing with number restrictions and
ABox individuals. Number restrictions introduce addi-
tional choice points and are treated by non-deterministic
tableaux rules [3]. In a search procedure, correspond-
ing choice points for appropriately “unifying” individu-
als have to be set up.

Model-based Satisfiability Tests

The third major optimization strategy tries to avoid
the recomputation of identical or similar subtableaux
(caused by a some- or an at-least constraint and the cor-
responding all- and at-most constraints) by using opera-
tions on cached “models” for concepts. A model of a con-
cept is computed by applying the standard satisfiability
test. In case of a failure this incoherent concept is asso-
ciated with the ⊥-model. Otherwise RACE constructs
and caches a model from the final tableau. A model con-
sists of a concept set containing every (negated) atomic,
some-, at-least, all-, and at-most concept occurring in the
final constraint set of the tableau. And- and or-concepts
may be safely ignored due to their decomposition by the
tableaux rules. A model is marked as deterministic if its
constraint set contains no or-constraint and no at-most
constraint. RACE realizes a so-called deep model merg-
ing test that recursively checks the models for potentially
interacting some- and all-concepts.

The test whether a concept C subsumes a concept D
is preceded or may be even replaced by a merging test
for the models of ¬C and D. If the models are mergable,
C does not subsume D. This technique was first realized
in the FaCT system for ALCHfR+ . RACE extends this
technique for ALCNHR+ . The deep model merging test
is realized as an incomplete structural consistency test
for the languageALENH (ALE plus number restrictions
and role hierarchies). RACE’s model merging test cor-
rectly deals with number restriction concepts and keeps
track of deterministic models and becomes sound and
complete if only deterministic models are involved. If
non-ALENH language constructs are encountered, the
structural subsumption test returns “not mergable.” In
general, if non-deterministic models are involved, a nega-
tive answer is equivalent to “do not know.” Thus, in this
case the full sound and complete ALCNHR+ tableaux
calculus is used.

2.2 ABox consistency vs. concept consistency?

It might be tempting to argue for the development of
concept consistency testing algorithms and transforming
ABox consistency to concept consistency via so-called
precompletion techniques. Let us consider the example
ABox A = {(i, k) : r, (j, k) : r, i : (∀r.A) � (∀r.B), j :
C � D, k : ¬A, k : ¬B} where C and D might be com-
plex concept terms. An effective search procedure has
to use backtracking to exhaustively explore all possible
alternatives. For instance, the case i : ∀r.A must be ex-
plored. Another choice point is the disjunction j : C�D.
Let us assume the system tries j : C before considering
constraints for k (note that C might contain value con-
straints). Afterwards, the concept constraint i : ∀r.A is
treated in combination with the role constraint (i, k) : r.
After some additional expansion steps, this part of the
search tree will lead to a clash because k : A and k : ¬A
will be elements of the ABox. Now, if the system back-
tracks to the choice point j : C � D and tries j : D it
is bound to detect the same clash for k again. Since D
can be a very complex concept term, many expansion
steps are definitely waisted. This situation is avoided
with dependency-directed backtracking, i.e. the system
detects that j : C is not involved in the clash and back-
tracking is set up again for trying i : ∀r.B. Note that
this backtracking point is found even if the expansion of
C causes additional constraints to be propagated from j
to k.

In a transformation approach with precompletion it
is not guaranteed that the resulting concept term di-
rectly suggests this kind of possible search space cutoff.
At least, it is very likely that additional transformation
steps are necessary, which introduce additional overhead.
Thus, due to our experiences, for practical purposes, it is
better to use a “native” ABox consistency tester whose
dependency structures might also be used for explana-
tion purposes.

3 TBox Classification, Instance Checking
and Realization

Besides the ABox consistency problem, the TBox classi-
fication, instance checking and realization problems are
important inference tasks. The ABox realization process
finds the most specific concepts of an individual by
traversing the TBox subsumption hierarchy. Basically,
starting from the top node this procedure repeatedly
calls the instance checking procedure in order to test
whether the individual in question is an instance of a
certain concept represented by a node in the subsump-
tion hierarchy. Thus, instance checking and, therefore,
ABox consistency should be “fast.” We test the perfor-
mance of the RACE system with a set of benchmark
problems based on problem defined in the DL’98 system
comparison [5].



Table 1. Result of performing the ABox tests with RACE in
different optimization modes (see text, times are in seconds).

Test max icdp 1 icdp rcdp rdp rcd
k branch n 4 0.33 4 57 4 355 2 33 4 355
k d4 n 4 0.12 4 114 4 514 2 35 4 537
k dum n 21 0.26 21 55 19 508 11 292 19 508
k grz n 10 0.07 10 4 9 210 9 393 9 209
k lin n 10 0.02 10 2 9 497 9 488 9 497
k path n 4 2.97 4 218 3 423 1 13 3 424
k ph n 7 0.03 6 6 6 135 6 214 6 135
k poly n 8 1.82 8 151 5 416 2 76 5 403
k t4p n 5 3.96 5 450 3 228 1 32 3 211

3.1 The Benchmark Problems

The initial DL’98 ABox benchmarks are given as a set of
inference problems consisting of a TBox, an ABox and a
set of instance checking queries. However, for optimized
systems such as RACE, these DL’98 ABox benchmarks
are far too simple, i.e. the execution time is almost not
measurable. Even for the hardest problems the runtimes
are below 3 seconds (realization inclusive). Therefore, we
have compiled a new set of benchmarks for ALC ABoxes
based on more complex TBoxes as before. Each bench-
mark now consists of a set of subproblems which, in turn,
consist of an ALC TBox, an ALC ABox and a set of in-
stance checking problems which should evaluate to true.

The new benchmark generator is based on the DL’98
TBox benchmarks [5]. From these benchmarks, we gener-
ated a set of nine new ABox benchmark problem sets (see
Table 1, from now on we refer to these example problems
as “the benchmarks”). The names of the benchmarks are
listed in the first column. The problems are generated in
the following way: The test concept of the correspond-
ing TBox is checked for consistency. Since it is consistent,
there exists a model. From these models, a set of ABox
assertions is computed in such a way that the model is
also a model of the generated ABox. Instance checking
queries are computed from the most-specific concepts
(MSC) of the individuals used in the ABox. The maxi-
mum level we were able to generate for each problem is
indicated in Table 1 (see the column max).

3.2 Evaluating Optimization Strategies

For evaluating the performance of RACE, a comparison
with other systems might be in order. However, there
are only a few sound and complete systems that can
deal with ABox reasoning. For instance, KRIS cannot
solve the instance checking problems mentioned in Ta-
ble 1 even at the first level (the same is true for the DL’98
ABox benchmarks). ABox reasoning in general and real-
ization in particular was not the main design goal of the
KRIS architecture. To the best of our knowledge, cur-
rently, there is no other implemented system described
in the literature, that can compete with RACE’s ABox
reasoning subsystem in terms of expressiveness of the
logic and average-case performance of the inference al-

gorithms. So, in order to document the performance of
RACE we explain the influence of optimization strate-
gies concerning the level of the hardest problem that can
be solved by RACE within a time limit.

In Table 1 runtimes for the nine benchmark problem
sets described above are presented. For all tests we have
used Macintosh Common Lisp 4.2 (80MB memory as-
signment) on a 266MHz G3 Macintosh Powerbook com-
puter. A timeout is set to 500 seconds, i.e. if the asso-
ciated TBox can be classified within 500 seconds, there
are additional 500 seconds for processing the ABox as-
sertions and solving the instance checking problems.

In the columns in Table 1 we have listed the results
for running the benchmarks in different modes offered by
the RACE architecture. We use the labels i, r, c, d, p,
for marking the running mode for the benchmarks (see
Table 1). The letter i is used for instance checking only,
r is used for solving the problems with realization. The
letters c, d, and p indicate optimization strategies (see
below). In the third column of Table 1 (labeled icdp 1)
we list the runtimes (in seconds) of the first level infer-
ence problems with all possible optimizations enabled. In
the next two columns (labeled icdp and rcdp, respec-
tively) two subcolumns are used to present the maximal
level and the runtime for the problem of the maximal
level. As could be expected, in the realization mode, less
problems can be solved. Note that, in principle, it is not
necessary to first realize the ABox in order to solve the
instance checking problems. Realization is done only for
the performance evaluation. The columns icdp and rcdp
indicate that RACE is more than two orders of magni-
tude faster than previous systems when all optimizations
are enabled. In the following paragraphs the optimiza-
tion techniques are discussed in detail.

3.3 Maximizing the Effect of Caching

In order to make realization as fast as possible we inves-
tigated ways to maximize the effect of caching techniques
supplied by RACE’s ABox consistency checking archi-
tecture.

The idea is the following. Let us assume, the MSC of
a certain individual i has to be computed. We transform
the original ABox in such a way that acyclic “chains” of
roles and individuals are represented by an appropriate
exists restriction (see below for a formal definition of
the transformation rules). The corresponding concept
and role assertions representing the chains are deleted
from the ABox. We illustrate this contraction idea
by an example presented in Figure 1. The individual
a to be realized is assumed to be represented by a
gray circle. An exists restriction “representing” an
eliminated chain is added as a concept assertion to the
individual starting the eliminated chain. In the presence
of number restrictions, the contraction is not applied
if in the original ABox there is more than one filler
on the right-hand side of a certain role. The reason



Example for a "chain"

a

a
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Fig. 1. Example for ABox chain contraction (see text). The
upper ABox is transformed into the lower one.

is that individuals explicitly mentioned in the ABox
must not be merged (unique name assumption). If
these non-mergable individuals are “represented” by
exists restrictions, this non-merge information is lost.
It can be shown that a transformed contracted ABox
is (in)consistent iff the original ABox is (in)consistent.
Let a be the individual that is realized (i.e. after the
transformation, constraints of the form a : ¬C are
added).

RC1: Contraction Rule for ALC.
Premise: (i, j) : r ∈ A, j : C1 ∈ A, . . . , j : Cn ∈ A, i �= a,

¬∃(j, k) : r′ ∈ A,
¬∃(l, j) : r′′ ∈ A, l �= i,
¬∃j : Cn+1 ∈ A : ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n} : Cn+1 �= Ci,

Consequence: A′ = (A \ {(i, j) :r, j :C1, . . . , j :Cn})∪
{i : ∃r.C1 	 . . . 	 Cn}

We define an algorithm contraction alc(A) that recur-
sively applies the rule RC1 to a consistent input ABox
A as long as possible. The computed ABox A′ is used as
A in subsequent steps. Finally, when RC1 is no longer
applicable, the algorithm returns the ABox A′.

Proposition 1. The algorithm contraction alc(A) ter-
minates and, given A is an ALC ABox, the ABox A′

being returned is consistent iff the original ABox A is
consistent.

Proof. (Sketch) In every step RC1 removes a role con-
straint of the form (i, j) : r. In the premise of RC1 a
role constraint is used as a precondition for applying the
rule. Thus, if there are n role constraints in the original
ABox, the algorithm contraction alc(A) terminates after
n steps, at the latest. It is easy to that, if the rule RC1
is applied, the ABox A′ does not contain constraints
for the individual j. However, considering the new ex-
ists constraint for i and the sound and complete rules
of the underlying tableaux calculus [3] we can see that
the tableaux rules will create a new individual j′ with
the same constraints as for j in the original ABox. The
additional constraint j′ : C1 	 . . . 	 Cn is expanded into
j′ : C1, . . . , j′ : Cn. 	�

The contraction rule RC1 can be used for ALC
ABoxes (whose associated TBoxes are also ALC
TBoxes). For ALCNHR+ ABoxes we need a more

conservative contraction rule RC2, which is defined as
follows (a is the individual being realized, the predicate
csr(r, s) is true for all roles r and s which have a
common superrole or are equal).

RC2: Contraction Rule for ALCNHR+ .
Premise: (i, j) : r ∈ A, j : C1 ∈ A, . . . , j : Cn ∈ A, i �= a,

¬∃(j, k) : r′ ∈ A,
¬∃(l, j) : r′′ ∈ A, l �= i,
¬∃(i, o) : s ∈ A, o �= j, csr(r, s),
¬∃j : Cn+1 ∈ A : ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n} : Cn+1 �= Ci,

Consequence: A′ = (A \{(i, j) :r, j :C1, . . . , j :Cn})∪
{i : ∃r.C1 	 . . . 	 Cn}

In the same way as above, we define an algorithm con-
traction alcnhr+(A) that recursively applies RC2 to a
consistent input ABox A.

Proposition 2. The algorithm contraction alcnhr+(A)
terminates and, given A is an ALCNHR+ ABox, the
ABox A′ being returned is consistent iff the original
ABox A is consistent.

Proof. (Sketch) Given the proof sketch for contrac-
tion alc(A) it easy to see that the algorithm terminates
and is sound and complete. The additional constraint
in the premise guarantees that role constraints are not
transformed into appropriate exists constraints if there
is more than one role constraint (i, j) : r with i being
used more than once on the left-hand side of a role con-
straint for r. If there exists a common superrole, number
restriction might be imposed. 	�

We have seen that transforming the ABox with one
of the appropriate above-mentioned algorithms does not
change anything from a theoretical point of view. From
a practical point of view, the transformation has advan-
tages. For implementing the realization inference service
for an individual a we can safely compute a contracted
ABox A′, add a : ¬Ci with Ci iterating over the set of
atomic concepts used in the TBox. The individual a is
an instance of Ci if the resulting ABox A′ ∪ {a : ¬Ci} is
inconsistent.

In the RACE system some optimizations are imple-
mented for dealing with simple cases. Since we com-
pute the direct subsumers and the told subsumers be-
forehand, we apply the same optimization techniques as
introduced in [1]. However, in general, an “expensive”
tableaux proof is required for solving an instance check-
ing problem. By taking the contracted ABox instead of
the original one, RACE can profit from the optimiza-
tions for ∃-constraints introduced in Section 2.1. Caching
and model merging strategies are exploited for checking
the satisfiability of transformed ABoxes in different in-
stance checking calls during the TBox traversal phase
of the realization algorithm. In addition, the number of
different individuals to be treated is reduced.

Our empirical tests indicate that chain contraction can
be effectively implemented. Due to our experiences, the



set of ABox assertions is reduced by several orders of
magnitude. The speed gain of this technique is indicated
in Table 1. It is documented with the runtimes in the
double-column rdp (see Table 1, a missing c indicates
that chain contraction is disabled).

3.4 Propagation of Value Restrictions

If there are role assertions in an ABox, it might be pos-
sible to propagate value restrictions to appropriate role
fillers in order to collect additional told subsumers as
an auxiliary preprocessing step. The last double-column
rcd of Table 1 presents the effect of propagating value
restrictions. For the ABoxes used in the benchmarks,
computing told subsumers by propagation of value re-
strictions is not very effective. Compared to the column
for rcdp neither a performance gain nor a performance
loss is indicated.

In many cases, for complex ABoxes it is faster to first
partition the ABox into different parts that do not “in-
fluence” one another. It should be noted that for large
ABoxes, the partitioning overhead might not be tolerable
(auto-partitioning can be disabled in RACE). RACE

also supports the management of several user-defined
ABoxes (with respect to a single terminology).

3.5 Deep Model Merging and TBox Reasoning

In order to more extensively document the effect of the
“deep model merging” optimization strategy, we evalu-
ate RACE’s TBox reasoning subsystem which is based
on [1] and [4]. In Table 2 we have listed the runtimes for
classifying realistic TBoxes from the DL’98 benchmarks
with quite many terminological axioms (see the column
named “Conc’s”, for details see [5]). The tests have been
carried out for all systems, RACE, FaCT and KRIS
using the same test environment as indicated above. We
used version 1.11 of FaCT which does not support num-
ber restrictions (FaCT can handle ALCHfR+ TBoxes).
Furthermore, KRIS does not support GCIs, so some
tests are left out (indicated with NA). The columns
RACE and RACE d indicate the runtimes of RACE

without deep model merging and with deep model merg-
ing enabled, respectively. For the ABox problems be-
ing considered above, enabling or disabling deep model
merging has no effect.

4 Conclusion

An increase in performance can be achieved by algo-
rithms that are based on informed search (together with
appropriate index structures for accessing necessary in-
formation). There is no single technique which is a
panacea for speeding up the inference engine. A combi-
nation of different techniques is not only required for ef-
ficient concept consistency checking and TBox reasoning
but is even more important for ABox reasoning (see also
[2]). We have seen that a technique such as the “chain

Table 2. Realistic TBox classification tests (times in secs).

KB Conc’s Time
RACE RACE d FACT KRIS

ckb-roles 79 0.13 0.15 NA 0.28
ckb GCIs 79 13.70 13.94 NA NA
datamont-roles 120 0.38 0.21 NA 0.53
espr-roles 142 0.19 0.22 NA 0.41
espr GCIs 142 12.74 12.53 NA NA
fss-roles 132 0.34 0.50 NA 0.67
fss GCIs 132 23.25 23.55 NA NA
wisber-roles 140 0.35 0.36 NA 0.69
wisber GCIs 140 4.81 4.43 NA NA
galen GCIs 2748 125.95 74.57 97.18 NA
galen1 2728 56.84 38.88 43.07 >2000
galen2 3926 32.39 27.80 25.93 189.97

contraction” optimization strategy is very effective in the
current setting of ABox benchmarks.

For the well-known ABox reasoning problems, in-
stance checking and realization, the theory about opti-
mization techniques has been extended by new transfor-
mation strategies that help to make caching as effective
as possible. As the evaluation results on ALC ABoxes in-
dicate, realization with RACE is several orders of mag-
nitude faster than with previous systems. The tests in-
dicate that, in the average case, an ABox consistency
checking system can also be used in places where a con-
cept consistency tester is sufficient (e.g. for TBox reason-
ing). The imposed overhead of dealing with individuals
is minimal and the performance of RACE with respect
to TBox reasoning is comparable to “fast” TBox rea-
soning systems such as FaCT. In addition, RACE can
deal with TBoxes based on the more expressive language
ALCNHR+ and also supports ABox reasoning.
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A system that correctly reasons with information in an ex-
pressive description logic includes a decision procedure for
an expressive propositional modal logic. This decision pro-
cedure must be heavily optimised if it is to be able to usefully
reason with knowledge bases of any complexity. Description
logic systems that incorporate a heavily-optimised propo-
sitional modal logic decision procedure include FACT [5],
DLP [7], and HAM-ALC [4].

Therefore, a system that efficiently reasons with informa-
tion in an expressive description logic can be used as a fast de-
cision procedure for an expressive propositional modal logic.
The current status is that not only are the fastest reasoners for
expressive description logics fast reasoners for propositional
modal logics, but for many classes of formulae they are the
fastest such reasoners.

We have performed numerous experiments with DLP,
showing that it is competitive with other reasoners for propo-
sitional modal logics, including comparisons presented at re-
cent Tableaux conferences where DLP was the fastest sys-
tem [1; 8]. In more recent tests we have compared DLP with
KSAT [3], TA [6], and KSATC [2] on various collections of
random formulae.

The two fastest of these systems by a considerable
amount are DLP and KSATC. DLP is an experimen-
tal description logic system available from Bell Labs at
http://www.bell-labs.com/user/pfps/dlp. It
implements a very expressive description logic, including
full regular expressions on roles. KSATC is a reasoner for
K�m�, built on a fast Davis-Putnam-Logemann-Loveland de-
cision procedure for propositional logic. KSATC is avail-
able at ftp://ftp.mrg.dist.unige.it/pub/mrg-
systems/KR98-sources/KSat-source
/KSatC.

Tests illustrating the differences between DLP and KSATC
are reported in Figures 1, 2, and 3. The figures give results
for randomly-generated 3CNF formulae in the modal logicK
using a formula generator that we have devised, which is al-
most identical to the generator of Giunchiglia et al [2]. These
two recent generators eliminate the problems with repeated
sub-formulae that caused problems with earlier generators.

In a propositional setting, repeated subformulae reduce the
effective size of the generated formulae, but in a modal set-
ting such repetitions can make the entire generated formula
inconsistent. Such inconsistencies can easily be detected by
modern provers, and their presence can drastically change the
run times for tests.

The tests were chosen because they demonstrate the rel-
ative changes in behaviour between DLP and KSATC. The
first two tests are similar to tests performed by the authors of
KSATC [2] and TA [6]. However, the formulae generated in
these two tests are not at all close to the kinds of formulae
expected to occur when classifying description logic knowl-
edge bases. The third test explores a very different kind of
formula—one that may be close to the kind of formulae that
classifying description logic knowledge bases.

Two kinds of graphs are used to illustrate the results of the
tests The first kind of graph shows run times for various num-
bers of propositional variables N . The lines show either the
median, the 90th percentile, or the worst case run time on a
log scale for the various ratio of clauses to number of propo-
sitional variables (L�N ). The other kind of graph shows the
fifth through tenth deciles of run time for a particular test and
a fixed number of propositional variables N , as a three di-
mensional plot. Overlaid on the three-dimensional plots are
dotted surfaces that show the ratio of satisfiable to total solv-
able formulae, as determined by DLP or KSATC, provided
that the program could solve at least half of the formulae at
that point.

Figure 1 gives the results for formulae with a maximum
modal depth (role restriction depth) of 2. For a given number
of propositional variables (N ), ranging from 3 to 9, formulae
were generated with a number of clauses ranging from the
number of propositional variables up to 150 times this num-
ber (shown as L�N in the results). In each clause there was
a 50% chance that an atom was a propositional variable or
modal formulae at depths 0 and 1.

For large values of L�N in these tests KSATC often takes
very little time (less than ���� seconds) whereas DLP takes
considerably longer (about ��� seconds). These formulae are
unsatisfiable even ignoring any modal subformulae. Both



DLP and KSAT can easily determine this sort of unsatisfiabil-
ity. Because the DPLL algorithm in KSAT can perform single
passes over a large set of clauses in a very short time, KSAT

can process the trivially unsatisfiable formulae very quickly,
but DLP’s data structures and low-level algorithms are not
heavily optimised so DLP takes a total time for such formu-
lae of about ��� seconds.

For data points in the L�N range from about ��–��, many
or most of the formulae are satisfiable. Here DLP is uni-
formly faster than KSATC. Much of this difference is due to
KSATC investigating modal successors (role restrictions) at
every choice point. Modal successors do not produce much
unsatisfiability in these tests, so the investigation of modal
successors does not cut off search.

Even outside the above ranges (of L�N values), DLP per-
forms better than KSATC for satisfiable formulae. Although
there may be some benefit in examining modal successors
early for these formulae, this benefit would occur only when
a large number of necessary modal formulae have been as-
signed true. Because of the repeated work performed by
KSATC on such successors, it does not appear that the bene-
fits are realized.

Figure 2 gives the results for formulae with a maximum
modal depth (role restriction depth) of 1. Here all atoms at
depth 0 are modal formulae. KSATC performs much better
than DLP in this test. Because KSATC aggressively investi-
gates the modal successors, it can eliminate search at the top
level. DLP has to examine many modal successors, as it will
generate many top-level assignments that contain nearly the
same modal successors. Its caching of modal results does not
help very much as there are so many different modal succes-
sors that can be generated.

In our third test we approximated formulae with un-
bounded modal depth by setting the maximum modal depth
to 100. To generate formulae small enough to handle we had
to increase the probability that an atom was a propositional
variable to 0.7. The results of this testing are given in Fig-
ure 3.

It is obvious that these formulae are not nearly as difficult
as some of the earlier formulae. DLP found all the formu-
lae extremely easy—the processing required for the formulae
that required the most search (forL�N from around 30 to 50)
was less than the processing required for the largest formulae,
which are trivially unsatisfiable and require almost no search.

KSATC found most of the formulae easy, although there
is a small harder section for L�N around 10–30, resulting
in behaviour qualitatively different from that of DLP. In this
section there were even a few formulae that KSATC found
very hard. These harder formulae are those where KSATC is
investigating many modal successors multiple times. On the
other hand, DLP found all these formula very easy, with the
hardest of the hardest taking only around 0.1 seconds, except
for the very large formulae where DLP’s processing overhead

pushed the processing time up to 0.5 seconds.
If the size of the formulae are taken into consideration,

these formulae are much easier than the previous ones, even
though KSATC finds some of them hard.

We have performed other tests using the same genera-
tor showing some areas where DLP dominates, some where
KSATC dominates, and some where they perform equally
well.

Even though we have performed many of these tests using
randomly-generated formulae, we are not happy with the fact
that we are restricted to such tests. We would much prefer to
test the performance of DLP on real knowledge bases that use
the more-powerful features of DLP’s description logic. How-
ever, such knowledge bases do not yet exist. We hope that
the performance of DLP, and of other expressive description
logic systems, will encourage people to develop knowledge
bases using these features. We are highly motivated to work
with developers of such knowledge bases.
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Figure 1: Results for test 1 (maximum modal depth 2)
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Figure 2: Results for test 2 (maximum modal depth 1)
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Figure 3: Results for test 3 (maximum modal depth 100)



Systems Comparison

Peter F� Patel�Schneider

Bell Labs Research� Murray Hill� NJ� U�S�A�

pfps�research�bell�labs�com

The systems comparison of the ���� Description Log�
ics Workshop was organized somewhat di�erently than
previous systems comparisons� This year the compar�
ison emphasizes features instead of performance� be�
cause there have been a large number of performance
comparisons recently� including the comparison at the
���� Description Logics Workshop 	Horrocks and Patel�
Schneider� ����
 and several comparisons of modal deci�
sion procedures where Description Logic systems have
been prominent 	Balsiger and Heuerding� ����� Mas�
sacci� ����
�
Developers of Description Logics systems were invited

to provide a short description of their system� detailing
the logic that the system implemented and mentioning
the characteristics of the input that the system accepts�
other interesting features of the system� interesting as�
pects of the implementation of the system� the perfor�
mance of the system� the availability of the system� and
future plans for the system�
Responses were received from six systems� shown in

Table �� The systems are all available for research use
and can be easily downloaded� Several other description
logic systems exist� including DFL� a hybrid system that
incorporates frame logic�

Language

All of the systems implement supersets of the descrip�
tion logic ALC� The extensions include transitive roles�
regular expressions on roles� converse roles� and strings
and numbers�
Two of the systems allow individual reasoning with

an expressive description logic� This is a new increment
in the expressive power of implemented description logic
systems�

Implementation

All of the systems are built around a highly�optimized
decision procedure for an expressive description logic �or�
equivalently� a propositional modal logic� �SAT is based
on a highly�optimized decision procedure for proposi�
tional logic� modi�ed and extended into a decision pro�

cedure for modal logics� DLP� FaCT� RACE� and CI�
CLOP were all built from scratch� The MSPASS system
uses a translation approach� which employs a powerful
�rst�order prover to determine the satis�ability of de�
scriptions�

Performance

The high level of optimization found in the systems
makes them much faster than previous systems from pre�
vious Description Logic systems such as KRIS� They can
reason rapidly on older knowledge bases� which were im�
practical to run under KRIS� Several of the systems have
been tested on a modi�ed version of the GALEN KB� a
large medial terminology� and can load this KB in a rea�
sonable amount of time�
Many systems are also rapid reasoners for various

proposional modal logics� In fact� the only current
method for really investigating their speed is by gen�
erating random propositional modal formulae�
It would be much better if there were new description

logic KBs that could be used to test out this current
generation of description logic systems� Now that there
are a variety of systems available� it should be possible
to work with larger and more complex description logic
terminology KBs�

Limitations

Some of the systems are just satis�ability engines for de�
scriptions� and do not even have any features for building
KBs� Other systems have a reasonably full interface for
creating KBs and a simple interface for examining the
KB�
The main limitation with most of the systems

is their lack of sophisticated user�interface and KB�
developement capabiblities� These capabilities include
explanation and graphical user interfaces� �Some of the
systems� notably CICLOP� have graphical user inter�
faces� but none of them are at the level of commercial
AI systems�
Nevertheless� there are now mature systems that can

be used in a research setting to create and examine KBs



Name Source
�SAT http���www�mrg�dist�unige�it��tac�StarSAT�html
CICLOP http���www�ensais�u�strasbg�fr�liia�ciclop�ciclop�htm
DLP http���www�bell�labs�com�user�pfps
FaCT and iFaCT http���www�cs�man�ac�uk��horrocks
MSPASS http���spass�mpi�sb�mpg�de
RACE http���kogs�www�informatik�uni�hamburg�de��moeller

Table �� System Availability

for various description logics�

Future Plans

Many of the implementors have started work on an ar�
chitecture for a Description Logic system that would al�
low replaceable components to be used� In this way�
future designers would not have to implement a com�
plete Description Logic system� instead concentrating on
one portion of the system� Hopefully� this will allow the
development of the missing interface and development
features�
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RACE System Description
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Language

RACE [3] is a successor of HAM-ALC [5, 2]. Based on
sound and complete algorithms RACE currently imple-
ments TBox and ABox reasoning for the description logic
ALCNHR+ [4] that supports number restrictions, role
hierarchies, and transitively closed roles. Note that this
DL implies general concept inclusions as a language fea-
ture. RACE accepts TBoxes and ABoxes in the KRSS
syntax with appropriate extensions for GCIs.

Other Features

RACE additionally provides a Web interface based on
CL-HTTP, a Common Lisp Hypermedia Server.

Implementation

RACE employs standard (exploitation of told sub-
sumers/subsumees by marking and caching operations
for computing the subsumption hierarchy, lazy un-
folding) and advanced optimization techniques (seman-
tic branching, dependency-directed backtracking, taxo-
nomic encoding, GCI absorption) in analogy to [6] as well
as deep model merging and extensive model caching. It
also exploits new optimization techniques for ABox rea-
soning [3]. The programming language is ANSI Common
Lisp.

Performance

RACE is one of the fastest systems for testing concept
consistency and outperforms any known ABox reasoning
system by several orders of magnitude. For details on
a performance evaluation regarding ABox reasoning see
[3]. The tests presented in the Appendix were performed
using RACE version 1.0 on a Macintosh G3 Powerbook
(266 MHz) with Macintosh Common Lisp 4.2 in a 80 MB
memory partition. If a size attribute is specified for the
problem, the runtime is given for the last size that can
be solved within the specified timeout limit.

Availability

The system RACE will be presented at DL’99. It will
be available from the authors’ home pages.

Future Plans

We plan to extend RACE to additionally supporting
ABox reasoning with qualified number restrictions and
inverse roles. Future versions of RACE will also include
more advanced optimization techniques for the inference
algorithms dealing with number restrictions.
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Table 1: Tableaux’98 Concept Satisfiability Tests (time-
out 100s, S=Size, C=Correct)

Incoherent Coherent
Test S C Time S C Time

k branch 16 Y 61.35s 11 Y 65.48s
k d4 21 Y 0.82s 21 Y 3.87s
k dum 21 Y 0.07s 21 Y 0.07s
k grz 21 Y 0.08s 21 Y 0.17s
k lin 21 Y 0.02s 21 Y 0.34s
k path 21 Y 2.07s 21 Y 2.76s
k poly 21 Y 2.92s 21 Y 3.27s
k t4p 21 Y 0.64s 21 Y 0.80s
k ph 7 Y 26.02s 16 Y 73.53s

Table 3: Tableaux’98 Abox Realisation Tests (timeout
1000s, Con=Concepts, S=Size, C=Correct)

Test Con S C Time
k branch n 71 1 Y 0.16s
k d4 n 48 1 Y 0.23s
k dum n 71 1 Y 0.08s
k grz n 109 1 Y 0.10s
k lin n 10 1 Y 0.06s
k path n 91 1 Y 3.21s
k ph n 7 1 Y 0.04s
k poly n 66 1 Y 1.44s
k t4p n 72 1 Y 2.26s

Table 4: New Abox Realisation Tests (timeout 500s,
MS=Max Size, S=Size, T=Time, IC=Instance Check-
ing)

IC Realisation
Test MS S T S T

k branch n 4 4 57s 4 355s
k d4 n 4 4 114s 4 514s
k dum n 21 21 55s 19 508s
k grz n 10 10 4s 9 210s
k lin n 10 10 2s 9 497s
k path n 4 4 218s 3 423s
k ph n 7 6 6s 6 135s
k poly n 8 8 151s 5 416s
k t4p n 5 5 450s 3 228s

Table 5: Application KB Tests (timeout 10000s,
Con=Concepts, C=Correct)

Test Con Time C
ckb-roles 79 0.17 Y
datamont-roles 120 0.22 Y
espr-roles 142 0.24 Y
fss-roles 132 0.52 Y
wisber-roles 140 0.37 Y
galen2 3,926 27.54 Y
galen1 2,728 35.86 Y
galen 2,749 72.77 Y
espr-gcis 143 12.36 Y
wisber-gcis 140 4.41 Y
ckb-gcis 79 13.38 Y
fss-gcis 132 23.14 Y

Table 6: Synthetic KB Tests (timeout 500s,
Con=Concepts, C=Correct)

Test Con Time C
hc14 10 0.02 Y
hc18 18 0.06 Y
hc112 26 0.28 Y
hc24 46 0.07 Y
hc28 94 0.32 Y
hc212 142 1.58 Y
hc34 18 0.11 Y
hc36 26 0.56 Y
hc38 34 5.60 Y
hc44 7 0.03 Y
hc48 7 0.08 Y
hc412 7 0.16 Y



Table 2: Tableaux’98 KB SAT Tests (timeout 500s, S=Size, Con=Concepts, C=Correct)

Incoherent Coherent
Test S Con C Time S Con C Time

k branch 5 731 Y 341.54s 5 725 Y 231.42s
k d4 21 2,121 Y 388.37s 16 1,728 Y 454.32s
k dum 21 585 Y 3.42s 21 650 Y 9.62s
k grz 21 1,330 Y 24.37s 21 1,349 Y 24.80s
k lin 21 934 Y 1.88s 21 2,379 Y 181.87s
k path 13 1,989 Y 493.13s 11 1,685 Y 474.57s
k poly 7 500 Y 259.87s 7 534 Y 495.98s
k t4p 21 637 Y 23.68s 21 1,192 Y 198.86s
k ph 6 442 Y 471.88s 6 442 Y 137.16s

Table 7: Random ALCN KB Tests (timeout 500s,
Con=Concepts, C=Correct)

Test Con Time C
kris151 16 0.03 Y
kris301 31 0.06 Y
kris451 46 0.10 Y
kris601 61 0.16 Y
kris751 76 0.18 Y
kris901 91 0.27 Y
kris1051 106 0.29 Y
kris1201 121 0.33 Y
kris1351 136 0.45 Y
kris1501 151 0.52 Y
kris2001 201 0.65 Y
kris4001 401 2.44 Y
kris6001 601 4.57 Y
kris8001 801 5.61 Y
kris10001 1,001 9.27 Y
kris12001 1,201 13.81 Y
kris14001 1,401 13.22 Y
kris16001 1,601 22.14 Y
kris18001 1,801 26.03 Y
kris20001 2,001 36.21 Y
kris25001 2,501 50.16 Y
kris30001 3,001 55.58 Y
kris35001 3,501 72.84 Y
kris40001 4,001 96.45 Y
kris45001 4,501 136.26 Y
kris50001 5,001 149.66 Y

Table 8: TABLEAUX’99 tests (timeout 600s, time in
seconds)

Test Time
p-bound-cnf-K3-C8-V4-D2 0.01
p-bound-cnf-K3-C16-V4-D2 0.03
p-bound-cnf-K3-C32-V4-D2 0.06
p-bound-modK-K3-C8-V4-D2 0.03
p-bound-modK-K3-C16-V4-D2 0.06
p-bound-modK-K3-C32-V4-D2 0.15
p-unbound-qbf-K4-C8-V2-D3 0.35
p-unbound-qbf-K4-C16-V2-D3 0.34
p-unbound-qbf-K4-C32-V2-D3 0.39
p-unbound-qbf-modK-K4-C8-V2-D3 0.21
p-unbound-qbf-modK-K4-C16-V2-D3 0.30
p-unbound-qbf-modK-K4-C32-V2-D3 0.41
p-unbound-qbf-modS4-K4-C8-V2-D3 1.19
p-unbound-qbf-modS4-K4-C16-V2-D3 1.79
p-unbound-qbf-modS4-K4-C32-V2-D3 3.10
p-bound-cnf-modS4-K3-C8-V4-D2 117.43
p-bound-cnf-modS4-K3-C16-V4-D2 308.91
p-bound-cnf-modS4-K3-C32-V4-D2 592.83
p-persat-K4-C8-V4-D2 0.01
p-persat-K4-C16-V4-D2 0.10
p-persat-K4-C32-V4-D2 1.60
p-persat-modK-K4-C8-V4-D2 1.27
p-persat-modK-K4-C16-V4-D2 2.63
p-persat-modK-K4-C32-V4-D2 0.75
p-persat-modS4-K4-C8-V4-D2 385.41
p-persat-modS4-K4-C16-V4-D2 378.31
p-persat-modS4-K4-C32-V4-D2 56.39
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mspass is an enhancement of the �rst�order theorem
prover spass ���� ��� �	� 
�� with a translator of modal
formulae formulae of description logics and formulae of
the relational calculus into �rst�order logic with equal�
ity� spass is one of the fastest and most sophisticated
existing �rst�order theorem provers and its performance
compares well with special purpose theorem provers for
modal logics description logics and �rst�order logic in
general ��� 	� ����

Input language

The input language of spass was extended to accept in
addition to �rst�order formulae also modal relational
and description logic formulae as input� Description
logic and modal formulae are built from a vocabulary
of propositional symbols of two disjoint types namely
type Boolean �concept� and type relational �role�� These
need to be declared in advance as predicates with zero
arity� The repertoire of logical constructs includes�

� the standard Boolean operators on concepts and
roles� true false not and or impl �subsumed by�
implied �subsumes� equiv

� existential and universal role restriction operations�
some and all as well as domain and range

� additional role operators� comp �composition� sum
�relative sum� conv �converse� id �identity� div �di�
versity� and

� test �test� domrestr �domain restriction� and ranre�
str �range restriction��

mspass supports terminological axioms in their most
general form which includes generalised inclusion and
equivalence axioms for both concepts and roles� In ad�
dition because the �rst�order symbol associated by the
translation mapping to a propositional symbol can be
declared it is possible to specify ABox statements as
well as any �rst�order restrictions on concepts and roles�

Translation mappings

A number of di�erent translation methods are available
in mspass� These include�

� the standard relational translation method �which is
determined by the usual semantics of the language�

� the functional translation method ��� �� ��� and

� the optimised functional translation method ���� in�
cluding a variation de�ned in terms of n�ary pred�
icates instead of unary predicates and paths ���
�� as well as

� the semi�functional translation method ���� ����

In the current implementation the standard relational
translation method is most general and applies to the
language described above� Some restrictions apply to the
other methods� The functional translation method and
semi�functional translation methods are available only
for ALC possibly with serial �total� roles plus ABox
statements terminological axioms and general inclusion
and equivalence axioms� The optimised functional trans�
lation methods are implemented only for ALC possibly
with serial roles�

Features of SPASS

spass is a sound and complete theorem prover for �rst�
order logic with equality� It is an implementation of a
saturation�based resolution and superposition calculus
with simpli�cation �
� ��� In particular

� it uses ordered resolution and ordered superposi�
tion with selection

� it supports splitting and branch condensing �split�
ting amounts to case analysis while branch condens�
ing resembles branch pruning or backjumping�

� it has an extensive set of reduction and simpli�ca�
tion rules

� and it supports dynamic sort theories by additional
inference and reduction rules�

Of particular importance for satis�able formulae are or�
dered inference splitting and condensing while for ran�
domly generated formulae unit propagation and branch
condensing are important as well�
Part of spass is a fast converter of �rst�order formulae

into clausal form with special features such as optimised
and strong Skolemisation and an improved implemen�
tation of renaming ��
��
On termination spass does not only produce a

�yes���no� answer but it also outputs a proof or a sat�
urated set of clauses depending on whether the input



problem is unsatis�able or not� A �nite saturated set of
clauses provides a characterisation of a class of models
for the input problem�
For certain logics and using certain �ag settings

mspass is known to provide decision procedures� More
speci�cally�

� For the relational translation of description logics
below ALB and including ALB ���� ALB is the
extension of ALC with role formulae expressed in
terms of the top and bottom role conjunction dis�
junction negation and converse�

� For the optimised functional translation of ALC
with or without serial re�exive or transitive
roles �����

� For the semi�functional translation of ALC with
or without serial re�exive symmetric or transitive
roles ����

Implementation

Both spass and mspass are implemented in ANSI C�
The translation routines of mspass have alpha status
�there are plans to change the input syntax slightly��

Performance

Extensive testing has been done with di�erent versions
of spass but as yet not with mspass� The tests which
have been performed and published thusfar have been
for ALC or multi�modal K�m� with or without re�exive

and transitive modalities ��� �� 	�� In all cases the trans�
lation employed was the optimised functional translation
in terms of n�ary predicates�

Availability

SPASS as well as MSPASS are available from

http���spass�mpi�sb�mpg�de�

where also interactive use of the systems is possible�
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A b s  t ra ct 
The  P ow erLoo m  sys t em  under devel opm en t  at 
US C / IS I im pl e m ent s  bot h  a ge neral -purp os e
t he orem  pro ver,  for reas on i ng wi t h predi c at e cal -
cul us  ex pres s i ons ,  and a des cri pt i on cl as s i fi er. 
The  P ow erLoo m  cl a s s i fi er bo rrows  som e  idea s 
fro m  it s  pre cedes s or,  the Loom  cl as s i fi er,  but  it 
al s o im p l em en t s  so m e no vel  cl as s i fi cat i on t ech-
ni q ues .   Thes e new  tech ni que s  ena bl e i t  to han-
dl e  the incre as ed expre s s i ve  powe r of the l ogi c, 
and  they  faci l i t at e the  im pl em ent at i on  of “l azy” 
cl a s s i fi cat i o n. 

1 I  n  t r o d  u  ct i o n  
P ro pos i t i ons  and at om i c  term s  for m  the  two pri nc i pal 
bui l di ng  bl oc ks  of  a ty pi cal  dedu ct i ve  sys t em  ba s ed on
t he  pred i cat e  cal c ul us .  The Power Loom  sys t e m  [P ow er-
Loo m  UR L ] us e s  des cri pt i ons  as  a thi rd  bui l di ng bl ock 
i n a pre di cat e cal cul us  fram ework .  Bel ow we  bri e fl y di s -
cus s  how  des cri pt i ons  are us ed by the  Powe rLoom  theo-
rem  pro ver,  and how a des cr i pt i o n cl a s s i fi er op erat e s 
wi t hi n t he de duct i ve sy s t em . 

P ow erLoo m  rea s ons  wi t h expre s s i on s  phr as ed in a
hi g her-o rder vari a nt  of  KIF .   A des cri pt i on  in P ower-
Loo m  is  repre s ent e d by the KIF  k ap p  a op erat o r:  (ka ppa
(?x1…?xk) P x1…xk). Des cri pt i on t erm s  appea r in three 
pl a ces  wi t hi n  Powe rLoom : 

• they denote relations and classes (this is traditional);

• they are used to represent queries;

• they provide an alternate representation for material im-
plications (universally-quantified propositions).

Des cri pt i ons  may or may  not  have nam es .   A des cr i pt i o n
wi t h nam e R denot e s  the  rel a t i on R.   P owerL oom  di s t i n-
gui s hes  bet ween  cl as s es  and un ary rel at i ons ,  but  bot h
cat egori es  ar e rep res en t ed as  una ry de s cri p t i ons .  Pow er-
Loo m  us e s  the  sam e  repr es ent at i on  and the s am e i nfer-
enc e mac hi ner y to eval u at e queri e s  and  des c ri pt i ons —a 
que ry  (re triev e (?x1…?xk) P x1…xk) i s  int er nal i z ed as 
(ka ppa ( ?x1…?xk) P x1…xk).  T he fi rs t  t i m e t hat  a de-
s cr i pt i o n is  eval u at ed,  an opt i m i zer orders  it s  cl aus es , 
and  prun es  ou t  any  redu ndant  cl au s es .   The opt i m i zat i on

i s  cache d,  so  that  subs equen t  eva l uat i ons  us e th e al r eady- 
opt i m i ze d  qu ery. 

M at eri al  im pl i cat i ons  of the  form 
   (for all ( ?x1…?xk)  (=> P x1... xk Qx 1... xk))
m ay  be rewri t t en as 
   (sub set-o f (ka ppa ( ?x1…?xk) P x1... xk)
             (kap pa (? x1…?xk) Q x1... xk))
Thi s  rep res en t at i o n was  fi rs t  tri ed ou t  in an ex peri m ent al 
pre di cat e cal cul us  cl as s i fi e r des cri be d in [M ac Grego r 94] . 
P ow erLoo m  el e ct s  t o per form  thi s  trans form a t i on in se v-
era l  con t ext s ;  the  tran s form at i on  is  part i c ul arl y us e ful  i n
t he  cas e  that   (  k  a p  p  a (  ?x1…?xk)   Q x1…xk)    is  equi val en t 
t o an ex i s t i n g nam ed re l at i o n. 
Exa m pl e     1: 

(  f  or  all (  ?x)   (  = >   (  Pe  r  so n   ?x)    (  An imal  ?x)  )  )  
bec om es 
(sub set-o f  Pe rson  Anim al)

Exa m pl e     2: 
    (for all ( ?x ?y )
      (< => (Dau ghter  ?x ? y)
           (and  (Chi ld ?x  ?y)( Femal e ?y) )))
bec om es 
     (and 
     (sub set-o f
       D aught er
       ( kap pa (? x ?y) 
              (and  (Chi ld ?x  ?y)( Femal e ?y) )))
     (sub set-o f
       ( kap pa (? x ?y) 
              (and  (Chi ld ?x  ?y)( Femal e ?y) ))
        Daugh ter)) 
P ow erLoo m  us e s  's u bs et - of'  propos i t i on s  to repre s ent 
s ub s um pt i on l i nks — wi t hi n a hi erar chy of des cri p-
t i o ns / re l at i o ns ,  i t  rep res en t s  th e sen t ence  “D1 subs u m es 
D2”  by t he pr opos i t i on “(s ub s et -o f D2 D1)”.  Spec i al i z ed
al g ori t h m s  an d ind i ces  are appl i e d to the t axono m y de-
fi n ed by  the 's ubs et -of '  rel at i on  (t he  Cyc rel at i on ' gen l s ' 
i s  equi v al ent  to t he Po werLo om  's ubs et -of' ) . 

The  Powe rLoom  bac kt rac ker bac kchai ns  by  trac i ng
bac kward s  acr os s  ' s ubs e t -of'  prop os i t i ons :  Gi ven  a go al 
(G ?x1 .. .  ?xk) ,  it  fi nds  s ub goal s / ant e ceden t s  of  G by 
ret ri evi ng th e fi r s t  ar gum en t s  of  al l  's ubs et -of '  pro pos i -
t i o ns  ha vi ng G as  thei r  seco nd ar gum en t .  Be nefi t s  of thi s 
archi t ect u re in cl ude : 

      I  n t  egra t  in g Des  cr ip t  io n s   an d  Cla s  s  if  i cat  io n  in t  o a
P re d icat  e Calcu l u s   Fr am ewo rk 

R o b  ert  Ma cGre g o r
U S C /I nf o r mati on S c ience s  I ns titut e

mac gr ego r @is i .edu



•  Recursive optimization of subgoals—every description
encountered during backtracking is optimized (upon
first use);

• Consolidation of logical reasoning based on implication
('=>') with sets/subset reasoning based on 'subset-of';

• Straightforward integration of a description classifier—
in this framework, the job of a classifier is to compute
all 'subset-of' relations.

2  Th e  C la s  s  i f  i e r 
Her e we bri ef l y di s cus s  som e  feat ures  of th e Pow erLoo m 
cl a s s i fi e r. 

S ub s um pt i on rel at i ons  are co m put e d us i ng un i vers al 
i nt roduc t i on.  To prove “(s ub s et -o f P Q)” we  do t he fo l -
l ow i ng: 

F or k a cont ex t ;  in t rodu ce on e s ko l em  per ka ppa
var i abl e ;  inh eri t  P ont o the  s ko l em (s );  tr i gger  for-
war d cha i ni ng  wi t h i n th e con t ext ;  bi nd  each  of Q' s 
kap pa va ri abl es  on t o th e cor res po ndi ng  s ko l em ; 
and  tes t  whet her Q is  t rue i n the  fork ed co nt ext . 

The re is  no expl i c i t  no t i on of def i ni t i on in  Powe rLoom . 
The  cl os es t  anal og  is  a bi c ondi t i onal  im pl i cat i on (e . g. , 
t he  bi c ondi t i onal  appl i ed t o the  rel a t i on 'Daug ht er'  in
Exa m pl e 2).  We cal l  a s ub s um pt i on s em ant i cs  whi ch
t ak es  in t o ac count  al l  axi om s  (i n cl udi ng ma t eri a l  im p l i -
cat i ons ,  bi c ondi t i onal s ,  an d gro und fact s )  ext ens i o nal 
s ub s um pt i on,  whi l e  we cal l  t he tr adi t i onal  des cr i pt i o n
l og i c no t i on of s ub s um pt i on i nt ens i o nal .  Our ex peri e nce
wi t h [Lo om  UR L] (w hi ch suppo rt s  onl y i nt ens i o nal  s ub-
s um pt i on  com p ut at i ons ) sugge s t s  t hat  m os t  us ers  have
t ro ubl e di s t i ngui s hi ng bet we en i nt ens i o nal  and ex t en-
s i o nal  s ub s um pt i on,  and al s o t hat  of the  two,  ext e ns i on al 
i s  the m ore us eful .  Hen ce,  for Po werLo om ,  we hav e
el e ct ed to ig nore i nt ens i o nal  s ub s um pt i on.  Howev er,  i t 
wou l d qu i t e eas y t o add  the not i o ns  of  'def i ni t i on'  and
‘i nt ens i o nal  s ub s um pt i on’ to th e arc hi t ec t ure. 

P ow erLoo m  di v i des  the t radi t i onal  not i on of  des c ri p-
t i o n cl a s s i fi cat i o n int o two  phas es ,  “upc l as s i fi cat i on” and
“dow ncl as s i fi c at i on ”.  Upc l as s i fi cat i on of a des cri pt i on 
D1 invol ves  com put i ng al l  s ub s um er s  of D1,  i . e. ,  al l 
D2s  such  that  (s ub s et -o f D1 D2).  Dow ncl as s i fi c at i on 
i nv ol ves  com p ut i ng  al l  s ub s um ee s  of D1,  i . e. ,  al l  D2s 
s uc h tha t  (s u bs et - of D2  D1).  Duri ng upc l as s i fi cat i on of a
des cri pt i on D1,  it  is  not  ne ces s a ry to  perf orm  a com p l et e
uni vers a l  int roduc t i on com pu t at i o n bet ween D1 an d eac h
pot ent i a l  s ub s um er .  Ins t ead,  we fork a cont ext ,  int ro duce
s ko l em (s ),  in heri t  D1 ont o t he s ko l em (s ),  an d for ward
pro pagat e one  ti m e  onl y .  The  s ub s um pt i on t es t  bet wee n
D1 and each D2 con s i s t s  onl y  of bi ndi n g D2' s  kap pa
var i abl e s  ont o the  s ko l em s  and eval ua t i ng D2 (u s i ng
bac kt rac ki ng deduc t i on) . 

In P ow erLoo m ,  dow ncl as s i fi c at i on  of a des c ri pt i on D1 
i s  perfo rm ed by upc l as s i fyi ng  each  pot e nt i al  s ub s um ee  of
D1.  Thus ,  the  ti m e s avi n g “t r i ck” des cr i bed in th e pre vi -
ous  para graph  appl i es  t o al l  s ub s um pt i on com put at i on s . 
Unl i ke t he Lo om  cl as s i f i er,  whi ch  aggr es s i v el y cl as s i fi es 

al l  conc ept s / des cr i pt i o ns  in t rodu ced i nt o t he sy s t em ,  the
P ow erLoo m  cl a s s i fi er is  lazy —i t  i s  nor m al l y  tri g gered 
onl y by a cal l  to the proced ure ' fi nd- di rec t -s up ers -a nd-
s ub s ' .  C al l i n g tha t  pro cedur e on a (na m ed or unn am ed) 
des cri pt i on D caus es  D to be  bot h  upc l as s i fi ed and
dow ncl as s i fi e d.  Mo s t  of  the com pl exi t y  of t he Po wer-
Loo m  cl a s s i fi er in vol ve s  mi n i m i zi ng th e num ber of up-
cl a s s i fi cat i o ns  tr i gger ed by  one of th es e cal l s . 

The  di vi s i on of th e tra di t i o nal  cl as s i fi cat i on al gori t hm 
i nt o upc l as s i fy/ dow ncl as s i fy com po nent s  yi el ds  be nefi t s 
i n bot h bat ch  and incre m ent a l  us e s  of the cl as s i fi er.   B e-
cau s e th e opp ort un i t i es  for pruni ng ar e les s  dur i ng dow n-
cl a s s i fi cat i o n tha n for  upc l as s i fi cat i on,  we pre fer  t o
avo i d dow ncl as s i fi c at i on  when ever pos s i bl e.   If our ob-
j ec t i ve is  to  cl as s i fy al l  des cri pt i on s  (i . e. ,  bat ch cl as s i fi -
cat i on),  we can ac com pl i s h our ob j ect i ve by  upc l as s i fy-
i ng  each  indi vi dua l  des cri pt i on;  dow ncl as s i fi c at i on  is 
avo i ded ent i r el y.  In ma ny si t uat i ons  (perha ps  th e maj or-
i t y ) us e rs  wa nt  to  com p ut e di rect  supe rs  of  a de s cri p t i on
D,  but  don' t  care about  subs .  In thi s  cas e,  it  i s  suf fi ci e nt 
t o upc l as s i fy D (agai n avo i di ng  dow ncl as s i fi c at i o n). 

The  mot i vat i o n for  thi s  spl i t  spr ang from  s om e work
we di d i n dev el opi ng a paral l el  cl as s i fi er.   The re,  we
not ed th at  it  is  eas i er  to m i ni m i ze da t a tr ans fe rs  an d to
m od ul ari ze pr oces s i ng i f the  dow ncl as s i fy st ep is  el i m i -
nat ed. 

A c k  n  o w l ed  g m e n  t s  
Thi s  res earch  was  funde d und er DA R P A cont ra ct s 

N00 014-9 4-C -0 245 and F3 0602- 97-1- 0194. 

R e f e r e n  ce s  
[Lo om  UR L] ww w.isi .edu/ isd/L OOM. 

[M ac Grego r 94]  Robe rt  M.  MacG regor ,  A Des cri pt i on 
C l a s s i fi er fo r the  Pred i cat e  C al cul us , i n  Pr o ceedi ngs  of 
t he  Tw el f t h N at i on al  Co nf er e nce onA r t i f i ci al  Int el l i -
gen ce,  (AAAI 94),  pp.  21 3-220 ,  199 4. 

[P ow erLoo m  UR L ]
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DLP

Peter F� Patel�Schneider

Bell Labs Research� Murray Hill� NJ� U�S�A�

DLP �for Description Logic Prover� is a description
logic system that contains a sound and complete rea�
soner for an expressive description logic� DLP is an ex�
perimental system� in that it does not contain all the
support facilities that one might like in a full descrip�
tion logic system� However� DLP does have an interface
that allows the creation and examination of taxonomies
of concepts�
DLP employs a heavily�optimised decision procedure

for description logic satis�ability to determine subsump�
tion relationships� This decision procedure has excellent
performance on a wide variety of test suites� including
several propositional modal logic test suites�

Language

DLP implements the description logic shown in Figure ��
In the syntax chart A is a concept name	 C and D are ar�
bitrary concepts	 P is a role name	 R and S are arbitrary
roles� Concept and role names are given meaning via op�
erations that de�ne them� DLP requires that concepts
be de�ned before they are used in descriptions�
The semantics for DLP is a normal semantics for de�

scription logics� with a domain 
I � disjoint from the
integers� and an interpretation function I for concepts
and roles�
DLP�s reasoner is sound and complete for this logic�

modulo bugs in the implementation� It uses the now�
standard method for subsumption testing in description
logics� namely translating subsumption tests into sat�
is�ability tests and checking for satis�ability using an
optimised tableaux method�

DLP accepts a subset of the KRSS speci�cation �Patel�
Schneider and Swartout� ���� It implements the fol�
lowing operators�

�DEFINE�CONCEPT �name� �dscription��
�DEFINE�PRIMITIVE�CONCEPT �name� ��concept���
�DEFINE�PRIMITIVE�ROLE �name��
�DEFINE�PRIMITIVE�ATTRIBUTE �name��
�DEFINE�PRIMITIVE�TRANSITIVE�ROLE �name��
�CONCEPT�SUBSUMES� �concept� �concept��

Syntax Semantics

Concepts A A
I � �I

� �I

� �
�C �I � CI

C uD CI �DI

C tD CI �DI

	R�C fd 
 �I � RI�d� � CI �� �g
�R�C fd 
 �I � RI�d� � CIg
�nP fd 
 �I � j P I�d� j  ng
�nP fd 
 �I � j P I�d� j � ng
P�n fd 
 �I � P I�d�� � nI �� �g

Roles P P
I � �I ��I

R t S RI � SI

R�C RI � ��I �CI�
R � S RI � SI

R�
S
n�� R

In

Figure �� Description Logic for DLP

The prover in DLP has facilities for handling global
axioms� but there is no description logic input facility
for global axioms�

DLP thus accepts a very expressive description logic�
However� DLP cannot represent individuals� nor does it
incorporate any domain extensions� aside from allowing
integers as role �llers� Nor does DLP have any facilities
for explanation or query answering�

Other Features

Because of the correspondence between description logics
and propositional modal logics� the description logic rea�
soner in DLP can serve as a reasoner for several propo�
sitional modal logics� As well as propositional dynamic
logic� the logic underlying DLP contains fragments that
are in direct correspondence to the propositional modal
logics K�m� and K��m��
DLP provides an interface that allows direct satis��

ability checking of formulae in K�m� and K��m� plus
global axioms� Using a standard encoding� the interface
also allows satis�ability checking of formulae in KT�m�



and S��m��

Implementation

DLP is implemented in Standard ML of New Jersey� It is
written in a mostly�functional programming style� The
only side e�ects in the satis�ability engine have to do
with unique storage of formulae and caching of formulae�
DLP incorporates a number of optimisations for de�

scription logic provers� A number of these optimisa�
tions have appeared in various description logic systems
�Baader et al�� ��	 Bresciani et al�� ��	 Horrocks�
���� In fact� much of DLP is a reimplementation of
the ideas underlying FaCT �Horrocks� ����
The basic algorithm in DLP is a simple tableau algo�

rithm that searches for a model that demonstrates the
satis�ability of a description logic description or� equiv�
alently� a propositional modal logic formula� The algo�
rithm incorporates the usual control mechanism to guar�
antee termination� including a check for equality of nodes
to guarantee termination for transitive roles �modali�
ties�� The optimisations in DLP include lexical normal�
isation� semantic branching� boolean constraint propa�
gation� dependency�directed backtracking� caching� and
heuristic guidance search�
Most of these optimisations can be turned on or

o� or modi�ed through various compile�time switches�
Through these switches the e�ectiveness of the various
optimisations in DLP has been analysed for test suites�

Performance

DLP has been used to classify the Galen medical knowl�
edge base �Rector et al�� ��� with the portions it can�
not represent removed� DLP performed capably on this
knowledge base� creating the subsumption partial order
in ��� seconds on a Sparc Ultra ��class machine� FaCT
also takes about ��� seconds for this task on a compa�
rable machine�
DLP has also been tested on two sets of benchmarks of

propositional modal formulae� the Tableaux�� compar�
ison benchmarks �Heuerding and Schwendimann� ���

and a collection of hard random modal formulae due
to Hustadt and Schmidt �Hustadt and Schmidt� ����
DLP outperformed the existing description logic sys�
tems on the Tableaux�� benchmarks and was compet�
itive with KSatC� the fastest description logic system
on the random formulae� More detail on DLP�s perfor�
mance is available in a paper discussing the performance
of the various optimisations in DLP �Horrocks and Patel�
Schneider� ����

Availability

DLP is available for research purposes via the WWW
at http�		www
bell�labs
com	user	pfps� Standard ML
of New Jersey is available free via the WWW at
http�		cm
bell�labs
com	cm	cs	what	smlnj�

Future Plans

DLP is probably close to its �nal state� The implemen�
tation philosophy of DLP cannot easily be extended to
build models that are not tree structures with loops�
This is not to say that DLP is not a useful tool� it is
a very fast decision procedure for propositional modal
logics� and can e�ectively compute taxonomies of con�
cepts�
I am at the beginnings of building a successor to DLP�

provisionally called BAROC� which will be able to reason
with individuals�
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��� �	��
����� ������ 
���� ���� �� � ��� ����
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 ������	 ��� ����	�	��� ��	� ��� �� �	����
�	�� �	 ���

�� 	�� ���� �	����	��� �	� ����
�	����	�� �	 ���

�� 	�� �� �	����	��� ���
��� ������ �� ��� ���� �� ������� � ���� �����

������	 � �� �	� � ���� �����	���� ���� �����
��� �	��� ������	� ����	���� �������� ��
�� ���
���� ����	 
�������� ��� ��� �� �����	���
�	� ��� �����	 ����	 
�������� ��� ��� ����
�����	��� ���� ���������� 
�	����� �� ��� �!�
����	
 ������� �� ���������	� �	� ������

� �����
������

����������� ����� "��# �� � �������� 	��� ��� $	����
��
� �������	�����	 ���������� ���� �	�	����� �	 ���
��	�
���	� �� ����	���� ���������� ��������� "%&� '&�
'(� )*#� ��� ����	����	 �� � �� �����	�� ���� �����	���
�	 ������	� ������
�� �� ������� �	� �������	��� �����	
������� ������� ������� ��� +�,--.+ "%&*# �	� /,+0
"%'1� ''*# ������� �	���� �	 2��������	��3 ���� �����
	�	�� �	� ���� �������� ��� �����	�	
 �	��� ��� �����	
����	 
�������� "+4,#� �����
 "%(*# �	� +,�.5
"%6*# ��� ��������$� ��� ����	�	
 � �� �����	�� ���� �
�,�,�78 �����	��� ��� ��������� ����� �� +�,--.+
�	� /,+0 ��� ���� �	 �	 ��������	��� ������ ����	�
��	� ��		��� .	�������	
��� ��� �������� ��
� ����
���	�� �	 %9* �������� �	 ���	� ��� ��� ������ �����

�	� +,�.5 ��� � �� �����	�� �� �	 ��� ��� � �,�,�
�78 �����	��� ���� �		�� �	��� 	�� ���������	� �	 ���
��	� .	 ���������� �	 ��� �����
 �� +,�.5 ��������$�
����� �� 	� �����
 ������	 ��� ����	�	���

��� �� �	 �������	��� ������ �� � 	����������
����� �����	�� �	� � ���� �����	��� ��� ���� ��	
��
�
�� ������������� "%:� ;*#� � ������ �!�������� ��<���
����	��� ��	
��
�� /���� �	 ��� �������� ���$� �����
�� ������ ���� ��� ��� ������� �� ����
� "%'*#� ����
�
����� �	 �	���� ���������	 ��������� +�	��=��	����
��� �	��
����� ������ 
���� ���� �� � ��� �����
 ������	
��� ����	�	��� ��	� ��� �� �	����	�� �	 ���

�� 	��

���� �	����	��� �	� ���� �	����	�� �	 ���

�� 	�� ��
�	����	��� ��� ������ ��� ��� >���� �� ������ �������	
��� ��� �� ����	�	�� ��	� ��� ���� ����	�	� ����
����� 	�� ���������	 ��������	� "�	����	
 �	��	���	��
��������#� ����� �	 ��� ��	 �!�����	��

��� ��� ������ �� ��� ���� �� ������� � ���� �����

������	 � �� �	� � ���� �����	��� ���� ������� �	���
������	� ����	���� �������� ��
�� ��� ���� ����	 
��
������� ���
� ��� ��� �� �����	��� �	� ��� �����	
����	 
�������� ���
� ��� ��� ���� �����	��� ���

�	����� �� ��� ������ �	��
�����	� �� ��� ���� ������
��	� �� �	 ������� �	� 	����� �� +�	��� �����	���?
��� �� �����	��� �	 �����	 ����� ������	� ���������	
��	
��
��? ��� ���� $�	�� �	���� ��� ���� ����� �������
�	 �!����	
 �������� @�������� ��� 
�	���� �������	� ��
��� ��������$ ����� �� ���� ���� �!��	���	� �� ��� �����
�� �����
 �	� +,�.5� ����� �!��	���	� ���� �� 	�� ���
������ ����� ��	���	������

� 	����������� �� ���

��� �� � $	�����
� ���� ��	�
���	� ������ ����
�������� �	��
�����	 �� ���������	� �	� ��<�������	���
������ .	 ���� ��� $	�����
� ���� ��	�
�� � ��������
�� ���� �	� �� �!����� ���������	� �	 �	 ��������� ���
�������	 ��	
��
�� ��� �������� �	����� �� ��� �������
�	
 ���������	� "��<��� �	��� �	� ���� ����� ��� ���
	���� �� � �	� �� �����������#A

'� ����� �	 ��� ���� �� ���������	� �"��� � � � � ��# "	��
	��������� 
���	�#�

&� B!��	���	�� 
���	� ��������	� �� ��� ���� � � ��
�	� "��� ��# � ��

C� .	��	���	�� 
���	� ���������	� �� ��� ���� �� �

��� �� � ��� ��
�
D �� �	� ��

�
D �� ����� �� �	� �� ���

�	��� �	� ���� �������� ������������

��� $	�����
� ���� �����	� ����� ��� 
���	 ���� �	�
���������	� �� �	�����	
 ��� �������� �����	���A

'� �	 E ��� ����������� ��������� �����	��A , ���
������ �����	��� ���� �����	� �	 ��� ����� �� ���
�	��	��� ���	�	
 �� ��� ���������	 ��������� ����
���� ��� ���������	��

&� 
 E ��� ���� �����	��� ���� �����	� �	 ��� ����� ��

���	 ����� �	� ���� �
���� ���	 ����	���� ����
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� �����? ����� �����
��� "	���	��������� 
���	�# ���������	� �	� �����
�����	��

���� ���������� �� �������� �	 ��
��� '�

4���� �	 =���� ���� ��� ��� ��	�
�� ���������
=������ �� ��� ��� �����	���� ��� �����	��� ��$� ������
�� �	����� .� ���� ������ ���� �����	 �	 �	����"�#
�� ��� ��	�
��� .	���������� �������� �����	�� �� �	�
�����	��� �	 ���

�� ��� ����� �����	��� ���� ���� �
�����
 >������ ��������	 �� �����	��� 5��� ���� ��� ���
�����	��� �	 ������� �	��� ������	� ����	���� ��������
��
�� ��� 74, ��� �� �	� ��� +4, ��� ��

� �������� �� ���

��� ����	��� �� ���� ���� ������ �� � 
���	 ��� �
�� �� �	��������� �� ������� ���� ��� �	����	��	�
����	��� �� �	 �	� 
� ���� ��� ������� ���	
 ������
�	� �����	�	
 �������� ��� ����	��� �	����� �� � ��� ��
��	���� ��<���� ������ �	 �� ������ �� �	 ����� �� ���
�	������	
 ����
� ���������� .� ������� ���� ��� �	
�	� ��� 
 �����	��� ��� ��������� ���� ����	�� �����
����� ��� �	� 	����� � "������	 <��� �� �	� 	� ���
�����#� ������������ ���� ��� �����	
� ���� ��� �����
��� �� ��� ��	���� ��<��� ���� ��$� �� ��� ����	����
.� �� �	������� �� ��������� ����������� �� ��� �	�
	����� �� �� ���� ��� ��� ���	����� �� ���������
�	� ���������������� ��� $����
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.	 ����� �� �����	 � ������� ��� ������ �	����	�� ���
�	���������� ���� �������	� ��� �	 �	� ��� 
 �����	���
	��� �� ����	������ ��� �������	
 ��������A

� +������� �	� 
��� ������� �	�����������

� .	���������� �����	� ����� ���������

� .	���������� ���� ��� ��������� �� ������ ������
����� ������ ������� F���������� ����� ����	 �����
�	�����������

,���	
 ����� ����	 ������ ��� ������� ���������� ���
��� �	���������� �� ��� �����	���� , ��
�����������
����� ����	 �	��������� �� ������� �	� ���$��������
.� �����	�� �������� �	 ��� ���� �� 
���� ���� ��� �����
��� 	���� ������ �	� �	 �	��	�� ������ ����� ��	���
�	� ������ 
���� ��� ������ �� �	����� �	���������� ����
����	
 ���� ����������	� ��� ��� �����	��� �	 ��� ���
������ ��� �������	��� �� ��
���������������� ����	
F����
 �	����������� ��� ������� ������ �������� �� ���
���	�� �� ���	
 ��� 
����� �������� ��� ��� ����� ����	��
B�� �����	�� ��� ��� ��	 ������� �	� ��� ��
������
���������� ����	 �	��������� �� �������� ��
������ �� ���
������ �	� ��� 
����� ���������

-����� ��������	 �� ���

���� �� � �	<�	���� 
��� ��
���������	� �	� ���������	� "	���	��������� 
���	�#�
��� ������ ���$� ��� ��� 
��� �� � F����
 
���� ���� ����
�� ��
��� �����	
 �	 ��� �	������	 ����	��� �� F����
�
/��� �	���������� ��� �� ����� ��� 
���� ��� �	����������
��� ��� ���� 
����� �������� ��� ����� ����� ����	�� .	
����� �� $��� ��� �� � �� ��� �������� ������ ��� �	����
������� ������� �	������� ����� ����	� 7	�� ���� �	�
�	����� �� ���������� 
���� ��� ����� ��� ��	� �	�� ���
�������	� �	 ���

�� � �����
 ������	 ��� ��� �����	����
��� ������ �������� �� �������� ���������	� �� ��� ���
�	����������� .	 ��� ����� �	 �	��������� �� ���

���� ��
�������� "���� ������� �	�����# �	� ������� "�	�����
�� 
����# �� ��� ����� �	���������� 7�������	 �� ��������
�� ���	
 �Æ��	� �	�����������

@���� ����	 ����� ��������� ������� ����� ����
��� ����� .	 �����	 ���� ���� ������ �	�	��� �����
���	��� ��� �	��� ������� .	 ��� ������� �� ������
��
	���� �������� ���� �� �������	��� �	 ��� ��� ����
���� ����� ����	 ��� �� ��� ����	�����	 ��		��
������	 ��� ������ �����	���� .	 ���������� ��� ����
�� ����	 �� �������� �� ������ ��� ��� ��������	 �� ��� ���
���
� 4� ���� ����� �� ����� ��� �� � �� ��� ��������
�� 
�	����� �	
 ��� ����� �� 
����� +������� �� �� 	��
�������� ��	���� �	�����	�� "
���� ���� ��� �=��� ��
�� �������� ��	���	
#� ��� ����� ����	 �� 
���� �		��
�� ������� 
�	����� �� �� 
���� ���� �� 	�� ������� ���
����� "�	 ��� ��	�� �� ���� ����������	 �	 ��
�#� ��	�
��� �	 �����	�� 	���� 
���	� 
����� ���� ��� ���$��
�� ��� ����������	 ���� "�	� � 	�	�
���	� 
��� ��$�
����"� � �# �� ����� ��� �� ���$� ��� ����� ����	

�� ���� �	���� 
����#� ��� �������� �	 �� ������
�� ������	
� ����	
 ��� ������ ��� 2���3 ��������	� ����
���� �����	
 �	������ ,� ��� �	� �� ��� ����� ������	�
��� 2���3 ��������	� �	 �� ������� ���� ��� ���������

��� ��� �� ���	
���

��� ��������� ����������	 ������� �� ���� ��������
���	 ��� �	�����	� �������� ��	� ����� ��� 	� ���
����� ����������	 �	� �	���	� ��$�	
 ��
������� ���
�������� ��	
��
�� "+�,--.+G� ��
������ �� ��������
����
� %C*#� @�������� ��������� ����������	 ��������




 A � E , �,�,/,-B �� �,+�- �	 A ��������
�������� 
�	�� � �	� �B-+�.F�.75- � ����
���� !  ��
"� 
�

��
��� 'A ,��������� �� � ��� 0	�����
� /���

��� �����	���
� �� �� ����� ����� �	�����	� �������
����� �� ��� �����	���
���� H������� ��������� ����
�������	 �� �������	�� �	 	������ �	� ��	�� ��� ����
�	�� ��� ������
�	���� ��������$ �� ���� .	 �������	�
�� �� ������ �� �������	� ��������� ����������	 ���	
������� �������� ��� �	 �	��������� �	 ��� ��� ����
��� �� � �����	� �� ��� ��������� ����������	 ��������
��� ��������	� ���� ��� �	��	���	�� ������� ����
�
���� ��� ��=������	�� ��� �� ��� �����
 ������	 ��� ����
��	���� -�������� ����������	 ����� ������� �������
������� �	��� ��� �����	���������������� �������
��� ��� ��
������ ����� ���� �������� �		�������
�!��	���	��

����� � �� � � ���������! �����	�� �� 	�"�������� �!�
����# ��	 �� �!���� ��� ��������	 $! � � 
 ��������# � ��
��	�� � ��������� �����! � � ��� �������  �� �����
�����	 �� ��������%

�� ��� � ���	
���

��� ����� �����	�� �� �������	��� �� � ��
�����������
����� ����	 �	��������� ���� �� �!��	��� ���� 2�����
����3 �	�����	
 �	 ��� ������ ��� ������� �� ��� �	�����
�	
 �� �� ��� 
 �	��� ���� ���� �	�����	 ��������� ���� ���
����� �	� 	�� ����� �	 ����
�� 4��	 ��� 
 ����	�	�
�	����� �����
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Abstract

We extend the theory about terminological de-
fault reasoning using a logical base language
that can be used to represent spatioterminolog-
ical phenomena. Based on the description logic
ALCRP(S2) the paper discusses how to imple-
ment an algorithm for computing extensions of
a world description consisting of ALCRP(S2)
assertions and a set of closed ALCRP(S2)
Reiter-style default rules.

1 Introduction

This paper investigates a Reiter-based approach to
terminological default reasoning about spatial infor-
mation. Originally, a default rule has the form α :
β1, β2, . . . , βn/γ where α, βi and γ are FOPL formulae.
α is called the precondition of the rule, the βi terms are
called justifications, and γ is the consequent. Intuitively
the idea behind default reasoning is the following: start-
ing with a world description A of what is known to be
true, default rules can be applied such that they aug-
ment A by default rule conclusions γ to yield a set of
beliefs. A default can be applied, i.e. its conclusion γ can
be added to the set of current beliefs iff α is entailed by
this set, each formula βi is consistent with the current set
of beliefs and γ is not already entailed. In our case the
idea is that α, βi and γ are special ALCRP(S2) ABoxes
which contain only concept assertions (that fulfill the
ALCRP(D) restrictedness criteria) as well as complex
role assertions [3].

Defaults may interact and depending on the set of de-
fault rules being applied, different “possible worlds” can
be computed. These possible worlds are referred to as ex-
tensions (see below for a formal definition). Depending
on the reasoning mode the consequence problem for ter-
minological default theories is to decide whether a given
assertional axiom is member of all extensions (skeptical
mode) or of at least one extension (credulous mode).

Using description logic concept terms in default rules
instead of first-order or propositional logic formulae has

been extensively considered in [1]. A terminological de-
fault theory is a pair (A, D) where A is an ABox, and D is
a finite set of terminological default rules whose precon-
ditions, justifications and consequents are concept terms.
Because concept terms correspond to unary predicates
ranging over a free variable, these defaults are called open
defaults. In contrast, closed defaults do not contain any
free variables. Unlike Reiter’s original proposal, the ap-
proach of [1] applies defaults only to those individuals
that are explicitly mentioned in the world description
(ABox). Default rules are never applied to implicit indi-
viduals introduced by ∃-restrictions. With this kind of se-
mantics the consequence problem for (A, D) is decidable
(see [1] for details). Closed default rules can be obtained
by instantiating the free variable in the concept expres-
sions with all explicitly mentioned ABox individuals (see
[1] for a formal definition). Thus, for closed defaults, α,
βi and γ are concept assertions (ABox concept axioms).
Once we have a closed default theory, a set of conse-
quences of such a theory is referred to as an extension
which is a set of deductively closed formulae defined by
a fixed point construction. In the case of terminological
default reasoning about spatial information it is also in-
teresting to conclude spatial relations by default. There-
fore, we extended the approach presented in [1] to deal
with role assertions in default rules. Before discussing
the computation of extensions of closed default theories
in the case where α, βi and γ are ALCRP(S2) ABoxes
consisting exclusively of ALCRP(S2) concept assertions
and complex role assertions, we first consider an example
of using defaults in the context of terminological reason-
ing about spatial information.

2 ALCRP(S2) Preliminaries

ALCRP(S2) is the description logic resulting from the
instantiation of the description logic ALCRP(D) with
the concrete domain D = S2 (see [3, 4]). ALCRP(D)
extends ALC(D) by a role-forming predicate-based op-



erator, whose semantics is given by

(∃(u1, . . . , un)(v1, . . . , vm).P )I :=
{(a, b) ∈ ΔI × ΔI | ∃x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym ∈ ΔD :

(a, x1) ∈ uI
1 , . . . , (a, xn) ∈ uI

n,
(b, y1) ∈ vI1 , . . . , (b, xm) ∈ vIm,
(x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym) ∈ PD}

where P is a concrete-domain predicate name, ui and
vj are feature chains, ΔD is the universe of the con-
crete domain, ΔI is the universe of the abstract domain.
Informally, (a, b) : ∃(u1, . . . , un)(v1, . . . , vm).P holds iff
there exists the appropriate concrete domain objects
x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym reachable via the feature chains
u1, . . . , un from a (resp. v1, . . . , vm from b) such that the
predicate P (x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym) holds.

In the case of D = S2 we have n, m = 1, and, as an
ontological decision, we call u1 = v1 = has area (a single
feature is considered as a feature chain of length one).

Definition 1. The concrete domain S2 is defined w.r.t.
the topological space 〈R2, 2R

2〉. The domain ΔS2 contains
all non-empty, regular closed subsets of R

2 which are
called regions for short. The set of predicate names is
defined as follows:

– A unary concrete domain top predicate is-region
with is-regionS2 = ΔS2 and its negation is-no-region
with is-no-regionS2 = ∅.

– The 8 basic predicates dc, ec, po, tpp, ntpp, tppi,
ntppi and eq correspond to the RCC-8 relations. Due
to space restrictions we would like to refer to [4] for
a formal definition of the semantics.

– In order to name disjunctions of base relations, we
need additional predicates. Unique names for these
“disjunction predicates” are enforced by imposing
the following canonical order on the basic predi-
cate names: dc, ec, po, tpp, ntpp, tppi, ntppi, eq.
For each sequence p1, . . . , pn of basic predicates in
canonical order (n ≥ 2), an additional predicate
of arity 2 is defined. The predicate has the name
p1- · · · -pn and we have (r1, r2) ∈ p1- · · · -pn

S2 iff
(r1, r2) ∈ p1

S2 or . . . or (r1, r2) ∈ pn
S2 . The pred-

icate dc-ec-po-tpp-ntpp-tppi-ntppi-eq is also called
spatially-related.

– A binary predicate inconsistent-relation with
inconsistent-relationS2 = ∅ is the negation of
spatially-related.

Proposition 1. S2 is admissible (see [4]).

3 Spatioterminological Default
Reasoning: An Example

Using ALCRP(S2)’s role-forming predicate-based oper-
ator, we define a set of complex roles according to the

mentioned RCC-8 S2 predicates:

inside
.= ∃(has area)(has area).tpp-ntpp

contains
.= ∃(has area)(has area).tppi-ntppi

overlaps
.= ∃(has area)(has area).po

touches
.= ∃(has area)(has area).ec

disjoint
.= ∃(has area)(has area).dc

The following definitions of concepts required to model
domain objects representing different kinds of regions in
a TBox satisfy the ALCRP(D) restrictedness criteria.

area
.= ∃has area.is-region

natural region
.= ¬administrative region

country region �̇ administrative region 	
large scale 	 area

city region �̇ administrative region 	
¬large scale 	 area

lake region �̇ natural region 	 area
river region �̇ natural region 	 area

country
.= country region 	
∀contains.¬country region 	
∀overlaps.¬country region 	
∀inside.¬country region

city
.= city region 	
∃inside.country region

lake �̇ lake region
river

.= river region 	
∀overlaps.¬lake region 	
∀contains.⊥ 	
∀inside.¬lake region

river flowing
into a lake

.= river 	 ∃touches.lake region

In [4] more examples on the use of ALCRP(D) are given,
which also demonstrate the influence of spatial reason-
ing on TBox reasoning (subsumption of concepts). In
addition to our previous work, we consider the following
spatioterminological default rules d1, d2 and d3:

area : city

city

area : lake

lake

area : country

country

Below we will show how to use ABoxes instead of con-
cept terms inside the α, βi and γ of the default rules.

Suppose we have an ABox

{a : country, b : area, (a, b) : contains, (b, a) : inside}.

Closing defaults, i.e. instantiating the defaults d1, d2, d3

over the ABox individuals a and b yields 6 different
closed defaults. Now, let us assume α, β and γ have
been replaced by the corresponding assertional axioms.
We use the notation di(ind) to refer to a default that is
instantiated with the individual ind. Given our 6 closed
default rules let us examine the status of each:
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Fig. 1. Subtle inferences due to topological constraints.

– Default d1(a) cannot be applied because adding
a : city to the ABox yields a contradiction with
a : country. The concepts country region and
city region are disjoint (due to large scale and
¬large scale).

– Default d1(b) can be applied. We get an augmented
ABox or extension one:

{a : country, b : area, b : city,
(a, b) : contains, (b, a) : inside}

– Default d2(a) cannot be applied because adding
a : lake to the ABox yields a contradiction with
a : country. A country is an administrative region
and a lake is defined as a natural region, and both
are disjoint concepts.

– Default d2(b) can be applied. Thus, we can get an
augmented ABox or extension two:

{a : country, b : area, b : lake,
(a, b) : contains, (b, a) : inside}

However, if we have an ABox already augmented by
the conclusion of default d1(b), b : city, we cannot
apply d2(b). So, only one of d1(b) or d2(b) can be
applied, resulting in two different extensions.

– Default d3(a) cannot be applied, because its conclu-
sion is already entailed by the ABox.

– Default d3(b) cannot be applied even if no other
default has been applied before. Adding the de-
fault’s consequent b : country would yield an
inconsistent ABox because a is already known
to be a country and so, among others, a :
∀contains.¬country region holds. Because (a, b) :
contains holds and b : country would imply b :
country region, the default cannot be applied.

Another subtle inference can be demonstrated by show-
ing that the default d1(b) cannot be applied to con-
clude that object b in Figure 1 is a city. Trying to
do so would result in a constraint b : city region 	
∃inside.country region. Therefore, polygon a cannot be
the appropriate country region because (b, a) : overlaps
holds. Due to the exists restriction there exists an im-
plicit individual c which is a country region such that
(b, c) : inside holds. As can be seen in Figure 1, there is

no way to find a spatial arrangement such that b is in-
side c and c does not overlap with a or does not contain
a. Because a is a country and, therefore, may not over-
lap or may not be contained in another country region,
there is no way to conclude that b could possibly be a
city.

In addition, let us assume we would like to be able
to conclude that the spatial relationship between a river
and a lake is either ec (touches) or dc (disconnected).
These conclusions cannot be expressed with the termi-
nological default rules introduced in [1] because there
α, βi and γ are limited to concept expressions. We there-
fore extended the terminological default rules introduced
in [1] by substituting the concept expressions α, βi and γ
by so-called ABox patterns. These ABox patterns are ba-
sically ABoxes with placeholders for individuals (written
with capital letters). Closing the default rules instanti-
ates the patterns with all possible combinations of indi-
viduals yielding closed defaults whose α, βi and γ are
ALCRP(S2) ABoxes with role assertions only on com-
plex roles:

d4 =
{X : lake, Y : river} : {(X, Y ) : disjoint}

{(X, Y ) : disjoint} ,

d5 =
{X : lake, Y : river} : {(X, Y ) : touches}

{(X, Y ) : touches}

Closing the patterns, i.e. instantiating X, Y over the
ABox A = {l : lake, r : river}, would yield eight
different closed defaults whose whose α, βi and γ are
ALCRP(S2) ABoxes. As well as allowing variables such
as X and Y , one might also be able to refer to specific
ABox individuals in the ABox patterns (for instance, the
individual “Bodensee”).

In the next section we will show that the consequence
problem is decidable for terminological default theories
with default rules containing ALCRP(S2) ABoxes con-
sisting only of concept assertions and complex role asser-
tions. Since we can always obtain ordinary ABoxes from
our ABox patterns by closing them, the consequence
problem is decidable for defaults with ABox patterns
as well.

4 Computing Extensions

Intuitively, given a closed terminological default theory
(A, D) a deductively closed set of consequences of such a
theory is referred to as an extension. As usual, the exact
definition is given by a fixpoint construction. We cite a
formal definition taken from [1]. Th(Γ ) stands for the
deductive closure of a set of formulae Γ . In a description
logic context Γ is an ABox.



Definition 2. Let E be a set of closed formulae and
(A, D) be a closed default theory. We define E0 := A
and for all i ≥ 0

Ei+1 := Ei ∪ {γ | α : β1, . . . , βn/γ ∈ D,
α ∈ Th(Ei),
¬β1, . . . ,¬βn /∈ Th(E)}.

Then, Th(E) is an extension of (A, D) iff

Th(E) =
∞⋃

i=0

Th(Ei)

Note that, in principle, this definition for an extension
Th(E) has a non-constructive nature because in the de-
finition the deductive closure Th(E) is already used in
each iteration step. Nevertheless, as we will see below,
the definition induces an algorithm for actually comput-
ing extensions if the implicit entailment subproblems in
the definition are decidable (see also [1]).

In order to be able to infer spatial relations between
domain objects, the basic terminological default reason-
ing approach described in [1] is adapted. The basic idea
is that the precondition, the justifications and the con-
sequent of a default can be ABoxes with complex role
axioms.

Definition 3. A spatioterminological default rule d (or
spatioterminological default for short) has the form d =
α : β1 . . . βn/γ where α, βi and γ are consistent
ABoxes whose unfolded versions contain only concept
axioms with restricted ALCRP(S2) concept terms and
only predicate-based role axioms of the form (x, y) :
∃(has area)(has area).P with P being an S2 predicate
of arity two. A spatioterminological default theory is
a tuple (A, D) where D is a set of spatioterminolog-
ical default rules and A is a consistent and restricted
ALCRP(S2) ABox.

Lemma 1. A restricted ALCRP(S2) ABox axiom x is
logically entailed by a restricted ALCRP(S2) ABox A,

A |= x, iff

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

x = a : C −→ ¬SAT (A ∪ {a : ¬C})
x = (a, b) : ∃(u)(v).P −→

¬SAT (A ∪ {(a, b) : ∃(u)(v).P }) ∧
¬SAT (A ∪ {a : ∀u.�}) ∧
¬SAT (A ∪ {b : ∀v.�})

SAT (A) decides the ABox consistency problem for an
ABox A, and u = v = has area.

Proof. The first case is the instance checking problem,
which is decidable because C is a restricted concept
term. The second case is more problematic, because the
ALCRP(S2) language does not provide a negation op-
erator for predicate-based role axioms. However, we can
check whether (a, b) : ∃(has area)(has area).P ∨ a :

¬∃has area.is-region ∨ b : ¬∃has area.is-region
holds. The NNF of ¬∃has area.is-region is
∃has area.is-no-region � ∀has area.�. Since
∃has area.is-no-region is inconsistent, the result-
ing term is (a, b) : ∃(has area)(has area).P ∨ a :
∀has area.� ∨ b : ∀has area.�. Obviously, this is not
an ALCRP(S2) ABox. However, A∪{a1 ∨a2 ∨ · · · ∨an}
is inconsistent iff ∀ai : A ∪ {ai} is inconsistent. Note
that the predicate name P exists because the concrete
domain is required to be admissible.

Theorem 1. The consequence problem for a spatioter-
minological default theory (A, D) is decidable.

Proof. Considering the sound and complete tableaux
calculus for deciding the consistency of restricted
ALCRP(S2) ABoxes, x ∈ Th(Γ ) iff Γ |= x. Thus, in-
stead of taking Th(E) we can view the ABox E as a
representative for an extension. The fixpoint construc-
tion in Definition 2 can be used as a tester for deter-
mining whether a given ABox E really is an extension
of a default theory (A, D). Since each extension E is an
ABox having the form A ∪ {γ |α : β1 . . . βn/γ ∈ D′}
for a set of so-called generating defaults D′ ⊆ D, we
can simply check for each element E of {A ∪ X | X ∈
2{γ |α:β1...βn/γ∈D}} whether it is an extension or not. The
following inference problems need to be decided:

1. α ∈ Th(Ei): This can be easily tested by checking
whether Ei |= α where α = {a1, a2, . . . , an}. We can
decide this ABox entailment problem iff we can de-
cide whether each assertional axiom ai follows from
A, i.e. ∀ai ∈ Ei : A |= ai. This can be decided ac-
cording to Lemma 1 because the elements of α are
restricted to be concept axioms or predicate-based
role axioms.

2. ¬βi /∈ Th(Ei): This can be checked by testing
whether E �|= ¬βi. More generally, A �|= ¬B, where
B = {b1, b2, . . . , bn} iff ∀bi ∈ B : A �|= ¬bi. However,
A �|= ¬bi iff A∪{bi} is consistent. The ABox consis-
tency problem for restricted ALCRP(S2) ABoxes is
decidable.

3. Th(E) =
⋃∞

i=0 Th(Ei): The fixpoint can be con-
structed in a finite number of steps because we con-
sider only a finite number of defaults. In principle,
we have to decide the ABox equivalence problem. An
ABox A1 is equivalent to an ABox A2, A1 ≡ A2 iff
A1 |= A2 and A2 |= A1, i.e. the ABox equivalence
problem can be reduced to two ABox entailment
problems. Unfortunately, considering ALCRP(S2)
ABoxes there might not only be concept axioms and
predicate-based role axioms in A1 or A2 but also role
axioms of the form x = (a, b) : R or x = (a, b) : f
or x = (x1, . . . , xn) : P where R is a role name, f
is a feature and P is an S2 predicate of arity n. In



this case Lemma 1 is not applicable. However, both
A1(= E) and A2(= En) are constructed on the ba-
sis of A, that is, we have to decide whether two
ABoxes of the form A1 = A ∪ Γ1 and A2 = A ∪ Γ2

are equivalent, where Γi ⊆ {γ |α : β1 . . . βn/γ ∈ D}.
Obviously, (A ∪ Γ1) ≡ (A ∪ Γ2) iff A ∪ Γ1 |= Γ2

and A ∪ Γ2 |= Γ1. Since both Γ1 and Γ2 contain
only concept axioms and predicate-based role ax-
ioms, Lemma 1 is applicable.

In [1] another algorithm is discussed for computing ex-
tensions. This algorithm seems to be more efficient in
the average case. There is a strong conjecture that the
algorithm is also applicable in the ALCRP(S2) context.
Furthermore, it can easily be seen that the results for
spatioterminological default theories wrt. ALCRP(S2)
can be extended to ALCRP(D) as well.

4.1 A Note on Terminological Default
Reasoning with Specificity

Consider the world description

A = {r : river flowing into a lake, l : lake}.

Since it is already known that r is a
river flowing into a lake and not only a lake, we
would like to conclude that the lake l in A should be the
lake. That is, the complex role assertion (l, r) : touches
should be added:

d6 =

{X : lake, Y : river flowing into a lake} :
{(X, Y ) : touches}
{(X, Y ) : touches}

In the case of d6, we would like to render the application
of d4 and d5 invalid, because they are “less specific” than
d6 (even if d5 yields the same conclusion, touches).

A default da is said to be more specific than db, da ≺ db

iff (α(da) |= α(db)) ∧ (α(db) �|= α(da)) where α(D) de-
notes the precondition of the default D. Algorithms for
computing the so-called S-extensions (S for specificity)
have already been developed by Baader and Hollunder
[2]. There is a strong conjecture that these algorithms
can be applied in our ALCRP(S2) context as well. In
contrast, the ordinary extensions are called R-extensions
(R for Reiter). In our example, we would get two differ-
ent R-extensions, but only one S-extension containing
the ABox axiom (r, l) : touches. The other R-extension
containing (r, l) : disjoint could not be derived, since
only the most specific active defaults are applied when
computing S-extensions. This would render the applica-
tion of d4 and d5 impossible because d6 is also active and
more specific than both d4 and d5.

5 Conclusion

To the best of our knowledge we have proposed a first
theory for spatioterminological default reasoning. Our

spatioterminological default approach extends previous
work done in [3, 4]. The new contributions to [1] are:
As a base language, the expressive spatioterminologi-
cal description logic ALCRP(S2) is used. Allowing not
only concept terms as formulae occurring inside default
rules but also special ALCRP(S2) ABoxes with complex
role assertions is necessary from an application-oriented
point of view but imposes a number of theoretical prob-
lems. We have shown that the possible extensions of a
closed ALCRP(S2) spatioterminological default theory
can be effectively computed provided the ABoxes used
in the default rules contain only (restricted) concept and
complex role assertions.

An implementation of ALCRP(D) is described in [5].
With the implementation of the ALCRP(D) default rea-
soning substrate, an implementation of an ALCRP(D)
TBox and ABox management system as well as an RCC-
8 relation network consistency checker is also available
for research purposes. Qualitatively speaking, tests with
the current implementation indicate that for small prob-
lems with few ABox assertions, results can be expected
in a reasonable time but runtimes dramatically increase
when more than only a few individuals are involved. Op-
timizations can be achieved, for instance, if queries for
the extensions are considered [6].
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Abstract

We study the problem of extending hy�
brid knowledge�based systems integrating rules
and structured representation of information�
Speci�cally� we de�ne disjunctive AL�log� a
hybrid formalism which combines two very ex�
pressive knowledge representation languages�
disjunctive datalog and the description logic
ALC� First� by exploiting the use of nonmono�
tonic features of disjunctive datalog� we show
that disjunctive AL�log overcomes some se�
vere representational limitations of analogous
proposals� Then� in order to implement a sys�
tem based on disjunctive AL�log� we take ad�
vantage of recent advances in the technology of
KR systems� in particular� we are able to de�ne
a reasoning method that allows for a full imple�
mentation of disjunctive AL�log� obtained by
relying on the optimized deductive services of
two state�of�the�art implemented KR systems�
i�e� the DL�based system fact and the disjunc�
tive datalog system dlv� We also provide
both a computational characterization of rea�
soning in disjunctive AL�log and a general
technique for encoding extensional knowledge
�ABox� in the system fact�

� Introduction

Research in knowledge representation and reasoning has
recently shown signi�cant advances in the implementa�
tion of reasoning services for very expressive knowledge
representation �KR� systems� On the one hand� new
techniques for e	cient reasoning in very expressive De�
scription Logics have been de�ned� and prototype KR
systems based on such optimized methods have been
recently developed �e�g�� the systems fact 
Horrocks�
���� and dlp 
Horrocks and Patel�Schneider� �������
On the other hand� a similar improvement in deduction
techniques has lead to the �rst implementations of very

powerful deductive database systems� which extend the
relational language datalog with nonmonotonic fea�
tures like negation as failure and disjunction 
Eiter et
al�� ����� �e�g�� the systems smodels 
Niemel�a and Si�
mons� ����� and dlv 
Eiter et al�� ������

Another recent development in knowledge representa�
tion is the idea of building hybrid systems combining
rules and structured representation of information� In
particular� several approaches 
Levy and Rousset� �����
Donini et al�� ���� have studied the problem of inte�
grating datalog with Description Logics �DL�� Notably�
such hybrid formalisms prove very well suited for the
construction of tools for accessing heterogeneous infor�
mation systems� In particular� a decidable fragment of
carin is used in the Information Manifold� a system de�
veloped at AT�T for integrated access to di�erent struc�
tured information sources on the World Wide Web 
Levy
et al�� ������

However� due to e	ciency reasons� such implemented
hybrid systems impose severe restrictions on the ex�
pressiveness of the representation language� both in the
structural and in the relational component� Speci��
cally� in the KR subsystem of Information Manifold the
structural component allows for the use of a very re�
stricted fragment of the logic ALC� while the relational
component only allows for positive datalog programs�
Such limitations in the representational power restrict
the range of application of hybrid KR systems�

Speci�cally� the lack of nonmonotonic features in the
relational subsystem makes it hard to deal with the rel�
evant notions of information completeness 
Etzioni et
al�� ����� Duschka and Genesereth� ����� and disjunc�
tive information sources 
Duschka and Genesereth� ����

in the mentioned applications to heterogeneous informa�
tion systems� while the restrictions in the description
logic language impose drastic approximations in model�
ing relationships among structured information sources

Calvanese et al�� �����

In this paper we de�ne disjunctive AL�log� a hybrid
formalism which overcomes the above mentioned limi�



tations of existing proposals� and provide a prototype
implementation of a KR system based on such a formal
framework� Our approach is based on the idea of taking
advantage of the recent advances in the technology of KR
systems� hence� our formalism integrates the languages
used in the most expressive among implemented KR sys�
tems� i�e� disjunctive datalog and the description logic
ALC� In this way we provide a very expressive hybrid
formalism for knowledge representation� moreover� we
are able to de�ne a reasoning method that allows for
a full implementation of disjunctive AL�log which re�
lies on the optimized deductive services of the DL�based
system fact and the disjunctive datalog system dlv�
As byproducts of this research e�ort� we obtain both a

computational characterization of reasoning in disjunc�
tive AL�log� and a general technique for encoding ex�
tensional knowledge �ABox� in the system fact �which
does not provide explicit constructs for extensional as�
sertions��
In the next section we brie�y recall disjunctive dat�

alog� Then� we introduce the system disjunctive AL�
log� and provide both deductive methods and a com�
putational characterization of reasoning for disjunctive
AL�log� Finally� we deal with the problem of imple�
menting disjunctive AL�log� showing an encoding of
extensional knowledge in fact�

� Disjunctive AL�log

Disjunctive AL�log is obtained by adding to disjunc�
tive datalog 
Eiter et al�� ����� the possibility of using
variables which range over the set of instances of a speci�
�ed concept �or role� of an ALC knowledge base� This is
realized by adding constraints� corresponding to concept
�role� expressions� in the body of datalog rules�

De�nition � A disjunctive AL�log knowledge base H
is a pair ���P�� where � �also called the structural com�
ponent of H� is an ALC�knowledge base� and P �also
called the relational component of H� is a hybrid pro�
gram� i�e� a pair �PE �PI� such that PE is a set of
ground literal predicates of the form p�a� or �p�a�� where
a � fa�� � � � � ang �n � �� is such that ai � O� for each
i � �� � � � � n� and PI is a set of hybrid rules of the form

p��X�� � � � � � pl�Xl��
q��Y ��� � � � � ql�Y m��
not qm���Y m���� � � � �not qn�Y n��

t��Z��� � � � � tk�Zk�

such that l� n�m� k � �� the set of datalog predicate
symbols is disjoint from the set of concept and role sym�
bols appearing in � and P� and for each hybrid rule�

�� each rule is safe� i�e� each variable appearing in the
head of the rule occurs in the body of the rule	


� p�� � � � � pl� q�� � � � � qn are datalog predicates	

�� t�� � � � � tk are all ALC�concepts or ALC�roles �called
constraints�� Without loss of generality� we assume
that each ti is a concept �or role� name �a concept
expression C can be easily represented by means of
a new concept name D� by adding to the TBox T
the two inclusions C v D and D v C�	

Observe that the condition ai � O� can be easily ob�
tained by adding to A the set of assertions��ai� for each
such ai�
The semantics of disjunctive AL�log is given in the

following way� Let ���P� �with P � �PE �PI�� be a dis�
junctive AL�log knowledge base� The ground instantia�
tion of P wrt O�� denoted as gr�P �O��� is the program
obtained from P by substituting each rule in PI with
the set of rules �one for each instantiation� obtained by
substituting the variables in the rule with elements of
O��

De�nition � Let ���P� �with P � �PE �PI�� be a dis�
junctive AL�log knowledge base� and let I be a DL�
interpretation� Then� gr�P �O��jI is the ground dat�

alog program obtained by modifying gr�P �O�� as fol�
lows� for each hybrid rule r � gr�P �O��� if there exists a
constraint C�a� �resp� R�a� b�� in r such that I does not
satisfy C�a� �resp� R�a� b��� then r is eliminated� other�
wise all constraints are eliminated from r�

Given a DL�interpretation I and an interpretation I

of gr�P �O��� the pair �I� I� is a model of H � ���P� if
I is a model of � and I is a stable model of gr�P �O���
We say that q�a� is a ground query to H � ���P� if
q is a datalog predicate symbol appearing in P and
a � a�� � � � � an� where each ai � O� for i � �� � � � � n� We
write H j� q�a� i�� for each model �I� I� of H� q�a� is
contained in I �
Comparing disjunctive AL�log with analogous pro�

posals� namely AL�log 
Donini et al�� ���� and
carin
Levy and Rousset� ������ it turns out that dis�
junctive AL�log generalizes AL�log� since the rela�
tional component is extended by adding the possibility
of expressing classical negation� negation as failure� and
disjunction in program rules� moreover� it is possible to
use role expressions as constraints� As in the case of
AL�log� the semantics of disjunctive AL�log imposes
that variables in the constraints must range over the set
O� of individuals explicitly mentioned in the knowledge
base� This limitation is not present in carin� which also
allows binary predicates �corresponding to role expres�
sions� to appear as constraints in the rules� However� the
combination of these features leads in the general case
to undecidability� as shown in 
Levy and Rousset� ������

� Reasoning in disjunctive AL�log

In order to provide a deduction method for disjunctive
AL�log� we give the following preliminary de�nition�



De�nition � Let H � ���P� be a disjunctive AL�log
knowledge base� let TC be the set of concept expressions
appearing as constraints in P� and let TR be the set of
role expressions appearing as constraints in P� Then� we
denote with VH the set of assertions

ft�a� � t � TC and a � O�g �

ft�a� b� � t � TR and a� b � O�g

The idea behind the above de�nition is that VH iden�
ti�es the set of all possible instantiations of the con�
straints of program P over O�� Thus� we can di�
vide the set of all DL�interpretations into equivalence
classes� based on the way in which such interpreta�
tions �evaluate� �in the sense that will be speci�ed
in the following� all possible instantiations of the con�
straints of program P over O�� Notably� for each
pair I�� I� of DL�interpretations belonging to the same
equivalence class� fI � �I�� I� is a model for Hg � fI �
�I�� I� is a model for Hg� Therefore� in order to estab�
lish whether H j� q�a�� we only need to consider one
representative of each equivalence class� In particular�
we identify each equivalence class with the corresponding
partition �VP � VN � of VH� More precisely� VP is the set of
assertions from VH satis�ed by the DL�interpretations of
the corresponding class� while VN is the set of assertions
from VH which are not satis�ed�

Of course� not all the partitions of VH are compatible
with �� We say that a partition �VP � VN � is consistent
with � i� there exists a DL�interpretation in the equiv�
alence class represented by �VP � VN � which satis�es ��
Now� if �VP � VN � is consistent with �� then we are able
to compute the set

fI � �I� I� is a model for H and I induces �VP � VN �g

by identifying the set of stable models of the datalog

program obtained from gr�P �O��� substituting all oc�
currences of the constraints according to the partition
�VP � VN �� We formalize this notion as follows�

De�nition � Let H � ���P� be a disjunctive AL�log
KB� and let �VP � VN � be a partition of the set VH� The�
we denote with P�VP � VN � the disjunctive datalog pro�
gram obtained from the hybrid program P � �PI �PE� as
follows�

�� introduce a new extensional datalog predicate
��ti� for each concept or role ti appearing as a con�
straint	


� add to PE the set of facts f��ti�a�� � ti�a� � VP g �
f���ti�a�� � ti�a� � VNg	

�� for each constraint ti� replace in P all occurrences
of ti with ��ti��

Algorithm D�AL�log�Entails�H� q�a��
Input� disjunctive AL�log�KB H � ���P��

ground query q�a��
Output� true if H j� q�a�� false otherwise�
begin

compute VH�
if there exists partition �VP � VN � of VH
such that

�VP � VN � is consistent with � and

datalog�Entails�P�VP � VN �� q�a�� � false

then return false

else return true

end

Figure �� Algorithm D�AL�log�Entails�

Roughly speaking� in the construction of P�VP � VN �
we eliminate from P all concept and role occurrences�
encoding each constraint in terms of a new extensional
predicate� and represent the guess �VP � VN � by means
of a set of ground literal predicates� We prove that the
stable models of P�VP � VN � are strictly related to the
models of the hybrid knowledge base H� as stated by the
following property�

Lemma � Let H be a disjunctive AL�log KB� let I
be a DL�interpretation and let �VP � VN � be the partition
induced by I over VH� Then� a pair �I� I� is a model for
H i� I satises � and I is a stable model of the program
P�VP � VN ��

Based on the above properties� we are now able to de�
�ne a method for reasoning in disjunctive AL�log KBs�
In particular� the algorithmD�AL�log�Entails� reported
in Figure �� computes the entailment H j� q�a� for a
disjunctive AL�log knowledge base H and a ground
query q�a�� In the algorithm� datalog�Entails denotes
a known method for computing query answering in dis�
junctive datalog �see e�g� 
Eiter et al�� ������

Theorem 	 Let H be a disjunctive AL�log knowledge
base and let q�a� be a ground query to H� Then� H j�
q�a� i� D�AL�log�Entails�H� q�a�� returns true�

Proof� If part� Suppose H 	j� q�a�� Then� by Lemma ��
it follows that there exists a model �I� I� for H such
that I satis�es �� q�a� 	� I and I is a stable model
for P�VP � VN �� where �VP � VN � is the partition induced
by I over VH� Therefore� �VP � VN � is consistent with
�� and datalog�Entails�P�VP � VN �� q�a�� returns false�
Therefore� D�AL�log�Entails�H� q�a�� returns false�
Only�if part� Suppose D�AL�log�Entails�H� q�a��

returns false� Then� correctness of the algorithm
Constraints�Sat implies that there exists a partition
�VP � VN � of VH which is consistent with �� Therefore�



there exists a DL�interpretation I such that I evalu�
ates all constraints according to �VP � VN � and I satis�es
�� Now� since datalog�Entails returns false� it follows
that there exists a stable model I for P�VP � VN � such
that q�a� 	� I � and since Lemma � implies that �I� I� is
a model for H� it follows that H 	j� q�a��

As for the complexity of reasoning in disjunctive AL�
log� using the algorithmD�AL�log�Entails� we are able
to state an upper bound for the computational com�
plexity �combined complexity� of query answering in
disjunctive AL�log� which follows from the fact that
satis�ability in ALC is in EXPTIME 
Buchheit et al��
����� and query answering in disjunctive datalog is in
coNEXPTIMENP 
Eiter et al�� ������

Lemma 
 Let H be an disjunctive AL�log KB� and
let q�a� be a ground query to H� Then� the problem of
establishing whether H j� q�a� is in coNEXPTIMENP �

Moreover� since entailment
in datalog

�� is coNEXPTIMENP �hard 
Eiter et al��
������ the following property holds�

Theorem � Let H be an disjunctive AL�log KB� and
let q�a� be a ground query to H� Then� the problem H j�
q�a� is coNEXPTIMENP �complete�

Analogously� it can be shown that if we restrict dis�
junctive AL�log by disallowing the presence of dis�
junction in the head of hybrid rules� then entailment
is coNEXPTIME�complete� which immediately follows
from Theorem � and from the fact that query answer�
ing in datalog

� is coNEXPTIME�complete 
Eiter et
al�� ������ In a similar way we can also easily prove
that entailment in the original AL�log framework is
EXPTIME�complete�
Therefore� in disjunctiveAL�log �and its restrictions�

the complexity of reasoning is the same as the complex�
ity of reasoning in the pure relational case� That is�
adding an ALC structural component to datalog does
not increase the worst�case complexity of reasoning� No�
tably� such a result holds for the combined complexity of
reasoning� i�e� when we assume as input of the problem
both the knowledge base and the query� Interestingly�
AL�log exhibits a di�erent behavior in the case of data
complexity 
Cadoli et al�� ������

� Implementing disjunctive AL�log

We now deal with the problem of implementing disjunc�
tive AL�log� To this aim� we exploit the possibility of
relying on the implemented KR systems fact and dlv�
Due to lack of space� in the following we only sketch
the main ideas underlying the implementation� A naive
prototype based on the techniques presented below is
currently under construction�

First� we de�ne a new algorithm for the query answer�
ing problemH j� q�a� in disjunctive AL�log� Basically�
the algorithm looks for a pair �I� I� which is a model for
H and such that I does not contain q�a�� The algorithm
is tailored for the system dlv� since it exploits the fact
that dlv outputs all the stable models of a given data�

log program� We use this feature of the system together
with the possibility of simulating the guess �VP � VN � by
means of suitable disjunctive datalog rules� roughly�
the idea is to simulate the guess of each assertion ti�a�
by means of a disjunctive datalog rule of the form

��ti��a� � ���ti��a��

In this way it is possible to de�ne a �polynomial� trans�
formation of the hybrid program P in terms of a dis�
junctive datalog program P � which represents in its
stable models all the possible guesses of the assertions
of VH � In other words� a stable model I � of P � identi�
�es a pair �I� I�� It can be shown that such a pair is a
model of H i� I satis�es the ALC KB � in H� moreover�
this check can be done by proving satis�ability in ALC
of the knowledge base obtained from � by augmenting
the ABox A with the set assert�I �� of assertions about
constraints contained in I ��
Finally� only models that do not contain the query q�a�

are relevant� hence we force such a condition by adding
to P � the rule � q�a�� We thus obtain the following
algorithm for computing query answering H j� q�a� in
disjunctive AL�log�

begin

compute M � fI � I stable model for P �g�
while M 	� 
 do

choose I � from M�
M �M�fI �g�
if �T �A � assert�I ��� is ALC�satis�able
then return false

end�
return true

end

Now� in order to implement the above algorithm� we
only need to solve the problem of computing satis�a�
bility of an ALC KB� Unfortunately� no implemented
system can be used to this purpose� e�g�� as mentioned
above� the system fact is only able to handle the case
of empty ABoxes� In order to overcome this limita�
tion� we have de�ned an encoding of concept and role
assertions in terms of intensional inclusions in the lan�
guage of fact� That is� given an ALC KB � � �T �A��
we de�ne a polynomial transformation �T ��� such that
�T ��� � �T �� 
� and prove that � is ALC�satis�able
i� �T ��� is ALC�satis�able� Such a transformation is
based on analogous encodings de�ned for propositional
dynamic logic 
De Giacomo� ������ The transformation



�T ��� enables the use of fact for computing the ALC�
satis�ability check in the above algorithm� We are thus
able to provide an implementation of disjunctive AL�
log based on dlv and fact� we only need to realize
auxiliary procedures for computing the program P � and
the transformation �T ����
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� Introduction

Description Logics �DLs� have strong relationships
with other formalisms �among them� feature grammars
��SHI��� Both can be seen as variants of the same type of
terminological logics	 however� the application areas are
di
erent �knowledge representation and reasoning� for
DLs	 linguistic analysis� for feature grammars�	 therefore
the algorithms developed in each case are quite di
erent
��NS���� In particular� DLs have been used for database
research� while feature grammars have not�

Heterogeneous information integration is an important
area of research in databases ��ERS��� Its aim is to ac�
cess and merge� in a meaningful way� data from several
sources� Work on the area has successfully used DLs
��CGLNR��� In this paper we propose to use a typi�
cal operation of functional grammars� uni�cation� as the
main operation for heterogeneous information integra�
tion� This is a natural match� since intuitively uni�ca�
tion puts together the information in two concepts as far
as the concepts do not contradict each other�

� Feature Structures

Consider given a set L of labels and a set V of atomic
values� A feature is either the special value NULL�
an atomic value a �for some a � V�� or a set of fea�
ture structures� where each feature structure is of the
form �l� v�� with l � L and v a feature� We de�
�ne the collection of labels of a feature f �in symbols
LABELS�f�� as follows LABELS�NULL� � LABELS�a� �
�	 and LABELS�ffs������fsng� � LABELS�fs�� � � � ��
LABELS�fsn�� where each fsi �� � i � n� is a feature
structure� Finally� LABELS�fs� � flg � LABELS�v��
for a feature structure fs � �l� v���

Let f denote a feature� In the following� we require
thar LABELS�f� be a set� If l � LABELS�f�� there is a
feature structure �l v� in f	 the value v is denoted by
f�l� and the whole feature structure by f � l�

�We abuse the notation by extending the de�nition to
both feature and feature structures�

Feature structures can be seen as �descriptions of� di�
rected graphs� which in turn can be interpreted as �nite
state automata �FSA� ��PER��� A structure A is a FSA
� S� s�� �� � �� where S is a set of states� s� � S is
the initial state �which corresponds to the root of the
graph�� �  S�F � S is the transition �next state func�
tion� �where the transition labels are features�� and �
is a �partial� function mapping states to elements in V�
and whose domain is included in the set of �nal states
�states for which � is unde�ned�� Given automaton A
and label l� we say that A�l is the subautomaton that
starts at state si

�� if ��so� l� � si �whenever ��so� l� is
unde�ned� A�l is unde�ned�� Intuitively� structure A
satis�es feature f if f is some v � V and A is the au�
tomaton with a single state labeled v and no transitions
�ie� A � � fsg� s� �� f�s� v�g ��	 or if f is a set of fea�
ture structures� and for each feature structure �l v� in
f� A has a transition labeled l such that A�l satis�es v�
Given an automaton A and an feature �l v�� we distin�
guish between three situations� First� �l v� is satis�ed
by A if A�l is de�ned and satis�es v� Second� �l v� is
�merely� compatible with A if A�l is unde�ned� Third�
�l v� is incompatible with A if A�l is de�ned and has
value x �� v�

� Uni�cation

The uni�cation algorithm proceeds in three steps� First�
given two feature structures f� g to unify� the algorithm
would divide them into de�nite and inde�nite parts �the
inde�nite part covers all negations� disjunctions and con�
ditionals�� Second� the de�nite parts of both features
are uni�ed with an algorithm extended to check for re�
lationships among features� Third� if there is no failure�
the inde�nite parts are processed by splitting them into
negations� disjunctions and conditionals� and trying to
unify with each part in turn with the result of the basic
uni�cation as reference��

�That is� the subgraph reachable from si�
�This approach is already outlined in �KA��



The standard uni�cation algorithm only checks for
clashes �i�e� the same label present on both structures
but with di
erent values on each�� This behavior has
some strong shortcomings for information integration�
First� uni�cation would succeed for two structures with
a completely disjoint set of labels� But in unifying infor�
mation� there is the question of whether two descriptions
are about the same concept at all� There are two basic
strategies to follow� The �rst one is to consider the prob�
lem as external to uni�cation �i�e� consider uni�cation
only as deciding whether two descriptions are compati�
ble� and leave the decision of what pairs of descriptions
to unify to another part of the system� The second one
is to extend the uni�cation algorithm to decide whether
the structures not only are compatible� but whether they
are �likely to be� about the same concept� We say that
two descriptions f and g are connected if they share some
labels� that is� if LABELS�f� � LABELS�g� �� �� If� fur�
thermore� all features involving these labels can be uni�
�ed� we say that both descriptions are compatible� A
uni�cation algorithm can be easily modi�ed to return
failure if the descriptions given as arguments are not
connected� The second problem is that the values of la�
bels may be related in some way� and di
erent labels
may also be related�� For instance� features like �at

least x� and �at least y� with x �� y would fail an
straightforward uni�cation test� However� these features
can clearly be combined� In order to avoid this problem�
we use the lcs algorithm introduced in �CBH��� Every
pair of features is classi�ed as connected or not connected
��BIG��� The connected features are classi�ed as compat�
ible and incompatible� Two features are connected if they
have the same label or there is an operation that relates
the two labels	 otherwise they are not connected� To de�
cide if two connected features are compatible� some basic
semantic relations must be de�ned� lcs de�nes the uni�
�cation for compatible features based on those semantic
relations	 in the example above� lcs would produce the
feature �at least �min�x�y����� For example� �range
x y� and �range z w� are connected	 their lcs is given
by �range �max x z� �min y w���
The semantics given above determines the behavior of

the uni�cation algorithm with respect to negation and
conditionals� Uni�cation for two features f and g will fail
only �as far as negation is concerned� if one contains a
feature structure �l v� and the other contains a feature

�Some labels would correspond with well�known construc�

tors used in DLs� like not� at least���� These are assumed
to have the standard semantics�

�Note that lcs is introduced in the context of DLs� which
use a di�erent syntax� In particular� a constructor 	label

may have several arguments� including roles 	binary rela�
tions
� However� lcs is de�ned in �CBH� �ignoring role iden�
tity�� i�e� the de�nition depends basically on the constructor�
and therefore the idea is still applicable in our case�

structure �l �not v��� Also� given condition �cond f

g�� the uni�cation algorithm will check that when A sat�
is�es f� it must satisfy g� When A is incompatible with
f� no constraint is put on the relation between A and g�
and when A is �merely� compatible with f� g must be
�merely� compatible with A or �not f�must be �merely�
compatible with A�

� Conclusion and Further Research

This paper reports work in progress	 many issues are
being currently explored� Chief among them is the need
to extend the formalism to deal with the full power of
DLs� by adding quanti�cation� roles and paths �expressed
in DLs with the constructor SAME�AS� to the language
under consideration�
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Abstract

The formalization of heterogeneous semantic
networks by means of description logics �DL�
is considered in this paper� DL is extended by
the addition of some new relations from hetero�
geneous semantic networks�

� Introduction

SIMER � MIR �G� S� Osipov� E� P� Kurshev� S� I�
Komarov	 is a integrated system for knowledge acquisi�
tion� knowledge representation and modeling of reason�
ing� based on heterogeneous semantic networks�Osipov�

���	�
The system decides problems of event recognition and

situation analysis in dierent data domains� SIMER� the
part of the system� decides a problem of a construction
of knowledge bases� based on acquisitions of knowledges
from the expert� MIR� executes simulation of argument�
ation type reasoning� based on heterogeneous semantic
networks�
This technology was applied frequently for creation of

applied systems� The logical analysis of this formalism
for knowledge representation in SIMER�MIR� therefore
is of interest� The present paper describes and studies
the above mentioned formalism by means of description
logic�

� Basic concepts of heterogeneous
semantic networks�

I am not going to give here much explanation and mo�
tivation on the SIMER�MIR system� referring to �G� S�
Osipov� E� P� Kurshev� S� I� Komarov	� But to keep this
presentation more closed I give brief intuitive description
of the kind of the reasoning� modeled by the system and
the feature of its semantic network representation� The
knowledge representation formalism used by the system
SIMER�MIR is heterogeneous semantic networks �HSN�
�Osipov� 
���	� HSN� among other things� contains a col�
lection of events� which may hold�accepted� or not at the

given state� and binary relations on these� Some events
are marked as facts � meaning they express empirical
�factional� statements� The events of the second kind
explicitly marked as hypotheses � meaning the possible
hypotheses� allowed to be set and discarded during the
reasoning process�

The events have a complex structure and can have the
properties� The sets of properties are characteristic of
an event� A property of an event can be other events or
attributes�

For example� to the event �Thunder�storm� we enter
the property �Lightning�� We can not indicate any dial
of values for the property � Lightning � � signi�es� this
property is the event�

If the event has a property which can vary depending
on a situation in certain limits� that have area of de�ned
values� such property is named as attribute� Most of
events is characterized by a set of their attributes and
ranges of each attribute�

De�nitions of relations on the set of events are given in
terms of attributes of events� The relations are con�rmed
by the procedures whose parameters are properties�

To the relations we can compare the following expres�
sions�

R� �At observation of an event
 the event� is always
observed� If all attributes of an event� are attributes of
an event
� and all characteristic values of attributes of an
event� are characteristic values of appropriate attributes
of an event
�

R� � An event� can be observed or usually observed
at observation of an event
� If an event
 and event�
have the common attributes� and these attributes have
common for an event
 and event� characteristic values�

R� � An event� is usually is absent or can be absent
at observation of an event
� In other words� the sets of
attributes of an event
 and event� are intersected� but
the sets of characteristic values of these attributes are
not intersected�

R� � At observation of an event
 always there is no
event� In other words� the set of attributes of an event 




actuates a set of attributes of an event �� but the sets of
characteristic values of these attributes are not intersec�
ted�
R� � An event
 is a tool of an event� If one of attrib�

utes of an event� contain the characteristic values with
the event
 name�
R� � An event
 is in a situation of an event� If all

attributes of an event
 are attributes of an event�� and
the sets of characteristic values of attributes of an event

are subsets of appropriate attributes of an event��
For example� the events �Thunder�storm� and �Light�

ning� are connected by the relation R����Thunder �
storm�� �Lightning�� � R�� but��Lightning���Thunder�
storm��� R�

� Study of Semantic networks by means
of Description Logic

The function of the interpretation� which ensuring one�
to�one mapping between DL solution structures and HSN
is constructed�

AL �language�Donini F�M�� Lenzerini M� Nardi D�
Schaerf A�	 was used� It is proved� that with the con�
structed interpretation of simple concepts and roles the
individuals interpreted in terms �Osipov� 
���	 as events
are selected�
Let us set L�concepts as follows�

C
�
� �P��C� u �P��C� u ���u �Pk�Ck

��������������������������������

D
�
� �Q��D� u �Q��D� u ���u �Qn�Dn�

where C�� C�� ���� Ck� ���D�� D�� ���� Dn��� � simple
concept names� P�� P�� ���� Pn�rule names�
Then let us de�ne the relations R� � R� over the set

of L�concepts as follows�

�C�D� � R� if c � CI � d � DI��c�fD�c�jc � CIg � DI �

�C�D� � R� if c � CI � d � DI��c�fD�c�jc � CIg � DI �

�C�D� � R� if c � CI� d � DI��c�d�fD�c�jc � CIg �
fC�d�jd � DIg�fC�d�jd � DIg � fD�c�jc � CIg�

�C�D� � R� if c � CI � d � DI��c�d�Pi�c � �Pi�Ci
I

d � ��Qj �Dj�I���Pi � Qj���Ci �� Dj�

�C�D� � R� if c � CI � d � DI��d �d � ��P ��I��d �
�C��I��d � C�

�C�D� � R� if c � CI � d � DI ��c�d �fD�c�jc �
� CIg � DI ���Pi � Qj�� �Ci �� Dj�

Interpretation I� mapping by a usual way DL in HSN�
is constructed�
Theorem � The interpretation I one�to�one maps DL
in HSN�

The relations R� � R� �DL syntactical symbol in this
means� supplement connections between concepts� This
connections do not depend of the domain �there are the
relations of the same level as subsumption is�� By this
way� the extension of description logics is obtained� Some
set of other relations fromHSN �lled up the base of inten�
sional knowledges� The algorithms for checking whether
expressions of a kind �C�D� � Ri are true in descrip�
tion logics are developed� To make this checking easer
concepts C and D are �rst syntactically compared� For
some relations a syntactical comparison of the concepts
has proved su�cient�

� Conclusion

The model obtained is rather complicated and the at�
tempts to simplify it may lead to improving the descrip�
tion logic itself and moreover to improving the reason�
ing implemented in the system SIMER�MIR� The com�
munication between an algebraic system circumscribing
heterogeneous semantic networks and description logics
is established� This implies� that heterogeneous semantic
networks can play a role of description logic models�
That must be correct and complete model� but this

problem completely is investigated yet� There is still a
lot to do�
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� Introduction

The term �facet� was introduced into the �eld of library
classi�cation systems by Ranganathan in the �����s
	Ranganathan
 ����� A facet is a viewpoint or aspect�
In contrast to traditional classi�cation systems
 faceted
systems are modular in that a domain is analyzed in
terms of baseline facets which are then synthesized� In
this paper
 the term �facet� is used in a broader mean�
ing� Facets can describe di�erent aspects on the same
level of abstraction or the same aspect on di�erent lev�
els of abstraction� The notion of facets is related to
database views
 multicontexts and conceptual scaling in
formal concept analysis 	Ganter and Wille
 ����
 poly�
morphism in object�oriented design
 aspect�oriented pro�
gramming
 views and contexts in description logic and
semantic networks�
This paper presents a de�nition of facets in terms of

faceted knowledge representation that incorporates the
traditional narrower notion of facets and potentially fa�
cilitates translation between di�erent knowledge repre�
sentation formalisms� A goal of this approach is a mod�
ular
 machine�aided knowledge base design mechanism�
A possible application is faceted thesaurus construction
for information retrieval and data mining� Reasoning
complexity depends on the size of the modules �facets��
A more general analysis of complexity will be left for
future research�

� Faceted Knowledge Representation

The elements �or uniformities� of faceted knowledge rep�
resentation are units
 relations and facets� Units are
atomic elements or tuples of atomic elements� Relations
are sequences or matrices of ��s and ��s� They only ob�
tain a meaning if they are applied to a domain �i�e�
 sets
of units�� Conceptual relations �roles� that are not bi�
nary or unary are modeled as higher level facets �see
below� but are not �relations� in terms of the following
de�nition�

De�nition �� U denotes a set of uniformities� Ele�
ments of U are denoted by lower case letters
 subsets by
upper case letters� N denotes a set of units with N � U �
R denotes a set of relations with R � U � A unary re�
lation is a sequence of ��s and ��s� A binary relation is

a binary matrix
 i�e�
 an array of ��s and ��s� All sets in
this paper are �nite�

A facet is a viewpoint or aspect of given uniformi�
ties and their relations� These can be constrained by
rules
 which are constructed from uniformities and oper�
ators� The following list of operators is only a suggestion
and can be modi�ed depending on the requirements of
applications� For de�nitions of the relational operators
compare
 for example
 	Pratt
 �����

Set operators for units and sets of units� �
 �
 �
 �

Cartesian product ����
Relational operators� relational union ���
 relational

intersection ���
 relational complement �c�� relational
product ��� and its de Morgan complement �	�
 rela�
tional inverse �d�� relational equality ���
 relational con�
tainment �� and ���

Relations are meaningless unless they are applied to
sets of units as domain and codomain� This is formalized
in basic facets�

De�nition �� A basic facet consists of a relation and a
set of units as domain and
 in the case of binary relations

a set of units as codomain� The notation is f � �N � r�
or f � �N�� N�� r�
 respectively� For the units that cor�
respond to a � in the sequence or matrix
 the relation is
written as n � rf or nrf and �n�� n�� � rf or n�rfn�

respectively� The index �f� can be omitted in context�
The set of basic facets �denoted by FB� is a subset of U �

For the relational operators the usual equivalences fol�
low� n��r� � r��
 n�r� or n�r�
 and so on� It is always
assumed that the sets of units are linearly ordered and

for example
 in the case of the relational union
 the sets
are identical and identically ordered�
Basic facets are similar to formal contexts in formal

concept analysis except that an interpretation as a con�
cept lattice is only one possibility for a basic facet� For
example
 the relation can also be interpreted as an ad�
jacency matrix of a graph� Basic facets are special kinds
of facets
 which are de�ned as follows�



De�nition �� A facet is a relational structure consist�
ing of uniformities and�or sets of uniformities and rules
that constrain the uniformities and that are formed us�
ing uniformities and operators� A facet f� that is used
for constructing another facet f� is called subfacet of f�

denoted by f� � f�� The set of facets �denoted by F� is
a subset of U � The following conditions must be ful�lled�
a� � is acyclic and transitive�
b� Facets that do not contain subfacets are basic facets�
c� Only units
 sets of units and relations of a facet or its
subfacets can be used in rules�
d� For every relation in a facet there is at least one basic
facet that contains that relation�

The extension of a facet refers to the units that are
described by the facet� The intension of a facet refers to
the mathematical structure formed by its relations� The
precise method of calculating extension or intension de�
pends on the application� Facets are called extensionally
equal �intensionally equal� if they have equal extensions
�intensions�
 respectively� Facets are equal if they are
extensionally and intensionally equal� As an example

database queries can be modeled as facets� They are
extensionally equal if they result in the same set of re�
trieved rows� They are intensionally equal if they are
logically equivalent according to relational calculus� Re�
naming of units or relations may not change intensions

but usually changes extensions�
Interpretations are mappings from a set or powerset of

uniformities to a set or powerset of uniformities� Visual�
izations are interpretations that map uniformities onto
elements of a graphical representation� In faceted knowl�
edge representation
 interpretations are de�ned broader
than in description logic� A mapping of uniformities
onto elements of an external domain is a special kind
of interpretation� Other interpretations allow conversion
between di�erent knowledge representation formalisms�
Intension and extension of facets can be de�ned in terms
of interpretations� Meta�facets are facets that describe
construction methods or operators for sets of facets�

� A Faceted Thesaurus as a Description
Logical T�Box

Using faceted knowledge representation a description
logical T�Box can be constructed from smaller T�Boxes
in a modular manner� Figure � shows an example of a
T�Box that is represented as a traditional faceted the�
saurus� The generic relation �IS�A relation� forms an
ordered set based on terms that can be aggregated �such
as �professor� and �student�� and composed �such as
�full�time in�state student��� Each �sub��facet is identi�
�ed by its unique top term� If facets are constructed by
term aggregation
 the set of concepts equals the union
of the sets of concepts of the subfacets� If facets are
constructed by term composition
 which is indicated by
enclosing the subfacet top terms in angle brackets
 the
set of concepts is the direct product of the sets of con�
cepts of the subfacets� Double angle brackets indicate

roles
 which are formally identical to facets created by
term composition but are interpreted di�erently �see be�
low�� The � symbol is a pointer and indicates that the
facets are de�ned elsewhere� For more details on faceted
thesauri compare 	Priss and Jacob
 �����
Each facet consists of two basic facets� �Nt� Nt� rg�

which represents the generic relation among terms and
�Nt� rb� which identi�es term composition� The facet fur�
ther consists of subfacets
 rules for term composition and
aggregation
 and further rules
 such as �Good�standing
� International u Full�time�
 which express constraints

such as �international students must be enrolled full�
time to be in good standing��

person
professor

student

�time�
full�time

part�time

�residence�
in�state

out�of�state

international
course

graduate

undergraduate
teach

��professor ���

��course ���

Figure �

In an interpretation over a domain
 every term �con�
cept� is mapped onto a unary relation and every role is
mapped onto a binary matrix� An interpretation is a
model for the thesaurus
 if nI

�
� nI

�

 n�rgn� for all

terms n�� n� � Nt and all rules are ful�lled� Existential
and universal quanti�cation correspond to the relational
composition and its de Morgan complement
 respec�
tively� For example
 queries �concept expressions� can be
formulated
 such as �X� Professor � �TEACH � Gradu�
ate�� for professors that teach at least one graduate level
course and �Y� Professor � �TEACH 	 Graduate�� for
professors that teach only graduate level courses�
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